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1.0 GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The Process Effects Committee of the IPC has develo
this Process Control Handbook for Printed Board Manuf
ture and Assembly, which is a documentation of problem
and the corrective action that may be taken. The inp
were voluntarily established by technical representative
IPC member companies, and have been reviewed in o
discussion at the Process Effects Handbook meetings p
to publication.

New inputs are encouraged to help assure that the fu
Process Control Handbooks are complete and match
latest state-of-the-art in a particular subject. All new
revised information will go through an approval cycle,
that the material contained in the Handbook represents
best consensus of the industry at large.

1.1 PURPOSE AND FORMAT The purpose of this Hand
book is to provide guidance in the form of troubleshooti
examples, process cause and effect information and st
tical methods for correcting problems in all areas relat
to the design, manufacture, assembly, and test of prin
wiring products. A comprehensive Table of Contents de
with all of the various aspects of the design through de
ery cycle. At times there may be duplication in the ma
rial presented, however, in many instances the materia
cross referenced.

The Guide has been segmented into 21 major sections

1.0 General Introduction
2.0 Design and Documentation
3.0 Phototooling
4.0 Base Materials
5.0 Mechanical Operations
6.0 Hole Preparation
7.0 Electroless Processes
8.0 Cleaning of Printed Boards
9.0 Imaging Processes
10.0 Electroplating
11.0 Etching
12.0 Innerlayer Fabrication
13.0 Lamination
14.0 Metallic Protective Coatings
15.0 Non-metallic Protective Coatings
16.0 Component Mounting
17.0 Soldering Processes
18.0 Cleaning of Printed Board Assemblies
19.0 Post Solder Process
20.0 Inspection and Test
21.0 Rework, Repair and Modification
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The Handbook also contains an index which helps to pr
vide the user with the relationship between the various s
tions. The Process Control Handbook follows a format:

1. Problem Identification (as specifically as possible)

2. Possible Causes

3. Methods to select which causes apply (when availab

4. Suggested corrective actions/control methods

Where available, an illustration is included to aid in clear
identifying the problem. Examples or tutorials (in bold ou
line) are provided in many areas. These may take seve
forms (e.g., SPC tools, recommended procedures, desig
experiments, case histories, etc.) and should not be con
ered all-inclusive. All processes are, to some degre
unique and there is no substitute for thoughtful local inpu

General instruction may at times be provided. Text will b
printed across the page, dealing with the subject in gene
and not highlighting a problem, cause, or corrective actio

1.2 GUIDELINES FOR EFFECTIVE TROUBLESHOOTING
AND PROCESS CONTROL One of the keys to effective
problem solving is a structured routine that addresses k
points each time a problem is encountered. This sect
suggests steps to be taken in order to effectively find t
cause of a problem and to solve it permanently. Refer
IPC-PC-90 for greater detail to suggested methodology
practical troubleshooting.

1.2.1 Problem Identification and Statement Before
beginning a detailed troubleshooting project, use comm
sense in defining the problem. Verify that there is a pro
lem. Observe the defective product and compare to
standard. Identify the standard process and product, th
determine any present deviation from the standard, or a
change in the product.

Establish whether operating procedures were followed a
whether an assignable cause can be quickly identified
the reason behind the problem. Only continue into mo
detailed analysis if the initial questions do not lead to a
obvious answer. Even if the answer appears to be obvio
confirm the answer by operation of the process before cl
ing the project.

Develop a clear, concise problem statement that quanti
the problem whenever possible and reduces the scope
the investigation to a manageable size.

Gather all pertinent data and facts. Use SQC, historic
data, records, logs, etc. This includes temperature cha
analysis records, maintenance logs and the like.
1-1
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Existing process data can be used to identify the m
important subsets of the problem and better focus troub
shooting efforts. If the requirement is qualitative, establ
a clear, common and understood definition of accepta
criteria.

1.2.2 Immediate Action Plans Every problem experi-
enced should be addressed, using an appropriate ac
plan, by someone designated as the individual respons
The solution to each problem varies in urgency and int
sity, however a documented procedure or plan should e
that describes the decision making processes, such as:

1. Emergency problems (fire, chemical spills, etc.) requ
immediate action.

2. Producing out-of-specification parts require immedi
action (i.e., shut down the process).

3. Out-of-control processes require determination as
whether the process can continue to operate.

4. Severe process variation requires evaluation of
severity and effect of the problem on the final produ

The action plan should include the procedures for addre
ing products produced during out-of-specification or o
of-control conditions. The plan should also indicate w
should make those decisions. These issues include bu
not limited to:

A. Disposition of the defective material (repair, scra
replace, etc.)

B. Checking the effect on scheduled delivery.

C. Informing the effect on scheduled delivery.

D. Request for non-conformance authority or Mater
Review Board (MRB) action.

Once the immediate problem is under control, the decis
must be made to determine a failure analysis plan, resp
sibility and schedule in order to reduce or eliminate t
likelihood of recurrence.

1.2.3 Measurement System Evaluation ‘‘Measurement
System’’ in this context refers to the means used to de
and identify the problem. This includes not only the me
suring apparatus, but also the sampling method, the m
suring personnel (and their instructions), accuracy and c
bration of equipment, and environmental factors (i.
lighting, temperature, and relative humidity). The measu
ment system must adequately measure the variation in
parameter or attribute which is considered critical. Imp
cision (inability to reliably measure changes large enou
to have a process effect) and poor reproducibility of me
surements undermine process control, much less trou
shooting efforts. Example: innerlayer line width requir
1-2
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ments of 0.005 mm cannot reliably be measured with a
power shop scope with a reticle scaled in 2 mil incremen

Decisions based on poorly understood measurement s
tems can be a major cause of misapplied manpower a
missed opportunities. Before any statistical decisions c
be made, the variation in the measurement must be und
stood. Occasionally correction of a problem in measur
ment can be a solution.

The variation inherent in the measurement of attribute da
and responses that are subjective in nature can
addressed. The evaluation is more complex in nature, bu
is still an essential part of the analysis of the problem. Se
tion 6.0 of IPC-PC-90 discusses this subject in grea
detail.

1.2.4 Parameter Diagnostics The purpose of Paramete
Analysis, as detailed in Section 9 of IPC-PC-90, is to ide
tify, isolate and rank major sources of variation. Furth
evaluation of the problem can be better focused if th
nature of the variation is understood. Common sources
Positional Variation (within a piece), Cyclical Variation
(piece to piece) and Temporal Variation (over time). Info
mation gathered in this effort can be used to modify th
Problem Statement if appropriate.

1.2.5 Parameter Analysis The purpose of Paramete
Analysis, as detailed in Section 9 of IPC-PC-90, is to ide
tify cause-effect relationships. This step of the troubl
shooting process can be handled in various ways, bu
common and effective routine is given here as reference

1.2.5.1 Brainstorming The development of a cause
and-effect diagram by a cross-functional problem solvin
team is critical to the identification of variables to be stud
ied. Care should be taken to include representatives of
disciplines that are part of the process being studied, su
as engineering, quality, manufacturing operators, analy
laboratory, etc.

Identify all possible causes of the problem, including pr
cess steps, raw materials, materials handling, inspect
and personnel. The ranking of these factors by the probl
solving team should be used to establish those factors t
will be studied experimentally. While engineers are no
mally responsible for troubleshooting, they should tak
care to openly consider new ideas on the problem. T
insight of manufacturing personnel that are intimate with
process can be invaluable.

Situations may occur where the formation of a team f
brainstorming is inappropriate. Only someone with expe
ence at troubleshooting should make the decision
approach a problem alone. Considerable time and eff
can be wasted by failure to get input from all knowledge
able sources.
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1.2.5.2 ‘‘Divide and Conquer’’ Approach List all pro-
cess steps in sequence. Examine product halfway thro
process for defects or its possible cause (is the prob
there yet?). Keep on dividing until the exact process s
causing the problem is located. Also, make use of oth
information sources, such as suppliers and available lite
ture (i.e., IPC-PE-740).

1.2.5.3 Process Audit Conduct a process audit by
reviewing the entire operation (e.g., documentation, tra
fer, handling, processing, etc.). Identify current conditio
and compare to the standard. Define process windows.
audit is best conducted by someone not directly involved
the day-to-day operation of the process.

1.2.5.4 Initial Capability Assessment Process Capabil-
ity Studies ideally are done before the process is accep
for production. This means creating a match between
process and the product, and results in a Process Con
Window that is capable of producing the product.

One approach to troubleshooting that quantifies impro
ment for reporting to management involves the use
Capability Assessment. Section 7 of IPC-PC-90 discus
the generation of capability indices in greater detail. Th
step promotes the clear understanding of the process m
ces but does require time and resources.

1.2.5.5 Optimization This step includes the variety o
techniques used to isolate factors that affect the respo
being studied. Full and fractional factorial matrices are t
most common tools used for this purpose. While som
simple problems may not seem to require rigorous expe
mentation, proper technique must still be used when m
ing one-factor-at-a-time changes. Comparison of the out
at both settings is mandatory to establish the real effec
the process change. Outside factors that are not contro
when a new factor setting is evaluated can cause incor
conclusions to be drawn. Always run a control!

1.2.5.6 Confirmation and Final Capability Assessment
After determination of preferred settings for those facto
studied, a confirmation run must be performed to estab
the performance of the modified process. This step of
consists of a Short-Term Capability Analysis for compa
son with the initial capability assessment. A quantitati
comparison of indices can be easily understood by un
volved parties such as management. Only after confirm
tion of the test results should process changes be made

1.2.5.7 Parameter Control At this point, the factors that
significantly impact the identified problem are understo
and must be controlled. Section 10 of IPC-PC-90 discus
Parameter Control in detail. If the Tolerance band for the
parameters is not clearly understood, more advanc
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experimental techniques can be used to establish speci
tion limits.

A common misapplication of Control chart technique
occurs when variables that are easily measured are cha
Unless the relationship between a variable and the out
of a process is understood, this data has little use. The m
purpose of Parameter Control is the maintenance of
improvements achieved during earlier efforts. The know
edge gained in the Parameter diagnostics step must be
when establishing subgroups for control charting. Failu
to capture the important sources of variation can lead
misleading control charts.

1.2.6 Corrective Action Plan When a problem is
located, recommend required course of action, then foll
it up to assure that it is understood and implemented.

Determine what measures must be taken to prevent re
rence. Document the problem and solution. Redefine
process control window. Set up permanent controls to ke
the variables within the set limits. These may include:

a. Process audits at specified intervals

b. Process control or parameter measurement repor
(control charts, etc.).

c. Preventative maintenance to keep equipment functi
ing at established levels.

Report the problem and the corrective action to the app
priate people.

1.3 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS The following docu-
ments of the issue currently in effect, form a part of th
Guide to the extent specified herein.

1.3.1 IPC

IPC-T-50 Terms and Definitions

IPC-PC-90 General Requirements for Implementation o
Statistical Process Control

IPC-D-310 Guidelines for Artwork Generation and Mea
surement Techniques

IPC-D-325 Documentation Requirements for Printe
Boards

IPC-A-600 Acceptability of Printed Boards

IPC-A-610 Acceptability of Printed Board Assemblies

IPC-TM-650 IPC Test Methods Manual

IPC-2221 Generic Standard on PWB Design

IPC-2222 Sectional Standard on Rigid PWB Design
1-3
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IPC-6011 Generic Performance Specification for Print
Boards

IPC-6012 Qualification and Performance Specification f
Rigid Printed Boards

IPC-7711 Rework of Electronic Assemblies

IPC-7721 Repair and Modification of Printed Boards an
Electronic Assemblies

Other IPC documents are referenced in the text at the p
of interest.

1.3.2 Government

1.3.2.1 Federal Specifications

PPP-B-566 Box, Folding, Paperboard

PPP-B-676 Boxes, Setup

1.4 HANDLING Handling of printed wiring products in
all phases is often a major cause of problems and def
that are noted later in the end products. A general lack
concern for handling tools, raw materials, equipment,
end products can easily result in the production of a pr
uct that is substandard.

Many companies have adopted policies that strive to let
employees know the care and attention that must be pla
on all aspects of the manufacturing and assembly cyc
This starts with the basis for handling and storage
incoming raw materials and continues into the attitude
personnel working in phototooling (handling of artwo
area, humidity, and temperature control).

On the production line, discrepancies in procedures
many times noted where no rigid process controls are u
to control layer placement procedures, drill speeds and f
rates, sharpening and replacing of drill bits, proper sm
removal, insufficient baking and rinsing cycles, incorre
ratio of plating constituents, incorrect orientation of pan
and plating tanks, contaminated plating baths, lack of p
ing bath analysis, and poor microsectioning - or no p
gram at all.

The above list, although not exclusively dealing with ha
dling procedures, provides an overview of the conditio
that many times lead into the problems detailed in t
Guide.

Appropriate employee attitude, coupled with concrete a
well defined company procedures will help, not only
control the areas of problems, but to provide a trace b
and identification of the failure mechanisms which caus
a particular problem.

Unique handling requirements are detailed in the applica
sections, however, some general discussion of major h
dling defects is given here.
1-4
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1.4.1 Scratches Copper-clad panels are surprisingly eas
ily scratched—usually by another copper-clad pane
Scratches and gouges in the copper surface can affect
imaging and etching processes, creating opens or sho
Panels should not be dragged across each other or ac
any abrasive surface.

Resist-coated panels (ready for etching or plating) a
extremely vulnerable to scratches. While the resists a
able to withstand corrosive plating solutions, they are fra
ile when it comes to mechanical damage. Be aware
sharp edges on racks or tanks or other panels. A scra
through the resist will create an open (in etching) or a sho
(in plating). Scratches on phototools can lead to simila
defects.

1.4.2 Bending or Flexing Panels Thin material is some-
what more susceptible but the results can be the sam
Excessive bending or flexing of panels can damage t
resin-to-glass bond in the laminate. This can appear
crazing or measling and can affect the material dielectr
and resistance to chemical baths. If a multilayer board
flexed, internal delamination can occur and the entire boa
integrity destroyed.

1.4.3 Fingerprints Fingerprints can be the scourge of a
printed board shop, from the phototool area through fin
inspection, and all process steps in between. Fingerpri
can affect light transmission and therefore the quality of th
printing operation in the phototool area and in the imagin
area. Fingerprints can affect adhesion—in the resist lamin
tion area, in the plating areas, in the multilayer laminatio
area. Some fingerprints do not clean easily in electroless
electroplating cleaners. The copper does not microetch w
and subsequent plating adhesion may suffer. Some peop
fingerprints can actually etch the copper surface. In som
cases heavy fingerprints may affect the electrical test ope
tion by acting as an insulator. At final inspection, finger
prints could affect board cleanliness and ionic contamin
tion levels.

Fingerprints, as with all handling defects, are preventab
through proper operator training and constant concern a
vigilance. The basic prevention method is to take all ste
necessary to keep hands off panels. Everyone should
trained to handle panels by their outer edges only. Wh
this is not possible, gloves can be worn, but operators (a
all others) must be trained in proper glove usage. Glov
can be easily contaminated and end up creating as ma
problems as fingerprints. They should not come in conta
with the face (make-up, body oils) or dirty areas (dus
chemicals, etc.). Some shops will not permit the use
gloves because they can create a false sense of cleanlin
and the users become careless in their handling.

1.4.4 Storage Printed board manufacturing areas can b
hostile environments to the very boards processed in tho
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areas. High temperature and humidity can oxidize cle
copper surfaces, as can chemical fumes from the plat
area. Strong lighting may adversely affect resist-coat
panels even after development. Boards in-process sho
be stored in clean, dry areas of the shop if at all possib
or processed as soon as possible. Other critical stor
points are: oxide-coated innerlayers prior to laminatio
prepreg which is temperature and humidity sensitive;
phototools and screens and their associated proces
areas (imaging and screen-printing); panels prior to res
lamination through coat, image and develop; after elect
less copper (the somewhat porous surface can absorb o
airborne contaminants).

1.5 BAKING Laminate materials are baked several tim
during the manufacture of a printed wiring board. There a
four major reasons for baking:

1. To insure proper cure of the laminate resin.

2. To relieve stresses that may impact the dimensional s
bility of the laminate.

3. To remove volatiles, e.g., moisture.

4. To cure any organic coatings that may be applied to
laminate (e.g., thermal cure solder mask).

1.5.1 General Problems Associated With Baking

1.5.1.1 Cross Contamination Certain baking operations
volatize (drive off) materials which may contaminate su
sequent work process through the oven. Consider sepa
ovens for these functions, improved venting, or more fr
quent cleaning.

1.5.1.2 Excessive Baking (Over-Temperature Or Over-

Time) In addition to excessive oxidation of metallic clad
ding, excessive baking can change mechanical and
chemical properties of some laminates. Verification
actual oven temperatures (vs. set points) and a mechan
for enforcing removal at the specified time are required.

1.5.1.3 Improper Loading Stacking can result in uneven
time/temperature profiles with variation in results. Stackin
also has the potential for trapping contaminants betwe
laminates at high temperatures, possibly degrading
metallic cladding’s surface. Racks or frames improper
designed or maintained can lead to surface damage.

1.5.1.4 Hold Time After Bake Uncontrolled dwell times
after bake can defeat the original purpose of the bake, es
cially moisture removal.

1.5.2 Resin Curing Fully curing the laminate resin is
important to increase the laminate resistance to moist
absorption, to reduce drilling smear, and possibly to he
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reduce the incidence of copper cracking by increasing t
dimensional stability of the finished laminate. Generall
full cure of the initial core laminate is done by the supplie
prior to shipment to printed board fabricators. Full cure
composite multilayer PWBs is done by the fabricator bas
on laminate suppliers recommendations for correct lamin
tion and cure parameters.

A common measurement for completeness of cure is gl
transition temperature (Tg) of the laminate resin. The Tg is
an indicator of the laminate thermal performance capab
ity and will vary accordingly to the resin system used. T
achieve the Tg specified by the laminate supplier, the res
must be fully cured. Full cure is accomplished by heatin
the resin above the Tg and holding it here for a sufficient
time to achieve maximum cross linking of the resin syste
It is recommended that the PWB manufacturer check w
his laminate supplier for the recommended time and te
perature (to avoid thermally damaging the laminate
excessive cure). Any bake above the resin Tg should be
done under pressure/weight.

Two IPC test methods are available to check laminate
its state of cure (evaluating its Tg). One is Thermal
Mechanical Analysis of TMA method, IPC-TM-650
Method 2.4.23, the second is the Differential Scannin
Calorimetry or DSC Method IPC-TM-650 Method 2.4.25
Because the two methods typically yield different value
the method used should be consistent with that used by
supplier. It is also wise to specify the test method to th
supplier.

In order to determine if additional cure is needed, a sing
sample can be tested two successive times. During the f
test, the sample’s cure is advanced by the test which ess
tially acts as a bake (if undercured). If the second test d
fers significantly, baking is advised. If the two test value
are nearly identical, further baking should not be require

1.5.3 Stress Relief Stresses are inherent in the lamina
tion process and are the result of the naturally occurri
mismatch between the various constituents of the lamin
coupled with the material manufacturing process. A
example of this is the different coefficients of therma
expansion of the copper and resin system. Another exam
is the remaining stress from the original yarn fabricatio
where glass strands are twisted and plied.

Stress relief assists in improving dimensional stability
the laminate by relaxing the stresses prior to further pr
cessing. This is especially important for MLB core mate
rial. As with increasing cure of the resin, stress relievin
requires that the laminate be elevated to a temperat
above the glass transition temperature of the resin. Str
relief may well be accomplished at the same time
increased cure is being effected, as long as a slow c
1-5
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down is used. In order to prevent bow and twist, the ba
and cool down should be done under low pressure or un
a uniform weight.

Typical bake times and temperatures for the various lam
nate resins are shown below:

Bake times are ‘‘at temperature,’’ that is, after the mater
has reached the bake temperature.

1.5.4 Moisture Removal Resin systems used for PWB
laminates vary in their tendency to absorb moisture. So
resin systems (such as PTFE) are virtually impervious, o
ers can be rather hygroscopic. Residual moisture in
laminate has been shown to cause a variety of deleteri
effects from measles to blow holes to excessive resin fl
during lamination. Because of this, moisture removal ba
ing is advantageous and may be employed at the follow
stages:

• After oxide coating of innerlayers

• After hole preparation

• Before fusing

• Before solder coating/solder leveling

• Before any soldering operation, including wave sold
and rework

The bake for moisture and volatile removal is typicall
done at 100—125°C for 2–4 hours. Panels should be se
rated to permit air circulation: stacks of panels will not he
properly and the moisture will not be able to escape. T
user must note that the most practical temperature and t
conditions must be determined for each facility and ea
printed board assembly.

When assemblies must be set aside (e.g., secondary c
ponent mounting of soldering operations), the assem
should be stored in a desiccator cabinet at room tempe
ture and 40% maximum relative humidity (Desiccants m
be baked out and reused.)

Table 1−1 Bake Times and Temperatures

Resin Type T g*
Bake

Temperature Time

Difunctional
Epoxy

130°C 160°C
(320°C)

2-4 hours

Multifunctional
Epoxy

140-150°C 175°C
(350°C)

2-4 hours

Tetrafunctional
Epoxy

150-160°C 150°C
(350°C)

2-4 hours

BT Epoxy 180°C 190°C
(375°C)

2-4 hours

Cyanate Ester 245°C 220°C
(425°C)

4 hours

Polyimide 260°C 220°C
(425°C)

4 hours

*Tg data obtained using DSC Method (IPC-TM-650
method 2.4.25)
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1.5.5 Organic Coating Cure Follow supplier’s recom-
mendations for each curing or drying process.

1.6 RINSING Water rinsing plays a very important role in
the manufacture of printed wiring boards and assembli
Rinsing is employed at nearly every process step beginn
with phototool development. Proper rinsing is especia
important in the wet processing cycles such as imagin
etching and plating. Generally, after each exposure to
chemical solution, the printed boards are rinsed by eith
immersion or spray techniques. This applies to both man
ally and automatically operated processes.

The quality of the rinsing operation can and does ha
direct influence on the quality of subsequent processin
Poor rinsing can result in both board and process tank c
tamination, as well as directly contribute to poor qualit
product and rejects. Improper rinsing can also cause f
quent bath changes due to contamination, increase wa
treatment costs, and create very elusive processing pr
lems.

Improved rinsing techniques often do not require addition
water use. Many techniques are both inexpensive and e
ily implemented, once understood. Some of these te
niques include air agitation, sprays (continuous, time
pulsed), counterflows, tempering, longer drip times a
new rack designs. The sections below discuss the ma
ways to improve board quality through improved rinsing

In some areas, an understanding of the incoming wa
source (i.e., well vs. reservoir, pH, mineral quantity, filtra
tion), as well as any changes in the source can help prev
problems before they occur - or at least provide a place
start pinpointing the problem. Water districts often chan
water sources at set times during the year. Well water m
contain higher quantities of minerals, while reservoi
sometimes have a high content of organic matter, es
cially when their level is low. It may be necessary to filte
or soften incoming water. Some heavily mineralized wat
can leave deposits on boards or cause precipitation in c
tain rinse tanks. Carbon filtration could prevent the intr
duction of organics into a critical process.

1.6.1 Rinse Time Longer rinse times generally result in
a better rinsed board. Very small holes take longer due
the fluid dynamics involved. Alkaline or caustic solution
typically take longer to rinse than acids. Warm solution
rinse faster than cold. More concentrated solutions requ
a longer rinse time (and contaminate the rinse tank faste
Closely spaced panels (in a rack) are more difficult to rin
than those spaced far apart or singly.

Occasionally there are reasons to keep rinse times fa
short. Clean copper surfaces tend to oxidize readily whi
can inhibit the next operations.
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1.6.2 Rinse Water Temperature Warm water will rinse
a surface faster than cold water. The general rule fo
chemical reactions states that for every 10°C increase
temperature, the reaction rate doubles. Rinsing (dissolvin
a material off a surface) can be thought of as a type o
reaction. An ideal cold water rinse temperature is 15–24°C
Hot water is usually recommended after alkaline cleaner
to speed up the rinsing process. Extremely cold wate
rinses can be tempered by adding warm water through
commercially available mixing valve. Warm or hot water
will oxidize clean copper surfaces faster than cold water.

1.6.3 Agitation to Improve Rinsing The most commonly
employed method is air agitation. It is both inexpensive
and extremely effective. Air agitation improves rinsing in
two ways: by keeping the rinse water mixed so that con
centrated pockets do not occur; and by continuously mov
ing fresh water to the board surface. Air agitation should
not be used in rinses immediately after cleaners that foam

Mechanical agitation of the boards or rack of boards in th
rinse tank also aids in rinsing—again by bringing fresh
water to the board surface. When the motion is perpendicu
lar to the board, this method also helps to rinse th
through-holes by forcing water through them.

A third method of agitation, that is somewhat less effective
is the introduction of rinse water through a sparging sys
tem. Generally the water flow rate is not sufficient to make
this as effective as air agitation, unless a pump is used.

1.6.4 Spray Rinsing Sprays can be a very effective way
to rinse. Pressurized water quickly removes contaminan
and supplies fresh water to the board surface. A singl
spray rinse tank can serve several processes. There ar
few drawbacks to spray rinsing that should be taken int
consideration when planning a spray rinse system:

a. When in operation, sprays consume a tremendou
amount of water. Therefore, they should be on only
when boards are ready to be rinsed. Generally, th
sprays are activated automatically by action of a hois
or are timed. Often intermittent sprays are used.

b. If spray nozzles become clogged, areas of the boa
may not be properly rinsed.

c. Holes in the board to not rinse as well as the surface
Very small holes must rely on capillary action as the
primary rinse mechanism. Since this is a slower proces
more spray time may be necessary than would b
expected for a surface. Consider a combination imme
sion rinse plus sprays.

d. Sprays are only effective when both sides of the boar
can be sprayed. When boards are side-by-side in
basket-type rack (such as those used on an electrole
line), sprays cannot adequately rinse the inside board
a

s
,

since they are shielded by other boards.

1.6.5 Counterflow Rinsing The diagram below (Figure
1–1) illustrates the principle of counterflow rinsing. Bas
cally, a single water source flows through multiple rinses
a direction opposite or counter to the flow of the wor
being processed. Counterflow rinses provide the benefi
multiple rinse stations but use the water flow of a sing
rinse. Therefore, rinsing can be greatly improved witho
using additional water. Kushner (see references) gives
excellent technical discussion on the benefits of count
flow rinsing, including calculations to determine require
water flow for a given number of rinses.

Both immersion rinse tanks and spray rinse systems can
counterflowed. In an immersion system, the water sho
be introduced at a spot as far as possible from the out
Generally counterflow rinse tanks are joined by a comm
wall that is an overflow weir, as shown in Figure 1–1. If
process tank separates two rinses, it is possible to ex
nally counterflow the water by piping the outlet of the firs
to the inlet of the second. Remember that the water flow
by gravity, so the second rinse water height must
slightly lower than the first.

Sometimes the rinse water from one process step can
counterflowed and used at another process step.
example would be a sulfuric acid dip that follows a micr
etch step. The rinse water from the acid can be used
rinse water for the micro etch step. It is best to consult t
appropriate supplier(s) to insure process compatibili
Some incompatibilities could create precipitates or m
waste streams incorrectly or create later process proble

In order to counterflow a spray system it is necessary
collect the water from the initial spray into a sump, the
pump it to provide the necessary spray can also be redu
by use of a sump and pump system. Counterflowed sp
rinses are very common in conveyorized equipment.

1.6.6 Drip Times Amajor contributing factor to the rinse
process is the amount of material carried over on the bo
into the rinse. Obviously, the less process solution left
the board surface, the less to be rinsed off. There are s
eral ways to reduce the amount of material carried ov
including increased bath temperature and reduced bath c
centration. However, these are limited by the process
more practical way is to control the drip time of th
board(s) over the process solution.

Kushner gives some examples that show the amount
material saved by increased drip times. The material s
ings and improved rinsing occur in several ways:

a. Less material is dragged out of the process tank res
ing in a chemistry savings.

b. Less material enters the rinse tank resulting in clean
more efficient rinses.
1-7
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Figure 1–1 Example of counterflow rinsing
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c. Less material is on the board surface so there is les
rinse off, therefore the rinse operation is more efficie

d. Less material needs to be waste treated resulting
cost savings.

The trade-offs on drip times are time and oxidation of t
panel surface. On some large automated lines, drip ti
can add up and increase the total cycle time. On some
cesses, a long drip time may affect the board surface. T
generally occurs more easily with heated baths. Proc
solutions should never be allowed to dry on the board s
face. Dried-on salts often will not redissolve in the rin
station.

Recommended drip times over process tanks are 10 to
seconds. Some drip times over rinse tanks (especially
one immediately following a process tank) are also ben
cial. Generally 3 to 10 seconds are used. Angling
boards in their racks, so that a corner is the lowest po
also improves dripping.

In the case of conveyorized systems, whether vertica
horizontal, drip times must be re-thought in terms of t
pinch rollers that tend to wipe the board surfaces of proc
chemistry. The tighter and more compliant these rollers
to the board surface, the better the surface is wiped and
less amount of material carried over. Also, the slower
conveyor speed, the less material carried over.

1.6.7 Special Rinse Techniques There are several spe
cialized techniques that have been developed with the t
goals of improved rinsing and reduced water consumpt
These include:
1-8
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a. Conductivity meters and/or flow restrictors. A condu
tivity meter will activate the water flow when contam
nation levels in the rinse tank exceed a certain lim
Restrictors simply limit the flow volume. Timers a
also placed on rinses so that water is not wasted w
no parts are being rinsed. These methods are fine,
vided they have been properly set-up and are monito

Changes in incoming water pressure or qual
increased product flow through the rinses, or change
the processes could all adversely affect the rinse qua
In addition, conductivity meters must be calibrat
regularly. Flow restrictors tend to age and deterior
(some actually shrink, further restricting flow). Actu
rinse flow rates should be routinely measured as pa
a preventive maintenance item.

b. Pulse Sprays. Beyer discusses these in IPC Tech
Paper IPC-TP-376. Basically, water sprays are on
several seconds, then off to allow contaminated wate
drip off. This cycle is repeated until the board is su
ciently rinsed.

c. Air Blow-off. Also discussed by Beyer, this procedu
involves air knives near the solution surface. Care m
be taken to not allow the board to dry or to create exc
foam.

d. Sweeping Sprays. Sometimes foam forms on rinse ta
that is then carried down the line. It can be a frustrat
source of contamination and is often difficult to keep
the rinse water surface. Installation of a bank of spr
angled across the surface can serve to ‘‘sweep’’ the fo
into the overflow weir. The sprays can be timed or ho
activated as necessary.
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e. Fog Sprays. Fog sprays use very little water and a
designed to be used over a process tank. Their purpo
is to aid in dripping, to keep process solution in the pro
cess tank.

f. Top Sprays. To gain an extra rinse without additiona
space or tank, sprays can be installed at the top of
immersion rinse tank. As the boards exit the rinse tan
the top sprays are activated as a final clean rinse. T
top spray water can also serve as the water input to t
tank.

g. Hoist Spray Systems. A design out of Europe enclose
spray rinse system in the hoist. This permits rinsin
immediately after the boards have been drawn out of t
solution and into the hoist chamber. Rinsing can be do
while the hoist is traveling to its next position. There i
a space savings in that no rinse tanks are needed on
process line.

1.6.8 References

Water and Waste Control for the Plating Shop,2nd ed.
Kushner and Kushner, Gardner Press

IPC-TP-376, Water Saving Concepts in Automati
Preplate/Electroplate Lines for Printed Circuits, Gustav H
Beyer

1.7 PACKAGING The packaging of printed wiring boards
and/or raw materials at incoming is very important. Con
tainers should be of material and form agreed upon by us
and supplier, and related to the particular product bein
packaged or shipped.

The containers or material used for shipping should n
introduce gases or chemicals that could be detrimental
the product itself or to the solderability of the board an
later assembly steps. Bags or containers made of silicon
sulfur compounds, or polysulfides or processed with the
compounds, should not be used.

All parts that are packaged should be clean, dry and pac
aged in a manner that will afford adequate protectio
against corrosion, deterioration and physical damage fro
supply source to the first receiving activity.

Where plastic bags are used for packaging printed wirin
boards, they should be clean and free from ionic contam
nants. Heat sealing of plastic bags may release volati
that may contaminate board surfaces.

1.8 MAINTENANCE Maintenance concerns itself with
maintaining the process as it was designed. This is need
to assure a consistent product and to prevent accidents.

It should cover everything from the equipment and instru
mentation through process procedures and process cont
to housekeeping and environmental controls.
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1.8.1 Process Maintenance Process maintenance dea
with replenishing process consumables with decontami
tion and wear of tooling inherent to the process. e.g., co
centration of plating solutions, carbon treatment, drill b
wear, etc.

1.8.2 Preventative Maintenance Preventative mainte-
nance is scheduled and designed to replace or repair be
catastrophic failure occurs. By instituting a good preven
tive maintenance program, unscheduled breakdown can
essentially eliminated.

1.8.3 Corrective Maintenance Corrective maintenance
is repair following breakdown.

1.8.4 Calibration Program A calibration program is a
maintenance program for instruments, gauges and test s
Periodic comparison with standards are checked a
adjusted based on statistical evidence of an out-of-con
condition. If the instrument is in control but out-of-spec
work needs to be done to reduce the inherent variation
the instrument to less than or equal to the specification a
99.73% confidence interval (±3 sigma). After this adjus
ment has been made the instrument should be recalibra
Failure to do so may cause the process to go out of con
while the controls appear to be within specification.

1.8.5 Housekeeping Housekeeping looks after remova
of all unnecessary items from the work area. Clutter cau
accidents, mistakes and delays. Also, good housekeep
reports any cleaning problems caused by equipment bre
down or poor maintenance. Getting a small crack repai
may prevent catastrophic failure later when the cra
propagates. Good housekeeping shows regard for
equipment, the investment and the product.

Excessive variations in the environment may affect the p
cess or the health or effectiveness of the workers. F
example, photoprocesses are sensitive to dust, tempera
and humidity. Workers are sensitive to chemicals, heat a
RH.

1.8.6 Process Documentation and Procedures Process
documentation and procedures must be maintain
because sloppy notes and unrecorded changes invari
lead to errors. Transfer of information between shif
should be clear and preferably in writing. Engineerin
changes always should be in writing, and be subjected t
time limit, leading to incorporation of the procedures.
1-9
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2.0 DESIGN AND DOCUMENTATION

Design of printed boards and printed board assembl
requires a complete understanding of the board manuf
turing process and the assembly and joining process
Designers must consider manufacturing allowances
conductor definition and plated-through hole to land rel
tionships in order to ensure adequate annular ring defi
tion. In addition, proper clearances for automatic comp
nent insertion or placement equipment heads must
accommodated.

Choice of materials for board construction is importa
relative to the performance of the electronics assembly
its usage environment. High temperature laminate is us
in products that must dissipate extreme heat or are s
jected to the temperature gradients in the location whe
the assembly is used (i.e., automotive product that m
operate under the hood).

The requirements of the design must be properly doc
mented to ensure proper board fabrication and assem
conditions. Proper documentation requires the definition
all features and tolerances, plus references to any per
mance specifications to which the product must adhe
Customer dissatisfaction can result when product perf
mance expectations are not properly documented and
manufacturer uses his best judgement in order to meet
assumed requirements. Refer to IPC-D-325, Documen
tion Requirements for Printed Boards.

Section 2 details some of the major problems that occur
the design and documentation processes.

2.1 DESIGN

Design disciplines use manual or automated techniques
order to describe the characteristic of the printed board
printed board assembly. The design principles may
applied to single-sided, double-sided, or multilayer stru
tures. Materials may be organic in nature, either rigid
flexible, or non-organic, such as ceramic or porcelainiz
steel printed boards.

At times, combinations of different materials are chosen
order to satisfy the design objectives. An example of th
would be a rigid-flex multilayer product with a metal cor
to dissipate the heat from several components. Choos
the proper materials requires an understanding of the e
product usage environment and the manufacturing proc
in order to be able to build the final board at acceptab
yield and cost.
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There are many computer-aided (CAD) stations availa
to assist in the design process. Cost of hardware and s
ware has dropped significantly, so most designers can t
advantage of these automation tools. Unfortunately not
CAD systems provide the most manufacturable desig
Success or failure of a CAD system’s performance may
measured in terms of design completion or number of el
trical nets connected. Benchmarking may consist of t
time it took the machine or man/machine combination
place all components and to interconnect all compon
leads on terminations. The measurement made did
include the requirements for manufacturability or testab
ity of the board or assembly. In this case many designs
‘‘thrown over the wall’’ to the manufacturer and many non
manufacturable designs are produced. This situation
lead to coining of the phrases Design for Manufacturabil
(DFM) and Concurrent Engineering (CE) to reflect th
needs of designs to be manufacturable. An understand
of appropriate design principles that address pertin
manufacturability, testing and quality issues must
applied during the design process. Refer to IPC public
tions for guidance, such as IPC-2221 & 2222 and IPC-
330. Several others are available for specific applicatio
(refer to IPC publication catalog).

A final concern is an industry characteristic that assum
the designer understands the manufacturing and assem
processes. After spending large sums for CAD hardw
and software, CAD operators are expected to perform
design functions, as opposed to Printed Board Design
who have computer skills. Thus many designs produced
a product of the computer algorithms and the manner
which the operator was permitted to change or modify t
system design rules to complete the component placem
and interconnection functions. These conditions ha
resulted in many of the problems identified in this sectio
2-1
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2.2 LAYOUT PROBLEMS

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Components and
plated-through holes
are not referenced to
datum or grid out-
line.

Improper establishment of datum reference
frame.

Re-evaluate board layout and identify a minimum of two
features to establish the mutually perpendicular datum ref-
erence frame. Identify location of 0/0 datum feature so
that all or most of the board characteristics are in a posi-
tive Cartesian coordinate zone.

Intermixing of metric and inch based parts. Establish majority of parts dimensional characteristics an
choose that concept as the master grid. Identify all parts
that do not fit that description as off-grid and code as such
in the CAD library definition.

Design completion technique. Establish an
alternate or secondary grid system.

Re-layout board starting with a positioning approach and
single grid system that comes closest to meeting initial
objectives. As redesign proceeds, adjust room to accom-
modate problems forcing alternate grid systems.

Density of layout prevented the datum refer-
ence from being on the board.

Establish off board tooling hole relationship to a conductor
or land pattern cluster in order to be able to evaluate the
end product board. Use automatic optical inspection tech-
niques to evaluate artwork or conductive pattern.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Layout does not
match schematic or
logic diagram or CAE
file.

Changes made to design were not incorpo-
rated in schematic/logic diagram.

Evaluate engineering change control procedures. Incorpo-
rate routine checks/check lists to insure that changes are
appropriately made to the entire document set. Document
policies and procedures, and enforce.

Back Annotation never completed.

Handbook for equipment maintenance
required reassignment of reference designa-
tors.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Tooling holes not
established or wrong
size.

Design has not been coordinated with fabri-
cation and assembly engineering.

Establish Design for Manufacturability (DfM) Standards
which consider tooling hole location requirements for both
fabrication and assembly. If board size and/or density pro-
hibits internal tooling holes; panelize boards as part of
design, with external tooling holes. Boards can be excized
following fabrication and assembly processes.

Board is very small and there is no room for
tooling holes.

Board is very dense and there is no room for
tooling holes.

2.3 ELECTRICAL

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Electrical arcing
between adjacent
conductors.

Improper conductor spacing. Recalculate conductor spacing per IPC-2221 & 2222.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Unable to achieve
functionality/
reliability using
high speed/high fre-
quency devices.

HS/HF printed board design principles not
followed for controlled impedance HS/HF
applications.

Refer to IPC-D-316: High Frequency Design Guide and
IPC-D-317: Design Guidelines for Electronic Packaging
Utilizing High-Speed Techniques.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Conductor crosstalk
and board radiation
(RF).

Power distribution layout, causing high
inductance and few adjacent signal return
paths.

Redesign voltage and ground distribution layout, using
design principles of IPC-2221 & 2222, see Figures 2-1,
2-2, 2-3.
2-2
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IPC-740-2-1

Figure 2−1 Voltage/Ground Distribution
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Figure 2−2 Single Reference Edge Routing
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Figure 2−3 Circuit Frequency Distribution
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2.4 MATERIAL

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Unable to optimize
printed board con-
struction because
material specifica-
tion is either incom-
plete or too
restrictive.

Material specification is either incomplete or
too restrictive. For example: If no material is
specified, and no functional or performance
requirements are given, manufacturer cannot
produce boards; or, if construction require-
ments are too specific, manufacturer is pre-
vented from choosing a more efficient, or
more functional construction.

Consult with manufacturers to keep current with material
technology. Document note call-out to give manufacturer
maximum option to fabricate the printed boards to end
product performance requirements, without the restriction
of starting materials. (Define only requirements for dielec-
tric separation, end product copper, impedance,
solderability, protective coatings, etc.)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Unable to optimize
solder resist require-
ments because
specification is
either incomplete or
too restrictive.

Incomplete notes; performance requirements
for resist are not defined, or specification is
restrictive in the use of a single type of
resist.

Contact originator/customer for clarification; request
update to documentation and purchase order/shop order.
Also, run tests to evaluate solder resist compatibility with
end product assembly and use requirements. (Detail the
‘‘class’’ of solder resist needed per IPC-SM-840, or
describe required properties, such as abrasion resistance,
resistance to solvents, adhesion, insulation, reversion, etc

2.5 COMPONENTS

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

High degree of sol-
der shorts for 1.27
mm lead pitch con-
nectors at wave
solder.

Printed board design based on 2.54 mm lead
pitch. (Factors that affect yield are lead
length, land geometry and pattern, and resist
aperture.)

Elongate alternate lands on printed board design (Land
pattern). This increases the separation points during wave
soldering.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Component package
melts during solder-
ing operations.

Package specification not thoroughly evalu-
ated, related to assembly process conditions,
when defining component/procurement speci-
fications.

Understand and/or develop applicable assembly process
standards, then limit approved supplier selection to pack-
ages which can withstand peak temperatures in productio
and rework.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive solder
shorts at SOIC
device locations.

Designed land width too wide. Reduce land width to a width which will reduce solder
shorts, while maintaining joint strength. (Refer to IPC-SM-
782, and IPC-EM-782 electronic format which allows
adjustments to solder requirements and resulting land
patterns.)
2-5
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2.6. ASSEMBLY

2.6.1 Component Positioning

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

SMT chip compo-
nents twist off lands
during reflow.

Improper land pattern design. Redesign land pattern per IPC-SM-782.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Insufficient toe and
heel fillets.

Improper land design. Redesign land pattern per IPC-SM-782.

Over-etched board. Refer problem to PWB supplier.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Through hole compo-
nents do not consis-
tently go into
mounting holes dur-
ing automatic
assembly.

Component mounting holes too small. Increase mounting hole size in accordance with IPC-222
& 2222.

Hole patterns not located to datum planes. Locate hole pattern to datum planes.

Assembly equipment not properly main-
tained.

Maintain assembly equipment within operational specifica-
tions

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Cannot access com-
ponent for repair.

Incorrect component placement. Provide sufficient spacing between components to facilit
repair equipment and tools.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Delicate component
bodies crack during
the thermal cycles of
assembly.

Insufficient lead stress relief for through-hole
components.

Redesign through-hole component lead spacing to provide
additional lead stress relief.

Improper land design for surface mount
components.

Redesign SMT land per IPC-SM-782.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Small components
exhibit poor solder
joint formation.

Small components shadowed by larger com-
ponents.

Relocate smaller components so that they are not shad-
owed by larger components.

Improper land design. Redesign land pattern per IPC-2221 & 2222 and IPC-SM
782.

2.6.2 Moving Substrates

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Feature locations
beyond tolerance.

Instability of laminate material during pro-
cessing.

Use higher performance laminate material with greater x-y
stability.

Board too large.

Improper board aspect ratio.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Panel array is too
flexible for soldering
operation.

Array designed in the wrong axis for solder-
ing operation flow.

Rotate boards on panel array.

Too much material removed between
breakaway tabs.

Increase number of breakaway tabs. Leave copper strips
between boards on panel arrays.
2-6
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2.6.2 Moving Substrates (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Optical alignment at
assembly is erratic.

Inconsistent fiducial design. Design fiducials in accordance with IPC-2221 & 2222 and
IPC-SM-782.

Inconsistent fiducial finish. Place fiducial control limits on master drawing.

2.6.3 Assembly Process

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder joints crack
when excising PWB
from a panel array.

Improper excising methodization. Utilize excising fixture.

Improper excise design. Provide low force breakaway tab design.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Cold solder joints on
power or ground
connections for
through hole
components.

Improperly designed thermal connections to
power or ground planes.

Redesign thermal connections per IPC-2221 & 2222.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Reflow soldered sur-
face mount lands
with via connections
demonstrate solder
depletion after wave
solder.

Reflow solder migrating into vias during
wave solder operation.

Provide thermal barrier (neck down) from via to surface
mount land. Plug or mask via with solder mask. Provide
solder mask dam across via connection to surface mount
land.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Inconsistent solder
paste deposition on
surface mount
assembly.

Solder mask too thick. Solder mask thickness should be no greater than 0.051
mm. Consult PWB supplier.

Screen print legend interferes with solder
paste stencil contact to board.

Discontinue use of screen print legend. Alternatively, use
etched pin one identification and map referencing.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Inconsistent solder
volume when wave
soldering surface
mount components.

Incorrect component orientation. Orient components in accordance with IPC-SM-782.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Components dam-
aged by assembly
fixturing.

Components intrude in assembly fixturing
area.

Add a breakaway portion of board material to facilitate
assembly fixturing.
2-7
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2.7 PRINTED BOARD FABRICATION

2.7.1 Holes

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Hole breakout in
lands.

Incorrect annular ring calculation. Recalculate using hole diameter (finished hole for extern
drilled hole for internal lands) plus two annular rings and
a manufacturer allowance.

Incorrect standard fabrication allowance. Recalculate using appropriate standard fabrication allow
ance per correct class identified in table of IPC-2221 &
2222.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Holes in lands break
out at conductor
interfaces, resulting
in open conductor
continuity.

Insufficient annular ring specified in design. Recalculate annular ring in accordance with IPC-2221 &
2222. Fillet conductor or use square lands with corner
entry. (See Figure 2-4.)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Barrel cracks in PTH
after thermal stress.

Incorrect laminate material called out. Use a higher performance laminate material with lower
z-axis expansion.

Improper hole diameter-to-board thickness
ratio.

Reduce hole aspect ratio.

Removal of non-functional lands on internal
layers.

Add non-functional lands on internal layers.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Holes off location
causing hole break-
out or shorting of
lands to conductors.

Undimensioned, ‘‘off standard grid’’ are not
specified by originator/designer; and/or
incomplete notes.

Contact user/customer to determine correct location of
holes; request update to documentation and purchase
order/shop order.

CAM data delivered does not match current
design data.

Contact user/customer to determine correct location of
holes; request update to documentation, CAM data, and
purchase order/shop order.

IPC-740-2-4

Figure 2−4 Modified Land Shapes

Corner EntryFilleting
Key
Holing
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2.7.2 Conductors

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Edge conductors cut
or damaged after
board edge routing.

Conductors too close to board edge. Locate conductors from board edge in accordance with
design standard.

Tolerance on edge too broad. Tighten edge tolerance.

2.7.3 Construction

See Section 13.6 for design related problems at lamination.

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Unable to meet over-
all board thickness
requirement.

Excessive dimensional detail specified in
layer lay-up.

Define only overall board thickness and critical layer
dimensions required for electrical criteria, leaving
flexibility for fabricator to meet end requirements. (See
IPC-2221 & 2222)

2.8 BOARD PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Installed printed
board assembly
bows and fails in a
horizontally mounted
application.

Design incorporated material use that was
not sufficiently rigid, with components
mounted, in operational conditions.

Either select a different material, or incorporate stabilizing
stiffeners or frames.
id-

d

-
a-
d,
n
n

2.9 DOCUMENTATION

2.9.1 Printed Board Master Drawing

Printed board master drawings should be prepared, cons
ering the following IPC standards:
IPC-D-325 Documentation Requirements for Printe

Boards
IPC-D-300 Printed Board Dimensions and Tolerances
IPC-D-350 Printed Board Description in Digital Form
IPC-D-351 Printed Board Drawings in Digital Form

A check list should be developed between users (custom
ers) and suppliers (vendors) which includes all document
tion items needed, to determine that all details are covere
prior to beginning work. A documentation review based o
such a check list, should reduce undesirable fabricatio
delays.
d

2.9.1.1 General

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Cannot begin fabri-
cation of printed
board because mini-
mum conductor
width and spacing
are not detailed on
the drawings, or are
in conflict with appli-
cable specifications
and/or artwork
supplied.

Design to documentation error and/or appro-
priate design principles not followed.
Example: A board is designed with conduc-
tors on 25 mil centers, and there is no manu-
facturing tolerance allowed between end
product conductor width and spacing require-
ments.

Inspect artwork compared to the master drawing, contact
customer to agree on whether conductor width is measure
at base or top, then request that the originator of the
design/documentation make the appropriate changes. Also
request update to original purchase order/shop order.
2-9
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2.9.1.1 General (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Cannot begin fabri-
cation of printed
board because board
thickness measure-
ment method and
location are not
defined. (For
example: Over con-
ductors and platings,
or at laminate?)

Details are incomplete, or relevant specifica-
tion omitted from drawing details.

Request that the originator of the design/documentation
make the appropriate changes. Also request update to
original purchase order/shop order.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Unable to complete
and deliver printed
boards because test
methods, test pat-
terns, and inspection
criteria are not docu-
mented.

Details are incomplete, or relevant specifica-
tion omitted from drawing details.

Contact originator/customer and evaluate the need for test
method and inspection definition. Request that the origina-
tor of the design/documentation make the appropriate
changes. Also request update to original purchase order/
shop order.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Unable to determine
process capability to
fabricate printed
board, because
manufacturing allow-
ances are unknown.

Details are incomplete; manufacturing allow-
ances incorporated into the design were not
documented on the master drawing.

Request that the originator of the design/documentation
make the appropriate changes. Also request update to
original purchase order/shop order. If the originator is
unable to supply information, evaluate artwork tooling
compared to end product requirements to determine
designed manufacturing allowance, and then determine if
processes are capable of producing the printed boards
within required tolerances.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Cannot begin fabri-
cation of printed
boards, because
finish/plating
requirements are
unknown or unclear.
(This relates to bare
copper, tin/lead
reflowed, solder
coating (HASL),
organic solderable
protective coatings
(OSP), etc.)

Incomplete and/or inadequately defined
drawing notes.

Contact originator/customer to determine requirements for
finishes and platings. Request update to documentation an
purchase contract or shop order. (User/customer and
supplier/vendor should work together to determine best
choice of finishes and platings.)

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Unsupported or
optionally plated
holes are mistakenly
or unnecessarily
plated.

Incomplete or incorrect notes on master
drawing.

Contact originator/customer to request clarification; request
update to documentation and purchase order/shop order.
2-10
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2.9.1.2 Tolerances

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Unable, or difficult to
produce printed
boards within toler-
ances specified on
master drawing.

Tolerances specified are inadequate or unrea-
sonable. Originator/designer did not provide
the customary, industry standard
manufacturability allowances.

Contact originator/customer to request a tolerance analysi
based on manufacturability requirements. Request docu-
mentation change, as well as an update to the original pu
chase order/shop order. (Specified tolerance should be
appropriately reflected in cost and price.)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Unable to determine
applicable manufac-
turing and accept-
ability tolerances.

Documented individual dimension tolerances
are in conflict with accumulative tolerances.

Contact originator/customer and resolve conflict. (Sug-
gested changes should be defined, prior to contact.)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Unable to produce
printed board to
‘‘Class’’ of tolerance
specified in drawing
notes.

Dimensions and tolerances specified on mas-
ter drawing conflict with specification
‘‘Class’’ of build required by drawing notes.

Contact originator/customer and resolve conflict. (Sug-
gested changes should be defined, prior to contact.)

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Unable to drill holes
to size and toler-
ance, while main-
taining annular ring
requirements.

Hole legend tolerances are in conflict with
available drill sizes.

Select correct drill bit for meeting the minimum annular
ring; determine changes to be made to hole legend docu-
mentation; send to originator/customer for negotiation;
request update to documentation and purchase contract o
shop order. (Agree upon whether ‘‘Minimum annular ring’’
meaning includes plating, or not.)
e,
ny
ifi-
flex-
to
ch-
2.9.1.3 Specifications

Evaluation of true end product functional, performanc
and reliability requirements should be made, before a
specification and/or related class is invoked. While spec
cations must address actual needs, they should be as
ible as possible, with as little restrictions as possible,
allow for developments in manufacturing and process te
nology.
in
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Unable to maximize
manufacturing capa-
bility, or optimize
construction and
assembly choices to
obtain best solutions
for end product
functionality and
performance.

User defined manufacturing and process
specifications attempt to define too many
details, and are therefore restrictive or pro-
hibitive to supplier technology for optimiza-
tion.

User/customer and supplier/vendor should work together
developing specifications, in order to cover basic minimum
requirements, while allowing flexibility in manufacturing
and processing for optimization. Use industry standards,
such as IPC, ‘‘as is,’’ or draw from these standards when
developing user specifications.
2-11
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2.9.1.3 Specifications (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Unable to determine
acceptance criteria.

Specification requirements are in conflict
with Master Drawing requirments.

Contact user/customer to resolve conflicts; determine if
deviations are needed; request an update to documentatio
and purchase order or shop order.

Acceptance, test, and inspection requirements
are not defined.

Contact user/customer to determine if this is an omission.
If specific actions are required, request update to docu-
mentation. Otherwise, acceptance, test, and inspection
actions by the manufacturer should be based on statisti-
cally based process control.
n
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2.9.2 Printed Board Assembly Documentation. Printed
board assembly documentation should adequately defi
the following:

• Lead bend criteria.
• Clearance of components between the board and the b
tom of the component.

• Cleaning requirements and test for cleanliness.
• Type of solder mask and conformal coating and imperfe
tions that are allowed.

• Requirements for complete filling in the solder hole, o
solder filling around the lead.

• The use of jumper or haywires and how they must b
secured to the boards.

• The masking of components or areas of the board that
not get conformal coating.

• Requirements for stress relief bends on wires, comp
nents, etc.

• Location, identification and orientation of all components
• The definition of projection or lead projection of straigh
through leads.
2-12
e
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• For surface mounted components, the thickness of so
paste, solder callout, flux, inadequately defined, includ
all locations of solder paste/creams.

• For connectors that require keys, the assembly draw
should show the exact key position and assembly instr
tions.

• Any hardware that becomes part of the assembly and
torque requirements necessary to prevent damage to
printed board assembly.

• Bow and twist end product requirements after assem
• Electrical requirements for end product testing of t
assembly, including go/no-go tests as well as diagnost

• Applicable ordering data.
• Structural details when required for support and rigidi
• Markings (serial number, dash number, etc.) to be ad
as a result of the assembly operation.
-
te
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incomplete definition
of assembly require-
ments.

Deficiencies in assembly master drawing. Develop a checklist for master assembly drawings for
printed board assembly drawings, or standard assembly
specification. Evaluate each master drawing against the
checklist or the specification to eliminate any inconsisten-
cies, conflicts, or contact potential customer for missing
information.

2.10 INSPECTION AND TEST

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Unable to perform
inspections and
tests.

Master drawing/specification does not
describe inspection and test requirements nor
any deviations that may have been granted to
the specification(s) invoked.

Examine the details of the master drawing to make certain
that all features of the end product meet the detailed
design and performance requirements of the applicable
specifications. If conflicts or deviations are noted, they
should be documented and resolved with the originator/
customer.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Unable to perform
and complete testing
of printed boards.

Incomplete definition of test coupons, fre-
quency of use, and tests to be performed.

Contact originator/customer; request update to documenta
tion to add complete details, as agreed; also request upda
to purchase order/shop order.
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2.11 RELIABILITY

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Installed printed
board assembly
experiences intermit-
tent failures; returns
to operational condi-
tion after being
removed and
reinstalled.

Printed board producing electromigration,
due to either insufficient protection (perma-
nent polymer coatings and/or conformal
coating) in a hostile environment; and/or
contaminants from fabrication or assembly
processes.

Re-evaluate operating environment, and redesign to add
appropriate, compatible coatings. Examine fabrication and
assembly process specifications for cleaning and testing
requirements.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Installed printed
board assembly fails
in operational envi-
ronment where
equipment experi-
ences shock and
vibration.

Design principals for component mounting
for shock and vibration not followed.

Use robust components, and provide proper mounting and
support for components, per guidelines specified in IPC-
2222 & 2221.
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Section 3
Phototooling
3.0 PHOTOTOOLING

Refer to IPC-D-310 for complete information regarding
phototooling.

3.1 MATERIALS AND PROCESSES

3.1.1 General
r-
re

ur-
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Image density line
widths.

Image density too low. Check that processing procedure conforms to manufactu
er’s recommendations. Check that exposure parameters a
correct. Check processing equipment to ensure proper
operation. Check processing chemistry and temperatures.
Do not expose diazo film to white light before developing.
Be sure diazo film is not overexposed; use step tablet.

Background density too high. Check that processing procedure conforms to manufact
er’s recommendations. Check processing equipment.
Check processing chemistry and temperatures.
Do not expose silver film to white light before developing;
do not overexpose to safelights.
Do not expose diazo film to ammonia vapors before
imaging.
n

d

3.1.2 Diazo Film

Diazo film is used for the working phototool, where the
ability to see through the image to register the phototool o
the board is required.

High quality diazo phototools, when properly exposed an
processed, should have the following characteristics: DMAX

greater than 4.0 density, DMIN below 0.15 density in the
UV portion of the spectrum.
re

act
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Loss of line width
over entire copy
(image lines have
become thinner or
spaces larger).

Incorrect exposure. Check for overexposure (positive image) or underexposu
(negative image), using a 21-step tablet to determine
proper exposure time.

Bad original. Evaluate original for unsharp edges.

Reflective surface being employed on
back-up board causing light bounce-back.

Change back-up board or check that matte black imaging
board is behind diazo film.

Master and film not emulsion-to-emulsion. Check master and film for emulsion side. Place in cont
emulsion-to-emulsion. Check that vacuum draw down is
complete.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Loss of line width at
outer edges of copy.

Exposure equipment out of calibration. Evaluate light fall-off from center to edges of exposure
unit.

Film too large for the equipment used. UV light too close to film for size of film being used.

Vacuum frame not functioning properly. Check vacuum parameters and set-up.
3-1
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3.1.2 Diazo Film (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor edge sharpness
(blurred images).

Master and film not emulsion-to-emulsion. Check master and film for emulsion side. Place in conta
emulsion-to-emulsion. Check that vacuum draw down is
complete.

Bad original copy. Check for poor edges on original.

Vacuum frame not functioning properly. Check for out-of-contact print as this will cause fuzzy or
blurred edges.
Check vacuum for poor pressure and hose for pinholes.

Reflective surface being employed on
back-up board causing light bounce-back.

Change back-up board or check that matte black imaging
board is behind diazo film.

Air pockets trapped between films during
exposure.

Check for dirt on image tray.
Check for indentations or warping of black image board
behind film.
Add ‘‘bleeder’’ strips to allow trapped air to escape. Try
drawing down gradually or for a longer time.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Image gain: back-
ground discoloration
in clear area (DMIN

too high) - uniform
high background
(clear area) density.

Underexposure. Increase exposure time to burn out residual diazo. Use
21-step tablet.

Film exposed to ammonia vapor prior to pro-
cessing.

Film stored too close to ammonia; remove storage of film
away from possible ammonia contamination.
If diazo master is being used, residual ammonia may
remain in film. Air out prior to placing in contact with
another piece of film.

Background of master is opaque to UV light.
High D-MIN on master.

Increase exposure time to permit passage of light through
background of master.
Replace master.

Exposure to excessive heat prior to process-
ing.

Keep film stored in cool, dry environment.

Over-age film. Obtain new product.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Low DMAX (inad-
equate image den-
sity): 100% of the
time.

Improper development. Check processor for poor development.
Check ammonia supply and strength, ascertaining that it is
at least 26° Baumé.
Check film plane temperature; should register 60–71°C.
Insure sufficient passes through processor.

Incorrect exposure. Make sure film is not overexposed.

Improper material or material handling. Evaluate film to assure that it is capable of 4.0+ UV den
sity.

Film exposed to white room light prior to
processing.

Use yellow lights or yellow shields in the processing area.

Master does not have adequate density in
image area, causing light to pass through and
reducing diazo image density.

Replace master.

Improper film cleaner. Film cleaner may be reducing image. Check cloth for
excessive yellow which indicates coating is being
removed. Change to supplier recommended film cleaner.
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December 1997 IPC-PE-740
3.1.2 Diazo Film (continued)

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Low DMAX: some of
the time (occasion-
ally one film will not
block light after sev-
eral exposures).

Incorrect development procedure. Review development techniques of all employees hand
films.
Review when ammonia is turned off in developer and
length of time before film is passed through developer
when it is turned on again.
Pass through ammonia to achieve original color.

Improper material storage. Be sure no light has struck film.

Equipment not functioning properly. Check temperature of developer - should be above
60-71°C - at film plane (not thermostat on developer). Use
of temperature tapes is best check.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Pinholes or voids in
image.

Pinholes in original artwork master. Check original artwork for pinholes. Opaque (touch up)
necessary. Image second film to see if pinholes reproduce
- identical position indicates pinhole in original artwork.

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Specks in clear area
of film.

Dust or particles on master or vacuum frame
glass.

Clean exposure frame, film and original using anti-static
film cleaner or glass cleaner.
Review clean room procedures for area.

Image dots on clear areas of original artwork
master.

Eradicate or physically remove from master.
Increase exposure to burn through existing dots.

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Image distortion. Environment - temperature and humidity. Install and maintain temperature and humidity controls
meet the film manufacturer’s recommendations.

Lack of equilcharate after processing. Allow film to equilcharate for 10 minutes after develop-
ment.

Precondition of film. Stabilize film for a minimum of 8 hours or open shelving
in photo lab environment.

Developing temperature. Temperatures exceeding 77°C can cause distortion; red
temperature if necessary.

Insufficient equilibrium after processing. Expose film to room air for 15 minutes after processing

K PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Straight (stray) lines
showing on pro-
cessed film.

Usually caused by stripped or pasted-up
masters. The edges of the paste-up cause
distortion of the light.

Increase exposure time to burn through cut-lines.
Physically remove lines from first duplicate and use the
corrected dupe to make another print.

L PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Random yellow spots
in image area.

If yellow spots appear after exposure onto
photo-resist, cause is particles of resist
adhering to phototool.

Check resist laminated boards for loose resist chips and
remove.

Improper film cleaner. Check film cleaner. Do not apply directly to film. Apply to
cloth and clean film. Some cleaners will bleach film
image.
3-3
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3.1.2 Diazo Film (continued)

M PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Ammonia processor
not developing prop-
erly, even with
proper heat and tem-
perature.

Too much exhaust. Exhaust fan too strong, drawing ammonia out of the
developer.

Blocked feed tubes to processor. Feed tubes blocked, causing improper ammonia feed to
chamber. Call for service.

Pump not operating properly. Repair/service pump.

N PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Film sticking in pro-
cessor.

Processor too hot. Adjust temperature to 60-71°C on film plane using tem-
perature tapes.

Dirty slip screen. Deposits on slip screen causing film to stick. Remove and
clean slip screen if developer has one.
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3.1.3 Silver Halide Film

Silver halide film is more versatile than diazo film. It can
be imaged directly on photoplotters, contact frames, cam
eras, step-and-repeat machines, modifiers, etc. Most silv
halide films are negative working (they reverse the imag
tone). All silver halide films must be processed (develop
fax, wash, dry) after exposure. Silver halide photoplotte
films are suitable for first generation phototools. High qua
ity silver halide films, when properly exposed and pro
cessed, should have the following characteristics:

• DMAX greater than 3.8 density UV.
• DMIN below 0.10 density UV.
• Sharp line edges, with minimal low density fringe.
• Fine line resolution to at least 1-mil line and space.
• Low pinhole levels.
• Scratch resistant structure.
• Anti-static protection to resist dirt and dust attraction
• Good dimensional stability.

The following information is based on contact copies only
not master creation. (See Section 3.2.11 for laser-genera
artwork.)
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Line width - over-
sized or undersized.

Incorrect exposure. Check for proper exposure settings on plotter.

Incorrect development time. Verify correct development time in processor.

Incorrect development temperature. Verify correct development temperature in processor.

Improper developer dilution. Ensure correct chemical mixing.

Insufficient developer replenishment. Check replenishment settings on processor and proper
mixing.

Exposed through the base side. Ensure film is exposed to the emulsion side.
3-4
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3.1.3 Silver Halide Film (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Low image density. Incorrect exposure. Verify that correct exposure is used.

Improper development. Use recommended developer time and temperature.

Incorrect developer replenishment. Check replenishment settings on processor and proper
mixing.

Exposed through the base side. Ensure film is exposed to the emulsion side.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Pinholes. Pickoff in processing. Clean crossovers and racks in processor.
Check processor for correct crossover and film guide
alignment.
Check wash tank for bioslime. Treat with biocide.
Replace filters in processor recirculation, and in incoming
water line.
Run tacky, roller transport clean-up sheets through proces
sor, on a daily basis.

Dirt on film during exposure. Check for dust inside exposure machine. Vacuum as
needed.

Flakes in fixer. Check electrolytic silver recovery for proper operating
amperage.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor line edge qual-
ity. (See Figures 3-1
and 3-2).

Incorrect exposure. Check line width and exposure.

Underdeveloped. Follow manufacturer’s recommendation for development
time, temperature, and developer concentration.

Safelight fog. Check darkroom safelights.

Plotter out of focus. Check plotter focus.
IPC-740-3-5

Figure 3−1.
Ragged
edges.
IPC-740-3-6

Figure 3−2.
Ragged edge.
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3.1.3 Silver Halide Film (continued)

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Black speck rede-
posits in clear area -
irregular shape. (See
Figure 3-3).

Silver and gel particles in solutions. Replace recirculation filters in processor.
Run tacky, roller transport clean-up sheets through proces
sor, on a daily basis.

Dirty or inadequate wash water/tank. Dump and clean wash tank and rack.
Install clean filters on incoming water line.

Dirt buildup on rollers. Clean racks and crossovers in processor.
3-6
IPC-740-3-7

Figure 3−3.
Spots or
flecks.

SPOTS
i-
F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Silver pepper spots
in clear area - round
shape.

Under-replenished developer. Insure proper developer replenishment to processor.

Overdeveloped film. Check developer time and temperature.

Oxidized developer. Check recirculation pump on processor for proper opera-
tion.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Yellow, orange-
yellow, or brown
deposits in clear
areas of film.

Bioslime in wash tank. Clean wash tank. Treat water with biocide.
Run tacky, roller transport clean-up sheets through proces-
sor, on a daily basis.

Bioslime in blender replenishment unit. Clean water reservoir in blender with diluted household
bleach.

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Powder deposits on
film (yellow or white).

Sulfurized fixer. Check fixer tank for particulates.
Check electrolytic silver recovery unit for excessive plat-
ing amperage.

Salts in wash water. Dump and replace recirculating wash water tank.

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Black line abrasion. Entrance roller scratch. Check entrance rollers to processor for dirt, burrs, or hes
tation.

Cassette feed scratch. Check film-cassette loading mechanism for potential
scratching.

Rough handling. Insure good film handling practices to avoid scratching
prior to processing.
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3.1.3 Silver Halide Film (continued)

K PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor dimensional
stability.

Relative humidity variations. Check humidity control for proper operation.

Temperature variations. Check temperature control.

Dryer temperature set incorrectly. Reset dryer temperature. Consult film manufacturer.

Inadequate film equilibration procedures. Ensure adequate film equilibration before and after pro
cessing.

Improper vacuum draw in exposure frame. Use longer/slower vacuum drawdown before exposure.
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3.1.4 Glass - Silver Halide

Silver halide emulsion coated on glass is designed to p
duce phototools where maximum dimensional stability
desired. Insensitivity to relative humidity (RH) makes gla
an ideal substrate for extremely critical size holding app
cations.

Glass is much more stable than film, as a comparison
humidity and temperature coefficients will show:

• Glass has a zero humidity coefficient.
• Polyester film base, 7-mil thick, has a humidity coeff
cient of 0.0008% per % RH.

• Glass has a thermal coefficient of 0.0008% per deg
Celsius, as compared to 0.0018% per °C for polyes
film, or about double that of glass.

Glass is used to produce either first generation phototo
on flat-bed photoplotters, or to produce second genera
phototools in a contact frame when imaged from a fil
original. High quality silver halide glass plates, when pro
erly exposed and processed, should exhibit: (1) DMAX

greater than 4.0 density UV, and (2) DMIN below 0.10 den-
sity UV.
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Line width incorrect
- oversized or under-
sized.

Incorrect exposure. Check for proper exposure settings on plotter, or contact
frame.

Incorrect development time. Verify correct development time.

Incorrect development temperature. Verify correct development temperature.

Improper developer dilution. Insure correct chemical mixing.

Exhausted or unreplenished developer. Mix fresh developer, or add replenishment.

Exposed through the base side. Ensure glass plates are exposed to emulsion side.

Fall off in exposure near edges of contact
frame.

Check exposing lamp for uniformity using a light meter.
Or, expose and process plate with step tablets in center
and around the outer edges of the glass.

Light source too close to glass for size of
glass being used.

Increase distance from lamp to glass.
3-7
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3.1.4 Glass - Silver Halide (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Low image density. Incorrect exposure. Verify that correct exposure is used.

Improper development. Use recommended developer time and temperature.

Improper developer dilution. Insure correct chemical mixing.

Exhausted or unreplenished developer. Mix fresh developer, or add replenishment.

Exposed through the base side. Ensure glass exposed to emulsion side on plotter.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Pinholes. Pickoff in processing. Avoid any contact with emulsion while wet. Handle glass
only by edges when tray processing.

Dirt or dust in exposing area. Vacuum as needed. Clean exposing frame, glass cover, a
film original.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor line edge
quality.

Incorrect exposure. Check line width and plotter exposure.

Incorrect development. Follow manufacturer’s recommendation for development,
time, temperature, and developer concentration.

Poor contact between film and glass. Check contact frame for adequate contact and vacuum
drawdown.

Safelight fog. Check darkroom safelights.

Plotter out of focus. Check plotter focus.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Uneven density,
mottle, or streaks.

Non-uniform immersion into developer. Immerse glass plate into developer tray using one continu
ous movement, without stopping or hesitating.

Non-uniform immersion into fixer. Immerse glass plate into fixer tray using one continuous
movement, without stopping or hesitating.

Poor agitation. Rock tray continuously throughout entire development
time, using front-to-back and side-to-side rocking motions.

Poor stop action of development. Add acid hardener to fixer solution. Or use an acid ‘‘Stop
Bath’’ between the developer and fixer processing steps. A
Stop Bath (5% acetic acid) will usually ensure good stop
action of development and minimizes potential streaks or
other uneven continuation of development when going
directly from developer to fixer.

Exhausted fixer. Mix fresh fixer.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Specks or deposits
on processed glass
plate.

Crystals of fixer as a result of insufficient
washing.

Re-fix and re-wash. The white crystals, or frosty appear-
ance, may not show up for possibly weeks or months after
processing.

Hard water. Calcium or magnesium scales. May require water softener to supply fresh water.

Emulsion particles of gelatin and silver (high
temperature wash water).

Use colder wash water, 18° to 21°C. Warm water can
cause gelatin to lift off the glass around the edges. These
gel particles can be redeposited back onto the plate emul-
sion.
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3.1.5 Glass - Hard Surface Image on Glass

Hard surface photomasks are noted for excellent dim
sional stability and surface durability. Types of hard surfa
photo tools are chrome, iron oxide and silicon dioxide. I
tial high costs are offset by longer life expectancy.
a-

-

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Ragged lines. Resist lift. Metal surface not clean enough - use heavy duty glass
cleaner. It is best to apply resist immediately after metal
deposition.

Resist not properly developed. Develop resist according to manufacturer’s recommend
tions.

Metal etching not complete. Metal etchant is spent.
Phototool not etched long enough.
Agitate phototool during etching to bring fresh solution to
surface.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Pinholes or voids. Dust or particles in exposure area. Clean exposure frame, glass and original.

Bad original artwork master. Check original artwork and touch up if necessary.

Bad material. Check fully exposed glass sheet - inspect for air bubbles
voids.
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3.2 ARTWORK

This section is divided into five parts. The first contains
problems of a general nature. The second part discuss
problems associated with manually generated artwork (i.e
‘‘taped up,‘‘ etc.). The third part is on photoplotter gener-
ated artwork while the fourth deals with problems specific
to laser-generated artwork. The final section discusse
problems associated with the rework and repair of artwork

Board artwork utilizes a system of punched holes which
describe the center of the board. This punch system pr
vides a means of interlayer registration. The punched hole
must be parallel and symmetrical to the underlay cente
line. Each punched underlay should be pinned and exam
ined for buckling, which would prevent it from laying com-
pletely flat. With extensive use, the punched hole may wea
or widen. This will result in misregistration between layers
3-9
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3.2.1 General

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor feature defini-
tion.

Poor workmanship for manual artwork.
Dirt adhered to edges of top.

Photocopy tape master to eliminate tape adhesive squeez
out which picks up dirt.

Improper exposure. The following items should be evaluated for automatic
artwork:
• Check light (laser) source and calibrate.
• Run test plots to evaluate plotter movement related to
conductor ends and flashed features.

• Evaluate plotter commands to avoid double exposure.
• Clean all lenses and filters.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incorrect feature
location.

Non-dimensional stability positioning grid
for land patterns.

Check grids being used for doing hand taping; inspect and
calibrate.

Tape was stretched (tape creep). Institute procedures to avoid tape stretching. Avoid cur
section or switch to non-creep tape.

Artwork material deformed either at incom-
ing or by improper handling.

Institute procedures, humidity and temperature control, an
proper storage conditions for handling of artwork media.
Incorporate improved registration system.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Missing features. Lands left off the master, either in hand tap-
ing or in plotter-generated artwork.

Institute proper checking procedures, comparing artwork
layers to design layout or to other artwork layers.
Contact customer.

Missing plating bar for connector contacts. Supplier to determine board profile and add plating bar
needed.

Missing coupons on the artwork, as required
by the master drawing.

Determine coupon requirements, make step and repeat
master for production, and add coupons, as necessary.
Examine location of coupons on the production master to
make certain that they adequately represent the end prod
uct board.

Nomenclature is missing from the symbol-
ization master.

Send symbolization master back to customer or get per-
mission to add nomenclature (after checking that location
does not interfere with existing circuit pattern).

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incorrect registration
between layers of
double-sided or
multilayer boards.

Entire layer does not register because the
artwork was generated at different times.

Institute procedures to ascertain that all artwork revision
levels are the same generation from the original. Keep
artwork masters in sets, so that if one in a set changes, th
whole set is reproduced.

Misregistration of localized area on artwork
due to manual changes of a particular area,
without change to remaining circuitry.

Institute checking procedures to verify registration of the
entire pattern, either through manual checks (negative to
positive comparisons) or by automatic optical inspection
equipment.

Center of lands left open to provide registra-
tion checking capability. Manufacturing
wants the lands to be solid to avoid drill
movement caused by the etched inside of the
‘‘doughnut.’’

Institute procedures for automatic artwork generation by
using apertures that are solid.
For manual artwork generation, institute procedures to fill
in open areas of land patterns.
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3.2.2 Manually Prepared Artwork

Artwork can have many changes made over a long p
of time. Most problems stem from knife cuts in the b
material, foreign material, aging or degradation of the
work set, or incorrect transfer when creating the cir
pattern.
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Foreign material in
knife cuts.

Cuts in the base which have, over a period
of time, become filled with foreign matter.
These cuts are now clearly visible and would
be imaged in a reduced film.

Avoid knife cuts which would create the potential for this
problem. Cleaning is usually not possible since the foreign
material is very difficult to remove from the base.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor conductor
edges.

Poor knife cuts or scribe marks evident in
the conductor edge and the base material.
(Small slivers of material such as this can
cause problems during board manufacture.)

Cuts should be made without damaging the base material.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Burrs. A poor knife cut at the trace intersection has
left a burr.

Rework artwork. (Conditions such as this are unaccept-
able.)

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor conductor
corners.

Poorly constructed (cut) conductor that
appears as a notch in the corner of the trace.

Rework artwork.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Pinholes caused by
foreign material on
base (foreign mate-
rial on the artwork
base consists of any
material other than
the intended circuit
which has sufficient
size or density to
potentially resolve
on the image during
camera reduction).

Dirt is present in an amount sufficient to
cause many pinholes on the reduced film.

Keep the amount of dirt overall which is present on the
artwork at a minimum.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive density of
base material.

A scratch on a drafting aid pad is still
present (the incomplete removal of pads,
traces or drafting aids can produce excessive
density on the base material).

Areas on the artwork that have been changed should
always be completely free of foreign material.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Overlapping drafting
aids.

Overlapping drafting aid base material has
increased the density in the overlap area. In
addition, foreign material has become
trapped under the edge of the base.

Avoid adding unnecessary layers of material.
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3.2.2 Manually Prepared Artwork (continued)

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Extruded tape
adhesive.

Adhesive from the trace has begun to
extrude from under the tape. (The residue
will image on the film reduction as an
unsharp or fuzzy trace. In time, foreign
material will become attached which will
further degrade the edge sharpness.) This
will lead to partial polymerization and resist
scum during the photoresist developing pro-
cess.

Minimize pressure when applying tape. Photograph taped
artwork as soon as possible after it is generate

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Trapped dust
particles.

Exposed adhesive around land has trapped
dust particles. This will result in an uneven,
fuzzy edge.

Re-tape original artwork in defective areas. (Defects of
this type are impossible to correct on the reduced film
image.)

K PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Aging or degradation
defects.

Loose tape. The tape connecting the pads has
loosened and slipped down from the
intended position.

Once the adhesive has loosened, it should be completely
cleaned from the base and new tape placed in that posi-
tion.

Folded tape. The corner of the tape connec-
tion has folded back. (This corner will con-
tinue to pull back until a minimum width
condition is created. In addition, the newly
exposed tape adhesive will attract and trap
foreign material.)

Repair defective artwork. Improve artwork handling proce-
dures.

Tape intersection gaps. Tape intersections,
due to aging, become rejects. Shrinkage of
the tape has left a gap in the conductor.

Rework with overlapped tap.

L PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Legend defects. Broken letters. Transfer letter has broken
during application.

Correct the artwork before other process steps are per-
formed. (The resulting gap is very difficult to correct on
the reduced film image.)

Misplaced transfer material. Part of a logo has been inadvertently placed in an unin-
tended area. (Loose or accidentally placed image material
may cause conductor shorts on the board if not corrected.)
Care should be taken when working with transfer material
to ensure placement only in intended locations. Remove/
replace excess transfer material.

Poor inking. The ink used to make the mark-
ing pattern has chipped and lifted, causing
an incomplete image and poor edges.

Rework artwork. Use transfer material.
3-12
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3.2.3 Photoplotter-Generated Artwork

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Magnetic tape
incompatibility with
plotter.

Wrong tape format for driving NC plotters
that are used externally.

Run test samples with outside plotters to determine that
data format is compatible with the controllers processing
the tape-to-plotter commands.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Tape reader unable
to convert the digital
data into plotter
commands.

Tape has been damaged due to improper
handling.

Develop adequate control procedures for handling to avoi
tape damage.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Errors on final plot. Modifications to the tape are inadequately
checked, creating errors in the final plot.

Institute checking procedures by re-plotting with line plot-
ter to verify that all changes have been adequately incor-
porated into the magnetic tape.
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3.2.4 Laser-Generated Artwork

The generation of circuit patterns on silver halide media b
means of a scanning laser spot offers unique benefits
producers of printed board artwork. Laser technolog
offers high-speed photoimaging, independent of circu
complexity. Step and repeat patterns may be accomplish
quickly with the same accuracy as the CAD data base. A
roughness caused by exposure contours is repeata
orderly, predictable and does not show on the final boa
i-
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

‘‘Streaking.’’ Underexposure. Increase exposure.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

‘‘Unsharp’’ image. Vibration in equipment. Air cushion equipment and maintain proper control envi-
ronment.

Improper processing (underdeveloped or
overdeveloped).

Check processor settings.

Incorrect exposure (underexposure or overex-
posure).

Check exposure setting.

Damaged, misaligned or out of focus optics. Have plotter serviced.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Non-straight lines. Plotter out of calibration. Check plotter calibration.

Contamination problem. Check film and platen for foreign debris.

Loss of vacuum. Check vacuum for proper hold down. Check over entire
vacuum system for leaks.

Inadequate pattern resolution for line
width(s).

Check plotting resolution.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Pinholes in artwork. Dirt or dust particles in system. Review cleanliness and maintenance procedures of env
ronment of plotter and processor. Establish procedures if
necessary.
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3.2.4 Laser Generated Artwork (continued)

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

CAD data base
incompatible.

Software problem. Contact formatter of Gerber data.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Long or slow CAD
data base conver-
sion.

Inefficient CAD data base, i.e., drawn fea-
tures, stroked ground planes.

Contact manufacturer for hardware/software tuning.

3.2.5 Repair and Modification of Artwork

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor quality line
definition after
touch-up.

Quality of workmanship is not sufficient with
brush or ink touch-up.

Institute adequate touch-up procedures and adequately
inspect all changes and repairs or modifications made to
artwork.
Institute better manufacturing procedures, including better
cleanliness standards, to reduce need for touch-up.

Circuitry may be too fine to adequately
repair or modify.

Discard artwork master and regenerate correctly.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incorrect revision
level of production
masters or artwork
released to the pro-
duction floor.

Inadequate change control. Institute change control procedure, commensurate with
data control and release activities.
Include change symbol and/or revision level on artwork
master for ease of identification.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Unauthorized
changes to artwork.

Improper changes made to localized areas to
ensure that registration is maintained.

Institute procedures to have adequate checks made to
ensure registration.

3.3 PRODUCTION MASTER

3.3.1 Reduction Problems

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Improper reduction. Two dimensions given on enlarged artwork
are not within the capability of the camera
lens to adequately reduce to meet the toler-
ances of both the ‘‘x’’ and ‘‘y’’ coordinates.
(This is usually related to artwork master
changes.)

Measure enlarged artwork to determine the compatibility
of the ‘‘x’’ and ‘‘y’’ dimensions.

The copy board of the camera is not parallel
to the axis of the lens in the film.

Run test plots using a set of concentric squares on the
copy board. Then rotate the concentric squares 90 degree
and re-shoot. Compare the film copies (negative to posi-
tive) to ascertain any differences between squares shot in
one direction vs. squares shot in 90 degrees rotated.
3-14
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December 1997 IPC-PE-740
3.3.1 Reduction Problems (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Inability to line up a
scale properly to
check the reduction
mark.

Poorly designed reduction marks that do not
permit one to properly measure distances on
the frosted glass back of the camera.

Use correct reduction symbols or marks. Avoid asking for
reductions where one must measure to the edge of a sym
bol, a practice which is not recommended. Some cameras
are only equipped to do a scaled reduction (2x, 4x, 10x,
etc.); however, on those cameras that can do actual redu
tion, one must check the reduction marks to ascertain tha
the copy on the frosted glass matches the requirements.

3.3.2 Artwork Modifier Problems

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Conductor pattern
incorrectly compen-
sated.

All conductors and lands are increased
simultaneously. (A great amount of control is
required in order to enlarge conductors the
appropriate minimum distance.)

Depending on the type of equipment used, or whether on
is shooting through a plate glass to increase the distance
from the contact image, various test patterns should be
developed to correlate the exact relationship between the
technique being used and the required thickness that a
conductor must be increased.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Modified artwork has
conductor patterns
that are increased
such that the spac-
ing is reduced
excessively.

The modifying artwork has very tight spac-
ing that cannot tolerate increased conductors.

Determine end product spacing requirements, and make
certain that these are commensurate with the process con
trol after conductors have been enlarged. Measure at leas
15 different locations on the board being produced, and
make certain that the size of the final production panel
will not be impacted by different locations.

3.3.3 Step-And-Repeat Problems

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor layer-to-layer
registration between
step-and-repeat
masters.

Tolerance accumulation between the various
steps.

Run a test plot of the equipment to determine that the
step-and-repeat tolerances are adequate for the job
intended.

Incorrect orientation of the original master in
the chase.

Check orientation of the original master in the chase.

Layer-to-layer registration between step-and-
repeat masters produced at different times.

Do all step-and-repeat operations of the same part in the
same environment (preferably the same day) so that the
step-and-repeat masters are a set which comes from the
same lot of raw material, is processed on the same day,
and sees the same environmental exposure.

Size limitations of the step-and-repeat cam-
era and its ability to produce multiple image
masters from a copy that is larger than the
chase of the equipment.

Determine capability of camera.

Improper development. Check developing procedures to determine that the dev
oped product is not being mishandled.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Image distortion. From both dimensional distortion and edge
definition.

Check the relationship of parallelism between the chase
and the unexposed film copy board.
Clean all lenses.
Verify, through tests, both accuracy of equipment and of
the lens system.
Have step-and-repeat camera calibrated, both optically an
mechanically.
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3.3.4 Coupons Versus End-Product Quality

Coupons are placed on a production panel to verify
quality of the end product board. Coupons are theref
used to check process controls and should be represent
of the product they are verifying. Coupons are put on
production master, coming either directly from the artwo
supplied, or arranged by the manufacturer.
s so
t

-

-

e

r
,

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Coupons are drilled
accurately, but there
is hole breakout in
the lands of some
printed boards.

Modified artwork has overcompensated in
coupon areas (most likely on outer edges of
board).

Review and correct.

Inaccurate step-and-repeat pattern. Determine the accuracy of the step-and-repeat pattern
that the relationship of the lands on all boards is consisten
with the location of the coupons.

Over/under expansion of artwork due to
environmental conditions.

Position coupons so that all features are located within
0.051 mm radius of the true grid position established by
the layer. For the composite production master, all the cen
ters of lands should coincide within 0.076 mm radius of
the true grid position when measured at 20°C + 1°C and
50 + 5% RH after the material has been stabilized.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Coupons have good
plating in the hole,
but plating problems
exist on the end-
product board.

Coupons are not necessarily representative of
the end product board.

Coupons should contain representative samples of the fin-
est board features. Make sure the smallest hole size is rep
resented in the coupon area (this provides the largest
aspect ratio). Coupon areas should be drilled last, after all
holes (for that drill size) have been drilled in the board
area (then worst case drilling should be represented). If th
board is a multilayer, the coupon should have representa-
tive ground plane areas for those layers that are voltage o
ground planes. (See Figures 3-4 and 3-5.) Where possible
coupon holes should be first and last ones drilled. All hole
sizes should be represented. See IPC-2221 & 2222 for
complete information regarding test coupons.
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3.3.4 Coupons Versus End Product Quality (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Plating thickness on
coupon areas not
representative of
that on the rest of
the panel.

Coupons in high current density areas of the
panel.

Coupons may need borders or ‘‘thieving’’ so that they are
not isolated as high current density areas.

▼ ▼▼ ▼

▼

▼

▼

Layer 3

Layer 1 Layer 2

Layer 4

▼
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15

.7
5m

m
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▼ Closing Tie on 
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12.8mm

IPC-740-3-26A

Figure 3−4 Test Coupon D, 4 layer board.
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IPC-740-3-26b

Figure 3−5 Test Coupon D, 10 layer board.
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3.3.5 Measurement, Inspection and Touch-Up

Many times, problems associated with the production m
ter relate to the inspection and measurement techniq
used to verify that the production master is ready for man
facturing use. These problems relate to the environmen
which the production master is verified, as well as t
equipment used to make measurements. Frequently, h
dling techniques and procedures for touch-up create m
problems than were noted in the original master. In ad
tion, touch-up personnel must be totally trained to und
stand when and when not to touch up a production mas
i-

y.

i-
e

g

er-

ti-
-
s

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Production masters
do not agree in size
dimensions.

Size(s) has been affected by humidity and/or
temperature.

Check temperature and humidity controls of room in
which measurement is being done. Allow masters to stab
lize and reinspect.

Incorrect measurements made. Calibrate all measurement tools to verify their accurac

Variations in raw materials and/or developing
procedures.

Perform all operations for the same part in the same env
ronment (preferably the same day) so that the masters ar
a set which comes from the same lot of raw material, is
processed on the same day, and sees the same environ-
mental exposure.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Pinholes in the end
product board for
artwork.

Pinholes on production masters. (Possible
contamination during exposure.)

Examine production masters and touch-up pinholes, usin
appropriate brush sizes and ink.

Touch-up ink not working correctly. Check touch-up ink used to verify viscosity as well as p
meability.

Poor or sloppy touch-up. It is advisable to set up appropriate procedures and ins
tute a touch-up training program to avoid excessive touch
up. Also establish decision as to when production master
should be re-shot rather than touched up
ser
3.3.6 Direct Imaging (Magnetic Tape) Problems

Problems associated with direct imaging are similar to la
generated artwork. (See 3.2.4.)

3.4 WORKING PHOTOTOOL, PRODUCTION MASTER

3.4.1 Handling-Related Problems
as the
ototool.
The working phototool is used on the production floor and is usually a copy of the production master. It has a life cycle in that,
working phototool is used to expose various products, it is subject to wear. Some of this wear comes from the handling of the ph

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

The phototool will
not produce a clear
image.

Fingerprints or dust on the phototool. Clean phototool with appropriate film cleaning solution.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Imperfect images on
the exposed panel.

Scratching or mutilation (through folding or
rolling) of the phototool.

Institute correct handling procedures. When training all
personnel, stress the importance of the care that must be
taken when using the phototool. When storing, put a slip
sheet between phototools.
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3.4.2 Normalizing-Related Misregistration

Problems associated with the phototool due to misregis
tion of the various layers relate to allowing the workin
film of the phototool to normalize to the environment
which it will be used. Many times a set of phototools h
one layer re-shot; this is then added to the set and mis
istration occurs because that individual film has not n
malized to the same stability levels as the remaining fil
of the set.
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Misregistration
between layers of
multilayer boards.

Film not normalized. Allow film photo working tools to stabilize in the environ-
ment for 8 hours before use.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Film growth. Increase in temperature and/or humidity. Maintain the same temperature and humidity in all film
handling areas.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Film shrinkage. Decrease in temperature and/or humidity. Maintain the same temperature and humidity in all film
handling areas.
um-
to-
ol
3.4.3 Quality of Contact Prints

Problems associated with contact prints relate to the n
ber of prints that one can get from a given working pho
tool. Much of this relates to the handling of the phototo
and to the equipment to expose the phototool.
-

and
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Image is scratched. Improper handling. Verify the number of contact prints that have been made
from the phototool.
Examine the phototool for scratches, nicks, pits or dents.
Review procedure for handling phototools.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incorrect imaging on
the photoresist of
the panel.

Phototool not in intimate contact with panel. Check that emulsion of the working photo tool is in con
tact with the panel resist during exposure.

Touch up ink came off on photoresist. Verify that touch up has been accurately accomplished
that the touch up material is still in place.
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3.4.4 Protective Coatings

Sometimes it is necessary to protect the working tool
that it can be cleaned without damage to corrections or
artwork itself, and to greatly increase its contact life. It
not necessary to use a protective coating on hard surf
phototools.

There are liquid and film protective coatings. The liqu
type is only usable on silver films. Both types are high
transparent and must be applied under very clean con
tions to prevent the introduction of defects.
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Finished laminated
(with protective coat-
ing) artwork film is
curved or bent.

Excess tension or stress during lamination of
protective coating.

Operation of the laminator should be accomplished with
minimum tension on all controls (laminate and release
films).

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Protective coating
film wrinkled or
shrunken.

Excess tension or stress during lamination of
protective coating.

Operation of the laminator should be accomplished with
minimum tension on all controls (laminate and release
films).

3.4.5 Pinning/Registration/Sandwiches

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Obliterated tooling. Interior tooling holes are covered during
resist lamination.

Use a self-centering photoresist cutting tool.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Sporadic tooling hole
registration shift
(protective film to
protect working film
emulsion).

Dry resist laminator was used to apply the
protective film to the working film while the
heat shoes were warm.

Operate the resist laminator cold, and with proper roll ten-
sion.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Misregistration of
sandwich.

Misregistered lands when film is used in
sandwich.

Reinspect and re-pin. If still inadequate, discard and make
new master.
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4.1 GENERAL

The raw materials used in the manufacture of printed c
cuit boards are comprised of three basic building block
resin, reinforcement and metal cladding. The materials c
be specified in combinations to meet particular applicatio
of electrical, mechanical, thermal or processing paramete
Some of the problems associated with raw materials
chronic, systemic problems caused by the inherent phys
of the materials used. Other problems associated with r
materials are commonly caused by an improper assignm
of a particular material to an application. It is important t
understand the limitations of these materials as well as
needs of the end use.

4.1.1 Resins

Resins are used to impregnate the selected reinforcem
The selection of a particular resin is dependent on t
desirable electrical, temperature and process parameter

Epoxy resins are the most commonly used. The difun
tional base resin may be modified with additives to achie
higher thermal properties or improved chemical resistan
Tetrafunctional, multifunctional epoxy resins or Bismae
limide Triazine (BT) are added to epoxy resins to achie
higher thermal properties. Difunctional epoxy resins have
Tg range of 120 - 130°C. The modified epoxies haveg
ranges of 130 - 150°C or 150 - 190°C. The primary proce
parameters that are affected when changing between th
resins is the lamination cycle and hole cleaning proce
prior to electroless copper.

Higher temperature resin systems may require more adju
ments to the printed circuit processes such as: laminat
cycle, baking, hole cleaning, drilling and routing. Polyim
ide resin and Cyanate Ester are the most commonly u
high temperature resin systems. These resins have Tgs in
the 250°C range. Polyimide can be blended to impro
processing conditions, however the blending lowers theg.

PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene), commonly referred to
Teflon(TM), is used for microwave applications and ha
significantly different processing conditions than the oth
resins.

4.1.2 Reinforcements

The most common reinforcement material used is a wov
fiberglass cloth. Glass filaments are extruded in differe
diameters. These filaments are combined together to cre
yarn bundles of specific filament counts, these yarns
twisted in certain cloth styles. The yarns are then woven
;
n

.
e
s

t

e

t.

-

.
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d

t
te
e

looms in a standard over / under basket weave. The we
ing process involves stretching out long yarns in one dire
tion. These yarns are commonly referred to as the ‘‘Warp
‘‘Grain,’’ or ‘‘Machine’’ running direction of the cloth. The
other yarns, perpendicular to the warp, are the ‘‘Fill
‘‘Woof’’ or ‘‘Cross’’ yarns. These yarns are in the width of
the roll of cloth. Once woven the cloth is treated with
‘‘Finish’’ to make it compatible to accept the resin.

There are non-woven cloths available to overcome t
dimensional movement associated with the woven clo
These fabrics are comprised of either random fibers or p
pendicular yarns that are not woven. Kevlar, Aramid
carbon fibers are alternatives to the fiberglass materials

4.1.3 Metal Foils

Electrodeposited copper foils are available in a variety
weights. Copper is typically manufactured and sold
weight in ounces per square foot or increments thereof. T
weight is converted to thickness with a factor determin
by the density of the foil, which equates to 0.00135 for o
ounce copper. These foils are plated onto a drum wh
creates a smooth side and the opposite side has a profi
the crystals or copper teeth. A treatment is then applied
one or both sides of the foil. The purpose of the treatme
is two-fold, it improves the adhesion of the resin to th
copper and creates a barrier layer between the copper
the resin. A coating is then applied to the copper to prev
oxidation during the lamination or baking processes. T
copper foil is available with different elongation and tensi
properties that need to be considered with the therm
properties of the application and selection of the resin s
tem.

Rolled copper foil is available which eliminates the profi
on the one side of the foil. Some of the thicker copper
only available in rolled form.

Very thin foils are typically provided on a carrier, which
enables processing and handling of the foil. The carr
may be either peelable or etchable and it is important
inquire which will be provided.

Specialty metal foils may be required for special applic
tions. Some of the varieties available are: ED Nickel, T
plated copper foil, coated foils, resistor layer and combin
tions such as ‘‘Copper-Invar-Copper’’ or ‘‘Copper
Molybdenum-Copper.’’

4.2 PREPREG OR ‘‘B-STAGE’’

Prepreg or ‘‘B-Stage’’ is comprised of a reinforcement th
has been impregnated with resin and partially cured. It
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important to understand the characteristics of the prepre
insure it is matched to lamination processing conditio
Characteristics to be considered are: the ratio of resin
glass (resin content percent or impregnation weigh
degree of cure (melt viscosity, gel time, resin flow) a
resultant pressed thickness (scaled flow). The value
scaled flow is a measure of material consistency, the ac
value in production lamination may differ slightly based
specific lamination process parameters or board design

Temperature and humidity control of storage conditions
the partially cured material is important to prevent chan
ing the prepreg characteristics and insure consistent pe
mance during use.

4.3 LAMINATE

Laminate or core material is made of prepreg and m
foil that have been bonded together during a press
operation and fully cured. The combinations of resins, re
forcements and metal foils are almost infinite. The prin
circuit design and specifications need to be reviewed
insure appropriate selection of material.
4.4 PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE BASE MATERIALS

4.4.1 Material Identification

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Laminate label diffi-
cult to remove.

The adhesive backing on the labels is not
easily or completely removable.

Use labels with different adhesive. Change requirement to
metal impression or ink stamp material.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Material does not
match label.

Material was mislabeled. Check product identification and work flow procedures.
Check stock for additional problems.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Material imaged and
etched upside down.

Differential foil weights not identified
clearly.

Standardize on marking either the heavier or lighter foil.
Instruct operators on the standard marking.

Marking of differential foil weights is
removed during the preclean operation.

Change marking requirement to metal impression stamp.
4-2
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4.4.2 Dimensional Stability

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Laminate exhibits
dimensional change
after processing.

Dimensional change parallel to warp direc-
tion differs from the fill direction.

Check the identity of the warp direction of the laminate.
Characterize the movement and compensate artwork.

Material movement due to stress relief after
etching.

Retain as much copper on the panel as possible for
mechanical strength. Bake laminates prior to processing.
Use thicker laminate.

Designed annular ring is inadequate for
manufacturability.

Review design to increase pad diameter. Review design t
decrease hole diameter. Contact material supplier to revie
alternative material options available.

Mechanical scrubbing distorts material. Reduce brush pressure. Evaluate chemical cleaning of
material.

Incomplete cure of the material. Verify degree of cure via Differential Scanning
Calorimetry (DSC) or Thermal Mechanical Analysis
(TMA). Press and/or bake material at time and tempera-
ture appropriate for the specific resin system.

Moisture absorption prior to lamination.
(This is extremely critical to the higher tem-
perature resin systems.)

Verify drying conditions after oxide. Pre-bake prior to
lamination to eliminate moisture. Use weight loss to deter
mine optimum time and temperature parameters. Minimize
hold times in uncontrolled temperature and humidity envi-
ronments between pre-bake and lamination processes. If
required, store in conditions similar to those recommende
for the particular prepreg resin system.

Weave distortion. Inspect raw cloth for uniform square weave and no bag-
ging or sagging. Monitor tension during the treating opera
tion.

Excessive resin flow during lamination. Adjust lamination pressure and/or prepreg flow parame

4.4.3 Mechanical Stability

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Bow and Twist of
Laminate Material.

Materials are stacked vertically. Store horizontally on shelves.

Materials with mixed grain directions. Match the grain direction of the glass cloth for all plies
within a laminate. Avoid using square sheets or panels
where grain direction traceability can be lost.

Asymmetrical glass fabrics in laminate. Review construction options for the desired laminate th
ness. Change laminate thickness to insure symmetry of
glass cloth.

Different copper weights on opposite sides of
laminate.

Review laminate construction lay up. Change to thicker
glass cloth against thinner copper.

Inconsistent wet out of glass cloth during
impregnation and treating.

Cross-section and inspect for complete wet out of glass
bundles and uniform resin thickness. Monitor across the
web variation of resin content.

Material warped due to exposure to heat
operations while panel is not properly sup-
ported.

Insure that panels are properly supported whenever
exposed to temperatures which exceed the Tg of the resin
system.

Material warped due to moisture absorption
prior to processing.

Pre-bake material prior to processing at temperatures
appropriate for the specific resin system.

Excessively rapid cool down of material
after reflow or HASL operations.

Control rate of cooling to avoid too rapid or uneven cool-
ing of the panel.
4-3
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4.4.3 Mechanical Stability (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Lifted circuits or low
foil bond strength.

Treatment on foil incompatible with resin
system.

Specify foil treatment that has been tested as being com-
patible.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Fractures around
drilled holes.

Drilling feeds and speeds are too aggressive
for the resin system.

Reduce drilling feed and speed rates. Investigate ‘‘peck’’
drilling part of the way through the board at a time. Drill
all holes ‘‘first stage’’, prior to plating, before metal
removal.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Laminate thickness
too thin at cross
section.

Material thickness specified did not account
for the differences between mechanical mea-
surements with micrometer, foil profile and
cross section measurements.

Increase the nominal laminate thickness specified to
account for the difference. Specify purchase of material by
cross section measurements. Specify low profile copper to
minimize difference.

4.4.4 Foreign Material / Inclusions

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Copper or Zinc
embedded in the
laminate resin. (See
Figure 4-1.)

Usually caused by a large nodule (tooth) that
has broken off the copper foil and become
embedded in the resin.

Evaluate for intended application. Review the profile of
the copper foil for consistency and dimension. (Use low or
very low profile foil, if required for application.)
Figure 4−1.
Copper or zinc
inclusion in
laminate.
4-4
Figure 4−2.
Etch pits in
laminate.
B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Etch pits in the lami-
nate. (See Figure
4-2.)

A large copper nodule is etched away leav-
ing a pit or white spot in the laminate.

Evaluate for application. Review copper profile. Specify
low or very low profile foil.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Treatment Transfer. Imbalance in the process that generates the
treatment on the foil allowing separation.

Evaluate for acceptability. Contact material supplier.
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4.4.4 Foreign Material / Inclusions (continued)

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dark spots within the
laminate or prepreg.

Contamination of dirt from raw materials or
laminator’s plant.

Evaluate for intended application. Perform audit of opera-
tion for cleanliness. Instruct supplier to review quality of
incoming raw materials.

Darkened resins from reaction vessels or
treater ovens.

Evaluate for intended application. Review preventative
maintenance frequency for cleaning of treater ovens.

Lint, fiber or hair in the laminate or prepreg.
(See Figures 4-3 & 4-4.)

Evaluate for intended application. Review clean room
practices. Review static electricity levels in the prepreg
sheeting and lay up operations.
Figure 4−3.
Dark spots
within
laminate.
Figure 4−4.
Lint within
laminate.
rp
g

4.4.5 Metal Surface Defects

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Pits and dents in the
metal surface.

Dirt or contaminant on press plates or foil.
Foil conforms to defect during lamination
leaving a dent.

Specify appropriate ‘‘Grade’’ of material. Review plate
cleaning process. Minimize exposure of plates and foil to
environment during lay up operation.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Scratches in the
metal surface or
treatment. (See
Figure 4-5.)

Handling during the manufacturing process
or storage.

Review equipment, conveyors, shelves and tables for sha
edges that could scratch laminate. Review proper handlin
procedures with operators.
Figure 4−5
Scratches on
copper
treatment.
Figure 4−6
Shiny spots
on copper
foil.
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4.4.5 Metal Surface Defects Metal Surface Defects (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Wrinkles in the metal
surface.

Improper handling of the foil during lay up. Review proper handling procedures with operators.

Movement of the laminate stack during press
loading.

Inspect handling and loading equipment for proper opera-
tion. Instruct operators in proper method for transporting
stacks of laminate.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Resin spots on metal
surface or areas of
unetched metal.

Resin dust on metal surface during lay up
operation.

Vacuum or heat seal edges of prepreg to minimize dust
during lay up.

Pinhole in metal foil allows resin to bleed
through to surface during lamination.

Check incoming foil for pin holes. Check for proper han-
dling of foil during process. Minimize kinking of foil that
could create micro cracks in the foil allowing bleed
through. Check sheeter for dirt on rollers that may punc-
ture foil.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Shiny spots on the
copper clad lami-
nate. (See Figure
4-6.)

This is caused by a high resin spot on the
prepreg due to broken filaments or chafed
ends etc. in the glass cloth. This condition is
not known to cause defects in the inner layer
process, unless a wrinkle in the copper foil
is present. Severe conditions can abrade the
treatment on the back side of the foil.

Determine acceptability within the process. Inspect prepre
for resin lumps caused by broken filaments. Select glass
styles and resin contents to minimize condition. Work with
glass manufacturer for long term elimination of broken
filaments.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Haze on foil surface
after cleaning or lack
of imaging resist
adhesion.

Improper control of the laminate pre-
cleaning process.

Review process variations by chemical analysis. Modify
bath make up frequency or incorporate feed and bleed sy
tem.

Laminate pre-cleaning process does not
include chemistry to remove oxidation
inhibitor.

Consult supplier to determine proper pre-cleaning chemis-
try for foil.

Uneven application of the oxidation inhibitor
on the foil surface.

Verify process control of the foil treatment process.

4.4.6 Chemical and Thermal Resistance

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Measles or crazing. Reinforcing fibers are separated from the
resin at the weave intersections due to ther-
mally induced stress.

Check material handling and processing procedures for
excessive temperatures.

Inadequate wet-out or coverage of the glass
yarns with resins especially at the intersec-
tion of the yarn cross overs.

Provide improved wet-out of the glass. Consider pre-wet
rollers prior to the resin dip pan. Increase resin content
percent.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Weave exposure. Resin content of material is insufficient. Increase resin content of prepreg to insure adequate bu
coat for protection against processing chemistry. Select
finer weave glass style for facing plies.
4-6
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4.4.6 Chemical and Thermal Resistance (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Pits in the surface of
the laminate resin.

A large copper nodule remains attached to
the copper foil during lamination, but is
etched away, thus leaving a small pit or
white spot in the laminate surface.

Evaluation acceptability for application. Verify uniformity
and consistency of foil profile.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Laminate voids. (See
Figure 4-7.)

Dry prepreg, aged prepreg or advanced state
of cure.

Verify prepreg storage conditions. Control storage and use
conditions. Verify current flow performance to values
when received. Adjust specifications for prepreg flow. Set
requirements to limit shelf life of the prepreg.

Crazed or fractured prepreg. Inspect prepreg for fractures prior to use. Verify that pa
aging methods provide adequate support during shipment
Instruct operators on proper handling methods.

Low pressure areas. Verify thickness uniformity of press plates.
Figure 4−7
Laminate
voids.
Figure 4-8
Foil innerlayer
cracking.
E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Resin smear on the
copper in the hole
wall.

Drilling temperatures too high for resin sys-
tem causing excess smear.

Check drill quality and quantity of holes before tool
changes. Adjust drilling feed and speed rates. Use drill
entry foil to dissipate heat build up. Monitor entry and exit
rates, allow drill bit to cool between holes. Verify com-
plete laminate cure prior to drilling.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Cracks in the copper
foil. (See Figure 4-8.)

Thermal expansion of the resin is not
matched to the elongation of the foil.

Reduce retained resin content in the board. Select glass
styles with lower resin content. Specify foil that meets
high temperature elongation requirements.

Mechanical stresses induced during drilling
or subsequent processes.

Reference Section 5.1 to reduce chipload, etc. during drill-
ing. Review all thermal processes; baking, reflow, solder
leveling, wave solder for conditions of oven temperature.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Plating separation
from resin in holes.

Hole cleaning process is not matched to
resin system. Resin systems with improved
chemical resistance require more aggressive
cleaning.

Contact material and chemical suppliers for recommended
processing parameters to insure compatibility.
4-7
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4.4.7 Electrical

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dielectric thickness
did not meet design.

Too much flow during lamination. Review flow parameters on prepreg. Adjust lamination
pressure to reduce flow. Adjust heat rise during lamination.

Filling of the circuitry was not taken into
consideration when calculating resultant
dielectric thickness.

Subtract copper thickness from dielectric thickness for sig-
nal layers. Subtract percentage of copper etched away
from dielectric thickness for plane layers. Adjust glass
styles and resin contents to achieve desired dielectric
thickness.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Impedance values on
finished board do not
match design.

Line widths were not held to proper dimen-
sion.

Modify artwork to allow for etching factor. Specify low or
very low profile copper foil to improve line definition dur-
ing etching.

Values used for dielectric constant in calcula-
tions were not appropriate for resin system
or percentage of retained resin in the board.

Verify dielectric constant values for specific resin system
and reinforcement. Adjust dielectric constant values based
on retained resin in the board.

Dielectric thickness not to design. Determine if the violation is in the prepreg or core mate-
rial dielectric. Verify lamination and prepreg parameters.
Verify laminate thickness and tolerance. Take into account
foil profile when specifying nominal laminate thickness.
Modify construction as required to obtain appropriate
thickness.
4-8
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5.0 MECHANICAL OPERATIONS

5.1 DRILLING

Many elements impact the accuracy and the quality of t
drilling operation. This section describes these elemen
and the corrective action needed to ensure the desired h
characteristics. Table 5-1 provides a correlation betwe
drilling process variables and drilling process effects. F
more information on Drilling Guidelines, see IPC-DR-572
Table 5-1 Drilling Variables and Effects

Drilling Process Effects

Drilling Process Variables Hole Smear

Hole
Contamina-

tion

Excessive
Drill

Temperature
Excessive
Drill Wear

Drill
Breakage

Nail Heading
Rifling Burrs

Hole Wall
Rifling
Gouging
Tearing Delamination Drill Wander

Hole
Location
Accuracy Hit Rate Pink Ring

Drill Bit SFM (rpm) • • • •

Feed Rate/Chip Load • • • • • • • • • •

RPM Fall Off • •

Stack Height • • • • • • •

Number of Holes • • • • •

Entry Material • • • • •

Backup Material • • • • • •

Base Material • • • • •

Drill Design • • • • • • • • • •

Drill Geometry • • • • • • • • • •

Clean Resharps • • • •

Foot Pressure • • •

Adequate Vacuum • • • •

Spindle Run-Out • • • • • •

Stroke Dwell Top/
Bottom

• • • •

Feed Variation • • • • • • •

Machine X & Y
Instability

• •

X-Y Position Accuracy •

Fixturing •

X-Y-Z Acceleration •

* Note: Table 5-1 is not all-inclusive and does not consider interaction of the key variables.
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5.1.1 Dimensional

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Hole not located
properly,
misregistration.
(See Figure 5-1.)

Drill bit wanders. Check spindle run-out. Reduce stack height. Increase rotary
speed (rpm) or decrease feed rate (ipm). Inspect/sharpen drill
bits. Inspect drill bits for proper concentricity. Check that
innerlayer lands are solid (no doughnuts). Check to see that dr
bits are seated properly in chuck. Shorten drill bit flute. Use
drill bit with higher flex strength. Correct machine alignment
and/or stability.

Improper entry material. Use smoother entry material that is more homogeneous.

Board reinforcement size too large. Use board material with smaller size glass reinforcement.

Material has shifted. Check post-drilling operations.

Improper tooling. Check tooling hole size and location.

Drill tape incorrect/worn. Check drill tape locations, software, etc. Check tape reader.

Improper inspection procedures. Check X-ray equipment for proper parallax.

Drill resonance. Drill at different rpm.

Dirty or worn collet. Clean or replace collet.
Figure 5-1
Misdrilling/
Misregistration
5-2
Figure 5−2
Resin smear
B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Improper hole
size.

Wrong drill bit size used. Correct as necessary, inspect drills before use. Check N/C
equipment for proper commands.

Improper feeds/speeds. Optimize feed/speed relationship.

Worn drill bits. Replace drill bits. Limit number of hits per drill bit.

Drill bits resharpened too many times or
past acceptable flute length.

Limit number of times drill bit can be resharpened or supply
dimensional sharpening limit.

Excessive spindle run-out. Rebuild spindle.
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Example 5-1: Economic Considerations for Goal Analysis

In this example for drill registration improvement, the fol-
lowing economic parameters were considered.

• In-process Diameter True Position (DPT) Cpk

• Finished Diameter True Position (DPT) Cpk

• Direct cost per square foot

• Overtime per week

• Scrap dollars per week

• Panel square foot per equivalent head

• Overall operating efficiency

The statistical tools required for the study were:

• Gage accuracy and precision analysis and control

• Control charting individual moving range X-bar-R

• Statistical operating procedure

• SOP analysis, review, and control

• Cpk monitor and analysis

The following goals were established as a part of
the action plan:

• Correct weak areas exposed

• Maintain strength in capable areas

• Establish consistent & capable process

• Maintain and improve process over time

This included an end product parameter with a DTP of
printed circuit board drilled holes to maintain consistent
Cpk of 1.5 or greater; an in-process parameter with a DTP
of in-process panels to hold USL of no more than 0.10 mm
DTP; and UCL’s are calculated for each drill machine.

The process parameters included:

• Static run-out of each drill spindle is controlled on
individual-moving range charts.

• Each spindle is monitored and controlled
individually.

Diameter true position was determined according to hole
position and allowable position as follows:
In order to accomplish improvement, basic SPC training
courses for all drill department employees and manage-
ment (8 hours minimum) was instituted.

• Control charts were established for:
— In-process DTP
— Spindle run-out
— Drill depth

• Gage & measurement R&R analysis was implemented
for:
— Cleaning and maintenance on gage performed
— Operators instructed on proper usage.
— Precision went from 35% to 9%.
— Long term gage control chart installed to control

accuracy and precision

• Cross training matrix was established to include:
— Certified drill operator program
— All drill employees to become certified drillers
— Cross-training assures higher level

of job satisfaction
— Increased department productivity also resulted

• Mechanical spindles replaced with air bearing
spindles to maintain run-out of less than
0.008 mm

• Reaction plans for out of control conditions encoun-
tered when charting was developed.

• All SPC and continuous improvement activity was
written into process procedures.

• Statistical operating procedure audits developed and
implemented.

• Video tape analysis of setup and operating
procedures.

• Supplier verification

• New equipment purchases using Cpk as prime con-
sideration. New supplier chosen as result.

Continued
Hole Position

Defined by
X & Y

coordinates

Allowable Position

Defined by diameter
Around target

X & Y
coordinates

Y = 15.00

X = 5.00

DIA = 0.25mm

IPC-740-5-1
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Example 5-1: Economic Considerations for Goal Analysis (cont.)

The following is a result of a program regarding drill scrap:

Operator Error
Missing Hole
Hole Size Over Limit
Broken Drill
Internal Misregistration
Mislocated Hole

Before Program
631 ppm
509 ppm
472 ppm
468 ppm
466 ppm
243 ppm

After Program
0 ppm
68 ppm
292 ppm
502 ppm
137 ppm
15 ppm

Results in One Year:
Repair and maintenance reduced 200%
Scrap reduced 120%
Productivity increased 20%
DPT Cpk increased from 33 to 42 mm

Participants learned that:
• Product in-spec is not good enough anymore
• DTP variation due to both drilling and finishing
processes - key to future improvement

• SPC and continuous improvement works in a job
shop environment!!!

5.1.2 Hole Quality

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive resin
smear. (See
Figure 5-2.)

Improper feeds/speeds. Optimize feed/speed relationship.

Excessive dwell time in hole. Change feed/speed relationship in order to reduce dwell time
(change chip load). Reduce stack height. Check drill bit sharp-
ness. Drill pilot holes before drilling final hole size. Check
stroke dwell (bottom). Check RPM fall-off.

Material not fully cured. Bake material before drilling.

Excessive number of hits. Limit number of hits per drill bit.

Drill bits resharpened too many times or
past acceptable flute length.

Limit number of times drill bit can be resharpened (a common
limit is total drill length).

Backup and entry material. Change material.

Drill bit geometry. Examine alternative geometries/design.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Fiber protrusion in
hole.

Withdrawal speed too slow. Increase withdrawal speed.

Worn drill bits. Sharpen drill bits. Limit number of hits per drill bit. Change
drill design.

Spindle speed. Optimize speed/feed relationship. Check spindle speed variati

Feed rate too high. Slow down feed rate.
5-4
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5.1.2 Hole Quality (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Nailheading. (See
Figure 5-3.)

Withdrawal speed too slow. Increase withdrawal speed.

Incorrect chip load. Optimize chip load.

Worn or otherwise improper drill bits. Sharpen or replace drill bits. Limit number of hits per drill bit.
Change drill design.

Spindle speed. Optimize speed/feed relationship. Check spindle speed variat

Voids in laminate. Replace laminate. Consult laminate supplier.

Surface foot per minute (SFM) too high. Check and modify SFM.

Stack height too high. Reduce stack height.

Chip evaluation poor. Poor entry and backup system. Replace entry and backup wi
cooler drilling material.
Figure 5−3
Nailheading
Figure 5−4
Rough Hole
ler

d

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Haloing
(delamation of
copper around
holes).

Thermo-mechanical stresses during drilling
operation.

Replace/sharpen drills. Reduce heat generated by minimizing
dwell time. (See 5.1.2 A.) Change hole drilling sequence (avoid
drilling adjacent holes one after the other).

Reinforcement material too large. Use laminate with smaller reinforcement diameter (i.e., smal
diameter glass fibers).

Poor quality laminate. Replace laminate — consult laminate supplier(s).

Chip load too high. Check infeed rate.

Drill slippage. Check drill shank diameter and collet tension.

Excessive stack height. Reduce drill stack height.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Rough hole walls.
(See Figure 5-4.)

Excessive in-feed variation. Maintain constant in-feed.

Feed rate too high. Optimize feed/speed relationship.

Improper entry or material. Change entry or material.

Insufficient drill bit retention vacuum. Check drilling machine’s vacuum system. Check spindle spee
variation.

Retract rate. Optimize retract/speed relationship.

Chipped/bad drill bit. Inspect drill bits prior to use. Improve drill bit handling prac-
tices.

Excessive spindle run-out. Check and clean spindle, collet and collet seat.
5-5
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5.1.2 Hole Quality (continued)

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Burrs, greater
than 1% of hole
diameter. (See
Figure 5-5.)

Dull or chipped drill bit(s). Sharpen or replace drill bits. Limit number of hits per drill bit.
Inspect drill bits prior to use. Improve handling practices and
training, if necessary.

Foreign material between stacked panels
or loose stacking.

Improve material stacking procedures; clean laminate surfaces
before stacking. Tighten stack.

Incorrect chip load (too high). Optimize chip load.

Entry material too thin (burr on top of
panel).

Use thicker overlay material.

Defective pressure foot or low pressure
(burr on top of panel).

Repair drilling equipment. Check springs, seals and line pres-
sure.

Incorrect or poor quality material (burr on
bottom of panel).

Use harder/smoother material that is flatter. Change material
after each machine cycle.

Loose pins or non-perpendicular pins. Replace pinning drill. Repair worn fixture.

Pinning hole burrs. Deburr pinning holes.

Uncured laminate (entry burr). Bake laminate or obtain better laminate.

Chipped drill bit. Check/replace drill bit.
5-
Figure 5−5
Burr from drilling
6

Figure 5−6
Connected
curl chip
G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Debris or residue
in hole.

Improper entry or material. Change entry or material.

Impacted drill bit (with debris). Change entry or material.

Insufficient drill retention vacuum. Check drilling machine’s vacuum system.

Pressure foot channels plugged. Replace pressure foot.

Drill bit spiral angle too low. Check specifications; change type of drill bit.

Excessive panel height. Reduce stack height.

Incorrect drilling parameters. Increase feed and speed.

Static charge. Increase relative humidity to above 45%.

Retraction rate too high. Check and reduce retraction rate.

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Holes not round. Drill spindle deflection. Replace bearings in spindle.

Non-concentric drill points or improper lip
height.

Inspect drill bits.

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Connected curl
chip on top
of board. (See
Figure 5-6.)

No entry material used. Use overlay material.

Improper drilling parameters. Decrease in-feed rate (ipm)/increase rotary speed (rpm).
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5.1.3 Processing

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Drill bits breaking. Excessive spindle run-out. Reduce spindle run-out.

Equipment not operating properly. Check pressure foot for sticking. Adjust pressure foot relative
drill bit tip. Check spindle speed variation. Check stability of
machine axis during drilling cycle.

Improper drill bit. Check drill bit geometry. Inspect drill bit for defects. Use drill
bit with proper flute length.

Excessive speed/feed relationship. Reduce feed rate.

Excessive thickness being drilled. Reduce stack height.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive num-
bers of chipped
drill bits.

Improper handling. Review/improve handling techniques. Institute training program

5.2 PUNCHING (PIERCE AND BLANK)

Table 5-2 provides a correlation between punching process
variables and punching process effects.

Table 5-2 Punching Variables and Effects

Punching Process Effects

Punching Process
Variables

Edge
delamination

Missing
holes/slot

Misallocated
holes/slot

Undersized
hole/slot

Mispunched
circuit

External
dimensions
out of space

Fibers on the
board’s edge

Dents on the
surface

Surface
scratches

Shear
damage of
the tool

Broken
perforators

Excessive

tool wear

Part tolerance • • • •

Material thickness • • • • •

Material type • • • •

Hardness of tool
components

• • • • •

Tool sharpening
schedule

• • • • • • •

Tool timing • • • • •

Stripping pressure • • •

Tool revisions • • • •

Pilot pins • • • •

Punch press
alignment

• • • •

Horizontal play on
the run

• • • •

Die setup • • • • •

5.2.1 Dimensional

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Undersized holes/
features.

Excessive after-punching hole ‘‘spring
back.’’

Use appropriate punch size.

Excessive wear of the tool components. Check the hardness of the tool components and compare w
die specifications (replace if necessary). Check if the die fea-
tures are properly sized for the specific material type and thick
ness (reference die specs). Adjust the sharpening schedule to
meet tolerance requirements for critical hole/feature. Resharpe
punches.
5-7
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5.2.1 Dimensional (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Improperly
located hole/
feature.

Material not flat in press. Correct material retention mechanism.

Material improperly located in the press. Check tooling system, tooling hole size, etc.

Undersized pilot holes. Check the pilot pin diameters and compare with the blueprint
requirements.

Tool revisions. Check if the tool revision was incorporated properly. Correct th
tool if necessary.

Part tolerance. Revise process capability and check part tolerance requireme
This is critical for multiple station dies or multiple die concepts.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

External dimen-
sions out-of-spec.

Worn pilot pins. Check if the pilot pins have the dimensions as required for the
specific job. Replace if necessary.

Improper height of the pilot pins. Check if the height of the pilot pins meets specifications.
Increase the pins’ height as required.

Tool sharpening schedule. Adjust the sharpening schedule so parts stay in tolerance
between sharpenings.

Improper sizing of the tool components. Check if the dimensions of the tool components are chosen
accordance with Die Specifications for the specific material type
and thickness.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Missing holes/
features.

Broken/missing punches. Inspect upper die for broken or missing punches and replace
necessary. Insure removal of material slugs to prevent build-up
of slugs.

Tool revisions. Check if the tool revision was correctly incorporated. Verify the
location of the features inside the die with the feature location
on the blueprint and correct if necessary.

Improper setup (upper die setup too shal-
low).

Lower the shut height of the punch press.

5.2.2 Feature Quality

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Edge
delamination.

Worn tooling. Sharpen punches. Adjust tool sharpening schedule for the spe-
cific material type, material thickness and tolerance.

Excessive wear of the tool components. Check if the tool hardness meets your requirements. Replac
tool components if necessary, or adjust the sharpening schedul

Chipped or broken perforators. Resharpen the tool past the chip level or replace the defectiv
perforator.
5-8
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5.2.2 Feature Quality (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Fibers and/or
roughness along
edges. (See Figure
5-7.)

Worn tooling. Sharpen punches. Adjust tool sharpening schedule for the spe
cific material type, material thickness and tolerance.

Excessive clearance between die and
punch.

Verify if the clearance between the perforators and the die fea-
tures is correct. Modify the tool to reduce clearance if neces-
sary.

Stripping pressure of the blanking die too
low.

Add more springs under the lower stripper plate.

Improper tool timing. Verify the die settings and compare with the settings suggeste
by the die manufacturer. Correct if necessary.

Dirty tooling. Improve material handling procedures.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Surface dents and
scratches.

Sharp pilot pins. Correct the shape of the pilot pins. Assure that no sharp edge
or needle points come in contact with the panel.

Excessive shedder plate pressure. Lower the pressure of the shedder plate by either removing
springs or lowering the pressure on the nitrogen power pack.

Die maintenance. Bevel all edges and countersink all die mounting features tha
come in contact with the panel during punching.
Figure 5−7
Rough edges
of punched hole
l-
5.3 ROUTING

5.3.1 Dimensional

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Feature out of
tolerance.

Board shifting. Increase pressure on pressure foot. Add internal tooling pins.

Excessive board bow. Reinspect board material. Improve board retention system.

Incorrect template. Check template size and shape.

Incorrect N/C commands. Check software/controller.

Excessive tooling hole clearance. Check tooling hole size. Check tooling pin size. Optimize too
ing hole/pin relationship. For ‘‘pinless’’ routing, check for weak
section that may be deflecting. Also, program may need modifi-
cation.

Improper router bit. Check router bit for wear. Check router bit radius.

Router bit run-out in spindle. Clean collet. Repair/replace collet (worn or burred).

Improper feed/speed relationship. Optimize feed/speed relationship.
5-9
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5.3.2 Feature Quality

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Crazing. Improper entry/backup material. Change entry/backup material.

Worn router bit. Replace with sharp router bit. Sharpen router bit.

Improper bit type. Change bit type. Consult router bit supplier for assistance.

Improper board material. Check reinforcement/resin content of board material.

Improper feed/speed. Optimize feed/speed relationship.

Improper pressure foot or pressure. Adjust as necessary.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Rough edges. Worn router bit. Replace with sharper router bit. Sharpen router bit.

Wrong type of router bit. Change router bit.

Excessive smear on router bit. Check reinforcement/resin content of board material.

Ineffective material removal system. Increase suction of material removal system.

Defective router bit. Replace router bit.

Wrong entry/backup material. Change entry/backup material.

Vibration. Reduce routing machine vibration.

Improper material retention. Improve board hold-down system.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

A ‘‘cusp’’ forms
on the edge
where ‘‘pinless’’
routing pressure
foot clamps.

Wrong clamping location. Apply clamping pressure at a better location.

Improper pressure foot force. Check pressure foot during clamping mode.

Defective pressure foot. Check pressure foot for excessive friction on sliding parts
caused by foreign material.

Improper solder mask material. Check solder mask friction (some UV inks have a very low
coefficient or friction that can cause slipping).

Improper X-Y feed rate during clamping. Reduce feed rate to 10 ipm during the last 6.35 mm of clam
ing action.

Improper vacuum hoses that cause the
‘‘pinless’’ foot to twist or drag.

Use longer or less stiff hoses.

5.3.3 Processing

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Caking dust. Improper rotary bit speed. Check recommended speed. (Increase rpm if necessary.) Ch
spindle speed calibration. Check to see if bit is slipping in the
collet.

Improper bit type. Use ‘‘up-draft’’ bit.

Improper routing parameters. Check bit depth/flute length/stack height relationships. (Dust
will be blocked if stack comes near the top of the effective flute
length.)

Wear in pressure feet and vacuum lines. Check vacuum lines for holes.

Improper position of stop ring or collar. Check to see that there is a minimum of 20.3 mm from the to
of the collar to the point of the bit.

Improper pressure foot insert opening. Check to see that there is sufficient clearance between the
spindle nose and the pressure foot.
5-10
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5.3.3 Processing (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Router bit
discoloration.

Excessive heat. Check for vacuum problems. Shorten travel of bit into backu
material (usually 1.52 mm maximum). Reduce stack height.
Change bit type to one with an open design with lots of chip
clearance (for N/C routing with plunge cutting). Check for bit
run-out. Check for buried copper layers that are clogging bit
prematurely. (Hit-plunge into the epoxy glass only and then fee
transversely into the copper areas.)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Breaking bits. Bit pulling out of collet. Check collet/adjustment for wear or damage.

Improper speed/feed parameters. Reduce Z-axis depth. Check for bit run-out. Reduce transv
feed rate. Increase rotary bit speed (rpm).

Improper router bit. Change bit design type. Check bit for defective carbide.

Machine malfunctions. Check for dragging spindle, coolant pressure switch intermitt
cutoff and high-speed ‘‘jerks’’ caused by software or servo loop

Loose material. Check for loose ‘‘skeleton’’ material that can be grabbed by th
bit, and thus cause breakage.

5.4 SHEARING

5.4.1 Dimensional

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Panel not square. Incorrect cutting blade angle. Adjust cutting blade angle.

Panel shift. Improve material clamping mechanism.

Shearing multiple panels simultaneously. Shear panels separately.

5.4.2 Processing

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Panel lift. Dull cutting blade. Sharpen cutting tool.

Improper clearance between cutting blade. Optimize clearance.
5.5 BEVELING (see Figure 5-8)

5.5.1 Feature Quality
Figure 5−8
Bevel
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Copper foil
lifting.

Dull cutter. Sharpen cutter.

Incorrect feed rate. Optimize speed/feed relationship.
5-11
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5.5.1 Feature Quality (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Rough bevel. Dull cutter. Replace with sharp cutters.

Loose cutters or tooling block clamp. Tighten as necessary.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Uneven bevel. Loose tooling block. Tighten as necessary.

Worn or damaged belts. Replace belts.

Worn guide rollers or bearings. Replace pulley and/or bearing.

Hold-down rollers worn or out of adjust-
ment.

Adjust tension, recap wheels or replace bearings.

Guide rail out of adjustment. Adjust guide rail.

Non-uniform board thickness. Evaluate board specification for applicable end product equip-
ment.

5.5.2 Processing

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive feed
pressure required.

Hold down rollers set too high. Adjust for proper tension.

Bearings bad. Replace bearings.

5.6 SCORING

Table 5-3 provides a correlation between scoring process
variables and scoring process effects.

Table 5-3 Scoring Variables and Effects

Scoring Process Effects

Scoring Process Variables
Mislocated
score lines

Missing/extra
score lines

V-out depth out
of tolerance

V-outs
misalligned

Web location
out of tolerance

Excessive
fibers after
separation

Surface
scratches

Dents on the
surface Panel damage Cutter damage

Part tolerance • • •

Material thickness • • •

Material type

Surface condition • •

Edge/clamp area
condition

•

Panel warpage • • • •

Pilot hole dimensions •

Program revisions • •

Pilot pin dimensions •

Pilot pin alignment •

Blade condition • • •

Air pressure supplied • • • •

Measuring device/
technique

• • • •

Vacuum • • •

Set-up • • • • • • • •
5-12
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5.6.1 Dimensional

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Score lines
misplaced.

Pilot pins. Check the pilot pins for wear and replace if necessary. Check
the alignment of the pilot pins and realign if necessary.

Pilot holes. Inspect pilot hole size. Check pilot holes for plating and remov
plating if necessary. Check pilot hole location with respect to
panel’s features. Redesign pilot pins to include taper, allowing
for changes in the pilot hole diameter.

Programming error. Check the program data entry and verify with the job blueprin
Verify the program for proper revision and correct data entries
necessary. Verify machine offset and adjust if necessary.

Panel shift during cutting. Check the air pressure supplied to the machine and adjust as
required. Check the clamping mechanism for wear and proper
clamping force.

Improper measuring technique. Check panel alignment before measuring the line location.
Check the measuring probe for wear and replace if needed.
Calibrate the device as required.

Missing and extra score lines. Verify the line location as per blueprint. Check the machine s
tings against the approved data sheet and correct if necessary.

5.6.2 Web Thickness and Web Location

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Improper setup. Wrong material thickness. Verify the remaining material thickness per blueprint.

Equipment out of adjustment. Adjust the cutters in accordance with equipment manufacture
specifications. Adjust the pilot wheels in accordance with equip
ment manufacturer’s specifications.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Score depth fluc-
tuates from line to
line.

Worn or damaged blades. Check blade resharpening schedule and sharpen if necessa
Replace blades if excessively worn or damaged.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Web thickness
varies across one
line.

Non-uniform pressure applied during
operation.

Adjust the force exerted on panel by pilot wheels as per equip-
ment manufacturer’s specifications. Check air pressure supplie
to the machine and adjust if necessary. Check the condition of
the air-actuated cylinders engaging upper and lower cutters.

Incorrect measurement. Calibrate measuring device.

5.6.3 Score Angle

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Improper score
angle.

Worn or damaged cutter blades. Replace the cutter blades as per equipment manufacturer’s
specifications.

5.6.4 Surface Quality

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Cutter wheels
have marked the
panel surface.

Excessive force from guide wheels. Adjust the force exerted by the guide wheels on the panel.

Dirty rollers. Check the rollers and clean if necessary.
5-13
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5.7 LASER DRILLING

The problems encountered with laser drilling often ha
causes which are dependent on the specific laser sy
used and the drilling application. For this reason, it
important to consult with the laser manufacturer regard
the application and problems associated with the sys
capabilities.

This section deals primarily with the laser drilling of via
in thin core laminates.

5.7.1 Dimensional
ent

.

.

-

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Hole not located
properly.

Laser beam wanders. Correct machine alignment and/or stability.

Material shift. Check post-drill operations.

Improper tooling. Check tooling hole size and location.

Bad N/C data. Check software and data.

Improper inspection. Check X-ray equipment for proper parallax. Check measurem
equipment calibration.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Improper hole
size.

Wrong beam focus. Correct as necessary.

Wrong laser power. Correct laser power level setting.

5.7.2 Hole Quality

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Holes not drilled. Laser not firing. Check for adequate laser power. Check laser shutter operation

Bad N/C data. Check software and data.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Holes not drilled
through.

Board too thick. Obtain correct thickness material.

Laser power too low. Correct laser power level setting. Check laser pulses per hole

Copper foil too thick. Obtain correct thickness copper foil.

Copper too reflective. Oxide treat or dull the copper surface.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Blind via holes
drilled through.

Board too thin. Obtain correct thickness material.

Laser power too high. Correct laser power level setting.

Copper foil too thin. Obtain correct thickness foil material. Check etched pattern reg
istration.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Burrs. Laser power too high. Correct laser power level setting.
5-14
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5.8 WATER JET CUTTING/PROFILING

Waterjet cutting, as applied to PWBs, is defined as: ‘‘T
severance of a substrate material by directing a highly
limated, fine stream of water, travelling at high speed un
extreme pressure, upon it.’’ Substrate materials include
currently known materials.

For the purpose of this guideline, the standard wate
without additive will be discussed, as applied primarily
non-metallic materials.

Waterjet cutting equipment and attendant positioni
devices are complex systems. Troubleshooting provi
here will serve as a general guide to address probl
relating to cutting quality. Equipment-related problem
should be resolved through appropriate operating
maintenance manuals.

5.8.1 Dimensional
-

.

k-

sh

or
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Finished board
dimension out of
tolerance.

Program error. Measure board and correct dimensional error where needed.

Improper tooling hole location. Check tooling hole location against manufacturing drawings.

Worn tooling pins. Measure and replace if necessary.

Excessive cutting. Replace worn/improper nozzle size with new nozzle of appro
priate size.

Poor substrate support. Replace support material.

Board shift. Check for excessive board warp. Secure board on tooling pins
Correct tooling pins to tooling hole tolerance.

5.8.2 Feature Quality

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incomplete cut
through substrate.

Low water pressure. Adjust high pressure pump remote pressure compensator to
minimum of 345 mPa.

Leak in high pressure fittings. Tighten or replace fitting, as appropriate.

Excessive feed rate. Reduce profiling rate based upon substrate material and thic
ness per equipment supplier’s specification.

Damaged nozzle. Replace with new sapphire orifice and ‘‘O’’ ring.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Haloing,
crazing,
delamination,
rough edges.

Worn nozzle and mounting ‘‘O’’ ring. Replace nozzle and mounting ‘‘O’’ ring.

Over-speed. Reduce to specified level.

Excessive nozzle body vibration. Tighten nozzle and on/off valve mounting bolts.

Poor board support. Replace support material.

5.8.3 Equipment

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive nozzle
wear.

Contaminated water. Check inlet water filtration system; replace dirty filters and flu
system. Check water for heavy particulate or discoloration and
treat as appropriate. Inspect water treatment system, if used, f
proper performance.
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Section 6
Hole Preparation
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6.0 HOLE PREPARATION

Hole preparation techniques consist of the removal of re
and at times any reinforcement material or other debris
the drilled hole. The processes used for this action inclu
mechanical, chemical, plasma and electrochemical te

6.1 MECHANICAL

6.1.1 Deburring and Sanding
-

niques. Some processes may be more suited to a partic
material type and proper application of the process step
critical to ensure adequate bonding of the subsequent e
troless plating.
d

-
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A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incomplete burr
removal.

Burr too large. Reduce burr size in drill operation by control of bit quality, fee
and retraction rate, back-up and entry material. (See 5.1.2 F.)

Incorrect brush selection. Match grit and construction to maximize cutting of metal with
out excessive removal.

Incorrect machine parameters. Check wheel pressure, conveyor speed, brush wear (more
pressure, slower speed, redress brush).

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Burr pushing in
the hole.

Incorrect brush selection. Match grit and construction to maximize cutting of metal with
out excessive removal.

Incorrect machine parameters. Check wheel pressure, conveyor speed, brush wear (more
sure, slower speed, redress brush).

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive copper
removal around
hole circumfer-
ence (‘‘dishing’’).

Incorrect brush selection. Match grit and construction to maximize cutting of metal with
out excessive removal.

Too much pressure or too slow a conveyor
speed.

Readjust machine.

Brush not cutting, needs dressing. Dress wheels.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Wheel or brush
fibers in the hole.

Too much pressure. Readjust machine.

Incorrect dressing procedure. Redress wheel following correct procedure. Consult brush s
plier.

Insufficient water blast pressure. Check that pump is not ‘‘deadheaded’’ and check nozzle dia
eter for wear and clogging.

6.1.2 Vapor Hone and Abrasive Blast

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Residues/media
on surface or
inside of holes.

Clogged rinse nozzles. Check nozzles and unclog if necessary.

Insufficient water pressure. Check water pressure to the machine.

Conveyor speed too fast. Adjust speed as necessary.
6-1
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6.1.2 Vapor Hone and Abrasive Blast (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incomplete
removal of debris
(hole wall) from
holes.

Clogged media nozzles. Check and clean nozzles.

Improper media mix or selection. Correct selection of media and/or mix.

No media in system. Replace media.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive removal
of copper from
panel surface
(hole size enlarge-
ment).

Media selection wrong (too abrasive). Correct media selection.

Conveyor speed too slow. Speed up conveyor.

Pressure too high. Reduce pressure or unclog nozzles, if necessary.

Hand operation—operator not uniform in
blast movement.

Improve removal procedures.
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6.2 CHEMICAL HOLE PREPARATION The following
covers processing problems that occur with chemical me
ods of multilayer drilled hole desmearing and hole roug
ening. Different resin and reinforcement types are includ
with the chemical removal methods that are common
used on each type of material. Each subsection is divid
into general problems associated with these areas and
problems specific to the chemistry used in these areas.

Smear removal or desmearing of a printed board involv
removing the resin smear generated from the drillin
operation. Etchback refers to the positive removal of res
and reinforcement material from a drilled hole, exposin
the copper interconnections on three sides. Etchback
included in board fabrication when required as a desi
parameter. The range of 0.005 mm to 0.025 mm with 0.0
mm to 0.015 mm is generally the preferred condition.

‘‘Negative’’ or ‘‘reverse’’ etchback (Figure 6–1) refers to
the condition where the copper interconnect is reces
into the drilled hole wall. This condition occurs because
the greater removal of copper (during the preplate cop
etch cycle) than the depth of resin removal during the de
mearing operation.

The following deals with the concept of etchback only i
terms of incomplete or excessive resin and reinforcem
removal.
6-2
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isFigure 6–1 Negative etchback
Table 6–1 Resin Removal Matrix

Chemical Removal Technique

Type of Resin

Epoxy Polyimide Rigid Acrylic

Polytetra-
fluoroethylene

(Teflon*)

Sulfuric Acid (see 6.2.3) X

Chromic Acid (see 6.2.4) X

Alkaline Permanganate (see 6.2.2) X X

Fluorosulfonic Acid X

Tetra Etch** (see 6.2.7) X

Plasma (see 6.3) X X X X

*Teflon is a registered trademark of E.I. DuPont de Nemours Co.
**Tetra Etch is a registered trademark of W. L. Gore and Associates.
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6.2.1 Resin Removal General (see Table 6–1)

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incomplete resin
removal. (See
Figure 6–2.)

Excessive smear—more than normal. Check drilling operation for dull drill bits, wrong speeds and
feeds, back-up material, etc. (See 5.1.2 A.) Check to see if lam
nation and post bake cure was properly performed (resin over-
cured).

Low desmearing temperature or immersion
time.

Ensure proper solution temperatures and immersion times are
used for desmearing chemistry.

Bath concentration(s) out of range. Analyze and adjust per supplier’s specifications.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive resin
removal. (See
Figure 6–3.)

Use of laminates and prepregs with differ-
ent resin systems, either within one board
or from board to board; may etch at differ-
ent rates.

Control dwell times for specific resin systems. Control materials
to eliminate mixing of resin systems (including different suppli-
ers of same resin system or different formulations of one resin)

Incomplete cure of resin system. Control lamination and post bake parameters. (See Section
13.0.)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Residue from
resin removal
processing.

Improper reduction/neutralization solution
process times or temperatures.

Ensure proper processing times and temperatures are applied
the bath operating concentrations being used.

Insufficient rinsing. Check rinsing operation times and temperatures. May want to
use heated rinses in some steps.

Insufficient agitation of panels during pro-
cessing.

Increase agitation of panels.

6.2.2 Alkaline Permanganate Desmearing/Etchback System

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incomplete resin
removal. (See
Figure 6–2.)

Alkaline permanganate bath concentrations
not in operating range.

Adjust concentrations per supplier specified operating ranges.

By-product concentration too high. Dump bath. Check method and procedure for regeneration. C
sider electrolytic regeneration to reduce by-product build-up.

Solvent/sensitizer bath is weak or spent. Adjust per supplier specifications.

Solvent/sensitizer bath is not designed for
use with resin system being processed.

Consult supplier.

Non-uniform temperature in solvent/
sensitizer or permanganate bath.

Install suitable agitation to ensure adequate bath mixing
(elevated temperatures can result in considerable gradients in
bath). Light air agitation can be used in the permanganate bath
Figure 6–2 Incomplete resin removal
 Figure 6–3 Excess resin removal
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6.2.2 Alkaline Permanganate Desmearing/Etchback System (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive resin
removal. (See
Figure 6–3.)

High alkaline or oxidizer concentration,
possibly due to water evaporation from the
solution.

Adjust concentrations to operating ranges.

Over-aggressive solvent/sensitizer step for
resin type.

Consult supplier for recommendations.

Bath operating temperature(s) too high. Adjust per specification, making sure there is sufficient agita
to ensure uniform temperature throughout.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Residue from
resin removal
processing.

Neutralizer solution not in proper operat-
ing range.

Adjust per supplier’s specifications.

Neutralization solution is spent. Dump and make up fresh solution.

Manganate build-up in permaganate bath
excessive.

Use/improve chemical or electrolytic regeneration.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive sludge
formation in the
permanganate
bath.

Permanganate regeneration process is inad-
equate.

Investigate frequency and quantity of chemical regenerant addi-
tions of permanganate. Consider a constant feed via metering
pump when bath is in use. If using electrolytic regeneration,
recheck all operating parameters—system set-up may be inad-
equate for amount of material being processed.

By-product from chemical regeneration
has built up in bath.

Dump bath. Consult supplier for recommendations.

Permanganate is crystallizing out of the
bath (sometimes forms on the surface).

Check to make sure adds are properly dissolved. Check total
permanganate concentration—may be at saturation for the oper
ating temperature in use. Some crystallization at room tempera
ture is not unusual.

6.2.3 Sulfuric Acid Desmearing/Etchback System

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incomplete resin
removal. (See
Figure 6–2.)

Acid concentration too low (below 90%),
possibly due to water contamination of
bath from wet boards or moisture in the
air.

If acid concentration is below 90%, dump acid. Make sure
boards are dry going into the acid. Keep the acid tank tightly
covered when not in use, to reduce absorption of moisture from
the air. Use highest grade acid possible to reduce frequency of
degradation.

Neutralization solution spent, so that
epoxy sulfonate residue is left in drilled
hole.

Ensure neutralization solution is within recommended operating
parameters.

Wrong resin type for this desmear system. Consult Table 6–1 under Section 6.2.1.

Inadequate agitation to force the viscous
acid through the holes.

Use agitation designed to force solution through the holes. Sul-
furic acid does not work well on very small holes.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive resin
removal. (See
Figure 6–3.)

High sulfuric acid concentration, possibly
due to change in manufacturer of acid.

Reduce immersion time to get proper resin removal.

Excessive drip time before rinsing. Since immersion time is so short, drip time can add consider
ably to etch rate. Incorporate drip time as part of process time.
6-4
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6.2.3 Sulfuric Acid Desmearing/Etchback System (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Residue from
resin removal
processing.

Neutralization solution concentration not
in proper operating range for process time
and temperature used.

Adjust neutralizer according to manufacturer’s instructions.
Epoxy sulfonate residue results in incomplete smear removal.

Neutralization solution spent. Dump and remake solution.

Rinse after sulfuric is cold. Use warm water rinse.

6.2.4 Chromic Acid Desmearing/Etchback System

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incomplete resin
removal. (See
Figure 6–2.)

Desmear chemicals not in operating range. Ensure chromic acid desmear solution is within its limits.

Cr6+ level too low due to bath dilution
from wet boards.

Restore Cr6+ level by evaporation of excess water. Raise bath
temperature 11.1°C and evaporate to reference level, or make u
new bath.

Cr6+ level too low due to reaction with
epoxy smear (after extensive desmear pro-
duction runs), e.g., Cr6+ + epoxy→ Cr3+

+ byproducts.

Replenish chemistry to proper operating range. Consider/
investigate regeneration process to maintain Cr6+ concentration.
If a system is in place, check operation and ensure proper work
ing condition and adequacy for amount of work being pro-
cessed.

Inadequate agitation of solution and lateral
movement of boards to displace solution
from holes.

Use lateral motion of 17–20 rpm and 50.8 mm stroke. For large
tanks (284 liters plus) also employ air sparger.

Spacing too close between panels loaded
on racks.

Design racks to form a rigid hold of panels with a preferred
spacing of 19.0 mm. Highly significant for 0.25 mm to 0.51
mm holes.

Iron contamination lowers etch rate. Main
source: gradual breakdown of lead in lined
carbon steel shell tank; solution exposed to
steel. Other source: over-activity of solu-
tion (etch) to type 316 stainless steel rack.

Preventative for iron contamination is to use a titanium tank or
liner. To determine contamination limit for iron, add iron con-
centration to Cr3+ concentration; if total exceeds limit for Cr3+

in the bath, consider the bath to be spent.

Cr3+ (trivalent) level has reached its limit. Solution is spent and must be replaced by a new bath. An
attempt should be made to regenerate, as disposing of the solu
tion is quite expensive.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive resin
removal. (See
Figure 6–3.)

Desmear bath too concentrated for the
time/temperature operating conditions.
Excessive water evaporation.

Check desmear bath for Cr3+ level. If too high, dilute with water
to correct concentration. Or, adjust operating conditions to com-
pensate.

Error in makeup or replenishment quanti-
ties of chromic acid.

Adjust as above. Investigate cause(s) for error so future mis-
takes can be avoided.
6-5
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6.2.4 Chromic Acid Desmearing/Etchback System (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Residue from
resin removal
processing.

Inadequate desorption of Cr6+ and Cr3+

salts and their dissolution due to inad-
equate reduction and solubilization process
time/temperature. Unchecked Cr salt resi-
dues are a cause of plating voids.

Check to ensure proper processing temperature/time at the
specified bath operating concentration.

‘‘Reduction/solutionizing’’ process solution
concentration not in correct operating
range. Residues of chromium salts can
interfere in subsequent PTH processing,
which can lead to plating voids.

Check (1) chromic acid reducer for correct concentration and
(2) for established limits for the concentration of by-products. In
case (2), if reducer solution limits are exceeded, new bath
make-up is required.

Insufficient rinsing. Check rinsing operation time, temperature, flow rate and agita-
tion. If line rinse water is cold (below 16°C), heated rinses may
be required.

Inadequate motion of solution through
holes in panels.

Agitate solution and/or move panels laterally.

Incorrect practice of inserting alkaline/
organic solvent solution (designed for sul-
furic acid process) between the chromic
acid etch solution and the chromic acid
reducer solution. This fixes Cr3+ in an
insoluble form on the resin region and
leads to PTH voids.

This practice must be forbidden. It has occurred due to insuffi-
cient knowledge of the nature of the chromic acid process.
6-6
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Table 6–2 Reinforcement Removal Matrix

Chemical Removal Technique

Type of Reinforcement

Glass
Polyimide
Quartz

Polyamide-
imide (Kevlar*) Polyester

Polyimide
Film (Kapton*)

Ammonium Fluoride/Hydrochloric Acid (see
6.2.6)

X

Hydrofluoric Acid X

Concentrated Alkaline Solution (see 6.2.7) X

Plasma (see 6.3) X X

*Kevlar and Kapton are registered trademarks of E.I. duPont de Nemours Co.
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6.2.5 Reinforcement Removal, General (see Table 6–2)

Reinforcement refers to the stiffening material that
impregnated with resin to make laminate. Woven fibergla
cloth is the most commonly used material, but chopp
glass, paper, Kevlar*, polyester and woven quartz are a
used.
.

d.
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incomplete
reinforcement
removal.

Too much reinforcement material (usually
glass) due to excessive resin removal.

Check resin removal process for proper operation. (See 6.2.1-
6.2.4.)

Reinforcement etching process times too
short or solution temperatures too low.

Check process times and temperatures in etching solution(s).

Calcium fluoride (CaF2) precipitation on
glass fibers shielding underlying fibers
from further etching (occurs in fluoride-
based etching solutions).

Increase agitation of parts to remove calcium from etching site
more quickly.
Use acid dip following glass etch.
Make fresh glass etching solution, as present bath is saturated
with calcium.

Variation in glass type within the
multilayer board (some glass types are
thicker than others and will etch more
slowly).

Adjust operating time/temperature to compensate as necessary
Check multilayer lay-up to determine if more uniform glass
types can be used.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive
reinforcement
removal.

Reinforcement etching process times too
long or solution temperature too high.

Adjust process times and temperatures to the recommended
operating ranges for the concentration of etching solutions use

Plasma etched board glass bundles highly
activated toward glass etching. Therefore,
regular process times are too long for
these boards.

Establish proper process time for etching glass bundles on
plasma etched boards.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Residue from
reinforcement
removal
processing.

Insufficient rinsing. Check rinsing operation times and temperatures. May want to
use heated or high pressure spray rinses for adequate solution
removal.

Insufficient agitation of part during
processing.

Increase agitation.

Calcium fluoride (CaF2) precipitation on
glass fibers shielding underlying fibers
from further etching (occurs in fluoride-
based etching solutions).

Increase agitation of parts to remove calcium from etching site
more quickly.
Use acid dip following glass etch.
Make fresh glass etching solution, as present bath is saturated
with calcium.
6-7
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6.2.6 Ammonium Bifluoride/Hydrochloric Acid Reinforcement Removal

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incomplete
reinforcement
removal.

Low ammonium bifluoride concentration. Adjust to approximately 60 - 120 g/l.

Low acid concentration. Adjust Hydrochloric acid concentration.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive
reinforcement
removal.

Ammonium bifluoride concentration too
high, possibly due to evaporation.

Dilute bath to proper concentration.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Residue from
reinforcement
removal
processing.

Calcium fluoride (CaF2) precipitation on
glass fibers.

Increase agitation of parts. Hydrochloric acid can be added to
ammonium bifluoride solution to prevent this from occurring.
(There is a maximum HCl limit that must be determined to
avoid excessive ‘‘pink ring’’—attack of the oxide treatment on
the innerlayers.)
a
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6.2.7 Hole Roughening

All of the resin removal methods listed in Tables 6-1 an
6-2 can be used for hole roughening. The methods that
used specifically for hole roughening (as opposed to sm
removal) are the Tetra Etch® etching of PTFE (polyte
rafluoroethylene) surfaces and concentrated alkaline e
ing of polyimide (Kapton®) non-reinforced film.
6-8
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Also see Sections 6.2.2 through 6.2.4 for information o
alkaline permanganate, sulfuric and chromic acid method
the
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A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Insufficient hole
roughening.

Improper process times or temperatures. For Tetra Etch® decrease the processing temperature, since
etchant strength decreases with increasing temperature, due to
decomposition of the etchant.
For the other methods listed, generally increasing the process
time or temperature will improve the surface roughening.

Solution concentrations too low for pro-
cess times and temperatures used.

Tetra Etch® strength decreases on exposure to atmosphere and
heat. Oxygen and moisture react with it, generating heat which
leads to its degradation. Therefore: 1) Restrict Tetra Etch expo-
sure to air; 2) Allow only clean, dry parts to be processed
through it; and 3) Ensure etch product shelf life is not exceeded
and proper storage is maintained (consult supplier if necessary)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive hole
roughening.

Hole to be roughened not as smooth as
usual, due to poor drilling.

Check drilling process and adjust hole roughening process as
required.

Improper process times and/or tempera-
tures.

Ensure correct process parameters are used.

Solution concentrations too high for pro-
cess time and temperatures used.

Ensure proper make-up of process solutions. Avoid water evapo
ration from solution which leads to concentration of chemicals.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Residue from hole
roughening pro-
cess.

Improper rinsing. Check rinsing operation times and temperatures. Use methano
naphtha or fluorocarbon in the rinsing for the Tetra Etch®
method, along with separate water rinses.
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6.3 PLASMA HOLE PREPARATION

Plasma is a dry chemical process that can be used to e
any hydrocarbon substance. The four basic parameters
must be optimized for each type of substance and boa
type are: the gas mixture, RF power, processing time, a
total pressure.
sin
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6.3.1 Plasma Smear Removal

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incomplete smear
removal (holes in
all boards in a
single chamber
load affected).
(Also see 6.3.1 D.)

Improper gas mixture and system pressure. Optimize gas mixture and system pressure for board and re
type. Higher system pressure results in faster etch rate.

Low RF power setting. Raise RF power.

Insufficient processing time. Increase processing time.

Coating on electrodes resulting in reflected
power.

Clean electrodes every 4,000 to 6,000 hours of operation using
a quick dip in sodium hydroxide.

Moisture present, inhibiting etching of
resin.

Bake out boards before plasma etching.
Run a dummy load in plasma chamber at start of each produc-
tion day or if unit cools to room temperature.

Poorer drilling resulting in more smear. Check quantity of smear present on boards before plasma pr
cessing.

By-product buildup in plasma chamber. Ensure vacuum pumps are working properly and getting goo
flow of plasma through chamber.
Use a high speed vacuum pump.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive resin
removal.

System pressure too high. Adjust pressure to obtain proper results.

Processing time too long. Decrease processing time.

High RF power setting. Decrease RF power.

Drilling process improved, resulting in
better hole.

Check quantity of smear present on boards before plasma pro-
cessing.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Residue from
plasma operation.

Incomplete oxidation or vaporization of
organic polymers.

An oxygen purge at end of cycle should eliminate or reduce this
condition.

Inorganics in the board materials are not
broken down by plasma and therefore
remain.

Easily removed by strong water or air blast on the boards.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Inconsistent
smear removal.
(Some boards
have holes that
are completely
clean while other
holes still have
smear; some
boards in a single
chamber load
have clean holes
while other
boards do not.)

Non-uniform dispersion of plasma through
plasma chamber.

Check position of gas inlet ports and exhaust ports to see if gas
flow is good through plasma chamber.

Non-uniform temperature distribution
throughout plasma chamber.

Check temperature throughout chamber through use of heat se
sitive points or shielded thermocouples.

Chamber design/board placement. Lengthen process cycle. Revise board placement.
6-9
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6.3.2 Side Effects

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Board warpage
from plasma.

Poor racking of boards. Use full size racking instead of just clip.

Boards reaching too high a temperature. Check if boards shorted out to ground.
Use lower power setting.
Use lower system pressure.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Board blistering
or delamination
from plasma.

Moisture or volatiles trapped in board pro-
duce a vapor bubble when surrounding
pressure is lowered.

Bake boards prior to plasma etching. (See Section 1.5 on bak-
ing.)

6.4 ELECTROCHEMICAL DEBURRING

6.4.1 General

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incomplete burr
removal.

Insufficient electrolyte concentration. Increase electrolyte concentration.

Time cycle insufficient. Increase time cycle.

Current density too low. Increase current density.

Anode-to-cathode spacing too great. Decrease anode-to-cathode spacing.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Exposed resin at
hole interface.

Electrolyte concentration too high. Reduce electrolyte concentration.

Time cycle too long. Reduce time cycle.

Current density too high. Reduce current density.

Anode-to-cathode spacing too close. Increase anode-to-cathode spacing.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Chemical
polishing of
copper surfaces.

Copper concentration in electrolyte too
high.

Dump and remake solution.
6-10
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7.0 ELECTROLESS PROCESSES

Symptoms appearing during or directly after the electrole
process may be due to causes either prior to or during
process. Likewise, symptoms appearing at later stage
board manufacture may also relate back to causes du
the electroless process. This section will refer to both typ
of problems. However, because of the multitude of possi
problem areas throughout the board manufacturing proc
f

and the complex interrelationship of the processing ste
the problems encountered can only be touched in a gen
way.

Table 7–1 provides correlation between some of the v
ables related to the electroless copper process and the
sequent effects on the plated through-hole.
.

7.1 HOLE METALLIZATION (CONDITIONING) (Includes Cleaner/Conditioner, Micro-Etch Solutions and Their Rinses)

7.1.1. Bath Control

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive foam
from cleaner/
conditioner
solution being
carried down the
line.

Excessive solution dragout from bath. Increase drip time over work tank.

Insufficient rinse. Check that water flows to rinse tank.
Increase water flow.
Increase rinse time and/or temperature where possible.

Bath make-up incorrect. Check make-up procedure for bath per supplier’s instructions

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Appearance of
particles in
cleaner/
conditioner
solution.

Non-chelated cleaner/conditioners do not
dissolve all soils which are removed from
board.

Implement occasional filtration.
Improve rinsing after deburr or vapor hone.

Table 7–1 Electroless Copper Process—Problem Sources and Subsequent Effects

Electroless
Voids

Bath
Instability

Low
Deposition

Rate
Surface
Peeling

Blisters in
Holes

Hole Wall
Pullaway

Rough
Deposit

Interconnect
Defects

Cleaner/Conditioner X X X X

Microetch X X

Catalyst X X

Accelerator X

Electroless Copper X X X X X X X X

Rinsing X X X X

Filtration X X X

Contamination/
Drag- in

X X X X

Workload X X

Drilling/Deburr X X X X

Desmear/Etchback X X X

Resin Type X X X
7-1
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7.1.1 Bath control (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Micro-etch solu-
tion etching too
slowly or not at
all.

Persulfate micro-etch is saturated with
copper or has lost activity.

Make up fresh persulfate.

Peroxide-sulfuric micro-etch needs replen-
ishment of peroxide and/or acid.

Analyze bath and replenish as needed.

Peroxide-sulfuric micro-etch may be satu-
rated with copper.

Allow copper sulfate crystals to precipitate overnight. A rotating
two-bath system can eliminate loss of work time.

Temperature too low. Check temperature.

Contamination by cleaner/conditioner. See 7.1.1 A.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive etch
rate and tempera-
ture rise in
peroxide-sulfuric
etch.

Peroxide content may be too high. Analyze bath; bring into range.

Surface area of work-load in bath may be
too high.

Either decrease work loads, increase tank size, or supply exter-
nal cooling.

Excessive heating, leading to peroxide
decomposition.

Check heaters.

Stripping of electroless copper from
rework can drag in palladium, which cata-
lyzes peroxide decomposition.

Strip rework off-line.

7.1.2 Hole Conditions

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Glass or epoxy
voids observed
after electroless
or later copper
plating. (See 7.3.2
A, 7.3.2. B and
7.3.2 C.)

Incompatibility of cleaner/conditioner/
catalyst/accelerator/copper combination.

Ensure compatibility by lab testing, or preferably by using a
single supplier’s PTH line.

Insufficient catalyzation. Check preceding processing solutions on the line for conform-
ance to operating parameters.
Increase catalyst strength or temperature within supplier’s rec-
ommended limits.
Inadequate or excessive acceleration.

Insufficient conditioning. Check operating parameters of cleaner/conditioner solution.
Conditioner solution may be incompatible with rest of process.
(See 7.3.2 A.)

Insufficient or improper glass etching in
desmear line.

Ensure correct glass etch solution parameters and etch time. B
sure to remove porous calcium sheath formed after typical glas
etch processes. (See Section 6.2.5 A and 6.2.6 C.)

Inadequate conditioning. Check concentration and temperature of conditioner.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Blistering or flak-
ing of copper over
glass or epoxy,
due to improper
conditioning. (See
7.3.2 E.)

Improper bath parameters. Ensure correct temperature. Analyze electroless copper bath
all constituents.

Process solution entrapment or humidity
absorption by laminate materials.

Check laminate process, laminate storage, dwell time in proces
solutions.
7-2
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7.1.3 Surface Conditions

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Fingerprints and
soils not removed
by cleaner/
conditioner or
micro-etch.

Improper makeup or controls on bath. Make up fresh baths or analyze and replenish.

Temperature of cleaner/conditioner may be
too low.

Check temperature.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Micro-etch leaving
a streaked sur-
face.

Insufficient rinsing after cleaner/
conditioner step.

Increase rinse time, water flow and/or improve rack design to
lessen solution entrapment. (Also see 7.1.1 A.)

Incompatibility of surfactants in cleaner/
conditioner and micro-etch.

Use a single chemical supplier or ensure surfactant compatibili
in ‘‘home-brew’’ lines.

Incomplete removal of soils by cleaner. Increase cleaner dwell time, concentration or temperature.

High copper content in micro-etch. Reduce copper content or make up new solution.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Scum left on sur-
face after
persulfate etch.

No sulfuric acid post-dip. Make up fresh sulfuric post-dip.

Palladium contamination in peroxide sulfu-
ric caused by rack stripping.

Do rack stripping off line and make-up new micro-etch.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Copper surface
still shiny after
micro-etch.

Peroxide sulfuric micro-etch is saturated
with copper.

Check copper levels and etch rates. Make-up new solution if
required.

Sulfuric acid concentration in peroxide-
sulfuric too low.

Analyze and adjust.

Etch rate in peroxide-sulfuric too slow. Analyze peroxide concentration and adjust to higher concent
tion.
Raise temperature.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Copper-to-copper
bond failure after
electroplate.

Micro-etch etching too slowly or not at
all.

Follow actions in Section 7.1.1 C.

Poor rinsing either before or after micro-
etch.

Increase rinse times or rinse flow rates.

Persulfate or cupric chloride residues or
oxidation products remaining on surfaces.

Follow persulfate or cupric chloride micro-etches with the
appropriate acid to remove contamination.

Residue on interconnect due to wetting
agent drag-in (from cleaner/conditioner).

Improve rinsing between cleaner/conditioner and micro-etch.
7-3
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7.2 HOLE CATALYZATION (SENSITIZING) (Includes Predip, Catalyst, and Accelerator Baths and Their Rinses)

7.2.1 Bath Control

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Silvery film forms
on top of catalyst
bath.

Oxidation of palladium. Keep bath covered with a floating cover when not in use.
Avoid aeration of bath.
Switch to a ‘‘salt-based’’ catalyst.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Catalyst bath
turns clear; dark
film forms on bot-
tom of tank.

The colloidal catalyst has agglomerated
and is no longer catalytically active. This
is due to aeration, too-low catalyst
strength, too-low Sn(ll) content and/or too-
low chloride normality.

Keep bath covered with a floating cover when not in use.
Avoid aeration of bath.
Switch to a ‘‘salty’’ catalyst.
Monitor and control Sn(ll) and catalyst strength, and chloride
normality.
Dump bath and remake.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Appearance of
particles in accel-
erator solution.

Excessive drag-in of catalyst can allow
agglomeration of palladium in the accel-
erator solution.

Ensure adequate rinsing after catalyst.
Occasional filtration should be implemented.

7.2.2 Hole Conditions

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Catalyst bath inef-
fective, as evi-
denced by
electroless
copper voids.

Low catalyst concentration. Analyze and maintain within recommended range.

Temperature too low. Check temperature. Heat bath if needed.

Acid normality of catalyst too low. Increase acid normality to supplier’s recommended level.

Contamination by chromium from
desmear/etchback line.

Employ better chromium neutralization and removal in desmear
line. (See Section 6.2.2 C.)

Conditioning inadequate. Cleaner/conditioner out of control, or inappropriate cleaner/
conditioner being used.

Improper rinsing after catalyst. Check with bath supplier for rinse water condition requirements

Entrapped air bubbles. Force solution flow through holes; consider ‘‘bump’’ mechanism
or ultrasonics.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Improper accel-
eration, as evi-
denced by poor
electroless copper
adhesion.

High catalyst concentration. Analyze and bring within recommended range.

Excessive time in catalyst. Decrease time in catalyst.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Improper accel-
eration, as evi-
denced by
electroless
copper void.

Under-acceleration due to low accelerator
concentration and/or low temperature.

Analyze and replenish; heat bath if necessary.

Over-acceleration due to high temperature
or excessive dwell time in accelerator, or
high accelerator concentration.

Control temperature, reduce dwell time or ensure proper accel-
erator make-up.
7-4
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7.3 HOLE METALLIZATION (Copper Deposition) (Includes Electroless Copper Bath and Rinses) When problems are
encountered with a copper bath which is within its operating concentration ranges, bath contamination should be c
ered. Table 7–2 provides some relationships.

7.3.1 Bath Control

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Instability of
solution (either
plate-out or
‘‘triggering’’).

Improper bath make-up. Follow chemical supplier’s make-up instructions.
Do not add ‘‘homebrew’’ solutions for any reason.
If repeated instability occurs soon after make-up, contact suppli-
er’s representative. Check that chemicals are being stored per
the supplier’s recommendations.

Improper replenishment. Add only reagent grade chemicals, D.I. water and the proper
proprietary additives. Thoroughly mix solutions afteradditions.
Generally, it is best to add chemicals when no work is in the tank,
or if required to add at that time, make additions in area away from
work. Analyze and replenish often enough so that excessively large
additions are not required at one time, and so that excess replenish-
ments are not inadvertently made. Do not shock solution with a
large addition. Follow supplier’s bail-out recommendations; do not
simply rely on evaporation to maintain solution level. If using auto-
matic replenishment equipment, ensure that additions are being
made to the tank in an area with good solution movement.

Improper workloads. Do not exceed supplier’s maximum load density, usually 370 cm2/l.
Distribute workload as evenly as possible throughout the solution.
Dense loading may isolate a portion of the solution, causing local-
ized instability.

Contamination. Drain boards prior to entry into electroless copper solution. Water
from rinses may contain both organic and inorganic contaminants.
Follow recommended times of immersion in all proprietary pre-
plate solutions and rinse thoroughly after each step.
Palladium drag-in to electroless copper may cause instantaneous
solution decomposition.
Wash out sizing from all filter cartridges or bags. Washing is com-
pleted when foam no longer appears on water used to flush the car-
tridge or bag.
Check that no catalytic parts (e.g., Cu-clad panels) have fallen into
tank. Periodically remove all palladium from the racks. Clean all
chemical addition containers before and after use.
When possible, limit contamination from dust by covering bath.

Poor maintenance. Filter solution frequently. At least daily bath filtration is pre-
ferred; heavy throughput may require continuous filtration.
Clean out (etch) the filter frequently to remove plated-out cop-
per.
Strip copper from tanks on regular basis. Once tank walls plate,
plating will continue until all traces of copper and palladium are
removed.
Place tank in an area having a minimum of airborne particles.
Small particles may initiate bath decomposition.
When changing electroless copper bath solutions, rinse the plat-
ing tank with dilute nitric acid, then neutralize with dilute caus-
tic solution. Aerate bath per supplier’s instructions.

Temperature too high. Cool solution. However, note that excessive heating may caus
severe and irreversible bath degradation which may necessitate
dumping.
May be sign of work overload. Hydrogen gas, evolved during
plating, needs to be dissipated from solution between loads.
If replenishment of chemicals is needed while bath temperature
is high, make them in small increments. Do not shock the solu-
tion with a large addition.
7-5
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7.3.1 Bath control (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Slow rate of depo-
sition, possibly
accompanied by a
dark deposit.

Solution imbalance. Analyze solution for all constituents, and replenish when
required. Check for component over-replenishment.
Follow supplier’s bail-out recommendations.

Low workloads. Most solutions have a minimum workload for optimum rate,
generally 125 cm2/l. Run dummy racks to bring back bath activ-
ity and include dummy panels with work, if needed, to bring up
to minimum level.

Improper storage. Many solutions require overnight storage at reduced bath
strength, e.g., 60–70%, with replenishment to 100% just before
running work.

Temperature too low. Heat solution, preferably indirectly. Remember that a ‘‘room
temperature’’ plating bath has a minimum operating temperature
usually 21–24°C. Check supplier’s data sheet.

Possible organic contamination. Source
may be from oil on racks or from equip-
ment travelling over tanks.

Turn off aeration and observe surface for evidence of oil. Dump
bath. Clean racks before reuse; drain tank and rinse thoroughly
before adding new copper bath.

Excessive aeration Reduce aeration rate to meet supplier’s recommendation.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Caustic or formal-
dehyde concen-
tration changes
markedly.

Change in work level. Consumption of sodium hydroxide and formaldehyde by
‘‘Canizzaro’’ reaction, relative to consumption during plating,
varies with level of work. Change replenishment schedule to
maintain recommended concentrations despite changed work
load.

Excessive copper plate-out in the tank may
be causing apparently high chemical
usage.

Check tank for plate-out and remove if found.

Improper sampling procedures. Allow solution to mix after bath additions before sampling.
Take sample at representative location in tank (away from
replenishment lines).
Check analysis procedures and recalibrate equipment (check
against known standard).

Table 7–2 Critical Contaminants for the Electroless Copper Working Bath

CONTAMINANT CONCENTRATION SYMPTOMS

Cr+6 1 ppm
3 ppm

Dark Color
Voids

Sn+2 0.5ppm
8 ppm

Dark color
Decreased Stability

Pd+2 0.04 ppm Decreased Stability

Sb+3 8 ppm Decreased Rate

Fe+3 40 ppm Decreased Stability

NH3 3 ppm Decreased Rate
Dark Color
Voids

Peroxide Micro-etch 8 ml/l Decreased Rate
7-6
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Example 7–1: Reduction of Plated Through-Hole Failures

• Problem: Major rejects due to plated through-hole
failures

• Goal: Minimize rejects caused by plated through-
holes

• Pareto analysis of plated through-hole failures
80% Thin copper plating in holes
10% Corner cracks after thermal stress
5% Rough hole walls (drilling?)
2% Inner layer separation
2% Voids in PTH barrels
1% Resin smear (drilling?)

• Revised Goal: Eliminate thin copper plating in
holes (obtain 0.025 mm minimum in hole-no averag-
ing)

• Observations:
—Defects created in the automatic plating line

• Brainstorming
A team was assembled to identify factors which
affect plating thickness.

• Experimentation

Screening experiment:
—Developed a screening experiment using the five
variables considered most critical by the brainstorm-
ing group
Optimization/Confirmation experiment: After comple-
tion of the screening experiment, a confirmation run
and sanity check was performed.

• Parameter Control
—Control charts were put into place for parameters
which were found to be significant in the experiments.
—Calibration schedules were created for critical
devices.
—A routine audit of adherence to SOP’s was instituted.

MATERIAL

ELECTROLYTIC
PLATE

COPPER

ELECTRO-
PLATE

Tin or SnPb

DRILLING
AUTO LINE

ELECTROLESS
COPPER

IMAGING

Thickness – SOP
Type

Supplier – SOP
Agitation – Board and

Solution – SOP
Filtration – SOP
Temp. – Var
Conc. – Var
Times – Var
Rectification – Var
Contact – Var
Anodes – Var
Analysis – SOP

Same

Drill Size – SOP
Drill Speed – SOP
Drill Feed – SOP
Hit Count – SOP
Type Material – SOP
Drill Bit Quality – None
Drill Machine – SOP

Temperatures – Var
Concentrations – Var
Time Cycles – SOP
Supplier – SOP
Analysis - Frequency –

SOP
Agitation – SOP
Filtration – SOP

Developing – Var
Exposure – Var
Contamination – Var
Resist Type – SOP
Resist Application –

SOP
Design – SOP
7-7
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Example 7–1: Reduction of Plated Through-Hole Failures (continued)

TRIGGER VALUE 8

DB Ted Cindy Paul Cheryl Irma Phil TSE Tom Gary Ave
Anode Height 8 6 7 8 7 7 8 6 6 9 7.2
Anode Placement SOP
Circuit Design 10 5 6 9 8 9 9 6 10 8 7.8*
Electroless Temp. 7 6 8 5 8 6 5 5 5 5 6.0
Training SOP
Drilled Hole Size Noise
Prev. Main SOP
Technology SOP
Equipment Age SOP
Poor Contact 10 9 8 8 10 8 10 10 9 10 9.0
Air Agitation SOP
Electroless Conc. 6 6 6 6 6 8 5 5 8 5 6.1
Thickness Laminate Noise
Supplier SOP
Hole Cleanliness (Burr) 10 9 9 9 10 6 9 8 7 8 8.5
Hole Smoothness 8 10 9 9 8 8 10 9 9 7 8.7
Concentration Electroplate 7 10 7 6 7 9 9 6 10 6 7.7
Capability SOP
Calib. Rect. Noise
Cavidern Problems SOP
Inspection X-Sec. SOP
Contamination Noise
Hole Size Noise
Procedures SOP
Etch & Strip 4 4 4 3 5 4 5 7 9 4 5.0
Current Density 10 10 10 9 10 7 9 10 9 8 9.1
Time - Electroplate 9 10 9 10 10 9 9 10 10 9 9.5

Anode Height

Anode Placement

Circuit Design

Sloppiness

Training

Drilled Hole Size

Previous Maintenance

Technology

Age of Equipment

Poor Contact

Air Agitation

Electroless Deposition

Thickness

Supplier

Hole Cleanliness

Hole Quality

Contamination

  Inspection
X-Section

Concentration

Cavidern Problems

Calibration of Rectifier

Capability

Temperature

Time

Current Density

Etching & Stripping

Procedures

Hole Size Registration

Humidity

MATERIALMAN MACHINE

MEASUREMENT METHODS MOTHER NATURE

THIN COPPER
PLATE 
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7.3.2 Hole Conditions

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Voids on both
glass and resin
areas. (See Figure
7–1.)

Incompatibility of cleaner/conditioner/
catalyst/accelerator/copper combination.

Ensure compatibility by lab testing, or preferably by using a
single supplier’s PTH line.

Insufficient catalyzation. Check preceding processing solutions on the line for conform
ance to operating parameters.
Increase catalyst strength or temperature within supplier’s rec
ommended limits. Inadequate or excessive acceleration.

Improper bath parameters. Analyze copper bath for all constituents; replenish if necess
Ensure correct temperature.
Check specific gravity.

Insufficient agitation in any or all process
tanks.

Ensure adequate agitation.

Bath is sluggish due to inactivity. Run dummy racks, if needed, to increase bath activity prior
processing work.

Chrome residues from desmear line have
prevented proper catalyzation.

Improve chrome neutralization. (See 6.2.4.C.)

Excessive blistering/adhesion failure of
copper can cause flaking prior to inspec-
tion. This leads to a diagnosis of ‘‘void-
ing,’’ when the problem is actually poor
adhesion.

Follow the actions specified in Section 7.3.2.E.

Specific gravity of solution too high. Bail-out 20% of copper solution. Make-up difference with fre
electroless copper solution.
Figure 7–1 Void in hole
 Figure 7–2 Glass voiding as seen using
backlighting technique
7-9
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7.3.2 Hole Conditions (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Voids on glass
areas only. (See
Figure 7–2.)

Insufficient conditioning. Check operating parameters of cleaner/conditioner solution.
Conditioner solution may be incompatible with rest of process.
(See 7.3.2.A.)

Insufficient or improper glass etching in
desmear line.

Ensure correct glass etch solution parameters and etch time. B
sure to remove porous calcium sheath formed after typical glas
etch processes. (See Section 6.2.5.A and 6.2.6.C.)

Excessive etchback of resin. If all resin is removed from glass bundle area, apparent micr
voids may occur in glass region. This is best diagnosed by SEM
examination.

Excessive glass etch. If glass is etched back deeply into the hole wall, apparent an
actual glass voids may occur in the recessed area due to solu-
tion not penetrating and/or gas entrapment.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Voids on resin
areas only.

Resin areas too smooth for catalyst
absorption after sulfuric acid desmear.

Sulfuric desmear with inadequate hole clean afterwards, can
lead to this condition. Investigate alternative multilayer board
processing. (See Section 6.2.3.)

Chrome residues from desmear left on
resin.

Improper chrome neutralization. (See Section 6.2.4 C.)

Plasma desmear residues left on resin. Improve post-plasma cleanup. (See Section 6.3.1 C.)

Inadequate conditioning. Check concentration and temperature of conditioner.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Ring wedge voids
on multilayer
boards on one
side of innerlayer.

Attack by desmear line and PTH line
chemicals on oxide.

Minimize concentration of hydrochloric and hydrofluoric acids,
especially in heated baths during processing.

Improper rinsing. Improve rinsing. (See Section 1.6.)

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Blistering or flak-
ing of copper
deposit noted
after electroless
deposition or
later, after cross-
section of electro-
plated or thermal-
stressed samples.
(See Figure 7–3.)

Improper bath parameters. Ensure correct temperature. Analyze electroless copper bath
all constituents.

Specific gravity of the electroless copper
solution is too high.

Low solution growth can lead to buildup of impurities and
by-products in the copper bath. Adhere to recommended bailou
schedule.

Process solution entrapment or humidity
absorption by laminate materials.

Check lamination process, laminate storage, dwell time in pro-
cess solutions.

Poor copper adhesion can result from
improper desmear and PTH process and/or
controls.

Review entire process. Enlist chemical supplier’s aid.

Electroless copper deposit is highly
stressed.

Review entire process. Check electroless deposit rate panel.
Switch to low dep electroless process.
7-10
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7.3.2 Hole Conditions (continued)

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Rough (nodular
and/or granular)
deposit in holes
after PTH and/or
further plating.
(Rough deposits
may also be seen
on surface.)

Poor drill control—epoxy smear, torn
fibers in holes, general poor hole finish
(double-sided boards), burring, and
undersize holes. (See Figure 7–4.)

Institute proper drill resharpening or replacement cycle.
Determine proper feed and speed for drill diameter being used
as well as for type and thickness of substrates being drilled.
(See Section 5.1.2.)
Assure laminate cure by baking prior to processing. (See Sec-
tion 1.5.)

Pumice grit not cleaned from holes and
surfaces prior to electroless deposition.

Vapor blast, rinse with good agitation or use more vigorous
(perhaps ultrasonic) cleaning to remove pumice prior to
electroless processing.

Glass fibers protruding into holes after
resin etchback.

Balance desmear/etchback with glass etch so that an even ho
wall surface results. SEM after hole preparation may be the be
diagnostic tool. (See Section 6.)

Poor control of electroless copper bath. May indicate necessity of batch filtration of electroless bath
Particles in solution may codeposit.
Operation with improper chemical balance of solution may
cause codeposition of cuprous oxide, which is granular.
May indicate improper board activation.

Particles may be depositing over
electroless copper prior to electroplate,
causing rough appearance after electro-
plate.

Filter intervening process solutions where necessary. (Resist
developer solutions in particular frequently contain excessive
particulate matter which can be trapped in holes.)
Figure 7–3 Blister in plated through-hole
 Figure 7–4 Rough hole wall due to poor drilling
7-11
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7.3.3 Surface Problems

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor adhesion of
electroless or
electrolytic cop-
per deposits to
laminate copper.

Poor control in PTH conditioning/
microetch solutions and rinses.

Follow the actions specified in Section 7.1.1.

Electroless copper deposit oxidizes prior to
electroplate.

Install corrosion inhibitor, micro-etch, or minimally, an acid dip
prior to electroplate.

Films may be left on the electroless cop-
per prior to electroplate, causing poor
adhesion of electroplated copper.

Very thin residues may be left after development. Adhesion pro-
moters from dry films are particularly tenacious. Check develop-
ment process parameters and electroplate pre-clean parameters
(See Sections 9 and 10.)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Streaking on
panels.

Gray streaking and bleeding out of rack
suggest rack is made of correct stainless,
but weldments of a different and porous
material.

Coat weldments with PVC. Assure correct weld rod on new
racks.

Improper rack design retains excessive
solution during PTH processing.

Drain boards sufficiently after dwell in process tanks and assure
sufficient rinsing. Improve design on new racks.

Excessive air agitation in electroless cop-
per solution.

Reduce air.

Poor rinsing between accelerator and
electroless copper solution.

Do not use recycled water. Use fresh water, slightly tempered.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Rough deposit on
surface after PTH
and/or further
plating.

Poor control of electroless copper bath.
(See Section 7.3.1A.)

May indicate necessity for batch filtration of electroless bath.
Particles in solution may codeposit.
Operation with improper chemical balance of solution may
cause codeposition of cuprous oxide, which is granular.
May indicate improper board activation.

Particles may be depositing over
electroless copper prior to electroplate,
causing rough appearance after electro-
plate.

Filter intervening process solutions where necessary. Resist
developer solutions in particular frequently contain excessive
particulate matter which can be trapped in holes.

Contamination and improper procedures
during electroplating process.

See Section 10.1 and 10.2 for possible causes and corrective
action.

Poor rinsing after catalyst (causes tin/
palladium colloid to precipitate on sur-
face).

Improve rinsing after catalyst.
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7.4 HOLE METALLIZATION (REWORK)

The following includes symptoms observed either durin
or after the electroless copper process and directly rela
to reworking boards through electroless copper process.
h

-

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor interconnect
conductivity dur-
ing final testing.

Excessive etch of innerlayers during
micro-etching for initial electroless layer,
i.e., ‘‘reverse’’ or ‘‘negative’’ etchback.

Use less aggressive micro-etch to strip rework and monitor etc
time carefully.

Smear and smear removal residues remain
on innerconnect surfaces.

Improve smear removal process. (See Section 6.)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor electroless
copper adhesion
after rework.

Initial catalyst layer may have been left
after stripping, causing a passive, difficult-
to-adhere-to surface.

Ensure sufficient etch time and conditions to remove initial cata
lyst layer.
Mechanically scrub.
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7.5 SEMI-CONDUCTIVE COATINGS

Semi-conductive coatings are production proven d
metallization processes. They are chemically simplistic
environmentally friendly alternatives to the relatively co
plicated electroless copper process for the manufactu
printed wiring boards. In general, these processes co
no formaldehyde, strong chelators and are easier to op
and control. There are four main types of semi-conduc
coatings:
ct
d
-
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e

—carbon black dispersion
—palladium based
—organic polymers
—graphite-based conductive colloid

This section will refer to the possible problems, causes a
corrective action.
f

g

7.5.1 Palladium-Based

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Sensitizer solution
is cloudy or has
precipitate.

Temperature too high. Check solution temperature; maintain within specified range.
Solution may be permanently degraded when subjected to
abnormally high temperature, requiring the solution to be
dumped and remade.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Voids on resin. Metallization process out-of-specification. Check all solution temperatures, dwell times and chemical
parameters; maintain within specified ranges.

Excessive etch rate. Verify all chemical parameters, dwell time and temperature o
micro-etch.

Electrolytic copper chemical components
and agitation out of specification.

Check all chemical parameters; verify solution agitation and
rack agitation are functioning properly.

Poor electrical connections at electroplat-
ing.

Verify that all plating racks, anodes, buss bars, etc., are makin
proper contact.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Voids on glass. Improper glass etch parameters. Verify chemical parameters, dwell time and temperature.

Insufficient sensitization and activation. Verify chemical parameters, dwell times and temperatures.
7-13
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7.5.1 Palladium-Based (continued)

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Rough deposit on
panel surface
after electro-
plating.

Semi-conductive residues redeposit on
boards or rollers.

Check filter cartridges and rollers in micro-etch module; change
and/or clean as required. Check spray rinse chamber and
nozzles for algae growth; clean as required.
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7.5.2 Carbon Black Dispersion Process

Current carbon black dispersion technology is a produc
proven direct metallization process for the manufacture
printed wiring boards. The carbon black process is a co
plete replacement for the electroless copper bath and a
its associated process chemistries.

Carbon black technology was developed as a chemic
simplistic alternative to the relatively complicated electr
less copper process. Since the carbon black dispersion
7-14
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tains no heavy metals, chelators or formaldehyde, it can
considered an environmentally friendly alternative to t
existing electroless copper process. A general horizo
process consists of the following steps: Cleane
conditioner, Carbon black dispersion; Conditioner, Carb
black dispersion; Microetch, and Anti-tarnish. The conve
orized application is the most efficient and reliable mo
for this type of technology.
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A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive foam
from cleaner/
conditioner
solution.

Excessive solution dragout from bath. For vertical process, increase drip time. For horizontal proce
decrease rate of flow into flood module.

Insufficient rinsing. Check that water is flowing into rinse tank. Increase water flow
Increase rinse time and/or temperature where possible.

Bath concentration too high. Check that bath is prepared in accordance with supplier’s spe
fications.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Cleaner/
conditioner
solution is cloudy
or hazy.

Temperature is too high. Check that bath temperature is as per supplier’s specification

Many cleaner/conditioners do not complex
calcium and magnesium ions.

Use only deionized water for bath make-up and volume adjust-
ments.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Instability of
Carbon Black
suspension.

Low pH due to improper replenishment. Add only replenisher supplied by chemical supplier. Never ad
acid to adjust pH down unless directed to do so by chemical
supplier.

Agglomeration of carbon black particles or
large mean particle diameter due to excess
levels of calcium and magnesium.

For vertical process, increase drip time to minimize drag-in of
rinse water.
For horizontal process, check that squeegee rollers are func-
tional.
Add only deionized water when making volume adjustments.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Slow rate of
deposition and/or
no plating in
electrolytic
copper bath.

Incompatibility with electrolytic copper
additive.

Check compatibility with chemical supplier.

Incompatibility with acid cleaner in pattern
plating line.

Check compatibility with chemical supplier.

Insufficient conditioning. Analyze conditioner bath and replenish or make up new as ne
essary.
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December 1997 IPC-PE-740
7.5.2 Carbon Black Dispersion Process (continued)

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

High board
resistance
measurements.

Insufficient cleaning and/or conditioning. Analyze cleaner and conditioner bath and replenish or disca
necessary.

Low solids in carbon black dispersion. Analyze carbon black dispersion and replenish as necessary

Ionic contamination in carbon black dis-
persion.

Submit sample of bath to chemical supplier for complete analy-
sis, or make up new bath.

Excess aeration in carbon black dispersion
bath.

Check recirculation pump for cavitation.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Voids on both
glass and resin
areas.

Insufficient cleaning and/or conditioning. Analyze cleaner and/or conditioner and replenish or make ne
as necessary. Check that operating parameters are per supplie
specifications.

Incomplete drying of board and holes. Check that dryer temperature is as specified by supplier.
Check that dwell time in dryer is adequate, based on board
thickness and hole diameter.

Insufficient agitation. Ensure adequate agitation in all process baths.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Voids on glass
areas only.

Insufficient conditioning. Analyze conditioner bath and replenish or make new as neces
sary. Check that operating parameters are per supplier specific
tions.

Improper glass etching in desmear line. Ensure that glass etch solution concentration and operating
parameters are as recommended by chemical supplier.

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Voids on resin
areas only.

Insufficient cleaning and/or conditioning. Analyze cleaner and/or conditioner baths and replenish or m
new as necessary. Check that operating parameters are per su
plier’s specifications.

Permanganate residues remain on resin
areas.

Check permanganate neutralizer parameters.

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Ring voids on both
double-sided and
multilayer boards.

Incomplete drying of board holes. Check that temperature in dryer is per supplier specifications
Check that dwell time in dryer is adequate for board thickness
and hole diameter.

Excess aeration in carbon black suspension
bath.

If there is a foam blanket on carbon black suspension bath,
check recirculation pump for cavitation.

Improper rack design. If vertical process, check that rack design does not inhibit sol
tion flow in the through-holes.

K PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Innerlayer void on
multilayer board.

Excessive micro-etch, exposing non-
conductive resin surface.

Reduce temperature or dwell time in micro-etch bath.
7-15
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7.5.2 Carbon Black Dispersion Process (continued)

L PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Rim voids. Excessive brush pressure during scrubbing
operation.

Closely monitor brush pressure and follow chemical supplier’s
recommendation as to brush type.

M PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Wedge voids on
multilayer boards.

Poor drill control and/or inadequate oxide
and lamination cycles.

Work closely with chemical supplier(s) and follow recommenda-
tions to improve these processes.

N PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Interconnect
defects.

Innerlayer recession or negative etchback. Check operating parameters or all post-PTH micro-etch
solutions.

Carbon black residue on interconnects due
to insufficient micro-etch.

Check operating parameters of post-PTH micro-etch.

Resin smear on interconnects. Optimize smear removal process.

P PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Rough deposit on
surface after elec-
troplating.

Dried carbon black residue on board sur-
face.

Check operating parameters of post-PTH micro-etch. Check tha
nozzles in micro-etch spray chamber are not clogged.
Check rollers on spray machine for dried carbon black residue;
clean as required.
Check and change filter cartridges on micro-etch.
Check that rinse water is flowing and clean.
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7.6 FULL BUILD ELECTROLESS COPPER

‘‘Full Build’’ refers to an electroless copper bath used t
plate up the full thickness of copper required on the surfa
and in the holes of a PWB. Generally, these baths pl
very slowly, taking 12–20 hours to plate 25µ of copp
thickness. The slow speed is necessary to reduce stres
the plated copper and to create a tight grain structure w
good ‘‘thermal properties’’ (i.e., percent elongation, tensi
strength and thermal stress resistance).

7.6.1 Additive Processing

There are several different full-build electroless copper p
cesses. The fully additive process begins with an unc
substrate and actual circuitry copper is added during
electroless copper operation only in the final circuit patte
No copper is removed in an etch process.
n-
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Surface voids. Overetching of adhesive coating. Decrease amount of etch by varying time, temperature or co
centration.

Inadequate thickness of adhesive coating. Increase thickness of adhesive coating.

Inadequate activity of electroless plating. Check activity of electroless plating solution. Check level of
activator.

Overactivity in acceleration step. Decrease activity of acceleration step.

Incomplete removal of resist material. Investigate image and developer step. (See Section 9.)
7-16
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7.6.1 Additive Processing (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Blistering. Underetching of adhesive coating. Increase degree of etch by time, temperature or concentratio

Overactivity of electroless plating bath. Decrease activity of electroless plating. Check level of activa

Poor rinsing of adhesive etch. Increase rinsing.

Overactivity of acceleration step. Decrease activity of acceleration step.

Incomplete removal of resist material. Investigate imaging operation. (See Section 9.)

Large copper areas. Relieve by cross hatching.

Poor adhesion of electroless to base mate-
rial.

Investigate swell/etch processing step.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Background plat-
ing (extraneous
copper).

Overactivity of electroless plating bath. Check activity of electroless plating bath.

Overactivity of activator solution. Check activator solution.

Contamination of electroless plating bath. Dump and remake bath.

Improper imaging. Follow actions specified in Section 9.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor thermal
shock resistance.

Overactivity of electroless plating bath. Reduce activity of electroless plating bath.

Contamination of electroless plating bath. Dump and remake electroless plating bath.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor insulation
resistance.

Conductivity due to incomplete removal of
activator material in final etch.

Check concentration of final etch.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Nodules in
electroless
deposit.

Overactivity of electroless plating bath. Reduce activity of electroless plating bath.

Contamination of electroless plating bath. Dump and remake electroless plating bath.

Inadequate filter—on electroless plating
bath.

Improve level of filtration.
7-17
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7.6.2 Semi-Additive Processing

All semi-additive processing involves some amount
etching of background copper. One method begins w
‘‘thin-clad’’ or a thinner than normal copper cladding o
the substrate.
r

or.
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Surface voids. Burnoff of electroless copper deposit. Check thickness of electroless copper deposit.
Decrease voltage of reverse current cleaner.
Decrease initial voltage of electrolytic copper.

Overetching of adhesive coating or inad-
equate thickness.

Decrease degree of etch by varying time, temperature or con-
centration.

Inadequate initiation of electroless copper
plating.

Check level of activator.
Check level of conditioner in preplate line.
Check activity of electroless copper.

Overactivity in acceleration step. Decrease activity of acceleration step.

Overetching in precleaning for electrolytic. Decrease amount of etching.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Surface/hole
voids.

Under activation. Analyze and adjust chrome neutralizer. Increase rinse after
chrome.
Increase concentration of cleaner/conditioner or catalyst. (Ana-
lyze and adjust.)
Increase immersion time. (Insufficient immersion time in
cleaner/conditioner or catalyst.)
Lower time or concentration. (Accelerator concentration or
immersion time excessive.)
Check electroless copper temperature (possibly too low).
Reduce air agitation in electroless copper.
Change electroless bath (old or contaminated).
Check supplier recommendations for clean cycle. (Preclean prio
to electroplate too aggressive.)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Blistering. Underetching of adhesive coating. Increase degree of etch by varying time, temperature or
concentration.

Overactivity in electroless copper. Decrease activity of electroless copper. Check level of activat

Poor rinsing of conditioner. Increase rinsing.

Poor rinsing of adhesive etch. Increase rinsing.

Overactivity in accelerator step. Decrease activity of acceleration step.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor insulation
resistance.

Incomplete removal of activator in final
etch.

Check activity of etch solution.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Shorts or open
circuits.

Poor handling of electroless copper plated
panels.

Handle carefully; deposit is thin.
7-18
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7.6.2 Semi-Additive Processing (continued)

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Low adhesion
of electroless
copper.

Insufficient adhesive etch. Increase chrome etch time.
Raise chrome etch solution temperature.
Change chrome bath (old or contaminated).
Change activation line (old or contaminated).

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Electroless
copper bubbles on
adhesive.

Overactivation. Analyze and adjust the catalyst concentration downward. Low
concentration of cleaner/conditioner.
Increase accelerator concentration. (Analyze and adjust.)
Reduce immersion time. (Immersion time in cleaner/conditioner
or catalyst excessive.)
Improve rinse after cleaner/conditioner or catalyst.
Reduce formaldehyde concentration in electroless copper. (Ana
lyze and adjust.)
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7.7 DIRECT METALLIZATION DURING DRILL
OPERATION

This new technology is not yet in widespread use, therefor
potential problems, causes and effects are not yet known.
brief description of the process is given here.

Direct placement of a metallic film in the through-hole
during the drilling operation eliminates the need for an
electroless copper process or other semi-conductive coa
ing. A special, low melting, metal alloy backup material is
used. The drill passes through the laminate material a
usual, and then into the alloy backup plate. During with
drawal the drill bit is lubricated by a film of the alloy and
coats the hole wall as it moves upwards and out of th
hole. This continuous film can then be directly overplated
with copper, nickel, or other platable metal. Due to the
lubricating effect of the metal backup plate, a low drilling
temperature is maintained. No resin smear is created a
drilled hole wall quality is excellent. Drill life is also
extended due to the low drill temperature.

Some advantages of this technology include: elimination o
the entire desmear/electroless process and its attenda
equipment, chemistry, labor and waste treatment cost
improved drill quality and longer drill life; and improved
throughput (by elimination of the relatively lengthy
desmear/electroless process).
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8.0 CLEANING PROCEDURES

Some type of cleaning is required in virtually every step
the printed circuit manufacturing process, from prepari
the raw laminate for etch or plating resist to final assemb
board cleaning before shipment. This section will attem
to cover most of the general cleaning problems that c
occur in any of these steps and, where possible, any pr
lems unique to a specific manufacturing step. Many clea
ing procedures are integral within certain manufacturin
processes, such as plating, and may also be covered in
section dealing with that process. If a specific problem
not covered in the section, it is suggested that the sect
dealing with that process also be consulted.

This section is divided into three main categories: mecha
cal cleaning, chemical cleaning, and electro-cleaning p
cedures. Each is further broken down into general pro
lems and problems related to specific processes. It
suggested that the general section for each category
consulted first, since this section covers problems th
occur in all cleaning processes, no matter where in t
overall manufacturing process it is located. In most cas
the solution to a problem will be found in this section
Finally, if a problem is not covered in the general sectio
turn to the specific process section for problems unique
that process.

It is also suggested that Sections 1.4 on Handling and
on Rinsing be reviewed, as these can greatly affect
effectiveness of the cleaning process. Poorly rinsed cle
ing solution often acts as a contaminant in subsequent p
cessing steps. Excessively soiled boards will require mu
more cleaning than properly handled ones.

Section 8.0 deals with cleaning PWBs, while Section 18
covers the cleaning of printed wiring assemblies.
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8.1 MECHANICAL CLEANING PROCEDURES

Abrasive particles can be applied directly for mechanica
cleaning, or embedded in a resin matrix in the form of a
brush. Direct application of loose grit as an aqueous slurry
usually happens by soft nylon brushes or water jet action
Fused pumice particles are typically brushed while unfuse
pumice is used in jet applications. Aluminum oxide can be
used in either application.

Brush constructions distinguish between bristle brushe
and compressed pad brushes with grit impregnated on
nylon fiber. The abrasive particles are typically silicon car-
bide in the grit size of 180 to 500. Coarse grit (low num-
ber) can be found in deburr operations while finer grit
(300–500) is preferred for prelamination surface prepara
tion.

Compressed pad brushes do not feature the individua
bristles of a bristle brush but rather are constructed from
felt-like material containing the elements of fiber, resin,
and grit. Compressed pad brushes typically come in th
compressed disk construction or the compressed fla
(lamellar) construction, showing slightly different weave
patterns.
8-1
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8.1.1 General

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Non-uniform
scrubbing across
panel.

Inadequate or uneven cooling water to
brushes, causing sections of the brush to
overheat.

Clogged cooling water nozzles. Clean and replace any that are
not operating correctly.
Check water inlet pressure to cooling water system. If pressure
is inadequate, nozzles may not give full coverage on brushes.
Permanent installation of water pressure indicator may be ben-
eficial in severe cases.
Check spray tube alignment in brush section. In most machines
the cooling water should be tangential to the brush, striking the
board just before it goes under the brush.

Brushes not dressed properly or out-of-
round.

Check brush dressing by running a sheet of copper clad lami-
nate the full width of the conveyor under the brush. With the
conveyor off and cooling water on, bring the brush into contact
with the board until about a 6.4 mm wide stripe is obtained on
the board surface. (The stripe should be even across the entire
board, plus or minus 1.6 mm. If it is not, then the brush needs
dressing.) Compressed wheel brushes can be dressed in the
machine with a dressing board. Bristle brushes cannot be
dressed this way. Contact brush supplier for best procedure.

Brush not parallel to backup roller. Check with machine manufacturer for procedure for checking
and adjusting backup roller.

Improper conveyor loading by operators,
causing brush to wear in one area faster
than another.

Check brushing procedures. Ideally, work should be staggered
across the entire conveyor width to even out brush wear.

Voids in bristle brushes. As bristle brushes wear, they may begin shedding bristles, lea
ing voids in the brush. Replace brush.

Gouges in compressed wheels. Turned up corners on laminate materials, especially innerlay
can put gouges in brush surface. (Wheels can be redressed for
small gouges. Larger gouges may require wheel replacement.)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Tracking on panel
surface.

Inadequate rinsing. Check for clogged nozzles in rinse; clean and replace.
Check to be sure there is adequate pressure to the rinse sectio
so the nozzles give full coverage to the panel. Permanent insta
lation of water pressure indicator may be beneficial in severe
cases.

Contaminated rollers. Check rollers for dirt and copper particles. (Since different
manufacturers use different materials for rollers, it is best to
contact the manufacturer for the best cleaning procedure.)

Drying with contaminated air. Check placement of scrubber. (If it is in an area where etching
or plating fumes are present, this could cause tracking problem
where turbine type dryers are used. The only way to effectively
prevent this is to move scrubber to a different area.)

Contaminated water. Check water supply. Most municipal water is adequate, but
excessively hard water or recirculated water can cause prob-
lems. Consider filtration on incoming water.
8-2
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8.1.1 General (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Scrubber not
cleaning properly,
as evidenced by
no scrubbing,
poor resist adhe-
sion, step plating,
or poor plating
adhesion. (See
Figure 8-1.) A
clean, well-
scrubbed panel
should hold a con-
tinuous film of
water for 15-25
seconds.

Bristle brushes not properly trimmed. Brushes should be pre-trimmed at factory to expose abrasiv
but it is possible to get one improperly trimmed or not trimmed
at all. Running brush on copper over full width of conveyor for
20 to 30 minutes will usually expose abrasive.

Too much brush pressure. Adjust brushes to give 6.35 mm wide stripe on full width pan
(In the case of bristle brushes, too much pressure can bend
bristles so abrasive doesn’t contact board. Also high pressure
can smear nylon from brush onto board surface.)

Inadequate brush cooling water. Check cooling water supply and re-expose abrasive as desc
above. (Overheating the brushes can cause nylon to flow over
the abrasive and inhibit scrubbing.)

Sulfuric acid rinse prior to scrubber. Be sure board surface is completely rinsed before running in
scrubber. (Sulfuric acid can cause nylon in brushes to degrade
there is a sulfuric acid rinse prior to scrubber.)
Figure 8–1 Water-break test.
op-
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8.1.2 After Electroless Plating/Resist Application

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Removal of
electroless copper
from surface or
around holes
(‘‘dishing’’ or
ring voids).

Over-aggressive scrubbing. Use a finer grit brush and less brush pressure. (Electroless c
per plating is very thin and over-aggressive scrubbing can easil
remove it, especially around the edges of the holes where the
brush pressure is highest.)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Step plating or
poor adhesion of
plated copper.

Contaminated surface from scrubbing
operation.

See 8.1.1 C.

Tin-lead on brushes (from scrubbing tin-
lead plated panels).

Use a separate scrubber if scrubbing tin-lead plated panels. If
this is not possible, brushes should be dressed immediately afte
scrubbing the tin-lead.
8-3
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8.1.3 Before Fusing

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Smearing of tin-
lead on substrate.

Brush loaded with tin-lead and redeposit-
ing it on board.

Where smearing is noticeable, change brush. (Tin-lead plating is
very soft and tends to load up brush. This can be minimized by
using as fine a grit as available and minimum brush pressure.)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Tin or Tin-lead
slivers, sometimes
found as shorts
during electrical
test.

Mechanical cleaning before fusing. During the etch process the copper is etched under the tin-lea
resist, leaving an overhang which is susceptible to breaking dur-
ing the scrubbing process. There is no way to prevent this other
than changing to a non-mechanical cleaning procedure. Using
minimal brush pressure can reduce the problem.
d
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8.2 CHEMICAL CLEANING PROCEDURES

There are literally hundreds of chemicals that can be, an
are, used for cleaning in the printed board industry; man
if not most of which are proprietary. It is obviously impos-
sible to cover all these in any but a very general manne
For questions on problems with specific proprietary chem
cals, it is suggested that the supplier of the chemistry b
contacted directly. Equipment manufacturers can also pr
vide some answers on many of the more commonly use
chemistries.
8.2.1 General
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive
foaming.

Chemistry designed for immersion tank
operation used in conveyorized equipment.

Be sure the chemistry being used is designed for use in spray
equipment.

Surfactant or antifoam depleted. Add more antifoam.
Change solution. (In the case of proprietary cleaning solutions
with built-in antifoams, excess foaming can be an indication
that the solution is spent.)

Pumps cavitating (solution level too low). Check and adjust liquid level. Reconfirm solution concentration
if a lot of water must be added.

Cleaner drag-in to other process tanks (or
chambers).

Use less wetted alkaline cleaners or use non-wetted acid clean-
ers.
Improve rinsing.
Reduce tank solution drag-out by increasing drip times (and
possibly improved rack or basket design).
In conveyorized equipment, check operation of pinch rollers
between chambers.

Excessive build-up of organic soils in
cleaner.

Dump and remake cleaning solution.
8-4
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December 1997 IPC-PE-740
8.2.1 General Chemical Cleaning Procedure (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Cleaning action
less than normal
or not up to speci-
fications.

Clogged nozzles causing loss of spray pat-
tern.1

Check and clean nozzles.

Chemistry not at operating temperature.1 Check temperature settings and heaters and/or cooling coils fo
proper operation.

Water leak diluting chemistry.1 Check cooling coils for leaks and look for other sources of
water leaks.

Low fluid level causing pump to cavitate
and lose pressure.1

Add chemistry to raise fluid level.

Insufficient contact time in chemistry (con-
veyor speed too fast).1

Adjust conveyor speed to give at least minimum contact time.
(In most spray chemistries the minimum time spent in the spra
should be around 30 seconds. Immersion chemistries vary, but
2-5 minutes is a good average.) Confirm actual conveyor spee
- do not rely on gauge or dial.

Spent chemistry.2 Most cleaning chemicals are batch type cleaners and need to b
changed periodically. The frequency of change for most chemis
tries will be based on the amount of work processed, typically
46.5 to 185.8 square meters of board.

Chemistry not mixed to proper strength.2 Be sure that powdered materials are completely dissolved befo
use. (Also, it is relatively easy to make a mistake in measuring
the chemicals when mixing a bath, resulting in a solution that is
too strong or too weak.)2

Wrong chemical for application.2 Following are some general recommendations:
Innerlayer preparation - use strong acid cleaner to remove corr
sion inhibitors on laminate copper; use hot alkaline cleaner to
remove resist residues and handling soils.
Electroless copper - proprietary cleaner-conditioners are usuall
acid and often contain mild chelators; do not use for other
cleaning applications where the conditioner may cause prob-
lems.
Plating - mild acid cleaners are used (compatible with resists),
followed by very mild micro-etch, or a combination etching
cleaner may be used.

1. Equipment related 2. Chemistry related.

8.2.2 Solder Conditioning Before Fusing

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Equipment being
eaten away by
chemistry.

Solder conditioning chemicals not compat-
ible with equipment.

Be sure chemistry being used is compatible with the equipmen
- including tanks, piping, pumps, nozzles, conveyor chain, heat
ers, racks, etc. (Most fluoride-based conditioners are not com-
patible with standard equipment available and require all plastic
construction. Other combinations may or may not be compatibl
with equipment. Check with both chemical and equipment sup-
pliers to be sure.)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Tin-lead still dark
after solder
conditioning/
brightening step.

Tin-lead alloy out of range. See Section 10.3.

Poor rinsing after tin-lead plating process. Improve rinsing and drying steps after tin-lead plating.

Solder conditioning chemistry spent or out
of specification.

Adjust to within specifications or change bath.
8-5
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8.2.3 Cleaning After Fusing or Hot Air/Oil Level

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Flux residue. Cleaning solution temperature and/or con-
centration too low.

Adjust to within specification.

Wrong flux used. Review alternatives with flux supplier(s). Evaluate alternative
chemistries.

Water temperature too low. Use warm to hot water to rinse.

Excessive time between fluxing operation
and final clean.

Clean boards immediately after fusing or leveling operation.

Final rinse water contaminated, leaving
spots on boards.

Consider D.I. rinse or water filtration or blow dry to remove
water.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

White residue on
board after clean-
ing.

Polymerized flux (fusing/leveling tempera-
ture too high or too long at temperature).

Decrease temperature and/or exposure time if excessive.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

High ionic con-
tamination levels,
as evidenced by
solvent extract
resistivity testing.

Flux residue after cleaning. Follow actions described in 8.2.3 A.

Final rinse water contaminated. Consider D.I. rinse or water filtration or blow dry to remove
water.

Solder mask not properly cured. See Section 16.1. (Some solder masks are incompatible with
resistivity testing, as ionics continuously come out regardless of
cure or test procedure.)

Resistivity test equipment malfunctioning/
out-of-calibration.

Verify equipment operation and calibration.

Boards contaminated during storage or
from handling prior to resistivity test.

Improve handling and storage techniques. Consult resistivity
equipment supplier for assistance. Resistivity test equipment
may be improperly operated.

Resistivity test equipment malfunctioning/
out-of-calibration.

Verify equipment operation and calibration.

Boards contaminated during storage or
from handling prior to resistivity test.

Improve handling and storage techniques. Consult resistivity
equipment supplier for assistance. Resistivity test equipment
may be improperly operated.

Institute adequate training.
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8.3 ELECTROCLEANING

These cleaning solutions are generally used in a prep
cleaning cycle just prior to pattern plating. The electr
cleaning solution functions like a hot soak cleaner with
micro-etch. Many different types of electrocleaners a
available. They operate at different temperatures, conc
trations, current densities and a wide pH range. Most el
trocleaners are used as anodic cleaners, with the prin
circuit board functioning as the anode when electrical cu
rent is applied. Deplating of copper from the exposed co
per surface and the generation of oxygen bubbles on t
surface provide the cleaning action.
8-6
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8.3.1 General

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Copper-to-copper
peelers after pat-
tern plating.

Operating outside of recommended range:
low concentration, low temperature, low
current density, short dwell time in solu-
tion, and/or spent solution.

Establish proper process conditions per supplier’s recommenda
tions (monitor the process and train operators in process con-
trol).

Solution setup for cathodic cleaning. Convert to anodic cleaning.

Incorrect anode placement. Redesign anode configuration and placement.

Insufficient rinsing after electrocleaning. Check rinse spray nozzles, pressure, and water temperature.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Resist breakdown,
edge-lifting, and
underplating dur-
ing pattern plat-
ing. (Also see
Section 9.0.)

Out-of-control electrocleaner: high concen-
tration, high temperature, long immersion
time, high pH, and/or high current density.

Control per resist supplier data sheet and per supplier’s specifi-
cation of electrocleaner. Monitor solution temperature and pH.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Resist image
stripped in the
electrocleaner.
(Also see Section
9.0.)

Resist image not compatible with chemis-
try of electrocleaner (generally high pH).

Select electrocleaner per resist supplier’s recommendations.

Long immersion time and/or high tempera-
ture of electrocleaner.

Reduce immersion time and temperature.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Step plating. (Also
see 8.3.1 A.)

Insufficient rinsing after electrocleaning. Check rinse spray nozzles, pressure and water temperature.
Increase flow rate in rinse water soak tanks. Increase rinse time
8-7
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9.0 IMAGING

9.1 GENERAL

This section will discuss those process effects associa
with the use of the following four primary systems:

Dry film photoresist
Liquid photoresist
Screen-printed resist
Electrophoretically deposited photoresist

9.2 DRY FILM PHOTORESIST

A dry film photoresist, as supplied, consists of a photose
sitive layer sandwiched between a sheet of 1.0-mil polye
ylene and 1.0-mil polyester. The polyethylene release sh
is removed and the photosensitive layer with polyester
laminated to a clean copper surface under heat and p
sure. The artwork circuit pattern is then printed in the res
through exposure to UV light. After exposure the polyes
is removed and the unexposed areas are washed out du
development. The remaining exposed resist image fu
tions as a plating resist or etch resist and is then stripp
from the copper surface.
ed

-
-
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s
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There are 3 classifications of dry film photoresist:

A. Solvent Develop in 1,1,1-trichloroethane.
Strip in methylene chloride blend.

B. Semiaqueous Develop in alkaline solution containing
a water-miscible solvent.
Strip in similar chemistry with higher
pH and elevated temperature.

C. Total aqueous Develop in 1% sodium or potassium
carbonate.
Strip in 1 to 3% sodium or potassium
hydroxide (or other, similar chemistry).

Environmental concerns have all but eliminated use of th
solvent and semiaqueous types, except in unusual circum
stances. The sections below are divided according to typ
with a section for problems common to all three types first.
9-1
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9.2.1 Common Problems of Dry Film Photoresist

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Resist scum/
residue on panels
after develop-
ment. (See Figure
9–1.)

Underdevelopment. Establish proper development time per supplier’s data sheet.

Phototools with low density in the opaque
areas.

Check opaque density of phototools with a densitometer. Chec
circuit image edge acuity on the phototool.

Photoresist exposed to white light prior to
development.

Store resist-coated panels in non-white-light areas prior to
development. Inspect the yellow room for light leaks.

Redeposition of exposed resist from the
panel edge.

Apply an unexposed border around the edge of panels to pre-
vent flaking and chipping of exposed resist during developmen

Insufficient water rinse after development. Check for plugged spray water rinse nozzles. Maintain a mi
mum water pressure in the spray rinse chamber of 138 kPa
using direct fan spray nozzles. Maintain rinse temperature abov
16°C.

pH Check pH of rinse water. Maintain per mfg. specifications.

Spent developer. Establish necessary process controls to prevent overloading
the developer solution with dissolved unexposed resist. Follow
dry film supplier’s recommendation for developer loading
capacity.

Plugged spray nozzles in the developer
chamber.

Inspect and clean nozzles during routine maintenance of the
developing unit. (Remove spray nozzles, change filter, clean or
replace as required.)

Photoresist laminated at elevated tempera-
tures.

Calibrate dry film laminator roll temperature and establish per
the dry film data sheet.

Long hold times prior to development. Check supplier’s specification on hold times between resist
lamination and development.

Resist ‘‘lock-in’’ from wet lamination. Check supplier’s recommendations to determine if resist is com
patible with wet lamination process.
Figure 9–1 Resist scum on panels
9-2
Figure 9–2 Poor tenting
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December 1997 IPC-PE-740
9.2.1 Common Problems of Dry Film Photoresist (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor tenting
(insufficient resist
bridging of plated
through-holes)
performance. (See
Figure 9–2.)

Burrs around plated through-hole. Inspect holes after drilling for excessive burrs and establish
proper deburring conditions.

Moisture in holes at time of dry film lami-
nation.

A low temperature bake may be necessary to completely remov
moisture from the holes prior to dry film lamination.

Insufficient resist thickness for proper
bridging.

Convert to a dry film with increased thickness. (Thicker resists
provide better tenting performance, but have less resolving
power.)

Imperfections in the clear areas of the
phototool.

Inspect for defects (opaque defects in clear areas) and replace
with complete phototool if necessary.

Imperfections in the exposure frame. Inspect for defects in the glass or polyester cover and clean
replace as required.

Too much pressure and/or preheat during
resist lamination.

Decrease pressure and/or heat.

Long hold times prior to development. Check supplier’s specification on hold times between resist
lamination and development.

Spray pressures too high. Examine developer chamber and rinse spray pressures. Che
for damaged nozzles, i.e., needle-like spray pattern. It may be
necessary to reduce spray pressure when developing tented pa
els.

Equipment damage in developer. Check for misaligned or damaged guides, rollers, etc.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Inability to com-
pletely develop
out unexposed
resist areas. (See
Figure 9–3.)

Overexposure. Monitor exposure condition by means of a density step tablet
radiometer and set exposure per supplier’s recommendation.

Insufficient density on film phototool;
wrong line widths on artwork.

Measure line width on the phototool and measure density of the
opaque areas.

Phototool emulsion not in intimate contact
with the photoresist during exposure.

Train operators to always expose with the emulsion adjacent to
the resist surface. Clean artwork after each exposure and wipe
panels prior to exposure.

Insufficient vacuum draw-down prior to
exposure.

Use bleeder tubes/veins to aid in vacuum draw-down; replace
defective glass or polyester in the exposure frame; inspect for
vacuum leaks; allow sufficient time for proper vacuum draw-
down prior to exposure.

Buckles in the phototool due to poor
placement of registration pins.

Correct film punching/registration hole placement.

Photoresist-coated panel exposed to white
lights prior to development.

Inspect the yellow room area for leakage of white light; estab-
lish yellow room conditions for handling and storage of resist-
coated panels prior to development.

Photoresist laminated at an elevated tem-
perature causing thermal polymerization
on the copper surface.

Maintain proper lamination temperature per supplier/s recom-
mendation and periodically calibrate the roll temperature.

Underdevelopment. Establish proper development conditions per supplier
recommendations.

Resist resolution
(technology limitation).

New resist.
9-3
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9.2.1 Common Problems of Dry Film Photoresist (continue

Figure 9−3 Line width reduction from incomplete
development
9-4
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Figure 9−4 Photoresist image damage during
development
-
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D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Photoresist image
damage during
development,
image lifting
and/or ragged
circuit lines after
development. (See
Figure 9–4.)

Underexposure. Use density step tablet to check exposure per supplier’s recom
mendation. (Always establish exposure condition with the step
tablet under clear areas of the phototool.)

Overdevelopment. Establish proper development conditions per supplier recom-
mendations. (Time, temperature and concentration of the devel-
oping solution are critical process parameters which must be
controlled for optimum development of any dry film resist.)

No hold time between exposure and devel-
opment.

Follow supplier’s recommendation. (A minimum hold time of
15 minutes is required for some resists to allow for proper
equilibration of the exposed resist image on the copper surface.

High developer temperature. Measure temperature and control per the dry film data sheet.

Inadequate surface preparation of the panel
prior to dry film lamination.

Inspect panels prior to resist lamination for a clean water-break
test. (A clean panel should hold a continuous film of water for
15-25 seconds; see Section 8.1.) Establish proper board scrub-
bing conditions per the equipment manufacturer’s recommenda-
tion. Proper maintenance of the scrubbing unit is required to
ensure adequate cleaning of copper panels prior to resist lamina
tion.

Insufficient roll pressure and/or tempera-
ture during dry film lamination.

Calibrate dry film laminator roll pressure per supplier recom-
mendations. (Monitor lamination speed, temperature and pres-
sure during processing.)

Poor edge acuity on phototools. Inspect phototools and replace if necessary.

Opaque defects on phototools. Inspect phototools and clean or replace.

Equipment damage in developer. Check developer chamber, rinse and dryer sections for mis-
aligned or damaged guides or rollers.

Particulate contamination laminated
between resist and board.

Make sure boards have no particles on surface before lamina-
tion. Use board cleaner if necessary. Make sure edges of panel
do not have loose copper.
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December 1997 IPC-PE-740
9.2.1 General Problems of Dry Film Photoresist (continued)

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Resist breakdown
and lifting during
etching. (See
Figure 9–5.)

Improper handling. Train operators to minimize contact with the circuit image afte
development. Rack - do not stack - panels after development
minimize contact with other developed panels. Keep fingers,
hands and pointed objects away from the circuit image at all
times.

Improper cleaning. Clean panels prior to dry film lamination either by mechanica
scrub or chemical clean. (See Section 8.1.) Panels should pas
water-break test. Immerse a cleaned panel in water, withdraw
and determine if it holds a film of water for 15-25 seconds. Su
face after cleaning should be slightly acidic (from a 5% sulfuric
acid dip during the cleaning/scrubbing process).

Underexposure. Use a density step tablet to set exposure conditions per sup
recommendations. Adjust the developer speed, concentration
and/or temperature per supplier specifications.

Etching solution out of control - high pH
of an alkaline etchant combined with high
temperature.

Monitor etching process and maintain per supplier recommend
tion. (See Section 11.0.) Minimize the hold time between deve
opment and etching. Store panels in yellow-light areas before
etching. (Excessive white-light exposure increases brittleness
the dry film, making it more sensitive to damage from imprope
handling.)

Excessive hold times between develop-
ment and etching.

Follow supplier recommendation for hold times. (Some resists
are more sensitive to this particular hold time. Excessive hold
times increase the probability of damage due to handling and
storage.)

Ammoniacal etcher replenishment chamber
out of control.

Check pH of etchant. Make sure replenishment chamber is we
vented (ammonia is a very good stripper).

Wrong resist for ammoniacal etching. Check supplier’s specification to verify that resist is compat
with etchant.

Resist actually damaged before etcher. See Section 9.2.1 D.
Figure 9–5 Resist breakdown and lifting during etching
 Figure 9–6 Resist breakdown, edge lifting, and under-
plating during pattern electroplate operation
9-5
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9.2.1 Common Problems of Dry Film Photoresist (continued)

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Resist breakdown,
edge lifting and
under-plating dur-
ing pattern elec-
troplate operation.
(See Figure 9–6.)

Inadequate prelamination cleaning, causing
poor adhesion to electroless copper.

Clean panels prior to dry film lamination either by mechanical
scrub or chemical clean. (See Section 8.1.) Panels should pass
water-break test. Immerse a cleaned panel in water, withdraw
and determine if it holds a film of water for 15-25 seconds. Sur-
face after cleaning should be slightly acidic (from a 5% sulfuric
acid dip during the cleaning/scrubbing process). (Also see 9.2.1
E.)

Improper dry film lamination - speed, tem-
perature and pressure.

Monitor lamination conditions. Set lamination conditions per
dry film supplier specifications.

Underexposure. Use a density step tablet to establish exposure conditions and
set per dry film supplier’s recommendations. (Maintain the
exposure condition with one step of the recommended step tab-
let reading.)

Overdevelopment. Continuously monitor development condition. Set temperature,
concentration and conveyor speed per supplier’s recommenda-
tions. Use the resist breakpoint in the development chamber as
an ongoing process control.

Out-of-control hot soak cleaner in the
preplate cleaning line - high temperature,
high concentration and/or long immersion
times. Incompatible cleaner.

Establish cleaning condition per dry film data sheet and data
sheet from supplier of hot soak cleaner.

Out-of-control electro-cleaner - high con-
centration, high temperature, long immer-
sion time and/or current density.

Control per dry film data sheet and supplier of the electro-
cleaner. (Monitor this process daily.)

Incompatible antitarnish for resist. Verify that antitarnish at end of electroless copper line is com-
patible with resist per supplier’s recommendations. Make sure
antitarnish is compatible with plating line hot soak cleaning.

Excessive micro-etch. Adjust plating line micro-etch per dry film supplier’s recom-
mendations.

Resist lifting during gold plating. See Section 10.6.4 K.

Poor adhesion to unscrubbed electroless
copper.

Make sure electroless copper line has adequate rinses and an
acid bath to ensure neutralization of copper surface. (See resist
vendor recommendations.)
9-6
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December 1997 IPC-PE-740
9.2.1 General Problems of Dry Film Photoresist (continued)

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Copper-to-copper
peelers after pat-
tern plating. (See
Figure 9–7.)

Inadequate preplate cleaning prior to cop-
per pattern plating.

Establish the proper preplate cleaning process. Dry film suppli-
ers recommend:
• Hot soak cleaner
• Micro-etch
• Acid dip
The acid dip generally consists of 10% sulfuric acid. Sufficient
rinsing is required between each process tank. No rinse is
required between the sulfuric acid dip and acid copper sulfate
plating bath. Control of the micro-etch is critical in eliminating
peelers. This solution is required to provide a virgin copper sur
face for electroplating. Concentration, temperature and immer-
sion time in the micro-etch bath are critical. (Also see Sections
8.2 and 10.1.1.)

Electro-cleaning process out-of-control—
short immersion time and/or low current
density.

Establish proper process conditions per supplier’s recommenda
tions. (Monitor the process and train operators in process con-
trol.)

Excessive hold time between dry film
lamination and development.

Schedule production to minimize the hold time between lamina
tion and development. (Increased time in the mild etching solu-
tion or in the electro-cleaner may be needed for panels with
hold times or more than one week between lamination and
development.) (See Example 9–1)

Underdevelopment. Adjust development speed for proper breakpoint. Verify prope
development chemistry.

Overdevelopment. Adjust developer breakpoint per supplier’s recommendations.
Check developer concentration, pH and temperature.

Insufficient developer rinsing. Check rinse spray nozzles, pressure and water temperature.
Figure 9–7 Copper-to-copper peelers after pattern plating
 Figure 9–8 Skip plating
9-7
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9.2.1 Common Problems of Dry Film Photoresist (continued)

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Skip and step
plating in the
developed-out
circuit pattern.
(See Figure 9–8.)

Polymerized resist residue in the
developed-out circuit pattern.

Inspect phototool for scratches, nicks and cuts in the circuit
image. Add opaque borders to the phototool to prevent exposur
of the resist at the panel edge. (Exposed resist extending beyon
the edge of the panel will chip and flake during development
and redeposit back into the circuit pattern.)

Unpolymerized resist residue in the circuit
pattern.

Establish correct breakpoint in the developer per dry film sup-
plier’s recommendations. Both under- and overdevelopment can
cause step plating. (Also see Sections 9.2.1.C, 9.2.1.G.)

Shop oil and fingerprints not removed
from board during preplate cleaning.

Establish optimum hold time in the hot soak cleaner during
preplate cleaning. (Temperature, concentration and immersion
time should be controlled per supplier recommendations.)

Touch-up ink spillover into the circuit pat-
tern.

Train operators in the proper procedure for applying touch-up
ink to the developed resist image. Use touch-up ink per suppli-
er’s recommendation. (Some inks require UV cure and others a
thermal bake to prevent seepage into the developed-out circuit
pattern.)

Plating defects (such as pits, rough plating,
etc.) from panel copper plating may lead
to resist adherence in crevices.

Inspect parts prior to photoresist lamination. Possible rework
method is to redevelop at 2X development speed. For small
areas, try touch-up with Q-tip and 1/2 concentration developer.
May require complete reprocessing - scrub bare board. Investi-
gate plating process to resolve original problem. (See Section
10.2.)
9-8
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9.2.1 Common Problems of Dry Film Photoresist (continued)

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Photoresist resi-
due on the board
after stripping.
(See Figure 9–9.)

Short stripping time. Establish optimum strip time with boards processed through
print-and-etch or pattern plating. (Adjust the strip time with
increased loading of the stripper solution. The optimum strip
time will generally change with different resist types and thick-
nesses. Inspect first article for adequate stripping.)

Over-plating during pattern plating. Increase thickness of dry film to prevent over-plating. Improv
method for controlling current density during pattern plating to
prevent over-plating. (See Section 10.0.) Increase time in strip
per solution (consider a presoak of boards in stripper prior to a
fresh stripper bath). Investigate alternate stripping chemistry.

Excessive exposure of developed resist to
white lights.

Store panels in yellow- light areas prior to pattern plating. Mini
mize hold time between pattern plating and stripping. Increase
strip time.

Baking of the resist after development. Eliminate or minimize bake time and temperature. Increase
time.

Wrong stripper chemistry. Investigate alternate stripping chemistry based on dry film su
plier’s recommendations.

Stripper solution out-of-control – spent
stripper, low temperature, short immersion
time.

Establish process controls per supplier’s recommendations
(monitor process to ensure control). Inspect first article for
adequate stripping.

Redeposition of stripped resist. Replace stripper bath, clean out immersion tank or spray un
Improve filtration method of stripper bath. Control stripper
chemistry per supplier’s recommendations. Aqueous and semi
aqueous resists require adequate rinsing immediately after pa
els are removed from the stripping solution. Solvent resist
requires a clean rinse in the stripper chemistry prior to existing
solvent stripping equipment.

Excess hold time between lamination of
the photoresist and subsequent stripping of
the resist.

Reduce throughput time; improve scheduling.
Figure 9–9 Photoresist residue on board
9-9
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9-
Example 9–1 Improvement in Photoresist Imaging

• Problem
Excessive scrap is produced in the production of
multilayer boards

• Goal
Reduce scrap and increase yield

• Identification of problem’s cause
The scrap boards from a full week’s production
were analyzed to determine the exact causes of fail-
ure.
Defect Analysis (Pareto)
Last week = 185 non-conforming (scrap)
11 Due to drill misregistration
85 Inner layer Image Problems
55 Outer Layer Image Problems
30 Layer to Layer Misregistration
Conclusion: Concentrate efforts on reviewing pro-
cess for forming conductors

• Process Analysis
A process flow diagram was drawn for whole multi-
layer process. The problem solving task group
jointly decided whether each process step was sig-
nificant to solving the problem or insignificant. For
innerlayer conductor formation these steps were
considered significant: surface prep, photoresist
lamination, photo imaging, etching

• Process Review
The various controlling parameters for each of the
above steps were listed. From this list cause and
effect diagrams were constructed.
10
Each member of the problem solving team ranked
each lamination parameter from 1 to 10. The param-
eters that receive high group scores were considered
for further study (group value higher than 6).
The seven parameters chosen for resist lamination
are: speed, pressure, temperature, surface of rolls,
space of rolls, rate, resist type

• Controlled Experiments
A fractional factorial design experiment was con-
structed with the seven chosen variables. The
response chosen was the number of anomalies per
board.
Results of experiment found 3 factors to be most
significant of various levels:
Speed 1.5 meters/min vs. 2.5 m/min
Temperature 110°C vs. 60°C
Pressure 2.0 bar vs. 1.0 bar
A confirmation run (or sanity check) involving test-
ing the worse parameters verified the above results

• The next experiment run was a full factorial of the
three significant process steps designed and run.
The results were used to set the exact levels for
each step

• Path forward
—set up SPC charts for newly identified parameters
—monitor yield after changes
—review and test next important process step, sur-
face prep, photoimaging, etching
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9.2.2 Total Aqueous Resist

Develop in a 1% solution of sodium or potassium carbonate
and strip in a 1-3% solution of sodium/potassium hydroxide
or a solution containing an ethanolamine. (See Example 9–2.)
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A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incomplete devel-
opment of unex-
posed resist.

Underdevelopment. Establish proper development conditions per dry film supplier
recommendations.

Wrong chemistry. Establish proper developer makeup procedure per dry film sup
plier’s data sheet.

Low solution temperature. Establish temperature per dry film data sheet. Measure soluti
temperature and calibrate temperature readout of developing
equipment.

Spent developer solution. Dump spent solution and replace with fresh makeup. Monitor
the breakpoint and adjust with increased loading of resist.
Check feed and bleed system for correct operation.

Plugged spray nozzles in the developing
unit.

Inspect, clean and/or replace defective nozzles, as required, du
ing routine maintenance of the developing equipment.

Excess anti-foam. Limit the addition of anti-foam to approximately 0.25 ml/liter a
any one time. (Excessive foaming shortly after an anti-foam
addition may be caused by mechanical problems with the equip
ment. Check for cracks in the piping leading to the pump or
pump housing unit.)

Low spray pressure. Monitor pump spray pressure and maintain per equipment
manufacturer’s recommendation.

Hard water used for make-up chemistry. Use demineralized water for make-up to avoid precipitation.
Refer to IPC-AC-62, Section II on water hardness.

Phototool improperly developed (low
Dmax).

Expose and develop Diazo per supplier’s recommendation
(underdevelopment gives this problem.) (Also see Section 3.0.)
9-11
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Example 9-2 Solvent to Aqueous Conversion of Innerlayer Imaging Processes

• Problem:
Conversion of innerlayer imaging process from sol-
vent to aqueous basis risks yield reduction through
resist lift/failure in ammoniacal etcher

• Goal:
Establish initial imaging process set points offering
maximum resist survival probabilities through
existing ammoniacal etch process, consistent with
established finished line width parameters and
minimum dislocation of established (successful)
image-area operating practices.

• Parameter Diagnostics:
New process for this shop, so no internal historical
data existed.

• Measurement System Evaluation:
A special 18 x 24 test panel artwork was designed
with 280 25.4 x 25.4 mm pattern blocks per side of 5
mil lines and spaces in alternating orientations. To
reduce opportunities for error in limited-duration
test, one inspector made all judgments as to ‘‘Sur-
vival’’ (defined as no visible evidence of resist deg-
radation after the first etching pass at a two-ounce
etch rate, when examined through a 5-power illumi-
nated hand lens). In blind repeat tests on separate
days repeatability was judged acceptable.

• Variable Selection:
For the purpose of this initial study, etch conditions
were to be considered ‘‘fixed.’’ Experience from
similar conversions elsewhere was considered an
adequate basis for key variable selection at this pre-
liminary stage. These variables were:

Photoresist Exposure Level (mj)
Developer Breakpoint (conveyor speed)
Hold time (develop through etch, days)

• Optimization:
Using the listed variables and a commercially avail-
able designed experimentation program, a 17-run
experiment was performed at the set points shown
below, with the results indicated.

ETCH SURVIVAL EVALUATION

Controlled Characteristic

Run Expose Develop Holdtime Survival

1 80.00 4.000 0.000 0.8380

2 120.000 4.000 0.000 0.9640

3 160.00 4.000 0.000 0.9950

4 80.00 8.000 0.000 0.9880

5 120.00 8.000 0.000 0.9890

6 160.00 8.000 0.000 0.9980

7 80.00 12.000 0.000 1.0000

8 120.00 12.000 0.000 0.9980

9 160.00 12.000 0.000 1.0000

10 80.00 4.000 4.000 0.2250

11 120.00 4.000 4.000 0.6820

12 160.00 4.000 4.000 0.8410

13 80.00 8.000 4.000 0.7890

14 160.00 4.000 4.000 0.9520

15 80.00 12.000 4.000 0.9930

16 120.00 12.000 4.000 0.9980

17 160.00 12.000 4.000 1.0000
9-12
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Example 9-2 Solvent to Aqueous Conversion of Innerlayer Imaging Processes (continued)

MAXIMUM SURVIVAL

Value
Maximum Factors Lower

Limit
Upper
Limit

160. Expose 80.00 160.0

12.0 Develop 4.000 12.00

0.00 Holdtime 0.000 4.00

Characteristics

1.17 Survival

Starting factor values: 120.0, 8.000, 2.000

• Analysis/Discussion
The results support the contention of aqueous
resist manufacturers that, in the absence of flex,
maximum chemical resistance is achieved at high
exposure levels and a relatively late (75% in this
case) breakpoint, with minimum delays in process.
Survival is not the only requirement of an imaged
line, however. Line width considerations and
controllability of the develop step itself prompted a
slight retreat from the conditions insuring
maximum survivability to those achieving an
acceptable line width and reasonable process
delays, while still potentially yielding 100%
survival.

• Parameter Control
The existing solvent-based imaging process had
adequate corresponding controls in place for
exposure level and hold times. Developer
breakpoint control was reinforced through
additional operator training and increased
frequency of breakpoint checks, with results
recorded at specified intervals.

• Conclusions
Optimizing a process often involves a compromise
between competing maxima. In this case, an
‘‘X-Stat’’ designed experiment was used to define
the limits of the process ‘‘window’’ which per-
mitted us to set conditions which allowed both
100% survival of a 0.11 mm innerlayer line and
acceptable line reproduction of a 0.11 mm inner-
layer and acceptable line reproduction and process
delay times. This resulted in setpoints of:
120 millijoule exposure
65% ± 10% breakpoint
2 day maximum (post develop) hold times

Lowering the pH of the rinse following the
replenisher section was found to have a positive
effect on resist survival in marginal cases.
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9.2.2 Total Aqueous Resist (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Photoresist image
soft, dull in
appearance, and
easily damaged
after develop-
ment. (See Figure
9–10.)

Underexposure. Use density step tablet to establish optimum exposure conditi
per dry film data sheet.

Elevated solution temperature. Control solution temperature per supplier’s specification.(All
aqueous resists do not develop at the same temperature.)

Incorrect developing solution makeup –
solution more concentrated than recom-
mended or different chemicals used in pre-
paring the 1% makeup.

Make up solution per the dry film data sheet; analyze freshly
made up solution to monitor makeup procedure and monitor
solution pH.

Overdevelopment. Establish proper development condition with recommended
breakpoint. (Monitor development breakpoint as a process con-
trol. Adjust conveyor speed to maintain a consistent breakpoint.

No hold time between exposure and devel-
opment.

Enforce supplier’s recommended hold time (if required);
increase the exposure level to reduce the dependence on a hol
time for in-line processing.

Premature lifting of polyester coversheet
during board trimming or handling.

Instruct operators to develop panel and rework panel through
prelamination cleaning and lamination.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Resist breakdown
during pattern
plating. (See
Figure 9–11.)

Hot, mildly alkaline soak cleaner in the
pre-plate cleaning line.

Replace with recommended acid cleaner per dry film supplier’s
recommendation. (Also see Section 9.2.3.3.)

Long immersion time, high concentration
and/or high temperature of the hotsoak
cleaner in the pre-plate cleaning line.

Obtain the recommended list of cleaners and operating condi-
tions for use with the total aqueous dry films from supplier.
(Hot acid cleaners are preferable.)

Out of control electro-cleaner in the pre-
plate cleaning line: high temperature, high
current density, high concentration, and/or
long immersion time.

Control electro-cleaner for proper activation of the exposed cop
per surface without stripping the resist image. (Aqueousresists
have a narrow process window in this cleaning solution.) Establish
operating conditions per the supplier’s data sheet.
Figure 9−10 Photoresist image soft, dull in appearance
9-14
Figure 9−11 Resist breakdown during pattern plating
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9.2.2 Total Aqueous Resist (continued)

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incomplete strip-
ping. (See Figure
9–12.)

Wrong chemistry. Establish optimum stripping chemistry per dry film supplier’s
data sheet and in-house testing.

Low solution temperature. Maintain solution temperature per supplier’s recommendation.
Calibrate temperature controller and monitor solution tempera-
ture.

Spent solution. Establish stripper loading capacity and schedule changeover to
fresh solution. Monitor loading of stripper chemistry and
enforce necessary process controls per supplier’s recommenda-
tion.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Redeposition of
stripped resist
back onto the
circuit pattern.
(See Figure 9–13.)

Insufficient water rinsing after stripping. Increase the water pressure and length of rinse chamber after
stripping. Dump spent solution and replace with fresh makeup;
inspect and clean or replace water rinse nozzles as required.

Inadequate filtration of stripper solution. Improve solution filtration method; change filters frequently; u
solution overflow wire to trap large particles of stripped resist;
investigate available equipment designed to remove resist par-
ticles.

Wrong chemistry. Utilize stripper chemistry per supplier’s recommendation.

Panels dry between strip solution and the
water rinse.

Eliminate dead space and venting between the strip chamber
and the rinse chamber in conveyorized equipment. Minimize the
hold time between the strip tank and water rinse when manually
stripping in a deep soak tank; flood the stripped board surface
with water immediately after the panel leaves the hot stripping
solution.

Incorrect stripping breakpoint (stripping
time not long enough).

Verify that stripper breakpoint is 50% or less.
Figure 9−12 Incomplete stripping
 Figure 9−13 Redeposition of stripped resist
9-15
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9.2.3 Semi-Aqueous Resist

Develop in an alkaline solution containing a water-miscib
solvent and strip in the same type of chemistry with hi
pH and an elevated temperature. (See Example 9–2.)
ing

st
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et.
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A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incomplete devel-
opment.

Underdevelopment. Establish proper development conditions per supplier recom-
mendations; developer breakpoint should occur between 25-50%
of the developer chamber.

Incomplete developer solution makeup. Makeup per dry film data sheet and establish proper monitor
procedure.

Low solution temperature. Set solution temperature per dry film data sheet and calibrate
equipment temperature controller.

Spent developer solution. Change spent solution; establish solution life based upon resi
thickness and dry film usage. Establish schedule for changeove
of developer solution to prevent excessive loading - or install a
feed and bleed system to maintain the bath.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Photoresist image
soft and easily
damaged after
development.

Underexposure. Use density step tablet to establish proper exposure level per
dry film data sheet.

Elevated temperature and/or increased
strength of developing solution.

Set developer temperature per supplier recommendation. Mea-
sure temperature of working solution with thermometer and cali-
brate temperature controller. Measure pH of developer solution
and establish proper procedure for developer makeup.

Overdevelopment. Establish development condition per dry film data sheet. Moni-
tor breakpoint between 25-50% of the length of the developer
chamber.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Breakdown and
under-plating dur-
ing pattern plat-
ing.

Hot alkaline cleaner in the pre-plate clean-
ing line.

Replace alkaline cleaner with neutral or hot acid cleaner as the
hot soak cleaner prior to the micro-etch. (Install hot soak
cleaner per dry film data sheet. Hot alkaline cleaners will act as
resist strippers for semi-aqueous and total aqueous dry film
resists. These cleaners should be avoided.)

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incomplete strip-
ping.

Wrong stripper chemistry. Use recommended strippers per supplier and dry film data she

Low solution temperature. Control temperature per supplier’s recommendation.

Spent stripper chemistry. Establish stripper loading capacity and schedule changeover t
fresh solution. Monitor loading of stripper chemistry and
enforce necessary process controls per supplier’s recommenda-
tion.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Redeposition of
stripped resist
back onto the
circuit pattern.

Insufficient water rinsing after stripping. Increase the water pressure and length of rinse chamber afte
stripping. Dump spent solution and replace with fresh makeup;
inspect and clean or replace water rinse nozzles as required.

Inadequate filtration of stripper solution. Improve solution filtration method; change filters frequently; u
solution overflow wire to trap large particles of stripped resist;
investigate available equipment designed to remove resist par-
ticles.

Wrong chemistry. Utilize stripper chemistry per supplier’s recommendation.
9-16
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9.2.4 Solvent Resist

Develop in 1,1,1-trichloroethane and strip in methyle
chloride blend.
ed
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Photoresist scum
after develop-
ment.

Water in the solvent. Analyze incoming solvent for water content. Inspect dryer for
adequate removal of water from the solvent before it enters the
developing unit. Eliminate seepage of water into the clean sol-
vent chamber from the water rinse chamber. Sample solvent
periodically and analyze for water content; review analytical
results with solvent supplier.

Improper solvent temperature. Maintain developing solution at 18.3°C ± 5, or as recommend
by dry film supplier.

Contaminated incoming solvent. Sample incoming solvent and analyze for water content and
purity of the 1,1,1- trichloroethane. Review results with solvent
supplier.

Dissolved resist in the clean solvent rinse
chamber. (The clean solvent chamber
functions as a rinse for the board prior to
the water rinse.)

Increase flow rate of clean solvent into the clean rinse. Check
rollers between chambers and adjust to minimize seepage into
the clean solvent chamber.

Rinse water temperature too high. Maintain temperature under 21°C.
Figure 9–14 Photoresist scum after development
9-17
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9.3 LIQUID PHOTORESIST

A photosensitive liquid photoresist can be applied to
clean copper surface for printing of the desired circuit p
tern. Application methods include dip coating, controlle
withdrawal, flow coating, roller coating, spray coating, an
whirl or spin coat. After application and drying (if recom
mended) the artwork circuit pattern is printed in the res
through exposure to UV light. During development th
unexposed areas are washed out. The remaining exp
image functions as an etch or plating resist and is sub
quently stripped from the board.

Negative and positive resists are available. Negative res
utilize the exposed resist image for etching and platin
Positive resists use the unexposed image for plating
etching. Negative and positive working resists also differ
the required developing and stripping chemistries. Negat
resists are generally solvent-based while positive res
require alkaline aqueous processing.

9.3.1 Common Problems of Liquid Photoresist
i-

-

k

er
-
-

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Resist breakdown
in plating.

Non-uniform resist thickness. Follow supplier’s recommendation for application of
photoresists. (Control viscosity, temperature, etc., of the liquid
for uniform coating. Establish optimum conditions for applica-
tion per supplier recommendations.)

Incomplete drying after application. Dry per supplier’s recommendation.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Line width reduc-
tion or inability to
develop out unex-
posed resist.
(See 9.2.1 C.)

Underdevelopment. Establish proper development conditions per supplier’s data
sheet. (Monitor temperature of developer solution and time.)

Elevated drying temperature. Monitor convection or infrared drying oven and set per suppl
er’s recommendation.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Photoresist image
damage during
development
(Image lifting
and/or ragged
circuit lines after
development).

Underexposure. Establish proper exposure setting per supplier’s recommenda
tion. (Density step tablets provide ongoing process control.)

Overdevelopment. Establish proper development conditions per supplier’s data
sheet. (Time, temperature and concentration of the developing
solution are critical process parameters which must be con-
trolled.)

Elevated developer temperature. Monitor temperature and control per data sheet.

Inadequate surface preparation prior to
application of liquid photoresist.

Inspect panels prior to resist application for a clean water brea
test. (A clean panel should hold a continuous film of water for
15 to 25 seconds. Establish proper board cleaning conditions p
the equipment manufacturer’s recommendation. Proper mainte
nance of the cleaning unit is required to ensure adequate clean
ing of copper panels prior to resist application.) (Also see
Section 8.0.)

Insufficient application and drying of
resist.

Adjust application method and control drying per supplier’s rec-
ommendations. Control viscosity/solids content, temperature,
etc., for uniform coating thickness.
9-18
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9.3.1 Common Problems of Liquid Photoresist (continued)

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Resist breakdown
and lifting during
etching. (See
9.2.1 E.)

Inadequate surface preparation. Inspect panels prior to resist application for a clean water br
test. (A clean panel should hold a continuous film of water for
15 to 25 seconds. Establish proper board cleaning conditions p
the equipment manufacturer’s recommendation. Proper mainte-
nance of the cleaning unit is required to ensure adequate clean
ing of copper panels prior to resist application.) (Also see
Section 8.0.)

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Resist breakdown,
edge lifting and
underplating dur-
ing pattern plat-
ing. (See 9.3.1 D.)

Underexposure. Use density step tablet to monitor exposure conditions and se
per supplier’s recommendation. (Maintain exposure condition
within one step of the recommended step tablet reading.)

Overdevelopment. Establish proper development conditions per supplier’s data
sheet. (Time, temperature and concentration of the developing
solution are critical process parameters which must be con-
trolled.)

Out-of-control hot soak cleaner in the
preplate line - high temperature, high con-
centration and long immersion times.

Establish cleaning conditions per photoresist data sheet and ho
soak cleaner data sheet.

Out-of-control electro-cleaner in the
preplate line - high temperature, high con-
centration, long immersion time and/or
high current density.

Establish cleaning conditions per photoresist data sheet and su
plier of electro-cleaner data sheet. (Monitor this process daily.)

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Copper-to-copper
peelers after pat-
tern plating. (See
Figure 9-7.)

Inadequate preplate cleaning prior to cop-
per pattern plating.

Establish proper preplate cleaning process. Recommended
preplate cleaning includes: Hot soak cleaner Micro-etch Acid
dip. The acid dip generally consists of 10% sulfuric acid. Suffi-
cient rinsing is required between each soak cleaner. No rinse is
required between the sulfuric acid soak and acid copper sulfate
bath. Control of the micro-etch is critical in eliminating peelers.
This solution is required to provide a virgin copper surface for
electro-plating. Concentration, temperature, and immersion time
in the micro-etch bath are critical. (Also see Sections 8.2 and
10.1.1.)

Electro-cleaning process out-of-control –
short immersion time and/or low current
density.

Establish cleaning conditions per photoresist data sheet and su
plier of electro-cleaner data sheet. (Monitor this process daily
and train operators in process control.)

Excessive hold time between resist appli-
cation and development.

Schedule production to minimize hold time. (Increase time in
the micro- etch bath or in the electro-cleaner.)
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9.3.1 Common Problems of Liquid Photoresist (continued)

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Skip plating in the
developed-out cir-
cuit pattern.

Polymerized resist residue in the
developed-out circuit pattern.

Inspect phototool for scratches, nicks and cuts in the circuit
image.

Unpolymerized resist residue in the circuit
pattern.

Establish proper development conditions per supplier’s recom-
mendations. (Establish optimum developer solution concentra-
tion, temperature and time.)

Shop oil and fingerprints not removed
from board during preplate cleaning.

Establish optimum hold time in the hot soak cleaner during
preplate cleaning. Temperature, concentration and immersion
time should be controlled per supplier’s recommendation. (Also
see Section 8.2.)

Touch-up ink spillover into the circuit pat-
tern.

Train operators in the proper procedure for applying touch-up
ink. Use touch-up ink per supplier’s recommendation. (Some
inks require UV cure and others a thermal bake to prevent seep
age into the developed-out circuit pattern.)

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Photoresist resi-
due on the board
after stripping.

Short immersion time. Establish optimum strip time and monitor process. (Adjust the
strip time with increased loading of the stripper solution. Inspect
first article for adequate stripping.)

Excessive bake temperature after develop-
ment.

Monitor baking temperature and adjust per supplier’s recom-
mendation. Increase strip time.

Wrong stripper chemistry. Strip in chemistry specified by photoresist data sheet.

Stripper solution out-of-control - spent
stripper, low temperature, short immersion
time.

Establish process controls per supplier’s recommendations
(monitor process to ensure control). Inspect first article for
adequate stripping.

Redeposition of stripped resist. Replace stripper bath; clean out immersion tank or spray unit
Improve filtration method of stripper bath. Control stripper
chemistry per supplier’s recommendations.
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9.4 SCREEN PRINTED RESIST

The resist image can be transferred to a clean copper s
face through a screen stencil of the desired circuit patte
The liquid ink is forced through open areas in the screen
form the desired circuit pattern on the copper surface. T
screen is then removed and the resist image cured. UV a
thermal cure resist systems are available. The UV type is
100% solids system that requires exposure to strong U
light for curing. The thermal type requires a high tempera
ture bake to drive off solvents and cure.

9.4.1 Common Problems of Screen Printed Resist
.

-

’s data

.

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Shadows or ghost
on screened
boards. (See Fig-
ure 9-15.)

Excessive flow of ink under stencil while
printing.

Adjust pressure and angle of squeegee to reduce ink lay down

Improper technique. Flood (flow coat only) immediately before printing.

Screen fabric too coarse. Use proper fabric as recommended by ink supplier.

Inadequate stencil cavity. Change from direct to direct/indirect stencil.

Excessive ink lay down. Minimize deposit with proper squeegee hardness, angle, pres
sure, flooding, etc.

Screen moves due to incorrect breaking of
work.

Sharpen squeegee to shear ink. Increase off-contact distance
(snap-off distance). Adjust screen tension (note - this can only
be done during the screen making process).

Poorly mixed ink. Follow supplier’s recommendation for mixing.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Ink deposit too
heavy.

Screen fabric too coarse. Use supplier recommended fabric. (For stainless steel, make
sure percent open area and wire diameter are correct.)

Squeegee too soft or not sharp. Select squeegee durometer and sharpness per ink supplier
sheet.

Squeegee angle too low. Increase angle (more vertical).

Excessive ink applied to screen during
flood stroke (flow coat).

Adjust flood bar to apply only minimum amount of ink to
screen.

Squeegee pressure during print stroke too
low.

Adjust pressure for desired thickness.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Bubbles in the
screen printed
image. (See Figure
9-16.)

Contaminated screen. Use virgin screen.

Screen fabric coarse. Use supplier recommended fabric. (For stainless steel, make
sure percent open area and wire diameter are correct.)

Excessive print speeds. Use lower viscosity ink, different technique or different fabric
Slow down print speed if possible.

Old ink, shelf life exceeded. Change to newer lot number. Improve inventory rotation.
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9.4.1 Common Problems of Screen Printed Resist (contin

Figure 9−15 Shadows or ghosts
9-22
Figure 9−16 Bubbles in screen printed image
.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Large voids in the
resist image (fish
eyes or craters).

Contaminated panel. Clean panel. Recheck preparation and panel handling prior to
screening.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Ink runs through
screen. (See
Figure 9-17.)

Screen fabric too coarse. Use supplier recommended fabric.

Screen left flooded for long periods of
time.

See supplier’s recommendation in data sheet for maximum flood
period.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Slow break away
on printing. (See
Figure 9–18.)

Viscosity of ink too great. Stabilize ink at room temperature. Use lower viscosity ink.

Insufficient off-contact (snap-off distance). Increase peel-off on presses equipped with automatic peel-off

Old ink beyond shelf life. Change to newer lot number. Improve inventory rotation.

Print speed too fast or surface area too
great.

Slow down print speed. Use larger screen frame for panel size,
to improve peel-off.

Too much ink lay down. Use finer mesh screen. Use harder squeegee.
Figure 9−17 Ink runs through screen
 Figure 9−18 Slow break away on printing
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9.4.1 Common Problems of Screen Printed Resist (continued)

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive
pinholing of
screened resist
during pattern
plating. (See
Figure 9-19.)

Viscosity too high to permit flowing of
resist.

Adjust viscosity per supplier’s recommendation.

Viscosity too low for dry cycle (thermal
type).

Monitor dry cycle and adjust per supplier’s recommendation.

Inadequate surface preparation prior to
screen printing.

Make sure that surface of copper is free of all contaminants,
particularly those which might be volatilized during curing.
(Utilize water break test as defined in 9.2.1 D.)

Incompatibility between ink and plating
bath.

Consult product data sheet and suppliers for ink and bath com
patibility.

Current density too high. Recalculate required current density and monitor during plati

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Bleeding of plat-
ing resist onto
conductors and/or
lands. (See Figure
9–20.)

Screen tension too loose. Follow manufacturer’s recommendation for screen tension.

Improper blotting of screen. Follow screen ink supplier’s recommendation.

Screen image clearance around pads too
small.

Measure stencil and artwork and replace as required.

Screen too close to work. Increase space as required in supplier’s data sheet.

Screening area too warm. Maintain screen room between 21 and 24°C or as recomme
by screen ink supplier.
Figure 9−19 Excessive pinholing
 Figure 9−20 Bleeding of plating resist onto conductors
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9.4.1 Common Problems of Screen Printed Resist (continued)

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Very small voids
in conductor pat-
terns, going
through copper
foil to substrate.
(See Figure 9-21.)

Small unwashed spots on screen which
produce voids in the screened image, thus
allowing etch out of copper.

Clean screen. Verify screen prior to release over light table.
Verify each screen setup by screening on white paper and
inspecting over a light table.

K PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Ragged line
definition. (See
Figure 9–22.)

Poor stencil image, worn or improperly
made.

Fabricate new screen using direct/indirect combination.

Poor line definition in the original artwork. Correct artwork and remake screen.
Figure 9−21 Very small voids
9-24
Figure 9−22 Ragged line definition
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9.4.1 Common Problems of Screen Printing Resist (continued)

L PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Ink soft and easily
marred. (See
Figure 9–23.)

Improper curing. Adjust oven temperature or UV cure speed per supplier’s
recommendations.

Too heavy ink deposit. Reduce thickness as required.

Poor surface preparation (poor image
adhesion).

Review surface preparation method and handling prior to scree
printing.

M PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Resist failure in
etching.

Improper curing or too heavy an ink
deposit.

Adjust as required per supplier’s recommendation.

Incompatibility with etching solution
(alkaline).

Check compatibility in supplier’s data sheet and change etchan
or ink as required.

Poor adhesion due to inadequate surface
preparation.

Verify panels passed the water break test after normal surface
preparation. Review surface preparation method and handling
prior to screen printing.
Figure 9−23 Ink soft and easily marred
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9.4.1 Common Problems of Screen Printed Resist (continued)

N PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Resist softens
during plating
cycle and/or plat-
ing occurs on
resist.

Inadequate cure cycle for resist. Review and adjust cure cycle per manufacturer’s recommen
tions. (Also see 9.4.1 Q.)

Alkaline cleaner in use prior to electroplat-
ing.

Switch to acid cleaner.

Solvent in preclean solution. Contact preclean supplier for assistance. Change preclean to
non-solvent type.

Preclean parameters incorrect (too high
temperature or cycle too long).

Adjust preclean parameters per ink manufacturer recommenda
tions.

PH of plating bath out of balance (too
high).

Check bath and adjust.

Ink incompatible with plating cycle. Evaluate alternate plating resist ink for compatibility with elec
troplating process.

P PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Resist residue
remaining on the
board surface
after stripping.

Incompatible stripping solution. Use chemistry per ink supplier’s data sheet.

Spray pressure in conveyorized unit too
high.

Reduce spray pressure in chamber; add more nozzles at cham
ber entrance.

Saturated stripping solution and/or plugged
nozzles.

Monitor solution loading and conduct preventative maintenance
with careful inspection of spray nozzles. Improve filtration sys-
tem. Change out bath if saturated.

Low solution temperature. Adjust as specified on data sheet.

Ink is trapped by overplated copper (espe-
cially small, surrounded areas of resist).

Presoak boards to soften and remove the bulk of the resist, the
strip normally. Investigate alternate stripper chemistry that will
better dissolve the ink. Optimize copper plating process to mini
mize overplating. (See Section 10.2.)

Over-cured resist. Adjust cure cycle per supplier recommendations.

Q PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Non-uniform or
inadequate cure
on boards (result-
ing in plating or
etching problems).

Poor oven air circulation or inadequate
exhaust (thermal cure).

Improve air circulation and exhaust (clean inlet and outlet, open
damper, check for adequate operation of blower). Space board
further apart to compensate.

UV reactor bulbs old, reflectors dirty, etc. Check lamp output using a radiometer (should be done regu
larly). Clean the system.

R PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Skips or voids in
print.

Resist not completely filling openings in
mesh.

Use finer mesh screen. Use harder squeegee. Print with squee
gee at an angle to circuitry (snowplow). Use flood stroke before
printing.

S PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Step plating
(swirled pattern
in copper) of
printed resist
panels in copper
electroplate.

Ink not properly cured. See 9.4.1.Q.

Panels were stacked together immediately
after curing (especially UV) before being
allowed to cool completely.

Change procedure to prevent stacking of panels after curing.

Resist leaching into plating bath. Review ink cure process. Carbon treat copper baths regularl
(See Section 10.0.)
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9.5 ELECTROPHORETICALLY DEPOSITED
PHOTORESIST

Electrodeposition of organic coatings works much like
plating process. The parts to be coated serve as one e
trode and the tank or auxiliary electrode serve as the op
sitely charged electrode. The parts to be coated
immersed into a coating tank by conveyor or progra
transfer system. The charged organic particles are elec
lytically attracted to the parts oppositely charged and a
deposited. Electrodeposition continues until sufficient co
ing thickness is applied so as to insulate the article be
finished and then the process is completed.

It follows that electrodeposited coatings can be eith
anionic or cationic in nature (see Figure 9-31). When fir
introduced in the early 1960s, commercial electrodepo
tion coatings were limited to anionic systems. The theore
cal qualities of cationic electrodeposition were recogniz
early in the development, however the existing technolo
and the complexity of the systems did not indicate ea
success for developing commercial coatings.

In cationic systems, the applied potential causes the po
tively charged polymer ions to move to the cathode. Wh
the coating is being deposited, hydrogen is simultaneou
evolved. There is no dissolution of metal from the substra
so the presence of metal ions in the coatings and the b
are avoided (refer to diagram). When applied, the cation
systems are alkaline in nature and tend to be inherent c
rosion inhibitors.

In anionic systems, oxygen gas is liberated and metal fr
the anode is dissolved with subsequent inclusion of me
ions in the deposited coating. Electrodeposited anion
coatings are acidic in nature.

Figure 9–24 Electrophoretic deposited resist illustration
c-
-
e

-

-

9.6 LASER IMAGING OF PHOTORESIST

Introduced in the late 1970s for imaging dry film photore
sists, laser imaging of photosensitive materials has beco
an accepted technology used in the printing industry. Th
technology utilizes a computer-controlled high energy las
to image these resists. Today newspapers, magazines
other printed materials are printed with plates generat
from laser-imaging equipment.

Direct laser imaging technology as first introduced woul
eliminated the need for (1) artwork-generating equipmen
and (2) conventional exposure equipment. Compute
generated circuit patterns are imaged in the dry film phot
resist without the use of production masters. Magnetic ta
containing data on the circuit pattern is transferred to th
computer controlled laser. The computer reads this data a
prints the design circuit pattern in boards laminated wit
dry film photoresist. Current laser equipment will print on
side of the board during exposure. No double-sided las
exposure units are available. Each board requires two se
rate exposures in order to image both sides. Normal d
film processing through lamination, development, plating
etching and stripping is not altered by the laser imagin
step.

Major advantages touted are increased resolution, dire
imaging without the use of artwork and increased autom
tion of the imaging process.
9-27
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10.0 ELECTROPLATING

Electroplating in the manufacture of printed wiring is us
to build up a metallic pattern on copper-clad substra
Plating acceptability is judged by plating thickness, ad
sion, ductility and the presence of inclusions, nodul
voids or cracks. Factors that affect these criteria are bo
surface preparation, board racking and handling, and s
tion filtration and control.

Problems common to all plating are grouped under
general subsection 10.1. Problems related to a spe
metal to be plated are grouped under the subsection for
metal.
se
10.1 GENERAL

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Metal-to-metal adhe-
sion failure (peelers).

Inadequate preplate cleaning process. Use hot soak cleaner to remove oils and fingerprints. U
micro-etch to remove contamination from copper surface.
Check activity (etch rate) of micro-etch. Check activity of
electro-clean.

Carry-over of wetting agents from hot soak
cleaners/insufficient rinsing.

Check rinsing procedures. Increase water flow and incor-
porate spray rinse. Increase temperature of rinse water.
Use multiple overflow rinse tanks followed by spray rinse.

Entry into plating bath without power on. Review proper plating procedure.

Excessive current density. Review proper plating procedure. Turn rectifier power
down to low setting.

Persulfate residues. Use 5-10% sulfuric acid dip after persulfate micro-etch.

Inadequate water rinsing after developing
photoresist.

Increase water spray pressure. Check for plugged nozzles
and good spray pattern. Increase water temperature to at
least 16°C.
10-1
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10.1 GENERAL (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Partial plating of cir-
cuit pattern (skip
plating/step plating).

Resist residues. Recheck resist development times and procedures. Che
density of phototool lines. Check for plugged spray
nozzles in developer unit.

Fingerprints and oils. Use hot soak cleaner in preplate cleaning process. Impro
handling procedures.

Excessive organics in plating bath. Run Hull cells on plating bath, especially copper
pyrophosphate. Carbon treat per supplier’s recommenda-
tion. Control additive level.

Touch-up ink smeared on circuit pattern. Review touch-up materials and procedures.

Underexposure of photoresist. Review exposure procedure. (See Section 9.0.)

Plating bath chemistry out of control. Run chemical analysis on plating bath and adjust per su
plier’s specifications.

Carry-over of wetting agents from hot soak
cleaner.

Increase rinse time and use spray rinse on withdrawal of
the panel.

Bleed-out of developer residuals from resist
surface.

Use 30-minute minimum hold time after development to
allow equilibration. Use low temperature bake to acceler-
ate solvent removal (10 minutes at 94°C).

Contaminated photoresist developing solu-
tion.

Increase solution regeneration, keeping the last chamber
clean.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Uneven plating thick-
ness (side-to-side).

Area not equal on both sides of cathode,
especially on boards with ground plane on
one side and circuitry on other side.

Balance area on both sides of cathode. Balance anode-to-
cathode area on each side of cathode by moving anodes.
Reverse one-half of the boards in rack to balance total
cathode areas on both sides. Consider independent side-t
side rectification.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Thin plating. Insufficient current or time in the plating
bath.

Verify areas on panel used to determine current and ensur
that proper current density and process time are being
used.

Poor electrical contact between boards and
racks or between racks and cathode bar.

Check all electrical contacts including rectifiers, panels,
etc.
10-2
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10.1 GENERAL (continued)

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Deposit distribution
poor across surface.

Poor geometric disposition of anodes with
respect to work load.

Establish variations by non-destructive thickness determi-
nations. Re-position anodes in accordance with results of
thickness tests.

Poor electrical contacts to anodes. Check each connection between anode and anode rail
using a voltmeter during operation. Clean and remake con
nections, ensuring consistent voltage drop for all anode
rail connections.

Insufficient acid for metal content. Determine acid content and increase to within supplier
recommendations.

Excess metal content for current density. Determine metals content. Dilute the bath or operate w
inert anodes until levels are within supplier recommenda-
tions. Remove soluble anodes during idle periods.

Excessive agitation. Reduce agitation.

Poor agitation pattern. Examine sparging system and adjust agitation to produc
more uniform flow over the work piece.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solution foaming. Air in pump/filter system. Overhaul the pump and pipe work to prevent air leaks.
Examine the level of liquid in the sump with respect to the
sump intake and raise level if necessary.

Excessive solution turbulence. Reduce agitation and re-design overflows to prevent ca
cading and aeration of solution.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Partial plating
‘‘Mousebites.’’

Photoresist under-exposure. See Section 9.0.

Low pressure sprays in developing, including
rinsing.

Improve spray pressure. Consult with supplier(s) of
photoresist and developing solution.

Poor drying after the developing operation,
leaving a dried on ‘‘pattern’’ on the panel.

Improve drying.

Residual anti-tarnish from electroless copper
operation.

Insure complete removal of anti-tarnish during developing.
Consult with all suppliers involved.
10-3
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10.2 COPPER ELECTROPLATING

10.2.1 General

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Voids in holes. Insufficient electroless copper. Balance electroless bath constituents. Lengthen time in
electroless bath. Lower current upon electrolytic bath entry
if sufficient thickness of electroless copper cannot be
obtained. Air bubble entrapment (improve solution and/or
panel movement to force solution through holes). (Also
see Section 7.0.)

Particles in solution. Filter bath. Spray rinse boards prior to electroplating.
Check all preplating solutions for suspended matter.

Dissolution of electroless copper. Check concentrations of pretreatment line solutions suc
as preplate acid dips. Also, do not use incompatible acid
dips, such as fluoboric acid or proprietary dry acid salts
containing nitrides or fluorides. Due to corrosive nature of
solution to copper, live entry into tank is recommended.
Parts left in copper plating bath with no current on.
Reduce time in micro- etch.

Extensive time in acid pre-dip. Reduce time.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Burned copper
deposit.

Current density too high, or uneven plating
pattern, resulting in high current density
areas on panels.

Decrease current. Optimum current density depends on
degree of agitation, board configuration and operating cur-
rent density range of proprietary brightener system in use.
Add thieving in high current density area of panel.

Poor plating bath and part agitation. Increase air flow to raise solution 25.4 to 38.1 mm abov
level at rest. Use filtered, low pressure air. Agitate cathode
bars if possible (perpendicular to panel face). Check
anode-to-cathode distance; at 30 ASF, minimum recom-
mended distance is 0.15 meters.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Nodular copper
plating.

Inadequate filtration allowing deposition of
particles from the bath.

Plating bath requires continuous filtration with a filter
capacity of 2-3 bath turnovers per hour.

Anodes not bagged or bags torn. Bag anodes and check for tears, as per supplier’s reco
mendation.

Contamination of bath. Check tank for foreign objects (i.e., boards, clips, racks,
tools, etc.). Check solutions prior to plating for suspended
particulate matter which may have been dragged in. Wash
sizing from anode bags and filter cartridges prior to use.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Pitted copper
plating.

Insufficient or non-uniform air agitation in
bath.

Increase air agitation and ensure its uniform distribution.

Grease or oil contamination. Carbon treat bath. Determine source of contamination (h
oil? grease from hoist?) and eliminate.

Improper filtration. Filter bath continuously to remove any nodules and/or par
ticles from solution.
10-4
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10.2.2 Copper Sulfate

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Burned deposits. Copper concentration too low for current
density being used.

Maintain copper sulfate level per supplier’s recommenda-
tion, or lower current density. (Add liquid copper sulfate
concentrate if available. If not, carbon purify copper sul-
fate salts prior to additions to plating tank.)

Acid content too high. Dilute bath. Maintain acidity per supplier’s recommenda-
tion.

Temperature too low. Heat solution. Optimum operating temperature generally
21-26°C.

Brightener additives out of balance. Add high current density additive component to reduce
edge burning. Add low current density additive component
to reduce burning on panel faces (circuits). Evaluate all
additive additions in test cell prior to adding to plating
tank.

Anodes too long or too many. Anodes should be 50.8-76.2 mm shorter than panels.
Tighten anode bags. Remove some anodes from solution.
Anode-to-cathode ratio should not exceed 2:1.

Insufficient solution agitation. Increase/improve agitation.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor thickness
distribution.

Poor throwing power due to: Copper content
too high; Acid content too low; Temperature
too high; Metallic contamination; or Hole
aspect ratio too high for existing conditions.

Dilute bath. Add sulfuric acid. Chill bath. Dummy plate
bath at low current density. (See 10.2.2 J.)

One side of panel heavier deposit than other. Check cathode areas - calculate per side. Balance ano
to-cathode area on each side (2:1 ratio), or reverse one-
half of the racks or boards to balance total cathode areas
on two sides. Consider dual (side-to-side) rectification.

Poor leveling. Add leveler component of additive system if available.
Increase current density. Analyze bath for chlorides; adjust
per supplier’s specification. Increase anode area. Filter
bath. Check cleaning solution prior to plating tank.

High current density areas on board. Add ‘‘thieving’’ if possible (must be within 12.7 mm of
circuit). Use anode or cathode shields to even the current
flow. Improve racking - increase contact area; use picture
frame racks or copper core racks to improve current distri-
bution.

Stagnant solution boundary layer. Increase air agitation. Check location of air spargers.

Uneven current distribution. Design anode shields to make resistance of solution mo
uniform. Check racks for points of high contact resistance.
10-5
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IPC-PE-740 December 1997

1

Example - 10-1 REDUCTION OF COPPER
THICKNESS VARIATION

• Goal: Reduce the variation of electroplated cop
thickness by 50% and establish a process capabilit
1.33 or greater.

• Parameter Diagnostics: An examination of histori
data revealed that all three common sources of va
tion were contributing to this problem. Not only w
the variation across a panel excessive (within a pie
but the variation between panels on a rack were ex
sive (piece to piece) and the thickness and varia
changes from day to day (over time). In this situati
diagnostics of the sources of variation did not red
the amount of work required but it did better define
problem.

• Measurement System Evaluation: The only throu
hole method available at this time is microsecti
Because of the time involved getting data, Beta Ba
scatter will be used to measure surface thickn
instead.

A Measurement System Evaluation per the requ
ments of PC-90 was performed where 3 differ
operators measured 10 locations on 3 separate d
The total variation in the gage was found to be l
that 20% of the tolerance window and was conside
acceptable.

• Brainstorming: A team was assembled that consis
of 3 platers, a chemist, a quality engineer, a manu
turing supervisor and 2 engineers. During the bra
storming session, the factors that are listed in Ta
10-1 were identified as possibly affecting thickne
variation.

A ranking of these variables was performed and
following factors were felt to be important by th
brainstorming team.

—Copper Concentration
—Sulfuric Acid Concentration
—Air Flow Rate
—Current Density
—Robber Geometry

—Shielding
—Racks
—Flight Bars
—Rectifier Ripple

• Initial Capability Assessment: The process un
study was panel plating of double sided boards.
our initial capability assessment, 50 panels were pla
over a period of 2 days as time became available
the plating line. Five areas on each side of the pa
were measured on Beta Backscatter and the ave
and standard deviation of those 10 readings recor
he
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Since our goal was to reduce variation, it is the sta
dard deviation across a panel that is our response. T
Average Variation was .270 mils with a standard devi
tion of .135. Since we do not have an actual specific
tion limit for this parameter, we establish a goal of .
mils variation across a panel. This results in Cpk
.56. This defines our beginning position.

• Optimization:

Using the 9 variables identified during the brainstorm
ing session, an L27 Orthogonal Array was define
using the following settings for those parameters.

Factor Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Copper
Concentration

Low Med High

Sulfuric Acid
Concentration

Low Med High

Current Density Low Med High

Robber Geometry 12.7 mm
Wide

25.4 mm
Wide

51.0 mm
Wide

Shielding None Design 1 Design 2

Racks 1 2 3

Flight Bars 1 2 3

Rectifier Ripple Low Med High

Analysis of the experimental results showed that th
significant factors were Copper Concentration, A
flow Rate, Current Density and Shielding. The othe
factors in the experiment were set using other criter
such as cost or availability.

• Confirmation and Final Capability Assessment:

After completion of the experiment, a confirmation ru
and sanity check was performed. All factors except t
4 found to be significant were held at their normal lev
els.

Confirmation Run Sanity Check

Copper Concentration High Low

Air Flow Rate High Low

Current Density High Low

Shielding Design 2 None

If the experiment were correctly performed, ther
would be a significant difference between these tw
sets of parameters. A total of 30 panels were plated
each set of conditions and measured with Beta Bac
scatter. These results are listed below.

Confirmation Run Sanity Check

Variation across a Rack .149 .277

Standard Deviation .091 1.44

cpk 1.44 .516

Parameter Control: Now that the results have be
confirmed, a plan for control must be established. T
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December 1997 IPC-PE-740
use of shields and the set point for current density a
SOP that are controlled through documentation. Th
Copper Concentration and Air Flow Rate are param
eters that need control. The following control plan
were established.

Copper Concentration: Incease frequency of analys
from once per day to once per shift until stability is
established. Plot data as Individual Value and Movin
Range chart. Any evidence of lack of control is caus
for immediate cessation of plating and adjustment
the solution.

Air Flow Rate: Add the recording of this value to the
Plating Logbook. The plating tank has five station
with separate air spargers. Measurements of all fi
stations will be done once per hour and recorded o
Xbar and R chart with subgroup of 5.
10-7
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Table 10-1: Acid Copper Sulfate Electroplating Variables and Effects

Responses

Overall
Thickness

Physical
Properties

Adhesion Voiding Thickness
Variation

Aspect
Ratio

Pink
Ring

Roughness
and

Pitting

Folds &
Inclusions

Innerlayer
Separation

Solder-
ability

Copper Concentration X X X X

Sulfuric Concentration X X X X X

Chloride Concentration X X X

Additive Concentration X X X

Frequency of Analysis X X X

Metallic Contaminants X X X X

Organic Contaminants X X X X X X

Air Sparger Configuration X X X

Cathode Rod Agitation X X X

Air Flow Rate X X X X

Filter Turnover X

Filter Micron Size X X

Filter Pipe Location X X

Anode Location X

Current Density X X X X X X

Anode Rod Connections X X

Amperage Setting X X X

Amperage Pattern X X X

Plating Time X X

Robber Geometry X X

Shielding X X X

Cathode Rod Connections X X

Racks X

Flight Bars X X

Rectifier Connections X X

Saddle Location X

Spacing Uniformity X

Temperature Control X X X X

Rectifier Ripple X X X X X X

Microsection Process X X X X

Optics of Microscope X X X

Dwell Time after ELCU X X

Cleaner Temperature X X X X

Cleaner Dwell Time X X X X

Type of Cleaner X X X X

Rinse Water Contaminants X X X X X X

Rinse Times X X X X X X

Agitation in Rinse Water X X X X X

Microetch Type X X X X

Microetch Dwell Time X X X X

Microetch Agitation X X X X

Microetch Concentration X X X X

Copper Conc in Microetch X X X X

Sulfuric Dwell Time X X X
10-8
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10.2.2 Copper Sulfate (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Nodular copper plat-
ing. (See Figure
10-1; also see Sec-
tion 10.2.1C.)

Low anode phosphorous content. (Phospho-
rous increases tenacity of the anode film.)

Ensure phosphorous content in anodes is between 0.04%
and 0.06%.

Wrong type of anode used for plating bath. Run functional test on anode. (Check supplier’s recom
mendation.)

Contamination from anodes. Keep tops of anode bags above solution level. Change
bags at regular intervals; inspect for holes. Some types of
anodes can cause noduling.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Pitted copper plat-
ing. (See Figure
10-1; also see
Section 10.2.1C.)

Small, fine air bubbles in tank (especially if
pitting is localized, on a particular area of
panels or tank).

Major potential source is an air leak in pump. This is diffi-
cult to track down. Do not use air stones or similar to
increase air agitation in tank.

Incomplete resist development, resulting in
‘‘mouse bites.’’

Review photoresist steps in Section 9.0.

Poor preplate cleaning. Review acid cleaner and micro-etch steps, and their
respective rinses.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Streaked copper
plating.

Additives out of balance (typically over-
dose).

Check with additive supplier to see if removal of some
additive can be done by carbon treatment.

Photoresist not compatible with high sulfate
plating solution, causing leach-out into plat-
ing bath.

Assure resist compatibility with acid copper sulfate solu-
tion.

Drag-in of cleaning solution due to insuffi-
cient rinsing.

Check rinses for adequate flow of clean water and
adequate time in rinse. Consider spray rinses.

Tanks, filters, racks, etc., may not be com-
patible with acid copper sulfate solution.

Assure solution compatibility of equipment prior to use.

Contamination of solution from anode bag
sizing.

Wash sizing from anode bags and filter cartridges prior to
use.

Incomplete removal of resist adhesion pro-
moters.

Review adequacy of preclean cycle.
Figure 10-1.
Nodules from
copper
plating.
Figure 10-2.
Microsection
of corner
crack.
10-9
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10.2.2 Copper Sulfate (continued)

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Brittle copper plat-
ing, as indicated by
cracks in copper
after thermal stress.
(See Figure 10-2.)

Organic contamination of plating bath from
brightener breakdown products, photoresist,
or cleaning solutions.

Implement routine carbon treatment of plating bath at
intervals recommended by vendor.

Excessive amounts of some brighteners/
additives for copper.

Check with additive supplier for method to remove some
of the brightener.

Plating current density out of recommended
range.

Check additive supplier’s recommended current density
range.

Not plating in recommended temperature
range (21-26°C).

Check plating bath temperature before and after plating to
assure operation in proper temperature range.

Insufficient additive. Run Hull Cell or electrochemical analysis of additives and
make adds as necessary.

Copper ion concentration too low. Improve solution movement and agitation to compensate

Insufficient thickness of copper on the plated
hole wall.

Generally, 0.8 mil is considered a minimum thickness.

Laminate/multilayer has excessive z-axis
expansion.

Review material requirements, customer specifications, an
lamination procedures, and discuss with laminate supplier.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Copper plating has
low tensile strength.

Impurities in solution may be causing inter-
nal discontinuities in deposit.

Implement continuous filtration of 2-3 bath turnovers per
hour for copper plating bath.

Metallic contamination. Dummy plate bath at low current density. (See 10.2.2 J.)

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Copper plating has
enlarged grain
structure.

Low additive content. Run Hull Cell or electrochemical analysis of additives and
make adds as necessary.

Plating bath temperature too high. Assure plating in recommended temperature range for
additive system in use. Cooling coils may be required,
especially during the summer.

Plating at too high a current density. Check operating current density and ensure it is in reco
mended range for additive system in use.

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Inorganic
contamination.

Arsenic (As) - 7-8 ppm may cause rough
deposits. Antimony (Sb) - 7-8 ppm may
cause brittle deposits. Chlorides (Cl) - 150-
200 ppm may cause poor leveling and anode
polarization. Iron (Fe) - 7500 ppm may
cause anode polarization, Lead (Pb) - Pre-
cipitates, creating particulate. Nickel (Ni) -
Will reduce throwing power. Silver (Ag) -
May cause brittle deposits in trace amounts.
Tin (Sn) - Will cause dark, rough deposits.
Zinc (Zn) - Will reduce throwing power.

Most of the impurities listed may be removed by low cur-
rent density plating or chemical precipitation. (Consult
supplier for recommended procedures.)
10-10
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10.2.2 Copper Sulfate (continued)

K PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Lack of response to
additive.

Anode polarization - high voltage/low amps
on rectifier.

Adjust anode area to maintain 2:1 anode-to-cathode area
ratio. Balance copper metal to sulfuric acid ratio to main-
tain 10 or more acid to 1 metal. Check for metallic con-
taminants: i.e., Fe, Ni, Zn. Anodes should be
phosphorized, 0.03-0.06% P. Check bath temperature.
After adjusting necessary parameters, remove and thor-
oughly clean anodes, then rebuild anode film per additive
supplier’s recommendations.

Chlorides out of balance. (May be indicated
by narrow bright range.)

Maintain level of chloride per supplier’s recommendation,
usually 50-80 ppm.

Temperature too high. Cool solution with chiller or water coil. Maintain tempera-
ture between 21-26°C.

Solution needs carbon treatment. Carbon treat per supplier’s recommendation.

L PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive additive
consumption.

Additive strength low due to old additive
(shelf life expired).

Check manufacture date of additive and replace with fresh
Implement controlled inventory of additive.

Additive being oxidized at anodes. Check anodes for bare copper spots. (Anodes should h
uniform brown/black film.)

10.2.3 Pyrophosphate

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Teardrop formation
in pyrophosphate
around holes.

Decomposition of plating solution, brought
about by loss of agitation of bath during cool
down.

Maintain bath agitation during shutdown.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Burned deposits.
(Also see 10.2.1B.)

Copper concentration too low. Add copper pyrophosphate concentrate if available. Car
bon purify additions prior to adding to plating tank (if
copper pyrophosphate salts are used).

Ammonia content too low. Add ammonium hydroxide. Increase feed adjustment valv
opening if ammonia cylinders are used.

Temperature too low. Raise temperature using circulation equipment (air agita-
tors, impeller) to move solution past heaters (localized
overheating will cause solution breakdown). (Operating
temperature range is 43-55°C.)

Solution imbalance. If orthophosphate content is above supplier’s recom-
mended level, dilute bath by removing a portion and
replenishing with new (ortho free) plating solution.
Pyrophosphate-to-copper ratio may be high. Add copper
solution.

Solution contaminated. Organic contamination - carbon treat and filter solution.
Metallic contamination - dummy plate to remove contami-
nants (typically Pb, Sn, Ni).
10-11
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10.2.3 Pyrophosphate (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor thickness
distribution.

Poor throw due to: Low
pyrophosphate:copper ratio; High pH; High
ammonia; Low temperature; Low voltage;
Metallic contamination.

Correct with additions of pyrophosphate. Add
pyrophosphoric acid or proprietary solutions for pH adjust-
ment. Raise temperature until enough ammonia has been
driven off (60°C). Maintain at 43-55°C. Maintain operating
range at typically 2-5 volts. Dummy solution.

Skip plating due to: High ammonia; High
pH; Organic contamination; Excess peroxide.

Heat solution to dispel ammonia. Add pyrophosphoric
acid. Carbon treat or peroxide. Heat solution to 60°C.

One side of panel heavier deposit than other. Check cathode areas - calculate per side. Balance ano
to-cathode area on each side, 2:1 ratio, or reverse one-ha
of the racks or panels to balance total cathode areas on
two sides.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Nodular copper
plating. (Also see
10.2.1C.)

Voltage not in operating range. Voltage should be 2-5 volts at operating current density.
Check concentrations of bath constituents.

Low pH. Raise pH by additions of ammonia or proprietary pH
adjusting solutions.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Pitted copper plat-
ing. (Also see
10.2.1D.)

Residual peroxide in bath. Remove by heating solution to 60°C.

High pH. Lower pH to 8.0-8.5 by additions of pyrophosphoric acid
or proprietary pH adjusting solutions.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Banded copper
plating.

Organic contamination or cyanide contami-
nation.

Treat with hydrogen peroxide and carbon.

Low pyrophosphate-to-copper ratio. Raise pyrophosphate-to-copper ratio.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Brittle copper
plating.

Organic contamination. Peroxide and carbon treat plating bath.

Excess ammonia in bath. Raise bath temperature to remove excess ammonia.

Metallic contamination. Dummy bath at low current density.

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Low efficiency. Anodic (dark film on anodes) or wrong type
of anodes.

Pyrophosphate-to-copper ratio too low. Add ammonia.
Oxygen-free, high-purity copper is recommended for use.

Cathodic (slow plating rate) from: Hydrogen
peroxide in solution; or Organic contamina-
tion.

Heat to 60°C. Treat solution with carbon or peroxide.

10.2.3 Pyrophosphate (continued)

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Buildup of
orthophosphate in
solution.

Overheating of solution. Make sure that air agitation is on when heaters are on.
Circulate solution through filter pumps to increase agita-
tion. Install impeller near heater if necessary. Check ther-
mostat to maintain temperature within range of 43-55°C.

Solution imbalance. Maintain pyrophosphate-to-copper ratio between 7 to 1
and 8 to 1. Keep solution pH between 8.0 and 8.5.
10-12
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10.2.4 Fluoborate

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Burned deposits.
(Also see 10.2.1B.)

Copper concentration too low. Add copper fluoborate concentrate. Maintain copper
fluoborate level at 45-80 g/l (12-22 g/l copper).

Acid content too high. Dilute bath. Maintain acidity at 325-375 g/l fluoboric acid

Temperature too low. Heat solution to 24°C. (Operating range is 18-30°C.)

Current density too high. Lower current density. (Typical current density for patter
plating is 60 ASF; for panel plating, 30 ASF.)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor thickness
distribution.

Poor throwing power due to: Copper content
too high. Acid content too low. Temperature
too high. Current density too high.

Dilute bath or use some inert (graphite) anodes. Add
fluoboric acid. Chill bath (consult equipment manufacturer
for compatibility of cooling equipment with copper
fluoborate solutions). Lower current.

One side of panel heavier deposit than other. Check cathode areas - calculate per side. Balance an
to-cathode area on each side, 2:1 ratio, or reverse one-ha
of the racks or panels to balance total cathode areas on
two sides.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Nodular copper
plating. (Also see
10.2.1C.)

Wrong anodes. Be certain anodes are high purity, oxygen-free copper.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Pitted copper
plating. (Also see
10.2.1D.)

Residual peroxide in bath. Remove by heating solution to 60°C.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Coarse (brittle)
deposits.

Organic contamination of plating bath. Carbon treat.

Contamination of plating bath by screening
materials.

Make sure inks are dry prior to plating tank entry.
(Fluoboric based materials may attack certain resists.
Above 50°C, dry film resists are attacked.)

Chloride contamination. Add a small amount of silver fluoborate to precipitate sil-
ver chloride, and filter solution. (Dummy excess silver at 2
ASF. Don’t use HCl dip prior to plating in this solution -
use fluoboric acid dip.)
10-13
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10.2.4 Fluoborate (continued)

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Enlarged grain struc-
ture in copper
deposit.

Grain refiner low. Add grain refiners.

Overdose of hardener additives. Check with additive supplier.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Hardness of copper
deposit decreases.

High temperature. Lower bath temperature to proper operating range.

High acid content. Check acid content of bath.

Low current density. Raise current density.

Hardening agent low. Add hardening agent.

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Tensile strength of
copper decreases.

High temperature. Lower bath temperature to proper operating range.

High acid content. Check acid content of bath.

Low current density. Raise current density.
d
-
al
pe-
10.3 TIN-LEAD

The 63:37 tin-lead alloy on printed wiring boards is plate
most commonly from fluoborate- or organic sulfonate
based plating baths. The following is divided into gener
problems encountered in tin-lead plating and problems s
cific to each type of process.

10.3.1 General
a-
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Areas on boards with
insufficient tin-lead
plate.

Plating area is too irregular, with high and
low current density areas.

Run plating distribution across panel and assess current
density; add thieving if possible.

Surface to be solder plated is contaminated. Make sure that copper-plated panel is free of contamin
tion and oxides prior to going into tin-lead plate. (Minor
oxidation will allow tin-lead plate, but will cause
dewetting at the fusing operation, and the surface will
exhibit inconsistent solderability.) In make-up of persulfate
microetch, do not use cold water or a build-up of copper
sulfate will result. This will cause a copper sulfate residue
on the board surface. Water should be tempered to
between 21 and 26.7°C.

Photoresist problem - adhesion promoters
remain.

Check for good cathode contact or masking within the
tank. Check for bleed out of photoresist. Check cleaning
cycle.

Organic contamination in the bath. Carbon treat bath per vendor’s recommendations.
10-14
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10.3.1 General (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Burned or rough
deposits.

Current density too high. Plate at lower current density.

Addition agent out of balance. Run Hull cell and make additions according to vendor’s
recommendations.

Anodes too long, resulting in high current
density on lower portion or panel in bath.

Adjust anode lengths or production loads so that anodes
are 50.8-76.2 mm shorter than panel.

Lack of adequate filtration or agitation. Implement adequate filtration and cathode bar agitation

Low metal content in bath. Analyze and adjust to specification. Investigate possible
causes of low metal (i.e., excess stannic tin formation,
insufficient anode area, lead sulfate formation).

Sulfate contamination from acid copper bath
(insoluble lead sulfate is formed which can
co-deposit on the surface).

Eliminate by improved rinsing between plating baths.

Anode sludge in bath. Locate and remove any anode bags with holes or tears
replace. Poor parts handling and careless maintenance m
contribute to ripped anode bags.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Metal content in
bath increasing.

Anode area too high. Adjust anode-to-cathode area ratio according to bath
manufacturer’s recommendations (usually 1:1 or 1.5:1).

Anode area too low, making anodic current
density too high - this can raise the metal
content.

Review anode-to-cathode ratio as above.

Plating at a current density that consumes
more of one of the metals - then more fre-
quent adjustment of the other metal is made
and total metals increase.

Alter anode alloy composition to compensate, or adjust
current density.

Excessive stannic tin formation throws metal
ratio in the bath out of balance.

Investigate causes of excessive stannic formation, such a
air introduction through agitation or leaking pump seal, or
introduction of oxidants to the bath. Consult chemical sup
plier regarding the availability of a suitable antioxidant to
prevent the stannic formation.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incorrect plated alloy
composition.

Incorrect tin and lead concentrations in plat-
ing bath, possibly due to wrong anode com-
position or oxidation of stannous tin.

Check anode composition; usually the anode supplier can
do this analysis. Analyze lead and stannous tin content of
bath and adjust to specification. Investigate possible caus
for formation of stannic tin that would remove tin from
solution. (Also see 10.3.3D.)

Incorrect current density being used. Check with addition agent vendor for proper current de
sity range (a high current density will result in a deposit
with high tin content and vice versa).

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dark tin-lead
deposit.

Metallic contamination (usually copper) in
bath.

Dummy plate the bath at low current density (2 ASF).

Lack of brightener. Analyze for brightener and add as required.

Organic contamination. Carbon treat plating bath.

Lead content of plated deposit too high. See 10.3.1D for cause and action. Plating at too low c
rent densities will result in a lead-rich deposit.
10-15
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10.3.1 General (continued)

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Voids or occlusions
in plated deposit.

Organic contamination of plating bath, due
to breakdown of addition agents or
photoresist leach-out.

Carbon treat bath and add fresh addition agent according
to vendor’s recommendations.

Addition agent concentration too high. Hull
cell analysis shows rough streaked deposits
in high current density area.

Check with vendor for proper addition agent concentra-
tion. Carbon treatment may be necessary.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor reflow. (Also
see 14.1.)

Wrong plated alloy composition. Check current density and metal ratio. (Also see 10.3.1D
and 10.3.3C.)

Low addition agent. Check in plating test cell and adjust as necessary.

Plated deposit too thin. Plate to required thickness.

Contaminated copper surface (beneath the
tin-lead plate).

Review/improve rinsing and cleaning procedures between
copper and tin-lead plate steps.

Metallic contamination. Dummy plate bath at low current density. Investigate and
minimize sources of contamination.

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Metal content in
bath decreasing.

Insufficient anode area. Review anode-to-cathode area and adjust per vendor rec
ommendations.

Anodes have polarized. Filter bath, change anode bags, scrub down anodes, cle
all electrical connections.

Anode bags are clogged or are of too fine a
weave.

Change anode bags. Napped bags generally have too fine
weave to permit good solution exchange during plating.
Always scrub and clean anodes before returning them to
the bath.

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor solderability.
(Also see 10.3.1G.)

Excessive formation of copper-tin
intermetallic, perhaps due to a thin deposit,
exposure to high temperatures (accelerated
formation), or shelf life.

Plate a minimum 0.008 mm. A reasonable expected shelf
life of reflowed parts is 6-12 months. Shelf life of non-
reflowed parts is considerably shorter.
10-16
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10.3.2 Fluoborate-Based Baths

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Rough deposit. (Also
see 10.3.1B.)

Insoluble lead fluoride formed in bath and
co-deposited.

Saturate plating solution with boric acid by hanging a bag
of boric acid crystals in bath. This ensures that no free
fluoride will be present to allow formation of lead fluoride.

Uneven plating pattern on part being plated,
resulting in high current density areas on
panel.

Add current thieves where possible to ensure a uniform
plating area across the part.

Treeing. See 10.3.2D.

Addition agent low - Hull cell analysis
shows crystalline deposit in low current den-
sity area.

Check with supplier for proper level of addition agent.

Copper contamination. Dummy plate bath at low current density.

Overactive copper surface. (Occurs when
surface receives additional scrubbing or
micro-etching between copper and tin-lead
plate.)

Lighten scrubbing action. Reduce micro-etch time.

Anode sludge or other particulate matter in
bath.

Check/change anode bags and filtration.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Turbid or cloudy
plating solution.

Fluoboric acid content low, resulting in
stannic tin formation and cloudy plating
bath.

Check and adjust fluoboric acid content.

Low boric acid concentration, resulting in
the formation of lead fluoride.

Adjust boric acid by saturating the plating solution. (See
10.3.2A).

Sulfate introduced (probably from tap water),
resulting in the formation of insoluble lead
sulfate.

Use deionized or distilled water for bath make-up, rinsing
before plating, and in fluoboric acid dip prior to plating
tank. Rinse boards from copper plate thoroughly.

Excessive air in bath (will oxidize stannous
to stannic tin).

See 10.3.2E.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor throwing
power.

Fluoboric acid concentration low. Check and adjust fluoboric acid content to specification.

High salt content in bath. Check total metal content; adjust through dilution if nece
sary.

Addition agent not in proper range. Check with addition agent vendor for correct operating
concentrations.

Copper contamination. Dummy plate bath at low current density.

Low boric acid concentration. Add boric acid via anode bag.

Chloride contamination 75ppm. Dilute bath to reduce concentration. Investigate source
contamination and eliminate.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Treeing (in high cur-
rent density areas).

Low addition agent. Check and adjust per vendor specification.

Excessive current density. Lower current density; recalculate plating area if require

Fluoboric acid concentration low. Analyze plating solution and adjust to specification.
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10.3.2 Fluoborate-Based Baths (continued)

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive foam on
bath surface.

Excessive solution agitation. Reduce agitation so that air is not drawn into the soluti

Sucking air in through pump seal. Repair pump seal. NOTE: Air in bath will cause loss of
stannous tin from solution.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Loss of lead from
bath.

Low boric acid concentration. Fill anode bag with boric acid and hang in corner of tan

Sulfate in tap water removing lead (sulfate)
from bath.

Use deionized or distilled water only for bath makeup,
additions, and rinsing prior to plating.

Wrong anode composition - possibly pure tin
anodes mixed in with others.

Check composition of all anodes.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dark tin-lead
deposit. (Also see
10.3.1E.)

Metallic contamination in bath. Some limits
of contamination are: Fe 150ppm, Ni
100ppm, Cr 5ppm, Zn 150ppm, Cu 20ppm.

Dummy plate to remove copper. Other metals may only b
removed by dilution. Investigate source(s) of contamina-
tion and eliminate.

10.3.3 Organic Sulfonic Acid (OSA) Based Baths

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dark tin-lead
deposit. (Also see
10.3.1E.)

Plating resist contamination. Leaching of the
resist in the bath may show up as dark bands
in the 5-15 ASF range on a Hull cell.

Carbon treat plating bath. Dummy plating at low current
density (5-10 ASF) may help (consult vendor if neces-
sary).

Metallic contamination. Dummy plate to remove. Investigate contamination
sources and eliminate. The following levels will cause the
problem: copper - 40 ppm; zinc - 20 ppm; iron - 80 ppm;
nickel - 80 ppm.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor reflow. (Also
see 10.3.1G.)

Alloy shift (in the 5-15 ASF range), prob-
ably caused by resist leaching.

See 10.3.3A.

Bright areas of plating. Organic contamination will cause a matte tin-lead to pla
bright. Carbon treat bath. Investigate and minimize
source(s) of organic contamination.

Excess additive co-deposited. Reduce replenishment rates.

Metallic contamination from titanium anode
baskets.

See 10.3.3C.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Titanium anode bas-
kets dissolving.

Extreme high and/or low plating voltages. Check all electrical connections, including rack points,
low resistance. Verify correct anode-to-cathode ratio and
plating current density. Check rectifier.

Improper filling of anode baskets. If tin-lead anode level in basket is allowed to fall, the b
ket will act as an anode and dissolve. Maintain proper
anode level.
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10.3.3 Organic Sulfonic Acid (OSA) Based Baths (continued)

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excess formation of
stannic tin (does not
necessarily interfere
with plating except
in extreme cases
where a drop in plat-
ing efficiency may
occur).

Introduction of air into bath. Reduce/ eliminate all sources of air such as excess or tu
bulent rack agitation, any air bubbling, or leaking pumps.

Anti-oxidant level too low. Consult with chemical supplier for appropriate anti-oxidan
and its recommended concentration.

Bath temperature too high (100°F). Control bath temperature within specification. Consult s
plier for appropriate anti-oxidant if high temperature
operation is required.

Remove excess stannic tin with a vendor-
recommended flocculating agent, followed
by filtration.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor throwing
power.

Insufficient additive. Adjust additive per vendor recommendations.

Metals concentration too high for operating
current density used.

Raise current density. Dilute bath to lower metals concen-
tration.

Excessive anode area may contribute to
increasing metals.

Low acid content. Adjust per vendor recommendation.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Tarnishing or stain-
ing.

Improper rinsing of parts. Improve rinsing procedures. Consider the use of a vend
recommended post rinse to eliminate acid and additive
film on parts after plating.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Deposit composition
incorrect. (Also see
10.3.1D.)

Organic contamination in bath (This can
affect composition without any other defects
being apparent.)

Filter the bath through carbon pads or carbon-packed filte
cartridges.

10.3.4 High-Speed Tin-Lead Plating

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Grainy deposit. Low addition agent. Check concentration of addition agent.

Improper agitation. Check with vendor for proper operating condition.

Solution contamination. Carbon treat or filter as necessary.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Burning. (Also see
10.3.2A.)

Low addition agent. Add addition agent as necessary.

Lack of solution agitation. Increase agitation as necessary.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Improper alloy ratio.
(Also see 10.3.1.4.)

Low addition agent. Add addition agent to correct level.

Improper metal ratio in plating bath. Correct as necessary.
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10.3.5 High Throw Tin-Lead Plating

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Burning. (Also see
10.3.1B.)

Current density too high. Lower amperage; recalculate plating area if necessary.

Low additive. Examine in plating test cell.

Chemical imbalance. Analyze for tin-lead, fluoboric acid.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Roughness. (Also see
10.3.2A).

Precipitation in bath. Check filtration system; check boric acid level.
d

.

10.4 TIN

10.4.1 General

Tin can be deposited from both acid and alkaline baths.
The alkaline baths are sodium or potassium stannate-base
and are not used for printed circuit manufacture. Acid baths
can be sulfate- or fluoborate-based, or more recently, OSA-
based. A bright acid sulfate bath produces a finish similar
to reflowed tin-lead. Advantages of bright acid tin are good
solderability, low porosity, an easily cleaned surface (of
fingerprints), and good resistance to corrosion and tarnish
It is most commonly used in the SMOBC process, as a
metallic etch resist then stripped off prior to solder mask
application.

10.4.2 Bright Acid Sulfate Tin
o

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Pitting. Excess starter or brightener. Dummy plate at 20-30 ASF. Dilute or replace the bath
(generally the wetters in the bath prevent successful car-
bon treatment to remove the brightener).

Bath constituents out of balance. Adjust stannous sulfate and sulfuric acid concentrations t
within vendor’s specifications.

Bath temperature too low. Keep bath at optimum temperature.

Improper acid dip. Analyze acid dip and adjust to within 5-10%. Verify
proper rinsing after acid dip.

Non-uniform agitation. Increase solution agitation. Adjust cathode agitation based
on vendor’s recommendations.

Metallic contamination. Dummy plate bath at medium current density (15-30
ASF).

Insoluble particles in bath. Improve solution filtration.

Base metal pitting. Inspect parts prior to plating.

Oil contamination. Carbon treat or replace bath.

Low make-up additive. Add make-up additive in small increments.
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10.4.2 Bright Acid Sulfate Tin (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor throwing
power.

Tin concentration too high or sulfuric acid
concentration too low in bath.

Analyze for tin and/or sulfuric acid and adjust per ven-
dor’s specifications.

Current density too low. Recalculate plating area and verify recommended curren
density. Check out rectifier and all connections. Increase
current density slowly until optimum is reached.

Bath temperature too high. Lower temperature with cooling coils to maintain vendo
recommended temperature.

Metallic contamination. Dummy plate bath at medium current density to remove.

Anode-to-cathode distance too great. Move anode bars closer to work surface.

Non-uniform agitation. Increase/improve solution agitation. Adjust cathode agita
tion based on vendor’s recommendations.

Low starter or make-up brightener. Adjust based on Hull Cell results.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Burned, dull or
streaked deposits in
high current density
areas.

Tin or sulfuric acid concentration too high. Analyze for tin and sulfuric acid, and adjust per vendor
specifications.

Current density too high. Recalculate plating area and adjust to within range.

Temperature too high. Lower temperature to within optimum range.

Low starter or replenisher. Adjust based on Hull cell results.

Poor agitation. Increase solution agitation. Adjust cathode agitation base
on vendor’s recommendations.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Rough plating. Impure anodes. Use only pure tin anodes. Use only monel or plastisol-
coated titanium anode hooks.

Particulate contamination in bath. Improve solution filtration. Check anode bags for holes
replace dirty bags.

Current density too high. Recalculate plating area and adjust to optimum.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Black streaking or
burn in the high cur-
rent density areas,
with poor throwing
power (see 10.4.2B)
or skip plate in the
low current density
areas.

Excessively high brightener. Dummy plate the bath at 20-30 ASF. Dilute or replace t
bath.

Low starter. Adjust based on Hull cell results.

Metallic contamination. Dummy plate bath at medium current density.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Overall dullness or
haze.

Tin or sulfuric acid concentration too low. Analyze for tin and sulfuric acid and adjust to vendor’s
specifications.

Low starter. Adjust based on Hull cell results.

Copper contamination. Dummy plate at 15-20 ASF.
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10.4.2 Bright Acid Sulfate Tin (continued)

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor solderability. Excess starter and/or brightener. Dummy plate bath at 20-30 ASF. Dilute or replace bath

Improper rinsing or post treatment. Improve rinsing. Consult vendor for recommended post
treatment.

Excessive thickness of deposit. Recommended tin thickness is 0.1 to 0.2 mils. (Consul
vendor for variations.)

Metallic contamination. Dummy plate bath at 30-40 ASF. For heavy metals,
dummy at 5-10 ASF. Eliminate source or contamination.

Chloride contamination in bath. Consult vendor.

Improper soldering temperature. Check and confirm soldering temperature.

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Stained parts (may
appear as dark
streaks).

Improper rinsing or post treatment. Improve rinsing. Consult vendor for recommended post
treatment.

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Low current density
area dullness.

Low starter or brightener. Add based on Hull cell results.

Heavy metal contamination. Dummy plate bath at 5-10 ASF.

High tin or low sulfuric acid concentration. Analyze for tin and/or sulfuric acid and adjust to vendor
specifications.

Chloride contamination. Consult vendor.

Current density too low. Recalculated plating area. Increase current density.

Insufficient anode area. Add more anodes.

Bath temperature too high. Lower temperature to optimum.

Poor pretreatment. Check process. Consult vendor.

K PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Anode polarization. Impure stannous sulfate or sulfuric acid
used.

Verify quality of chemicals; use only pure grade. Consult
vendor.

Sludge build-up or clogged anode bags. Remove and replace anode bags.

Excess starter and/or brightener. Dummy plate bath at 20-30 ASF. Dilute or replace bath
.
-

,
.
ot
10.5 NICKEL

10.5.1 General

Nickel plating on printed boards is often used as a barrier
layer to prevent diffusion between copper and gold. Nickel
under rhodium improves the corrosion and wear resistance
The nickel deposit surface will passivate easily, so subse
quent plating should follow immediately to prevent poor
adhesion.

There are two types of nickel solutions used in board plat-
ing: the Watts (sulfate) bath and the sulfamate bath. Bright
low stressed, ductile deposits are obtained with either type
Some baths are operated with insoluble anodes and do n
contain chlorides.
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10.5.2 Sulfamate Nickel Baths

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Deposit roughness
or treeing. (See
10.5.2B.)

Undissolved nickel carbonate or boric acid in
the bath.

Introduce nickel carbonate or boric acid through a filter or
a bag suspended in the solution.

Anodes unbagged; holes in anode bags. Bag anodes in leached polypropylene, dynel or nylon
(Sulfur depolarized anodes should be double bagged.)

Inadequate bath filtration. Filtration rate should be at least one solution turnover p
hour through 5-10 micron filters.

pH out of range. Lower pH wth sulfamic acid; raise with nickel carbonate.
Check vendor’s specification sheet for correct range.

Iron hydrate in bath. Lower pH, if out of range. Improve filtration.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Burned deposits. Low temperature. Raise temperature to within range specified by vendor.

Poor agitation. Increase solution agitation. Institute cathode rod agitation

Current density too high. Recalculate plating area and follow vendor’s recommend
tions. Make sure correct number of panels is being plated
for the current setting. Current density may be too high fo
the amount of agitation.

Incorrect positioning of anodes or plated
work (poor current distribution).

Anodes should be slightly shorter than work being plated.
Anode to cathode area should be 2:1. Panels should neve
touch anodes but should be equidistant from each side. In
the case of single-sided boards or jobs with more plating
area on one side than the other, every other panel on the
rack should be flipped to ‘‘even out’’ the current distribu-
tion.

Nickel concentration too low. Raise concentraion to vendor’s specification by addition
nickel sulfamate solution.

Boric acid content too low. Raise concentration; an anode bag of boric acid should
suspended in the nickel bath at all times. A decrease in
temperature may have caused precipitation of boric acid.
Control temperature carefully.

Metallic impurities such as iron or alumi-
num.

Follow vendor’s recommendations for removal.

Organic contamination. Batch carbon treat or use carbon filter cartridges to
remove. Determine source of contamination (excess wet-
ting agent, cleaner drag-in, oil on surface, hot oil reflow in
same room) and correct.

Inadequate ‘‘thief’’ around circuit pattern. Adjust photo tooling or add extra thieving to rack.

Low on replenisher. Adjust using Hull cell. Verify amp-hour adds to bath.
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10.5.2 Sulfate Nickel Baths (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Pitting of deposit. Organic contamination. Batch carbon treat or use carbon filter cartridges to remo
contamination. Determine source of contamination (e.g.,
cleaner drag-in) and correct.

Low antipit or wetting agent. Add according to vendor’s recommendations by estimatin
concentration using tension test, or based on Hull cell
results.

Low boric acid. Raise concentration. (An anode bag of boric acid should
be suspended in the bath at all times.) A decrease in bath
temperature may have caused precipitation of boric acid.
Therefore, control temperature carefully.

High pH. Lower pH with sulfamic acid. Check filtration system for
air leaks.

Metallic contamination. Dummy plate bath at 2 to 5 asf (0.2 to 0.5 A/dm2) using
corrugated cathodes.

High ammonia concentration. (Ammonia is a
by-product of sulfamate nickel plating.)

(In amounts greater than 1000 ppm it may cause pitting in
high density operations.) There is no method to remove it
from the bath. Therefore, in order to prevent or minimize
production of ammonia, maintain pH, nickel concentration
and temperature at optimum values and avoid use of inert
anodes if possible.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor adhesion
(nickel peeling from
copper).

Poor cleaning. Inspect cleaning and etching procedure. Verify adequate
rinsing after all process steps in pre-clean cycle.

Fingerprints. See above actions for cleaning. Have line operators wear
gloves when racking panels.

Chromium contamination. Follow vendor’s recommendations for removal.

Oil on surface and/or organic contamination
of nickel baths.

Skim tank surface. Batch carbon treat or use carbon filter
cartridges to remove. Determine source of contamination.
Have work enter bath ‘‘live’’ at approximately 1- 3 volts
of rectifier.

Intermittent current during plating (can also
cause nickel-to-nickel peel).

Clean anode and cathode bars. Check all electrical connec
tions and bussing. Check proper operation of rectifier.
Clean rack contacts. (Check rack integrity (breaks under
plastisol). Replace any stripped thumbscrews. When rack-
ing panels, connection must be made on copper metal.
Screws should not be over resist or ink.)

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dark plate. Metallic contamination. Dummy plate bath at 2 to 5 asf (0.2 to 0.5 a/dm2) using
corrugated cathodes. Follow vendor’s recommendations as
necessary.

Low pH. Raise with nickel carbonate. Add through filter or bag sus-
pended in the bath.

Low boric acid. Raise concentration. (An anode bag of boric acid should
be suspended in the nickel bath at all times.)
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10.5.2 Sulfamate Nickel Baths (continued)

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor throwing
power.

Low pH. Raise pH with nickel carbonate. (Add through a filter or a
bag suspended in the bath.)

Low temperature. Raise temperature to vendor’s recommendation.

Low nickel content. Raise nickel concentration by addition of nickel sulfamate
solution.

Metallic contamination. Dummy plate bath at 2 to 5 asf (0.2 to 0.5 A/dm2) using
corrugated cathodes.

Poor electrical contact. Clean rack contents. Check rack integrity (breaks under
plastisol). Replace any stripped thumb screws. Clean
anode and cathode bars. When racking panels, connection
must be made on copper metal. Screws or clips should not
be over resist or ink.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Low cathode effi-
ciency (low disposi-
tion rate).

Low pH. Raise pH with nickel carbonate (Add through a filter or
bag suspended in the bath.)

Chromium contamination. Follow vendor’s recommendations for removal.

Metallic contamination. Dummy plate bath at 2 to 5 asf (0.2 to 0.5 A/dm2), using
corrugated cathodes.

Current density too low. Recalculate plating area and make necessary corrections
Make sure correct number of panels is being plated for the
current setting.

Hydrogen peroxide contamination (used in
metals treatment).

Heat bath to 66°C until removed.

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Low anode
efficiency.

Anodes polarized. Low current density. Increase concentration by adding
nickel chloride or vendor’s propriety additive.

Chloride concentration too low. Raise concentration by adding nickel chloride or vendor’s
proprietary additive.

Wrong type of anodes. Use sulfer depolarized anodes, if possible. Increase chlo
ride concentration.
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10.5.2 Sulfamate Nickel Baths (continued)

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Difficulty in main-
taining concentration
parameter.

Low nickel concentration. Increase drip time slightly to reduce dragout losses. Avoi
use of inert anodes if possible. Maintain anode-to-cathode
area at 2:1.

Low boric acid concentration. An anode bag of boric acid should be suspended in the
nickel bath at all times. (Keep it away from filter intake
and plating area of bath.) A decrease in bath temperature
can cause precipitation of boric acid. (Control the bath
temperature carefully.)

pH rises. The pH of nickel sulfamate should rise slowly with use.

pH tends to drop. Amount of sulfamate acid is too large. Poor anode corro-
sion: increase chloride concentration. (See 10.5.2H.)

Metallics. Cover copper anode or cathode bars with stainless steel o
plastisol to prevent corrosion. Lead sulfamate is very
soluble. Thus, keep anything containing lead away. Tita-
nium coil heaters are sometimes attacked in sulfamate
solution under heat-exchange conditions. Therefore, if
appropriate, change or protect heaters.

Ammonia. Maintain pH, nickel concentration and temperature at opti-
mum values. Avoid use of inert anodes and high current
densities if possible.

Organics. Drag-in of cleaners (improve rinsing). Do not hot oil
reflow in the same room, as this will contaminate all plat-
ing and cleaning solutions. Do not use unbleached filters
or anode bags. Not all carbon fines removed after carbon
treatment. (Refilter bath and dummy plate to check.)

K PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Brittle deposits. High pH. Lower pH with sulfamic acid.

Low boric acid. Raise concentration.

Organic contamination. Batch carbon treat or use carbon filter cartridges.

Metallic contamination. Dummy plate bath at 2 to 5 asf (0.2 to 0.5 A/dm2) using
corrugated cathodes.

10.5.3 Sulfate (Watts) Nickel

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Deposit roughness
or treeing. (Also see
10.5.3B.).

pH out of range. Lower pH with sulfuric acid; raise with nickel carbonate.
(Check vendor’s specifications for correct range.)

Inadequate bath filtration. Filtration rate should be at least one solution turnover pe
hour through 5-10 micron filter.

Anodes unbagged; holes in anode bags. Bag anodes in bleached polypropylene, dynel or nylon
bags. Sulfur depolarized anodes should be double-bagged

Undissolved nickel carbonate or boric acid in
bath.

Introduce nickel carbonate or boric acid through a filter or
anode bag suspended in the solution. (Care should be
taken to keep the bag away from filter inlets, and out of
the plating part of the tank.)

Iron contamination. Raise pH and filter, per vendor recommendations.
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10.5.3 Sulfate (Watts) Nickel (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Burned deposits. Low bath temperature. Raise temperature to within range specified by vendor.

Poor agitation. Increase solution agitation. Institute cathode rod agitation

Current density too high. Recalculate plating area and follow vendor’s recommend
tions.

Make sure correct number of panels is being plated for the
current setting. Lower current density if it is too high for
the amount of agitation.

Incorrect positioning of anodes or plated
work (poor current distribution).

Be sure that anodes are slightly shorter than work being
plated. Anode-to-cathode area ratio should be 2:1. Be sure
that panels do not touch anodes. In the case of single-
sided panels or jobs with more plating area on one side
than the other, every other panel on the rack should be
flipped to ‘‘even out’’ the current distribution.

Nickel concentration too low. Raise concentration to optimum by addition of nickel sul-
fate.

High pH. Adjust pH with sulfuric acid per vendor specifications.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Pitting in the
deposit.

Organic contamination. Remove by carbon treatment.

Low anti-pit or wetting agent. Add according to vendor’s recommendations by estimatin
concentration using tension test, or based on Hull cell
results.

Poor agitation. Increase agitation.

Low nickel or boric acid content. Analyze and make additions as necessary.

Low pH. Raise pH using nickel carbonate.

Poor surface preparation. Inspect cleaning line for contamination and ‘‘out-of-spec
baths. Avoid excessively strong acid dips.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor adhesion
(nickel peeling from
copper).

Poor cleaning. Inspect cleaning and etching procedure. Verify adequate
rinsing after all process steps in pre-clean cycle.

Fingerprints. See above actions for cleaning. Have line operators wear
gloves when racking panels.

Chromium contamination. Follow vendor’s recommendations for removal.

Oil on surface and/or organic contamination
of nickel baths.

Skim tank surface. Batch carbon treat or use carbon filter
cartridges to remove. Determine source of contamination.
Have work enter bath ‘‘live’’ at approximately 1 to 3 volts
on rectifier.

Intermittent current during plating (can also
cause nickel to nickel peel).

Clean anode and cathode bars. Check all connections and
bussing. Check proper operation of rectifier. Clean rack
contacts. Check rack integrity (breaks under plastisol).
Replace any stripped thumbscrews. When racking panels,
connection must be made on copper metal (thumbscrews
should not be over resist or ink).
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10.5.3 Sulfate (Watts) Nickel (continued)

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Brittle deposits. High pH. Lower pH with sulfuric acid, added in small increments.

Organic contamination. Carbon treat bath per vendor’s recommendations.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Low cathode
efficiency (low
deposition rate).

Low pH. Raise pH with nickel carbonate.

Metallic contamination; inorganic impurities. Dummy plate bath at 2-5 ASF (0.2-0.5 A/dm2 ) using cor-
rugated cathodes. Follow vendor’s recommendation for
removal.

Current density too low. Recalculate plating area and make necessary corrections
Make sure correct number of panels are being plated for
the current setting.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Nonuniform plate. Inorganic impurities. Dummy plate bath at 2-5 ASF (0.2-0.5 A/dm2) using cor-
rugated cathodes. Follow vendor’s recommendation for
removal.

Poor cathode contact. Clean anode and cathode bars. Check all connections a
bussing. Check proper operation of rectifier. Clean rack
contacts. Check rack integrity (breaks under plastisol).
Replace any stripped thumbscrews. When racking panels,
connection must be made on copper metal (thumbscrews
should not be over resist or ink).

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dark low current
density area.

Copper contamination. Dummy plate bath at 2-5 ASF (0.2-0.5 A/dm2) using cor-
rugated cathodes.
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10.6 GOLD PLATING

10.6.1 General

Gold is deposited on printed boards for its excellent res
tance to corrosion and tarnish, its low electrical cont
resistance and its good electrical conductivity. There
both acid and alkaline plating solutions. In addition, the
are formulations for strike, hard and soft gold plates. Ha
gold baths contain either cobalt or nickel as hardeners,
are used where the contact is subject to wear (i.e., con
tors, tabs or fingers, sliding switches). Soft gold baths pl
a 24K gold and are used in direct chip attachment appli
tions.

Insoluble anodes are used in gold baths and metal rep
ishment is accomplished by adding gold salts. Anodes u
ally are made of platinized titanium or platinized tantalu
Carbon anodes are sometimes used but are not rec
mended.
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10.6.2 Gold Strike

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Gold peeling from
nickel.

Nickel passivated from nickel. Do not allow parts to dry between nickel and gold plate.
Keep drip times between nickel and gold plate to a mini-
mum. Check nickel activator (acid between nickel and
gold) for cleanliness and activity. See that panels enter
gold strike ‘‘live’’ with approximately 4 volts on rectifier.

Improper cleaning. Thoroughly check entire cleaning cycle. Verify proper rin
ing after each process tank.

Oil on surface or organic contaminants in
gold strike.

Skim tanks to remove any surface contamination. Carbon
treat gold strike using carbon filter cartridges.

Very high or very low levels of stress
reducer in nickel bath.

Analyze for stress reducer and adjust as necessary.
Remove excessive stress reducer by carbon treatment.

High pH of gold strike. Maintain pH of gold strike according to vendor’s specifi-
cations.

10.6.3 Hard Gold

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Gold peeling from
gold (failure between
strike and hard gold,
or failure between
hard and soft gold
layers).

Gold strike on panel not properly activated. See that panels enter subsequent gold baths ‘‘live.’’ Ins
rinses between baths for contamination. Do not allow pan
els to dry between tanks.

Oil on surface or organic contaminants in
bath.

Skim tanks to remove any surface contamination. Carbon
treat hard gold using carbon filter cartridges.

High pH of hard gold. Maintain pH of bath according to vendor’s specifications.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Cloudy deposits or
burning in the high
current density area.

Poor agitation. Increase solution agitation.

High pH. Reduce pH according to vendor specifications.

Cobalt or brightener concentration too low. Adjust according to vendor’s recommendations.

Inorganic contamination. Consult vendor for possible remedy. Replace bath. Inve
gate possible source(s) of contamination and eliminate.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dullness in high or
low current density
areas.

Organic contamination. Carbon treat bath.

High pH. Reduce pH according to vendor specifications.

Underlying metal is dull (the thin gold plate
will mimic the surface beneath it).

Improve plating of the underlying metal. (See 10.3 and
10.5).

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Decrease in deposit
hardness.

Low hardener concentration. Adjust according to vendor’s recommendations.

Organic contamination. Carbon treat bath.

High pH. Reduce pH according to vendor specifications.

Current density too high. Keep current density within vendor’s specifications. Rec
culate plating area.

Inorganic contamination. Consult vendor for possible remedy. Replace bath. Inve
gate possible source(s) of contamination and eliminate.
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10.6.3 Hard Gold (continued)

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Increase in deposit
hardness.

High hardener concentration. Adjust according to vendor’s recommendations.

Low gold concentration. Adjust gold according to vendor specifications.

Low pH. Raise pH to within specifications.

Low solution specific gravity. Raise specific gravity to within specification.

Low current density. Recalculate plating area and adjust current density to
within vendor specifications.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor efficiency. Low gold concentration. Adjust gold according to vendor specifications.

High cobalt-to-gold ratio. Adjust according to vendor’s recommendations.

Metals contamination. Consult vendor for possible remedy.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Rough plate. (See
Figure 10-3.)

Rough copper or nickel underplate. Follow action items of 10.5.3A and 10.5.3B on roughnes
and burning of nickel. Follow action items 10.2.2A and
10.2.1B on roughness and burning of copper.

Particulates in bath. Increase solution filtration. Carbon treat bath.

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor throwing
power.

Low solution density (specific gravity). Raise specific gravity to within vendor’s specifications.

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Higher than normal
efficiency.

Low hardener content. Adjust according to vendor’s recommendations.

Organic contamination. Carbon treat bath.

K PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Stressed deposits. High cobalt-to-gold ratio. Adjust according to vendor’s recommendations.

Organic contamination. Carbon treat bath.

L PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Pitting. (See Figure
10-4.)

Pitted nickel underplate. Follow action items in 10.5.3C on pitting of nickel.
IPC-740-10-3

Figure 10−3.
Rough plating.
10-30
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Figure 10−4.
Hard gold
pitting.
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10.6.3 Hard Gold (continued)

M PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Resist lift during
plating, resulting in
gold plating under
the resist.

Wrong type of resist used. Solvent and semi-aqueous resists generally work better
than full-aqueous resists (however, aqueous resists are
available that will work). Consult both resist vendor and
gold bath vendor for recommendations on best resist type
and application method.

Gold concentration too low, resulting in poor
efficiency (this causes formation of hydrogen
bubbles which tend to lift the resist).

Adjust gold concentration to within specification, or to top
end of range. See 10.6.3F.

Poor resist adhesion. Improve surface preparation before resist lamination.
Improve resist lamination procedure according to vendor’s
recommendations. Control exposure and development
according to vendor’s recommendations.

Plating current density too high, causing gas-
sing that lifts resist.

Lower current density according to vendor’s recommenda-
tions.

Insufficient agitation in gold bath. Maximize solution agitation, following vendor’s recom-
mended procedures.

Resist too old or aged. Institute good inventory practices. Store resist in cool, dry
area. Minimize amount stored and improve turnover.

10.6.4 Soft (bondable) Gold

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Gold peeling from
gold (failure between
strike and soft gold,
or failure between
hard and soft gold
layers).

Gold strike on panel not properly activated. See that panels enter subsequent gold baths ‘‘live.’’ Insp
rinses between baths for contamination. Do not allow pan-
els to dry between tanks.

Oil on surface or organic contaminants in
bath.

Skim tanks to remove any surface contamination. Carbon
treat hard gold using carbon filter cartridges.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Burning in high cur-
rent density areas.

Low gold concentration. Adjust gold according to vendor specifications.

Poor agitation. Increase solution agitation.

Current density too high. Keep current density within vendor’s specifications. Recal
culate plating area.

Organic contamination. Carbon treat bath.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dark reddish color in
high current density
areas.

Current density too high. Keep current density within vendor’s specifications. Recal
culate plating area.

Bath temperature too low. Raise temperature to within specification.

Low gold concentration. Adjust gold according to vendor specifications.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Failure to pass heat
test or wire bond
test.

Codeposition of other metals. Consult vendor for possible remedy.

Inadequate gold thickness. Increase plating time; improve efficiency.

Organic contamination. Carbon treat bath.
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10.6.4 Soft (bondable) Gold (continued)

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor efficiency. Low gold concentration. Adjust gold according to vendor specifications.

Metals contamination. Consult vendor for possible remedy.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Rough plate. (See
Figure 10-3.)

Rough copper or nickel underplate. Follow action items of 10.5.3A and 10.5.3B on roughne
and burning of nickel. Follow action items 10.2.2A and
10.2.1B on roughness and burning of copper.

Particulates in bath. Increase solution filtration. Carbon treat bath.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor throwing
power.

Low solution density (specific gravity). Raise specific gravity to within vendor’s specifications.

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Pitting (see Figure
10-4).

Pitted nickel underplate. Follow action items in 10.5.3C on pitting of nickel.

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Porous gold deposit. Inadequate gold thickness. Check thickness and confirm as cause. Increase platin
time; improve efficiency. (Gold plate directly over copper
must be thicker than gold plated over nickel, as the coppe
tends to migrate into the gold.)

Contaminants in or on surface to be plated. Inspect cleaning line. Do not pumice scrub prior to go
plating.

Particulates in gold bath. Improve filtration. If using carbon anodes, switch to
platinized titanium or tantalum.

Incorrect operating parameters. Operate according to vendor’s recommendations.

K PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Resist lift during
plating, resulting in
gold plating under
the resist.

Wrong type of resist used. Solvent and semi-aqueous resists generally work better
than full-aqueous resists (however, aqueous resists are
available that will work). Consult both resist vendor and
gold bath vendor for recommendations on best resist type
and application method.

Gold concentration too low, resulting in poor
efficiency (this causes formation of hydrogen
bubbles which tend to lift the resist).

Adjust gold concentration to within specification, or to top
end of range. See 10.6.4E.

Poor resist adhesion. Improve surface preparation before resist lamination.
Improve resist lamination procedure according to vendor’s
recommendations. Control exposure and development
according to vendor’s recommendations.

Plating current density too high, causing gas-
sing that lifts resist.

Lower current density according to vendor’s recommenda
tions.

Insufficient agitation in gold bath. Maximize solution agitation, following vendor’s recom-
mended procedures.

Resist too old or aged. Institute good inventory practices. Store resist in cool, d
area. Minimize amount stored and improve turnover.
10-32
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10.7 CONTACT PLATING (TAB OR FINGER PLATING)

The general process for tab plating involves: 1) maski
off of the board (to protect areas that will not be ta
plated), 2) tin-lead removal from finger area, 3) cleaning
the area, and 4) nickel and gold plating of the finge
Many of the general cleaning and plating problems, such
peeling, are similar to those already discussed in other
tions. This section will be devoted to those process effe
associated specifically with tab plating.
.

-

h.
10.7.1 Preparation/Masking (Taping or Photoresist Application - Also see 9.2 and 16.4)

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Bleed under the
tape, causing tin-
lead discoloration.

Tape does not conform to circuitry, or adhe-
sion of the tape is not good.

Change tape; content of adhesive is insufficient. Tape old;
adhesive failure. Tape not properly stored in low
temperature/humidity area. Insufficient pressure used to
apply tape. Speed too fast to properly apply tape. Heat
necessary to get tape to conform to dense or high circuitry
Storage between taping, rolling and plating too long;
re-roll tape.

Mask not sufficient to dwell in the stripping
or plating cells, causing tape adhesion fail-
ure.

Investigate long dwell in plating or stripping cell(s).

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Discoloration of tin-
lead/copper butt line
after selective plat-
ing and reflow.

Tin-lead stripper bleed under butt line discol-
oring tin-lead, or plating chemical bleed
under the tape.

Use better taping techniques. (See 10.7.1 A). Increase
stripping speed.

10.7.2 Tin-Lead Stripping

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incomplete stripping
of tin-lead.

Insufficient current in electrolytic stripping. Increase current. Reduce speed of conveyor or increase
dwell time.

Electrolytic stripper spent (HCl). Add sodium chloride (30-60 g/l). Dump and make a new
stripper if copper content over 2500 ppm.

Chemical stripper spent. Dump and make new stripper.

Speed and dwell time incorrect. Decrease conveyor speed; increase dwell time.

Tin-lead reflowed and chemical stripping
being used (reflowed tin-lead strips very
slowly).

Use electrolytic stripping.

Tin-lead too thick for stripping parameters. Decrease tin-lead thickness if practical or increase strip
ping time/activity.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

White smut on cop-
per not removed by
stripper.

Old or spent stripper. Dump and make new stripper. Remove smut with an etc
Remove smut with mechanical brushing.

Strip time too long; stripper spent. Discard stripper.
10-33
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10.7.2 Tin-Lead Stripping (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Copper attacked and
unusually rough.

Stripper attacks copper; excessive dwell time
in stripper.

Change stripper type to less aggressive type. Increase co
veyor speed/decrease dwell. Reduce current in electrolyti
cell.

Tin-lead deposit uneven; not uniform so
removal is not uniform.

Check tin-lead plating and etching parameters.

Stripper hot from overloading. Stripper bath heats up during use. Reduce work load or
increase bath volume.

10.7.3 Cleaning

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Copper oxidation,
pitting, surface con-
tamination.

Improper cleaning procedure. Use a copper cleaner; etch or scrub prior to nickel plat

Improper stripping of tin-lead. Adjust so that electrolytic stripping does not remove
excessive copper.

Improper mechanical scrubbing. Provide sufficient scrubbing prior to plating (brushes no
adjusted properly).
abs
in
10.7.4 Plating

This section covers problems specific to the plating of t
or contact fingers. Additional information can be found
Section 10.5 (Nickel plating) and 10.6 (Gold plating).
.

t

h

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Nickel-to-copper
peel.

Improper copper cleaning. Follow action items in Section 10.7.3 A.

Incomplete removal of tin-lead. Follow action items in Section 10.7.2 on tin-lead stripping

Nylon smear on copper. Adjust brushes.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Fingerprint impres-
sions found on tabs.

Organic or oxide soils on electrolytic copper
or nickel.

Improve cleaning and handling during electrolytic pro-
cesses.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Burning of nickel.
(Also see Sections
10.5.2 B and
10.5.3 B.)

Low bath temperature. Raise temperature to within range specified by supplier.

Poor agitation. Increase solution agitation.

Current density too high. Recalculate plating area and follow supplier’s recommen-
dations. Lower current density if it is too high for the
amount of agitation.

Incorrect positioning of anodes or plated
work (poor current distribution).

Use bottom anodes. Make sure anodes are straight and no
bent towards parts.

Nickel concentration too low. Raise concentration to optimum by addition of nickel sul-
fate. Use soluble anodes to prevent excess build-up of bat
volume.
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10.7.4 Plating (continued)

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Nickel-to-gold peel. Nickel passivated. Do not dwell too long between nickel and gold plate. Us
gold strike. Eliminate nickel contaminated with sulfate
breakdown products.

Current density in gold incorrect. Correct current density to prevent burning or immersion
deposits.

Incomplete removal of lead during strip. Improve cleaning and scrubbing. (See 10.7.2 A).

Solution bleed from under tape during plat-
ing operation.

Follow action items in Section 10.7.1 A.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Non-uniform gold
deposit.

Incorrect relationship of anodes to panels. Increase/decrease anode spacing. Use bottom anode
Straighten bent anodes to maintain uniform spacing.

Low electrolyte. Correct electrolyte balance per supplier’s recommenda-
tions.

Insufficient agitation. Maximize agitation of bath and panel according to suppl
er’s recommended procedures.

High current density. Reduce current density.

Too high or too low gold metal content in
bath.

Correct according to supplier’s recommendations.
o-
nce
is
re
te
10.8 MISCELLANEOUS PLATING SOLUTIONS

10.8.1 Rhodium

Electroplated rhodium is hard, non-tarnishing and corr
sion resistant. It possesses a low constant contact resista
(1 milliohm), and excellent wear resistance. Rhodium
generally plated over silver, nickel and/or gold. Baths a
fairly strong acid solutions and are sulfate and/or phospha
based.
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Brittle and/or
stressed deposits.

Low metal contamination. Analyze bath and maintain concentration according to
specification.

Low acid. Low acid tends to precipitate the rhodium salts. Keep pH
well below 2.

Low bath temperature or very high tempera-
ture.

Maintain temperature at optimum.

Contamination. Carbon treat to remove organic contamination. Activated
carbon tends to remove some rhodium from the bath.
There is no effective method to remove metallic contami-
nants.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Streaked deposits. Metallic contamination. There is no effective method for removal. Prevent by
using a gold strike prior to rhodium plate.
10-35
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10.8.1 Rhodium (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Peeled deposits. Poor pre-clean. Inspect clean line. Verify proper rinsing after each proces
tank.

Nickel is passivated. Do not allow parts to dry between electroplating baths.
Keep drip times between tanks to a minimum. Check
nickel activator (acid after nickel plate) for cleanliness.

High stress in rhodium plate. Follow action items in Section 10.8.1A.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Rhodium plate too
thin.

Poor efficiency. Increase rhodium metal concentration. Increase solution
agitation.

Incorrect current density. Recalculate plating area.
for
m
cor-
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10.8.2 Palladium

Palladium is gaining some acceptance as a substitute
gold on contacts or fingers. Compared to gold, palladiu
electrodeposits exhibit better wear resistance and equal
rosion resistance in certain environments, and good elec
cal properties.

A major disadvantage is the formation of an insulatin
polymer film on the surface, thereby increasing conta
resistance. This problem can be overcome with des
changes and/or by the use of a thin deposit of gold over
palladium. Plating baths are generally alkaline with a
ammonia base.
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Bath decomposition. Organic contamination. Carbon treat bath.
is
of
nd
10.8.3 Tin-Nickel Alloy Plating

The alloy deposit consists of 65% tin to 35% nickel; th
composition remains fairly constant over a wide range
operating conditions. The deposit is highly corrosion a
tarnish resistant, and is solderable.
-

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dull, black, brittle or
milky deposits.

Low fluoride. Run Hull cell; follow vendor’s recommendations.

Contamination due to copper. Dummy plate at 3 to 5 ASF.

Tin content too low. Adjust per vendor recommendations.

Contamination from wetting agents and
brighteners from other electrolytes.

Filter bath through activated carbon. Contamination should
absolutely be avoided. No oxidizing agents such as hydro
gen peroxide or potassium permanganate should ever be
added.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Roughness. Suspended matter in bath. Improve solution filtration.

Metallic contamination. Follow vendor’s recommendations. The bath will dissolve
most metals. Avoid leaving work in the tank with current
off. Avoid dropping work in the tank.
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10.8.3 Tin-Nickel Alloy Plating (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Powdery gray
deposit.

Current density too high. Lower current density; recalculate plating area if neces-
sary.

Nickel content too low. Adjust nickel concentration as required.
te
le
m-
e
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10.8.4 Palladium-Nickel

Palladium-nickel is also gaining acceptance as a substitu
for gold. It exhibits characteristics that make it acceptab
used on PC tabs or fingers. The hardness of the palladiu
nickel coating is greater and the porosity lower than th
standard hard gold finish. The deposit also exhibits exce
lent solderability.
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11.0 ETCHING

Most process problems that appear during the etching st
of printed circuit production can be traced to one of tw
general areas. The most common and obvious cause
etching problems is the etching equipment itself, eith
through component failure or misadjustment. The seco
most common cause of problems during the etching s
are problems which occur during prior processing steps
are not detected until the boards are processed through
etcher. An example would be resist scum left on the boa
during the stripping of a plating resist, which can cau
uneven etching to occur.

This section will outline some of the problems that ca
occur during the etching process with the most probab
cause(s) and actions that can be taken to correct th

11.1 GENERAL
ge
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r
d
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When the cause of a problem can be traced to a prior p
cess step, it will be noted as such and the reader direc
to the appropriate section if necessary.

This section is organized by etching chemistries. The fi
subsection deals with general problems that can be enco
tered with any chemistry used for etching, and should
referred to first. The following subsections deal with sp
cific problems relating to cupric chloride, ammoniaca
sulfuric/peroxide and ferric chloride, etching baths, respe
tively. A final miscellaneous section deals with problem
associated with etching chemistries and equipment no
wide use or not applicable to one of the subsections abo
Each subsection is further divided into the problems rel
ing to bath control, over-etching, under-etching and re
dues left on the board surface.
11.1.1 Equipment-Related Effects and Effects from Other Processes

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Non-uniform etch
from side-to-side
of panel.

Spray nozzles clogged. Check and clean nozzles as necessary.

Spray tubes out of alignment. Follow equipment manufacturer’s recommendations for spray
tube adjustment.

Conveyor wheel alignment. (If conveyor
wheels are not staggered from rod to rod,
wheels can mask those areas of the board.)

Rearrange wheels in staggered pattern so no two wheels are in
line.

Spray tube flow adjustments not set prop-
erly (if equipment has provisions for indi-
vidual spray tube adjustment).

Check spray pressures in each spray tube and adjust accord-
ingly.

Leak in spray tube, causing loss of spray
pressure. (Most common place for this to
occur is where the spray tube connects to
the manifold feeding the spray tubes.)

Check spray tubes for leaks, especially at junction of spray tube
and manifold, and repair or replace spray tube if necessary.

Low solution level causing pump cavita-
tion.

Restore solution volume.
11-1
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11.1.1 Equipment-Related Effects and Effects from Other Processes (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Non-uniform etch
(copper left on
some areas of
panel while other
areas are etched
properly).

Improper developing or stripping of panels
prior to etching, leaving a resist scum on
the panel surface.

Check developing or stripping processes in shop. (See Section
9.0 on Imaging.)

Poor quality artwork. (This could be a
cause of improper developing or stripping,
leaving a resist scum on the panel sur-
face.)

Carefully inspect artwork and artwork preparation procedures.
(See Section 3.0 on Photo-tooling.)

Improper cleaning of panels. (Residues left
on panel surface after precleaning, prior to
resist application.)

Check cleaning procedures. (See Section 8.0 on Cleaning and
Section 9.0 on Imaging.)

Non-uniform copper plating on panel
(panel plate operations).

Follow actions specified in Section 10.2.

Touch-up ink on rollers. Check dryness of touch-up ink on panels. Clean rollers if neces
sary.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive under-
cut (over-etching).
(See Figure 11–1.)

Improper spray angle, spray tubes out of
adjustment, or improper spray nozzles -
depending on type of equipment.

Check manufacturer’s recommendations for spray tube adjust-
ment or proper nozzles.

Excessive spray pressure. Check spray pressure. (In most spray etchers, pressure shoul
between 20 and 30 psig.)

Resist breakdown along edges of traces or
resist lifting on edges.

Spray pressure too high. (See above). Also may be caused by
cleaning and developing problems. (See Sections 8.0 and 9.0 on
Cleaning and Imaging, respectively.)
Figure 11–1 Overetched conductor
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11.1.1 Equipment-Related Effects and Effects from Other Processes (continued)

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Panels skewing on
conveyor.

Machine not level. Check to see if conveyor is level and level up machine if nece
sary.

Spray tubes out of alignment in oscillating
equipment, causing uneven pressure on
board.

Check alignment and follow manufacturer’s recommendation fo
adjusting spray.

Worn conveyor gears causing the conveyor
rod to stop rotating.

Replace worn gears.

Bent or warped conveyor rods. Replace bent rods.

Inoperative dragout rollers. Replace or repair.

Internal baffles set too low and catching
on boards as they pass.

Adjust baffles.

Unbalanced top and bottom spray pres-
sures. (Too much bottom spray pressure
can lift lighter boards.)

Check and adjust spray pressures.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Copper left
around circuit
patterns.

Resist not completely stripped from pan-
els. (If the copper has overplated the resist
edge it will trap the resist and prevent
proper stripping.)

Check for complete resist removal. If necessary, consider using
a thicker resist. (Also see Section 9.0 on Imaging and Section
10.2 on Copper plating.)

Conveyor speed too fast. Check/adjust speed.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Etch rate slows. Wrong thickness of copper on panel. Confirm copper thickness and adjust conveyor speed accord
ingly. Two ounce copper etches slower than one ounce.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Etchant attacks
resist (on print-
and-etch work).

Etch resist improperly cured or dried. Check/confirm proper cure of resist. Check proper lamination
exposure and development of photoresist (Section 9.0.)

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Front of panel
etches differently
from back of
panel.

Different copper thicknesses, front-to-back
of panel.

Adjust spraying action to compensate, or etch one side at a tim
at correct parameters for that thickness (etch each side facing
upwards and shut off bottom spray nozzles).

Differential spray pressures. Check spray pressures. Check for clogged nozzles. Use test
els to confirm uniform etching.

Resist mylar cover sheet left on one side
of panel (print-and-etch operation).

Insure mylar sheet is removed. Check removal equipment or
operator.
11-3
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11.2 CUPRIC CHLORIDE

11.2.1 Bath Control

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Overchlorination
causing free
chlorine in atmo-
sphere around
machine.

Dirty ORP probes. Check probes. If a layer of oxidation can be seen on the tips,
carefully rub off with a pencil eraser.

ORP probes not standardized. Probes should be standardized at installation and the standa
ization should stay steady over a long period of time. However,
the probes can become unstandardized and should be checked
constant overchlorination is a problem.

Electrical interference causing probes to
give false readings.

Use shielded cable from probes to junction and from junction to
remote box. If shielded cable is being used, check grounding of
shield. Check with supplier for guidelines.

Leak in chlorine plumbing to etcher. Leaks in the chlorine plumbing can be easily detected and
located by holding a cloth soaked with ammonia close to sus-
pected areas. If chlorine is present, the cloth gives off a white
vapor.

Leak in solenoid valve to chlorine gas
supply, allowing a constant flow of chlo-
rine to etcher.

Replace or repair valve.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Sudden slowdown
in etch rate.

Supply problems with regeneration chemi-
cals causing either slow regeneration or
none at all.

Check to see if chemistry is adequate and replace empty drums
or cylinders.
If using chlorine gas, check cylinders to see if they are frozen
(frost on the outside of the cylinder is a good indication of this).
Defrost by circulating room temperature air around cylinder
with a fan (never apply direct heat to cylinder). If cylinder
freezing is a constant problem, then the system is demanding
chlorine faster than the cylinder can provide it. The solution is
to manifold several cylinders together or obtain an evaporator.
Check the solenoid valves that supply the chemistry to see if
they are jammed or not operating correctly. Fix or replace as
necessary.

Water leak diluting etchant. Check specific gravity of etchant which should be in the range
of 30-32 Baumé (1.261-1.283 s.g.). If it is considerably less
than this, then a water leak is a definite possibility. Check cool-
ing coil and other possible water sources.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Slow etching.
(Etch rate is not
as fast as it
should be, but
seems to be fairly
steady.)

Millivolt setting too low on ORP control.
(The ORP setting should not be much
below 500 millivolts. If it is, then bath
may not be regenerating to full potential.)

Reset ORP controller to higher setpoint. (For cupric chloride
this should be between 500 and 540 millivolts.) Check with
equipment manufacturer for guidelines.

Etchant being slowly diluted by slow leak
in cooling water coil.

Check water inputs to etcher for leaks. (Also see Section
11.2.1.B.)

Under high production conditions, boards
can drag-in enough water from previous
steps to dilute etchant.

Install extra drag-out rollers or air curtain. Check with equip-
ment supplier.

Specific gravity of etchant too high
(should be between 30 and 32 degrees
Baumé).

Make sure water make-up control is operating properly. Dilute
etchant to proper range with water.
11-4
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11.2.2 Improper Etching

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Over-etching. (See
Figure 11-1.)

Conveyor speed too slow. Check to see if conveyor speed is at proper setting. (This can
very important if several different thicknesses of copper are
being processed during the day.)
Check speed calibration. If conveyor setting is correct, check
chemistry and other equipment parameters such as spray pres-
sure. (See 11.2.1 on bath control.)

Hydrochloric acid content of etchant
higher than normal.

Check free HCl content of etchant. (In normal regenerated
cupric chloride the free HCl content should be very low; in the
range of 0.1 N or less. If significantly higher, check HCl valves
for leaks. Check with equipment supplier for guidelines.)

Etchant specific gravity lower than normal.
(The etch rate of cupric chloride increases
as the solution is diluted until the solution
reaches a specific gravity of 26 Baumé, at
which point it begins to fall off.)

Check to see that operating specific gravity of cupric chloride
solution is 30-32 Baumé at 54°C. (If specific gravity is less
than this, then the increase in etch rate may be enough to caus
over-etching.) Check water inputs for leaks. Add copper to solu-
tion to bring specific gravity back to 30-32 Baumé.

Etchant over-regenerated. (If the etcher is
well ventilated, it is possible to over-
regenerate the chlorine without release into
the work area.)

Check the millivolt reading of the etchant. (Normal operating
condition is 500-540 millivolts. Readings consistently higher
than this show over-regeneration and a higher than normal etch
rate. See 11.2.1.A on overchlorination for possible causes and
corrective actions.)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Under-etching. Conveyor speed too fast. Check conveyor speed setting to be sure it is set correctly fo
the thickness of copper being etched. (See 11.2.1 on Bath con-
trol.)

Etchant not at operating temperature. Check etchant temperature. Check for possible heater malfu
tion.

Etchant specific gravity too high. (As spe-
cific gravity rises, etch rate drops.)

See that specific gravity is between 30 and 32 Baumé at 54°C.
Check to see if specific gravity control and water make-up are
operating correctly. Dilute etchant to proper range.

Spray pressure lower than normal. Check spray pressure adjustments to see if they have been
changed.
Check for a pump problem or a leak in plumbing.
Make sure etchant volume is correct in etcher sump. (Low fluid
level may cause pump to cavitate and lose pressure.)

Etchant under-regenerated. Check millivolt reading of etchant. (If below 500 consistently,
see 11.2.1.B and 11.2.1.C for possible causes and corrective
action.)
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11.3 ALKALINE (AMMONIACAL) ETCHANTS

11.3.1 Bath Control

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive crystal-
lization in etcher.

Etchant pH too low. (For most alkaline
etchants, if the pH falls below the suppli-
er’s recommended minimum operating pH,
usually around 8.0, excessive crystalliza-
tion can result.)

Check replenisher solution supply - be sure that supply tanks o
drums are not empty.
Check replenisher supply plumbing - check for clogged lines or
bad solenoids to be sure solution is reaching etcher when calle
for.
Check replenisher controller for proper operation.
Check etcher venting - excess venting can draw off ammonia
from etching solution and lower the pH. (Venting should be set
just high enough to keep the work area comfortable and no
higher.)
Check/calibrate pH meter.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Etchant no longer
etches. Alkaline
salts precipitate
out of etchant and
fall to bottom of
etch sump
(sludging).

Excess water getting into etcher sump.
(Excess water dilutes etchant and lowers
pH to a point where alkaline salts no
longer stay in solution, destroying etch
bath.)

Check for unwanted water inputs. (The two most common
sources are leaks in the cooling coil and drag-in from boards
entering the etcher, especially if an in-line stripper and rinse are
being used.) Make sure panels are dry prior to entering the
etcher. Check cooling coil for leaks (generally the machine mus
be emptied first).

Excessively low pH. See 11.3.1.A for causes and corrective actions for low pH.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Etch rate slows as
boards are being
processed. (If
etcher is allowed
to sit for several
hours, etch rate
returns to normal
then begins to
slow again.)

Impeded air flow into etcher. (Oxygen is a
necessary ingredient for the replenishment
process. It is possible, in an effort to pre-
vent ammonia fumes from escaping the
etcher, to block the needed air flow into
the etcher.)

Check with machine and/or chemistry supplier for the best way
to control fumes without cutting oxygen supply to etchant. Cor-
rect placement of venting is very important.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Resist coming off
in etcher (when
using dry film or
screened ink as
etch resist).

pH of etch bath too high. (Some fully
aqueous dry films and some types of UV
curable screen inks will soften and peel if
the etchant is at or above the upper end of
the pH operating range for most alkaline
etchants. The resists have been run in
alkaline etchants by keeping the etchant
pH at the lower end of the pH range,
around 8.1.)

Check with etchant supplier for the best way to accomplish this
for the particular etchant being used.

Ammoniacal etcher replenishment chamber
out of control.

Check pH of replenishment chemistry. Make sure replenishmen
chamber is well vented (ammonia is a good resist stripper).

Wrong resist for ammoniacal etching. New alkaline-resistant dry films are available that allow etchi
at a pH of 9 or above. Check with supplier to verify that resist
is compatible with etchant. Investigate alternate materials.
11-6
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11.3.2 Improper Etching

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Over-etching. (See
Figure 11-1.)

Conveyor speed too slow. Check to see if conveyor speed is set properly for the thickn
of copper being etched.

Etchant pH higher than normal. (Etchant
pH has little effect on etch rate but it does
have an effect on the amount of undercut
per side. As pH increases, undercut
increases, which could be mistaken for
over-etching.)

Check pH of etchant and, if above normal, run etcher and vent
lation without adding copper until pH returns to former level.

Etchant specific gravity lower than normal.
(As above, specific gravity has little effect
on overall etch rate within the operating
parameters of the etchant but does have an
effect on undercut. As specific gravity goes
down, undercut per side increases.)

Check specific gravity of etchant and, if lower than normal, add
copper to etcher with replenisher feed valve turned off to bring
specific gravity back to former level.
Check operation of replenishment controller.
11-7
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11.3.2 Improper Etching (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Under-etching.
(See Figure 11-2.)

Conveyor speed too fast. Check to see if conveyor speed is set properly for the thickn
of copper being etched.

Etchant pH lower than normal. (Etchant
pH has little effect on etch rate but it does
have an effect on the amount of undercut
per side. As pH decreases, undercut also
decreases, which could be mistaken for
under-etching.)

Check pH of etchant solution. (See 11.3.1.A for causes and co
rective actions for low pH.)

Etchant specific gravity higher than nor-
mal. (As above, specific gravity has little
effect on overall etch rate within the oper-
ating parameters of the etchant but does
have an effect on undercut. As specific
gravity increases, undercut per side
decreases.)

Check specific gravity of etchant and, if higher than normal, ad
replenisher solution to bring it back to normal levels. Check for
proper operation of replenishment controller.

Etchant not up to temperature. Check/correct etchant temperature. Check for possible heat
controller malfunction.

Spray pressure lower than normal. Check spray pressure adjustments to see if they have chan
Check for pump malfunction or leak in plumbing. Low fluid
level may cause pump to cavitate and lose pressure; check lev
controls and replenisher/spent pump system for correct opera-
tion.
Figure 11−2 Underetched conductors showing
excess copper
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11.4 PEROXIDE-SULFURIC ETCHANTS

11.4.1 Bath Control

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive perox-
ide consumption.

High temperature of etchant solution
induces peroxide decomposition by ‘‘blow-
off.’’

Maintain temperature within supplier’s recommended limits.
Check/confirm proper operation of temperature controller and
heater.

Repeated, prolonged high temperature
exposure has led to decomposition of the
peroxide stabilizer.

Consult supplier for recommended addition of stabilizer. If per-
oxide level cannot be maintained readily, bath should be
dumped and replaced with a fresh batch.

Bath may have become contaminated with
a material that is catalytic for peroxide
decomposition, such as organic contami-
nants or certain metals.

Ensure proper bath cleanliness, minimal organic drag-in (such
as from cleaners), no cross-contamination of solutions, proper
equipment construction (i.e., no materials being attacked and
dissolved by the bath). Check for dissolved metals using atomic
absorption analysis.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Blackening of tin-
lead solder during
etching.

Tin-lead alloy ratio may be out of balance. Check tin-lead plating bath controls. (See Section 10.3.)

Solder attack inhibitor may be depleted
from etchant bath.

Analyze and replenish inhibitor per supplier specifications.

Copper contamination in the tin-lead plate. Check for copper contamination in solder bath and follow re
ommendations outlined in Section 10.3 describing dark plating.

Resist stripper activates tin-lead prior to
etching.

Do not use a resist stripper that contains hydroxide.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Slow, but uniform
etch rate.

Replenisher concentration too low. Analyze bath for peroxide and replenish as necessary.

Bath temperature too low. Check for correct operating temperature. Confirm proper oper
tion of temperature controller and heaters.

Acid content too high, limiting solubility
of copper.

Allow acid normality to drop into accepted range (consult sup-
plier for procedure). Review acid addition operation.

Rate promoter concentration too low. Check replenishment pumps and ensure correct addition rate

Copper content too high, i.e., etchant solu-
tion is near saturation level.

Analyze for copper content in etch tank. Check that solution
transfer rate to chill tank is satisfactory. Ensure that solution
returning from settling tank to etch tank is sufficiently low in
copper content. Check/confirm proper operation of entire coppe
removal process.

Chloride contamination of etchant. Consult supplier for remedy. Use only deionized water for
makeup.
11-9
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11.4.1 Bath Control (continued)

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Etchant solution
temperature rises.

Transfer pumps (to chiller) not operating
properly.

Check proper operation of transfer pumps.

Overflow line from recovery system to
etcher may be plugged with copper sulfate
crystals.

Clean all lines and piping; confirm proper operation.

Recirculation rate or cooling rate is inad-
equate.

Check for adequate water flow through cooling coils. Investigate
recirculation and transfer process to ensure adequacy. Tempera
ture of solution in the recovery system should be cool, about
21°C.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Etchant tempera-
ture loss.

Recirculation rate to recovery system is
too high.

Investigate recirculation and transfer process per supplier recom
mendations. Check that solution in recovery system is not too
cool (should be 21°C).

Bath heating system is malfunctioning, is
inadequate or thermostat set wrong.

Check/confirm temperature controller and heater operation in
bath.

Bath cooling system malfunction. Check that bath cooling coils are functioning properly.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive foam
blanket.

Over replenishment of proprietary addi-
tives.

Reduce replenishment rate to within supplier recommendations
to gradually reduce foam blanket.

Contaminants have caused some peroxide
decomposition that has contributed to the
foaming action.

See 11.4.1.A for causes and corrective actions.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Crystals (copper
sulfate) not pre-
cipitating readily
in immersion
equipment.
(Instead, very fine
particles form a
gel-like mass in
the chill and/or
settling tanks.)

Too rapid chilling that causes extremely
fine crystal formation.

Raise temperature of chill tank slightly. Introduce solution into
chill tank with better mixing. Ensure that acid normality of
etchant solution is within supplier’s recommended limits.

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Building solution
volume.

Introduction of water from unwanted
sources.

Check for leaks in cooling coils (both bath and recovery sys-
tem). Ensure correct placement of squeegees and/or rollers
between etch chamber and rinse chambers (before and after
etch); ensure no rinse water is draining back into the etch cham
ber.

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Etchant solution
volume drop.

Overflow line from recovery system to
etcher is blocked with crystals.

Check and clean the line. Establish regular maintenance proce-
dure if necessary. Check for inadequate removal of copper in
the recovery process. (See 11.4.1.C.)
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11.4.2 Improper Etching

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Nonuniform etch
(copper left in
some areas of
panel while others
are etched prop-
erly). (Also see
Section 11.1.1.B.)

Spray nozzles are clogging with copper
sulfate crystals.

Check for adequate removal of copper in the recovery process
(see 11.4.1.C.)

High copper concentration in etcher. Copper concentration should not be over 45 g/l. Cool bath a
crystallize out copper sulfate. Consult supplier if necessary. (Se
11.4.1.C.)

Replenisher concentration below specifica-
tion.

Check and adjust per supplier specification. (See 11.4.1.D if
peroxide concentration continues to drop.)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Nonuniform etch
on very thick
copper-clad pan-
els 200 microns
or greater). Varia-
tion in line width
from bottom to
top of vertically
positioned traces.

Gas evolution leading to variable solution
flow near line edges.

Agitate work to ensure release of gases. Improve solution
impingement and flow.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Fast etch rate,
over-etch.

Peroxide level too high. Analyze/adjust peroxide level. Check proper operation of
replenishment process.

Bath temperature above range. Check/confirm proper operation of temperature controller, he
ers and cooling system. Make sure cooling water flow and tem-
perature is adequate. (Also see 11.4.1.D.)

Excessive replenishment of etch rate pro-
moter.

Check/adjust pump replenishment rates. Consult supplier if nec
essary.

Exotherm near board surface in immersion
equipment is causing localized overheating
and subsequent excessive etch rate.

Agitate work to reduce localized exotherm. Improve solution
agitation. Ensure that work load is within supplier’s recommen-
dations.

11.5 FERRIC CHLORIDE

11.5.1 Bath Control

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Etch rate very
slow.

Spent bath. Change bath. (Ferric chloride used to etch copper cannot be
regenerated. As more and more metal is added to the bath, the
etch rate becomes slower and slower until it stops etching.
Theoretically, ferric chloride can hold about 120 g/l of etched
metal, but generally the etch rate is so slow that by the time 60
g/l is etched, the bath needs to be changed.)
11-11
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11.5.1 Bath Control (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excess foaming of
etchant.

Additives or contaminants that cause
foaming. (There are several grades and
suppliers of ferric chloride solutions avail-
able.)

Be sure that an etching grade of ferric chloride is being used.
(If not, try a different lot of ferric chloride.)
Sometimes the addition of approximately 1 ml/liter of octyl
alcohol will suppress foaming without affecting etch characteris-
tics. (As a general rule, ferric chloride etchants should not foam
under most conditions.)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Muddy-brown
etchant color.

Buildup of insoluble ferrous and cuprous
chlorides in etch bath. (This sludge can
accumulate on the bottom of the etcher,
interfering with heating and cooling and
can also clog nozzles.)

Add approximately 0.5% by volume concentrated hydrochloric
acid to redissolve the ferrous and cuprous chlorides.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Sudden slowdown
in etch rate.

Water leak diluting etchant. Check to see that specific gravity of etchant is in the range of
40-42 Baumé (1.381-1.408 s.g.). (If it is considerably lower
than this, a water leak is a definite possibility.) Check cooling
coil and other possible water sources.

11.5.2 Improper Etching

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Over-etching. (See
Figure 11-1.)

Conveyor speed too slow. Check etch rate of chemistry and set conveyor speed to prop
rate. Check all equipment parameters, especially spray pressure

Hydrochloric acid content of etchant
higher than normal.

Check free HCl content of etchant. (Normally the free acid con-
tent of ferric chloride is very low, in the range of 0.1 N or less.
If significantly higher, check procedures for adding HCl.)

Etchant specific gravity lower than normal.
(The etch rate of ferric chloride increases
as the solution is diluted until the solution
reaches a specific gravity of about 36
Baumé.)

Check to see that specific gravity of etchant is in the range of
40-42 Baumé (1.381-1.408 s.g.). (If it is considerably lower
than this, a water leak is a definite possibility.) Check cooling
coil and other possible water sources.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Under-etching.
(See Figure 11-2.)

Conveyor speed too high. Check etch rate of chemistry and set conveyor speed to prop
rate. (Also see 11.5.1 on bath control.)

Etchant not up to temperature. Check/adjust etchant temperature. Check for possible heater
malfunction.

Etchant specific gravity too high. Indication of spent bath. (See 11.5.1.A.)

Spray pressure lower than normal. Check spray pressure adjustments to see if they have been
changed (readjust if necessary). Check pump operation or leaks
in plumbing. Low fluid level may cause pump to cavitate and
lose pressure.
11-12
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11.6 MISCELLANEOUS ETCHING SOLUTIONS

11.6.1 Ammonium or Sodium Persulfate

(These materials are most often used as micro-etc
rarely as a final etch. See the individual plating sections
more information on micro-etching.)
if
d

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Slow etch rate. Decomposition of bath. Persulfate etch baths decompose slowly on sitting, especially
not used often. A bath 2 to 4 weeks old may have decompose
past use. Make up new bath. Institute regular bath changes to
prevent recurrence.

Bath was overheated which accelerates
decomposition.

Operate bath below 38°C for best bath life.
11-13
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Section 12
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12.0 INNERLAYER FABRICATION

The fabrication of individual clad laminate cores into t
component layers of a multilayer board is generally acco
plished through a ‘‘print-and-etch’’ process, however, ma
innerlayers contain blind and/or buried vias. Proble
associated with innerlayer fabrication are often related
handling of the generally thin core (0.05–0.41 mm) ma
rial and the susceptibility of this material to machine da
age. The main dangers inherent in innerlayer fabricat
are undetected defects being hidden in the multilayer pa
age.

12.1 GENERAL

12.1.1 Handling Innerlayers are difficult at best to pro
cess because the material is thin and easily bent by
forces of water and air, as well as human touch. Rec
improvements in conveyorized equipment make its
essential for as much of the process as possible.

12.1.2 Innerlayer Problems – General
are

e
.

g.
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Innerlayers dam-
aged in
conveyorized
equipment.

Not enough top rollers or guides in equip-
ment to keep innerlayers in place against
the force of the sprays.

Inspect machine for top rollers. Make sure guide wires are in
place.

Incorrect operation of the machine. Always turn top sprays on first and off last when innerlayers
in machine (i.e., checking developer break point).

Thin innerlayers may not have the rigidity
to withstand certain conveyorized equip-
ment.

Attach a rigid substrate to one side of the innerlayer with tape.
Insert the rigid portion first and it will pull the innerlayer behind
without damage.
Consider increasing border of copper on the innerlayer to pro-
vide additional rigidity.
Secure innerlayers into frames made of rigid laminate that serv
to keep innerlayer taut while traversing through the machine(s)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Innerlayers bowed
excessively.

Innerlayers not supported adequately dur-
ing bake-out.

Use fixture to handle innerlayers by tooling holes during bake-
out.

Excessive stress after etch due to back-to-
front imbalance of copper pattern.

Check design; modify multilayer construction if possible to
minimize.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dimensional
stability.

Panel was scrubbed too hard causing it to
stretch.

Lighten scrub process - use pumice scrub, or a chemical clean
process to replace scrub operation.

Movement due to stress relief. Provide adequate copper border for support and resin ventin

Improperly cured laminate. Prebake prior to any fabrication. Consult laminate supplier.
12-1
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12.2 PRINT AND ETCH INNERLAYERS

12.2.1 Cleaning Cleaning innerlayers will ensure
adequate adhesion of the photoresist. In addition, it
important to remove the antitarnish coating on the lamina
copper so that subsequent etching and oxiding (or ot
bonding treatment) processes are not affected. (Also
Section 8.0 for more information on cleaning and Secti
1.6 on rinsing.)

12.2.2 Resist Residue on Innerlayers Review causes
and follow action items described in Sections 9.2, 9.3, a
9.4 on imaging, developing and stripping of resist.

12.2.3 Imaging Imaging problems are similar to those
occurring on double-sided rigid boards. (See Section 9.

12.3 INNERLAYERS WITH BLIND AND/OR BURIED VIAS

12.3.1 Drilling Drilling problems are similar to those
experienced when drilling thin, double-sided rigid board
(See Section 5.1.)

12.3.2 Plating Plating problems are similar to those
occurring on double-sided rigid boards (see Section 10
with some additional handling and racking concerns due
the thin material. Unique problems arise as a result of t
chemical etchback process. To minimize plating problem
appropriate steps must be taken to thoroughly rinse a
clean the through-hole after etchback.

12.3.2 Plating
.

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Voids in through-
hole copper
plating.

Chemicals used for resin etchback are pre-
venting electroless copper deposition.

Review rinse steps during and after chemical etchback process
(See Section 6.0.)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Uneven plating
thickness.

Panels bowed in plating racks (because
they are thin).

Clamp panels on opposite ends to hold rigidly in racks. Check
to make sure air agitation is not buffeting the panels exces-
sively.
le-
nd
p-
n.
12.3.3 Etching

Etching problems are similar to those occurring on doub
sided rigid boards, for both print-and-etch innerlayers a
innerlayers with blind and/or buried vias. The main exce
tion is where thinness of the material affects the operatio
(See Section 11.0.)
r

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Panels coming out
of etcher skewed.

Unbalanced spray pressures. Adjust spray pressures so that upper spray is slightly highe
than lower spray.
12-2
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12.3.3 Etching (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Heavy excess cop-
per on innerlayers
in spots, strips,
etc.

Poor developing. All or part of cover sheet left on photoresist through develope
Inadequate rinse and dry after developing. Follow actions
detailed in Section 9.0.

Panels overlapped in developer and/or
etcher. Increase distance between panels.

Check roller for worn spots.

Mechanical problems with equipment. See Section 8.0 or 9.0 for general remedies for mechanical
problems.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dishdowns,
scratches or other
damage to pat-
tern.

Imaging cleanliness and handling. Follow actions detailed in Section 9.0.

Poor handling after develop, before etch. If possible, do not handle innerlayers between develop and
Do not push or slide them across rollers. Do not force into
racks. Do not stack.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excess pinholes,
opens, etc.

Thin resist. Consider using thicker resist or longer exposure times. Follow
actions detailed in Section 9.0.

Inadequate cleanliness of imaging room.
Dust and particulate matter interferes with
imaging.

Eliminate dust generating processes from the imaging area.
(Also see Section 9.0.)
le
-
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12.4 COPPER TREATMENT TO IMPROVE LAMINATE
ADHESION

Innerlayer copper surface treatment is an acceptab
method for improving the interlaminate adhesion of multi
layer boards. There are four types of surface treatments th
are available. One type, a laminator’s oxide (calle
‘‘double-treated’’), can be purchased as part of the incom
ing laminate material. Special handling of the treatmen
surface throughout the print and etch process is necessa

A second type can be developed on the etched and stripp
innerlayer to produce a black oxide. Black oxides provid
both the required surface passivation of the copper and t
increased surface area required for good lamination.

A third type produces a red-brown oxide on etched an
stripped innerlayers. The required increase in surface ar
necessary for good lamination must be provided by prop
surface treatment to the underlying copper by means of
aggressive etchant or mechanical abrasion.

Finally, a relatively new process uses an immersion tin typ
of coating to treat the copper surface for lamination.

12.4.1 Double Treated Copper/Laminator’s Oxide
lier.
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Non-uniform
treatment
appearance prior
to lamination.

Oils on the surface from handling. Degrease through suitable cleaner as recommended by supp

Attack of the treatment coating through
the process.

Alkalinity of resist stripper too high. Do not use mild etchant in
the process. Do not use strong acid. Do not mechanically scrub
the surface. Do not do anything to affect the treatment coating.
12-3
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12.4.1 Double Treated Copper/Laminator’s Oxide (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor resist
adhesion.

Oils contaminating the surface. See 12.4.1.A.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Unetched copper. Resist binder on surface due to increased
surface area of copper.

Develop at slower speed or under more aggressive conditions,
such as elevated temperature, spray pressure or concentration.
Consult supplier for recommendations.
r-
to
e
.

12.4.2 Black or Red/Brown Oxide Coatings

To obtain an effective oxide treatment, care must be exe
cised to ensure that the copper surfaces are clean prior
immersion in the oxide bath. Poor oxide coatings ar
almost always related to inadequate cleaning and rinsing
ive-

h.

;

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Non-uniform oxide
appearance. (See
Figure 12-1.)

Concentration and temperature of oxide
too low.

Adjust per supplier specifications.

Resist residues on surface. (See Figure
12-2.)

Improve precleaning using a hot alkaline soak cleaner.

Heavy tarnish on surface. Increase etch rate in micro-etch. Increase micro-etch aggress
ness by change in concentration, temperature or dwell time.

Copper surface treatment inadequate for
red/brown oxide.

Improve micro-etching of copper surface. Consult supplier for
recommended micro-etch and operating parameters. Improve
surface roughness by implementing pumice scrubbing before
entering line.

Oxidation or tarnish occurring on the
panel prior to entering the oxide solution.

Switch to short DI water rinse between acid deoxidation and
oxide solution; minimize delay.

Sulfate residues left on surface of copper. Use HCl for deoxidizing acid prior to entering oxide solution.

Poor cleaning and micro-etching. Increase cleaning capacity. Maintain persulfate-type micro-etc
Use of peroxide-sulfuric type micro-etches may increase mot-
tling.

Stratification of solution; inadequate solu-
tion movement.

Implement mixing of solution using pump or impeller type agi-
tation.

Galvanic reaction. Stray currents in steel tank. Insulate heating element from tank
insulate rack from tank.

Particulate copper oxide in solution. Filter tank to remove particulates.

Innerlayers stuck together during oxidiz-
ing.

Rack layers further apart or improve agitation.

Dwell times in solution too high or too
low.

Review recommended times; excessive time produces loosely
adherent oxide.

Mottling due to variations in red/brown
oxide formation on copper surface.

Use an alkaline predip just prior to oxide solution. This is gen-
erally recognized as a cosmetic defect, and although not desir-
able, does not cause a reliability problem.
12-4
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12.4.2 Black or Red/Brown Oxide Coatings (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Oxide coating too
thin.

Bath operating parameters not in specifica-
tion (temperature, concentration, immer-
sion time).

Adjust per supplier’s recommendation.

Low caustic or high oxidizer concentra-
tion.

Adjust to optimum.

Oxidizer-to-caustic ratio too high. Adjust to optimum per supplier specification.

PH too low prior to oxide application. Improve rinsing between acid dip and oxide steps.

Panels too close together on racks, possi-
bly touching and sticking together (affects
adequate cleaning, etching and rinsing).

Rack panels at least 9.14 mm apart and make sure they canno
stick together. Insure adequate solution movement between pa
els during processing and rinsing.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Oxide coating too
thick.

Excessive immersion time. Reduce time per supplier recommendation.

High caustic or low oxidizer concentration
in oxide bath.

Adjust to optimum.

Oxidizer-to-caustic too low. Adjust to optimum.

Drag-in of micro-etch into oxide bath. Improve rinsing, racking and drip times.

Redeposition of oxide crystals from inad-
equate filtration.

Improve bath filtration.
IPC-740-12-1

Figure 12−1 Non-uniform oxide coating
be
s.
. I
n
.

IPC-740-12-2

Figure 12−2 Resist residues on surface
n
d

12.4.3 Oxide Bath Control

Problems related to oxide bath control can usually
resolved by following the supplier’s recommendation
Some brown oxide solutions can be prepared in-house
these cases, it is usually best to simply dump, clean a
refill the tanks when the results are less than satisfactory
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Gray scum forms
on top of solution.

Too much air introduced into the bath (the
scum is a carbonate caused by reaction of
sodium hydroxide with air).

Reduce solution agitation.
Do not agitate bath with air.
12-5
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12.4.3 Oxide Bath Control (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solution concen-
tration drops
rapidly.

Air mixing. Do not use air agitation or any type of violent agitation that wil
draw air into the bath. When adding water to the bath, keep
hose close to surface to reduce air entrainment.

Incorrect analysis procedure. Try increasing the quantity of indicator when titrating for
chlorite concentration.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Color variation (of
oxide coating) as
bath ages.

Carbonate build-up in bath. See 12.4.3.A to reduce carbonate build-up. Consult supplier
carbonate analysis procedure.

Copper build-up in bath. Adjust caustic in bath to proper specific coating weight.
stan-
ide
ibit
er-
(as
ely
ce.
pric
tal
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ion
12.4.4 Oxide Post Treatment

Oxide post treatment processes are designed to make
dard oxide coatings acid resistant. By making the ox
coating acid resistant, multilayer boards should not exh
pink ring when the post treatment process is properly op
ated within specifications. The post treatment process
the name implies) is applied to the innerlayer immediat
after oxide treatment, usually in a continuous sequen
The post treatment system chemically changes the cu
oxide coating to a mixture of cuprous oxide and elemen
copper. The post treatment process, in addition to mak
the oxide coating acid resistant, can improve adhes
between the copper circuitry and prepreg.
.

at-

.

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Post-treated coat-
ing non-uniform in
color.

Oxide coating non-uniform and streaked. Improve rinsing after oxide processing. (See 12.5.2.A.)

Post dip solution has lower activity (slug-
gish).

Raise solution temperature.
Increase concentration of post dip ingredients.
Raise pH of bath to within supplier specifications.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Oxide coating
does not react to
post dip.

Inadequate rinsing between oxide and post
dip.

Increase rinsing times. Adjust rinse to remove alkaline residues

Post dip solution is spent. Make up new bath.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

High consumption
of post dip addi-
tive.

Drag-in of oxide bath. Improve rinsing. Increase lag time between oxide and post tre
ment. Adjust rinse prior to post dip per supplier’s recommenda-
tion.

Oxide coating too thick. Adjust oxide bath parameters to reduce weight gain of coating

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Low peel
strengths on post-
treated multilayer
boards.

Oxide coating too thick. Adjust oxide bath parameters to reduce weight gain.

Oxide coating producing large needle-like
crystal structures similar to black oxide
process.

Adjust oxide formulations per supplier recommendations to
obtain a smaller grain structure.
12-6
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12.4.4 Oxide Post Treatment (continued)

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Pink ring still evi-
dent after post
treatment.

Oxide coating not properly reduced. See 12.4.4.A, 12.4.4.B, 12.4.4.C.

Prelamination bake temperature too high. Reduce prelamination bake temperature per supplier’s reco
mendation. Use an antioxidant if higher bake temperatures are
required.

12.4.5 Conveyorized Oxide Systems

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Conveyor wheel
marks on panels.

Contamination of sumps in pre-treatment
section of line, especially organic contami-
nants.

Clean and degrease chemical clean sumps and all conveyor
wheels, particularly those wheels between the chemical cleanin
stations. Use only chemicals that pass quality control test for
certified analysis. Use commercially available oxide chemistries

Conveyor wheels contaminated with for-
eign chemistry.

Clean and degrease conveyor wheels, especially those betwee
chemistry stations. Check chemistry sumps for contamination;
see above.

Condensate leaking from vent system into
chemical clean sumps.

Isolate vent systems for the different chemistries, i.e., do not
ventilate acid chemistries in the same venting system.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Oxide coatings
blotchy or non-
uniform.

Oxide chemical concentration too low.
(Typically, conveyorized immersion oxide
chemistries are run at 25% higher concen-
trations than dip systems.)

Increase oxide chemistry concentration by 10% increments unt
results are satisfactory.

Inadequate rinsing. Check quality and flow rate of rinse water. Check for and clea
any clogged nozzles.

Rinse water contaminated. Check quality of rinse water.

Vent system condensate dripping on pan-
els.

Isolate vent systems for the different chemistries, i.e., do not
ventilate acid chemistries in the same venting system.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Oxide too thin. Solution impingement too high (prevents
the formation of the oxide).

Sparge for even impingement. Lower pump pressure. Consider
alternate nozzle design to reduce impingement force.
12-7
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12.4.6 Delamination Relating to the Application of the Oxide Coating

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Surface
contamination.

Alkaline surface left on oxide. Improve rinsing after oxide application; monitor pH of final
rinse and maintain below pH of 9.

Chlorite residues on surface. Improve rinsing.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Improper develop-
ment of oxide.

Black oxide crystals too long causing frac-
turing. (See Figure 12-3).

Shorten dwell time, concentration or temperature in oxide.
Investigate alternate bath chemistry.

Inadequate surface area produced by pro-
cess.

Increase micro-etch rate or improve etch topography on coppe
innerlayer surface.

Inadequate surface treatment. Follow action items detailed in 12.4.2.A for oxide coatings.
IPC-740-12-3

Figure 12−3 Loose black oxide crystals
12-8
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13.0 LAMINATION

Typical problems encountered in the lamination process
printed wiring boards involve improper thickness, po
interlaminated adhesion, blisters, voids and misregistrat
Most of these problems can be overcome by material se
tion, improved cleanliness, reduction in the amount
volatiles, innerlayer copper surface treatment or modifi
tion of the press cycle. Depending upon the problem,
or more specification may be required.

Figure 13-1.

Misregistration of
innerlayers as
evidenced by
shifted lands.
n.
f

.
c-
f
-
e

Table 13-1 provides correlation between some of the va
ables found in the lamination processes and subsequ
effects on the laminated boards.

13.1 GENERAL

13.1.1 Misregistration (see Figure 13-1)

Misregistration may be observed as layer-to-layer n
matching, or the drilled hole pattern not matching the lan
on the internal layers. Breakout or thinning of the annul
ring often occurs when misregistration is present. The co
dination of all tooling and tooling concepts from the firs
operation such as punching/drilling tooling holes to com
ponent hole drilling must be considered. Often misregistr
tion believed to be caused by the lamination is traced
pre-lamination or post-lamination operations. Dimension
stability tests on as-received thin laminate often are n
correlatable with dimensional changes exhibited after t
lamination process; the curing of the resin and the lamin
tion cycle may cause dimensional changes that are gre
than any seen in the as-received material testing. P
lamination treatments that involve scrubbing or bendin
may stretch the thin laminate and it will then shrink after
is etched and baked dry. Example 13-1 shows an act
trouble-shooting problem and how it was resolved.

IPC-2221 & 2222, coupon F describes an in-process p
cess control method for monitor and control of registratio
Table 13−1 Laminate Process - Problem Sources and Subsequent Effects

Source Mis-
registration

Internal
Delamination or

Blisters

Bow and
Twist

Laminate
Voids

Resin
Starvation
(Unfilled
Areas)

Panel
Thickness

Surface
Imperfec-
tions

Tooling X X X

Press Cycle X X X X X

Heat Lagging X X X

Material X X X X X X X

Adhesion Treat (oxide) X

Cleanliness X X

Drying
Internal Layers
Prepreg

X X
(See Discussions)

X X

Storage
Internal Layers
Prepreg

X X
X

X
X

X X

Lay-up Skill X X X X X

Multilayer design X X X X

Undercured prepreg X X
13-1
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1

Example 13−1:

Problem:

—Random hole to pad breakout was observed in an
layer .46 x .61 meter multilayer board.

— Bow 2nd twist requirement was not within require
ments of 0.5%.

Multilayer Production Problem

A large order for an 8 layer multilayer board is bein
built. Foil lamination processes are used and this boa
is made on one panel: .46 x .61 meter (The board is
x .53 meters with the following cross section.)

There is a low yield due to hole breakout. This is ra
dom and occurs on layers 2 & 3 and 6 & 7. Bow and
twist requirements have failed (not on every lot) occ
sionally. The customer needs twist of 0.5%, while the
can be as bad as 1.5%.

Analysis:

A D.O.E. experiment was performed which identifie
the following major factors as being critical to the prod
uct requirements:

• Humidity

• Humidity and Temperature Interaction

• Kiss Cycle

• Kiss Cycle and heat Interaction

• Diameter of Tooling Holes

Results:

— Improvement was found after controlling the humid
ity at 30%, optimizing the Kiss cycle and strict con
trol of the tooling hole size.
eg,

3-2
8

d
2

A project team was set up to study the problem and
up a project strategy to resolve it. The team came
with the following strategy: (See Figure 2.)

There was no historical data available on the problem
a designed experiment (D.O.E.) was needed to de
mine the important parameters that need to be contro
and at what levels.

The general process was flowcharted as shown be
(See Figure 3.)

And then the specific process where the problem oc
(lamination) was flow charted. (See Figure 4.)

Using this flowchart a brainstorming session was held
identify all the probable causes and effects that m
contribute to the problem. The critical factors were ide
tified and prioritized. (See Figure 5.)

These were: 1) tool hole diameter, 2) drying of prepr

IPC-740-13-2

Figure 2

PROJECT STRATEGY
1. Problem Selection → Management Decree

2. Problem Definition  → No Useful Historical Data

3. Flow Charted  → General

4. Flow Charted  → Specific

5. Brainstorm  → Cause and Effect Program

6. Identified Critical Factors  → Prioritize

7. Measurement System Evaluation  → X-Ray
(must be <DOE)

8. Initial Capability Assessment

9. DOE  → and Confirmation Plan

10. Control Plan

PROBLEM
Hole Breakout on Layers 2/3 & 6/7

Assumptions: Design Specified

Specification: 5% Breakout of Diameter of Drilled Hole
IPC-740-13-1a

Figure 1
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IPC-740-13-3

Figure 3

IPC-740-13-4

Figure 4

Incoming
Material

Selection

Pre-Preg
Handling/
Storage

Lay-Up Lay-Up
(cont.) Post-Cure

IPC-740-13-5

Incoming
Material

Selection

Pre-Preg
Handling/
Storage

Lay-Up Lay-Up
(cont.) Post-Cure

S Resin Content
S Grain Direction
S Thickness
S Flow Sale
S Shrink Rate
S Cu Adhesion
X Tool Hole [

S Training
X Drying of

Prepreg
S Calibration

Age of Prepreg
N Cleanliness

Humidity
Temperature

S Training
Process Cycle

S Tooling/Pinning
S Grain Direction
S Tool Hole Dam.
X Humidity
X Temperature
N Cleanliness

Temperature
Pressure
Time

X Heat Cycle
S Strip Chart

Output
S Vacuum/

Nonvac.
S Cool-Down
S Calibration
X Kiss Cycle
S Turkey Bags

S Calibration
Time
Temperature

S Type of Oven

X = Significant Factors for Consideration

N = Noise

S = SOP
Figure 5

13-3
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IPC-740-13-6

Measurement System: X-Ray

Technique: Take picture of layers 2/3 & 6/7 and measure break-out under scope.

Measurement Evaluation Plan:
• Identify 10 holes that have breakout
• Have 3 operators measure all 10 in random order
• Repeat on 3 different days

Repeatability = f (X diff )

Reproducibility = f (R )
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Figure 6
3) heat cycle, 4) Kiss cycle, 5) humidity and 6) tempera
ture.

The results were to be measured by x-ray and a plan
up to evaluate the measuring system. (See Figure 6.)

The parameters of the experimental set-up were det
mined and the high and low values of the six critica
factors for the experimental design were set (see Figu
7) using these high and low values on L16 array was
used to set-up the test runs. In this case there were to
16 test runs made with 20 panels per run done over
days with a second reapplication run made on the tw
days following. (See Figure 8.)

IPC-740-13-7

Figure 7

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
• Hold the cycle time constant.
• Same lot prepreg & laminate (materials).
• Check the gage calibration.
• Monitor the vacuum on press.

Use L16 Array
~2 days to run
~2 days to replicate

NOTE: Do all the humidity runs together.
Analyze using Anova.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
1 2

Parameter High Low
A Tooling Hole [ 6.40mm 6.35mm
B Drying of Prepreg 48 hrs 24 hrs
C Heat Cycle Profile B Profile A
D Kiss Cycle Profile B Profile A
E Humidity 50% 30%
F Temperature 50% 70°
-4
At this point an estimate of the experimental cost w
done and the experiment modified to reduce the c
mainly by reducing the sample size to 5 panels per
and contracting an outside site to measure the differe
between hole and land centers. (See Figure 9.)

The results of the D.O.E. found that humidity, kis
cycle, and tooling hole diameters had the most imp
tant effects on the process. A confirmation run was do
using the best parameters for each of the three follow
by a sanity check at the worst parameters.

Once the data was confirmed a control plan was se
to test these conclusions in production.

At the end of the two week period outlined in the co
trol plan, the results would be analyzed to see if the
was an improvement in the hole to pad breakout spe
fications (i.e., twist < = 0.5%). If yes, then the new con
trol parameters would be incorporated into the manuf
turing cycle. If more improvement were needed then
project cycle would be started again.
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IPC-740-13-8

Figure 8
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Result
L16 (215)
Factors

SAMPLE SIZE
• Holes on panel not independent

    [  1 sample = 1 panel

n = f (Variation of parameter, desired precision and allowable risk)

[ = If need to detect a 1/2 s difference in means with a 5% risk

n.20

Recommendation: Contract measurement of relative location of
hole and land centers
13-5
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IPC-740-13-9

Figure 9

EXPERIMENTAL COST
• 16 runs x 2 x 20 panels = 640 panels x $40 . $25,600

• 4 days minimum production time – 2 operators, 1 engineer  . $1,200

• Testing $10/picture  . $32,000

• Total  . $70,000

EXPERIMENTAL MODIFICATION
• Contract site to measure difference between hole and land centers

• Reduce sample size to n  . 5

• Reduce testing cost by half

• Reduce experimental cost to  . $20,000
IPC-740-13-10

Figure 10

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

SANITY CHECK

CONFIRMATION RUN

• Humidity

• Humidity x Temp Interaction

• Kiss Cycle

• Kiss x Heat Interaction

• Tooling Holes [



• Temperature

• Heat Cycle



• Humidity – 30%

• Kiss Cycle – Profile A

• Tooling Holes [–6.35mm

• Humidity – 50%

• Tooling Holes [–6.40mm

• Kiss Cycle – Profile B

I
M
P
O
R
T
A
N
T

N
O
T

I
M
P
O
R
T
A
N
T

-6
IPC-740-13-11

Figure 11

CONTROL PLAN

• Humidity – 30%
– Monitor humidity for 2 week period.
   (Ind. X, R)

– Determine process variation and UCL

– Perform test to assure acceptability of
   humidity at UCL

• Tool Hole [
– Monitor hole [ for 2 week period

– Determine process verification and control
   the limits

– Perform test to assure acceptability

• Kiss Cycle
– Model process (perhaps optimizes further)
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13.1.2 Blisters/Delamation and Interlaminate Adhe-
sion (see Figure 13-2)

The bond strength between the cured prepreg and
laminate or copper surfaces must be sufficient to wi
stand all processing steps including drilling, routing a
later assembly operations such as soldering. Delam
tion may be observed immediately after lamination or
may not be seen until the board is etched and the f
ible plating is reflowed or a solder coating is applie
Delamination may be in the form of blisters or may b
raised edges and non-adherent surfaces internally in
board. Many of the problems result from improper bo
enhancement treatment (most often oxide). See Sec
12 on internal layer processing for many of the pro
lems related to this treatment.

13.1.3 Bowing/Twisting

The laminated panel or board may exhibit warping
twisting which may make it unusable as an assemb
product or it may not be able to be loaded with comp
nents by automated equipment. Boards are at tim
straightened after fabrication by heating and holdi
during cooling, but if the warp is inherent in the desig
or lay up, during pre-solder drying or soldering, th
warp and/or twist will return. If the cause is related
fast cool-down or caused by bowing during post cu
straightening by reheating is an acceptable correctio

13.1.4 Laminate Voids

Small voids may be exhibited in the prepreg or at t
prepreg and laminate surface. These may expand w
subjected to soldering or reflow. Small voids in th
board may bridge the conductors, pick up moisture, a
cause electrical shorts.
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13.1.5 Resin Starvation

Resin starvation is when areas are not filled by prepr
and resin during lamination. This is the result of no
having enough resin to fill the area between intern
layers. The glass cloth may act as a non-compressi
mechanical stop clamped between border copper
internal circuit conductors.

13.1.6 Panel/Board Thickness

The panel can be too thick or Panel/Board thickness t
thin overall, or it may have a large variation in thicknes
from on edge to the other. Another common feature
characterized as ‘‘footballing’’ in which the laminated
panel is much thicker in the middle than at the edges

13.1.7 Surface Imperfections

Imperfections in the copper surface of the laminate
panel can cause outer layer imaging or etching pro
lems. Pits or dents can cause poor resist adhesion or
contact exposure during imaging creating opens
shorts. Resin on the copper surface may not be remo
by the etching causing extraneous copper. Electrole
copper will adhere to the resin on the surface similar
in the holes and a separation between the copper
and the electroplate will occur that may not be detec
able.

13.2 HANDLING

Handling damage during lamination is often related
the difficulty in transporting and/or processing larg
sheets of copper clad laminate without marring the co
per surface. When damage does occur, the process s
should be observed to determine at what point in t
process the damage occurs. The corrective action is t
usually obvious.
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13.2.1 Misregistration

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Misalignment of the
innerlayers on one
piece of core to the
innerlayers on
another.

Operator carelessly forcing innerlayer on to
lamination alignment pins.

Instruct operator in proper lay-up technique for multilayer
boards.

13.2.2 Blisters/Delamination

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Resin fractures after
lamination.

Careless handling, either manual or mechani-
cal, of thin laminate or prepreg.

Check procedures to be sure materials are handled with
care. Check conveyorized equipment for possible roller
pressure.
1

Figure 13−2.

Delamination
of polyimide
multilayer
board
pera-
13.2.3 Laminate Voids

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Random series or
line of voids, particu-
larly a problem in
spacing with 1 or 2
plies of low flow
prepreg.

Prepreg with folds, creases, or breaks caus-
ing loss of resin along the flaw.

Handle prepreg with great care to avoid damage to resin
coat.

13.2.4 Surface Imperfections

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Scratches on surface
of panels after lami-
nation or post bake.

Sharp surface on which panels are placed. Check all surfaces of tables, carts or racks. Instruct o
tors in proper handling methods.
in
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13.3 EQUIPMENT

Lamination equipment and techniques have improved
recent years, with vacuum lamination methods be
widely adopted in order to improve the quality of th
higher technology products with greater circuit dens
This equipment or technique may include totally enclos
vacuum assisted hydraulic presses, autoclaves or sim
vacuum bags in standard heated-platen, hydraulic pres
These methods considerably decrease those defects a
ated with entrapped air and volatiles and allow the use
lower laminating pressure which improves internal reg
tration.
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13.3.1 Misregistration

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Innerlayer image not
aligned with drilled
hole pattern.

Press cycle requires too high operating pres-
sures. Pressure cannot be decreased without
causing laminate voids or blisters. Other
prepreg specifications have been tried.

Investigate vacuum lamination under lower pressures. Po
sibly using bags to justify capital expenditure for equip-
ment.

13.3.2 Blisters/Delamination

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Blisters or delam at
the oxide or laminate
interface with the
cured prepreg.

Entrapped volatiles or air. Use vacuum lamination techniques.

13.3.3 Laminate Voids

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Holes in blind or bur-
ied via layers are not
filled to the extent
required by specifi-
cation.

Entrapped air. Use vacuum lamination techniques in which the air is
evacuated from the lamination package before lamination
pressure is applied.
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13.4 MATERIAL

Many laminating problems are material related, eit
through improper selection, application or processi
When a problem is determined to be material related, m
times it can be resolved with the cooperation of the r
material supplier. Material for multilayer printed boar
has become very complex. The four major categor
epoxies, polyimides, bismaleimide triazine (BT) and cy
ate esters - have a wide variety of resins and additives
to modify their processing, thermal and electrical char
teristics.

Information as to processing these materials is often o
available from the material supplier and general rules a
pre-treatment or press cycles may not always apply.
example is related to drying the prepreg: many epoxy-r
prepregs will have poor flow characteristics if they a
vacuum dried, while many polyimide-resin prepregs
benefitted by vacuum drying prior to lamination. The s
plier of the material must be consulted before setting p
treatment or lamination schedules.
i-
13.4.1 Misregistration

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Circuits moved dur-
ing lamination.

Resin flow too high. Use lower flowing resin system. Adjust operating param-
eters to match new material.

Instability of core material used. Bake core material prior to use, to insure full cure. Mon
tor dimensional stability and Tg testing by supplier.
13-9
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13.4.1 Misregistration (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Misalignment of
holes to innerlayer
image.

Laminate construction not optimum for
design.

Select laminate construction (e.g., 106/2313 for 0.005) that
provides best registration.

13.4.2 Blisters/Delamination

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Separation of the
prepreg and the
innerlayer laminate
or oxide surface.

Prepreg style adjacent to copper circuitry too
low in resin content (e.g., 7628) resulting in
insufficient amount of resin to provide wet-
out of the oxide surface.

Use a prepreg style which has more surface resin such as
2313 or lighter.

13.4.3 Bow and Twist (Warped)

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Panel or board
warped or twisted
after lamination or
final routing.

Different internal layers are cross-plied. Check incoming material for warp (machine) and fill
direction. If the fabricator cuts the panels, check his direc-
tion and orientation to master sheet. Do not use panels tha
have the same X and Y dimension (square).

Prepreg is cross-plied from layer to layer.
Note: In some specific applications and con-
structions, cross-plying has been used to
control X and Y dimensional change without
resulting in rejectable bow and twist.

Check incoming material; check prepreg cut operator; do
not use square sheets. Check lay-up operators for conform
ance to planning.

Resin systems and dimensional change char-
acteristics may vary among suppliers.

Within a given lot or panel do not use different suppliers
of prepreg or laminate.

13.4.4 Laminate Voids

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Entrapped air in
prepreg.

Insufficient resin content of prepreg. Increase resin content of prepreg to allow better flow of
resin during lamination.

Resin content of prepreg not adequate to fill
areas void of copper.

Use light weight fabric (106 or 1080), which has a higher
percentage of resin, against 57 grams or greater copper.

Entrapped volatiles or moisture in the
prepreg.

Some prepreg systems may be vacuum dried; but many
epoxy prepregs depend on moisture to increase flow. Thes
should be kept at a controlled humidity recommended by
the prepreg supplier.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Holes in a heat sink
or restraining core
do not fill during
lamination.

Not enough resin to fill the holes. Use a prepreg that has sufficient resin to squeeze in and
fill the holes during lamination. Vacuum lamination aids
filling.
Prefill the holes with a paste made up of resin and filler
and cure prior to laminating.
13-10
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13.4.5 Resin Starvation

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Internal frosty
appearance most
seen in areas where
there is little cir-
cuitry. The frost
appearing area can
be an area where
there is no resin on
one of the layers or
the resin may be a
mass of small voids.

Insufficient resin volume to fill the area
between the internal layers before the copper
areas stop against the glass cloth and stop
further compression.

Use a higher resin content prepreg.
Calculate approximate volume of resin to fill and, using
unpressed prepreg volume and glass cloth thickness data
determine if sufficient resin is present. Adjust if necessary.
Use more sheets of prepreg.

13.4.6 Panel Thickness

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Panel overall and
dielectric thick-
nesses too thin.
Excessive amount of
cured resin framing
panel.

Gel time too long for standard process. Check material per vendor specs; change to material w
shorter gel time.

Prepreg has high resin content. Check material per vendor specs; change to material w
lower resin content.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Panel is thicker or
thinner than specifi-
cation.

Internal layers have too much variance in
thickness.

Order or select core material for internal layers which
have a tighter tolerance around desired thickness.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dielectric thickness
is violated.

Differences in measurement techniques
between laminate suppliers and board manu-
facturers. Laminate material is typically mea-
sured mechanically using a micrometer
which will yield a measurement across the
highest points of the laminate surface.
Microsection measurements may be taken at
the minimum dielectric thickness between
conductive layers.

Communicate acceptability requirements to laminate sup-
plier.

13.4.7 Surface Imperfections

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Pits, dents, epoxy or
scratches on the
surface of panels.

Copper foil or pad cap is damaged as
received from supplier.

Inspect incoming copper foil or core material for surface
defects. Contact supplier regarding acceptability criteria.
13-11
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IPC-PE-740 December 1997
13.5 TOOLING

Problems caused by tooling are usually not catastroph
Modification of tooling is generally done to increase th
manufacturability and yield of a part. Because of this the
are probably as many acceptable tooling concepts for bo
lamination as there are laminators. Tooling must be in go
repair and clean. Tooling materials may vary depending
heat transfer required and durability needed. Tooli
should be designed so that high stresses will not occur d
ing lamination cycles between portions of the differe
lamination fixtures. The different thermal expansions
aluminum and steel or rate of heat flow in the fixtures m
cause pins to bend and parts to distort during laminatio
Examine the tooling materials/design and board materi
to insure that thermal expansions do not cause dishing
warping of the internal layers during lamination. The num
ber of restraining pins improves registration at lay-up b
may often cause misregistration unless allowed to float
one axis (i.e., slots in panels and/or fixtures pointin
toward the center).
nce

ti-
13.5.1 Misregistration

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Misalignment of the
innerlayers on one
piece of core to the
innerlayer on
another.

Sloppy tooling holes on tools, parts or art-
work.

Ensure tooling holes are in good condition. Follow actions
detailed in Sections 3.2.4 and 3.4.2.
Sharpen hole punches. Allow material to stabilize before
punching.

Tooling pins too small for tooling holes. Check and/or replace pins. Evaluate dimensional cleara
relationship between size of tooling holes in parts and size
of tooling pins.

Shrinkage of etched innerlayer material. Investigate use of post-etch innerlayer punching. Inves
gate use of center-line tooling system.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Internal layers
reversed, backwards,
upside down.

Operator lay-up incorrect. Change location of tooling pins to eliminate symmetry in
lamination plates. Add a notch to one coupon on the pan-
el’s innerlayers to define a standard ‘‘zero’’ location.
Stamp identification mark into the board at one standard
corner.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Innerlayer images
smaller or larger
than drilled hole
pattern.

Insufficient number of pins. Add additional pins to restrain layers.

Pin diameter too small. Increase pin diameter.
13-12
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13.5.1 Misregistration (continued)

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Innerlayers randomly
misregistered in
localized areas.

Tooling holes unsupported. Innerlayers tear-
ing or pulling away from pins.

Make sure tooling holes/slots have a copper clad area
(anchor) around the holes to restrain movement.

Tooling holes do not fit over the tooling pins
without stretching or tearing.

Use slotted holes on innerlayers at four positions pointing
toward the center.

Material expanding and contracting at differ-
ent rate than pinned tooling causes distortion
during cure.

Use slotted pin (plus offset hole) system.

Tooling pins too short (package too thick) to
seat in one or both plates.

Replace with longer pins. Reduce quantity of panels per
stack. If multiple packages in fixture, determine if separa-
tor plates can be eliminated.

Laminating pressure causes cores to shift. Improve tooling, i.e., more and/or larger pins.

13.5.2 Bow and Twist (Warped)

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Panel will not lay flat
after lamination.

Tooling hole spacing in plates and material
unmatched.

Check tooling hole spacing of each.

Stressed innerlayers due to improper lay-up
or misregistration of tooling holes to pins.

Use care and never force the innerlayer onto pins; check
for proper registration punched holes to tooling pins prior
to lay-up.

13.5.3 Surface Imperfections

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Depressions in the
copper surface after
lamination.

Foreign material on lamination plates. Sand or scrape plate surfaces as necessary to remove
eign material. Before use, vacuum and wipe off foreign
material.

Dents or spurs on lamination plates. Resurface or replace lamination plates.

13.6 MULTILAYER DESIGN

13.6.1 Misregistration

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Innerlayer images
smaller or larger
than drilled hole
pattern.

Innerlayer pad-to-hole relationship does not
allow for manufacturing tolerances.

Make sure that the board design incorporates sufficient
size to permit innerlayer shrinkage over panel size.
Increase pad diameter. Incorporate a predetermined shrink
age factor into the master artwork tooling for innerlayers.
Reduce panel size, quantity of boards up on a panel to
yield acceptable design limits.

Too much resin flow. Increase core material thickness and decrease amount o
prepreg. Select prepreg styles with more fiberglass and les
resin.

Unnecessary use of resin-rich prepreg. Limit use of resin-rich prepreg in build-up.

Resin system has a volume change during
cure.

Determine dimensional change in each layer and compen-
sate production photo-tool for change that is determined.

Inherent stability of core material laminates
not adequate.

Consider package lay-up with grain (machine) direction of
prepreg cloth perpendicular to that of laminate innerlayers.
Review for impact on flatness.
13-13
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13.6.1 Misregistration (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Layers on different
cores are
misregistered.

Differences in retained copper percentages
after etching.

Determine and apply shrink factors for signal/signal, signal
ground and surface layers.

Copper foil is greater than 1 oz. on some
layers.

Evaluate package design for substituting a thicker, more st
laminate as the innerlayer with heavy foil cladding.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Circuits moved dur-
ing lamination.

Lower copper bond to laminate. Test material to vendor specification. Design conductors
wider.

13.6.2 Blisters/Delamination

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Blisters appear
between boards on a
panel.

Air entrapped in low pressure area. Add copper vent pattern (dots) between boards to reduc
amount of resin required to fill.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Separation occurs
over large copper
area.

Unnecessarily large coppers areas - bond to
copper poorer than bond epoxy to epoxy.

Consider cross hatching out any nonfunctional areas.

13.6.3 Bow and Twist (Warped)

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Panel or board
warped or twisted
after lamination or
final routing.

Design of board is unsymmetrical. Unbal-
ance of power/ground planes and signal lay-
ers within the board.

Board must have a balanced construction. It is good prac-
tice to add redundant layers in order to make the board
symmetrical from the center line of the total thickness.
Number and weight of copper layers should be mirror-
imaged about the center of the package. Circuit density on
equivalent layers relative to center plane should also be
symmetrical.

Prepreg, glass style and number of plies,
unbalanced in package.

Prepreg content should be mirror-imaged about the center
plane of the package.

Core laminates unbalanced in package. Number and thickness of cores should be mirror-image
about the center of the package.

13.6.4 Laminate Voids

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Micro-voids in lami-
nated multilayer
boards.

Entrapped air in laminated panel due to
innerlayer borders not adequately vented to
allow flow of air and resin.

Add dot, dome vent pattern to innerlayers to allow resin
flow and evacuation of air and moisture.

13.6.5 Resin Starvation

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Internal frosty
appearance of
prepreg.

Insufficient resin to fill. Add border copper on one side of internal layer only.

Uneven pressure distribution due to copper
thickness stack up at edges of panel.

Cut prepreg so that some sheets fit inside border copper.
13-14
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13.6.6 Panel Thickness

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Panel is thicker or
thinner than specifi-
cation.

Design is incorrect. Check design for compatibility of requirements to materia
selection.

Wrong core material used. Use correct core material.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Panel is thinner at
the edges than the
center.

Excess flow at the edges of the panel. Add wider border copper with less vents to restrict res
flow at the edges.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Panel is thinner than
specification.

Copper thickness on signal layers with
sparse circuitry being incorporated in thick-
ness estimate.

Don’t count signal layer copper in thickness estimates.
Adjust build up construction accordingly.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

High spots within a
panel.

High spots may occur with heavier prepreg
of lower resin content at unetched locations
that are common to most innerlayers - glass
cannot be compressed.

Look for dryness and measling. Substitute thinner cloth
prepreg with higher resin for some of the plies in each
dielectric opening. Cross hatch copper on those innerlaye
where copper is nonfunctional.

With high resin content prepreg, high spots
are found at etched locations common to
most of the innerlayers through the package;
therefore resin tends to remain at these
points of lower pressure; look for voids.

Leave unetched copper on innerlayers in these locations,
possible.

13.7 INNERLAYER PREPARATION

13.7.1 Misregistration

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Innerlayer images
smaller or larger
than drilled hole
pattern.

Movement of material due to insufficient
support of remaining copper on innerlayers.

Add copper borders to stabilize layers during lamination.
Add wider external and internal borders.

Film changes size due to temperature and
humidity variations in the imaging area.

Implement environmental controls per film vendor’s rec-
ommendations. Use imaged glass phototools.

Shrinkage of etched innerlayer material. Bake all innerlayer core material at 163°C for 1 hour a
temperature (FR-4) under weight, before processing.
13-15
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13.7.1 Misregistration (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Etched image on
innerlayers randomly
misregistered to
drilled hole pattern.

Film distortion during imaging. Check film to master artwork, CAD data or print dimen-
sions.

Film stretching while applying vacuum. Trim film to panel size. Provide vacuum path by placing
string around panel.

Film stretching during squeezing of air out
of printer cover.

Use less pressure on squeegee.

Tooling holes incorrectly located. Artwork
mismatched with respect to opposite sides of
a core or to location of tooling holes in core.

Pin all artworks together to check for alignment. Correct
artwork or punching operation. Rework film or panels with
correct tooling hole locations. Improve operator perfor-
mance if mismatch is due to mishandling.

Dams, vent pattern incorrectly placed, thus
causing uneven resin flow.

Move dams. Use vented border copper pattern with over-
lapping metal areas on front and back.

Core material distorted during pre-cleaning
operation.

Reduce brush pressure during scrubbing. Eliminate com-
pressed roll or bristle type scrubbing operations, as they
tend to stretch thin core materials. Investigate chemical
cleaning of innerlayers to eliminate scrubbing.

Innerlayers change size during wet process-
ing and baking.

Verify oven temperature and duration. Consult vendor for
recommendations.

13.7.2 Blisters/Delamination

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Localized separation
at prepreg/oxide
interface.

Innerlayer surfaces contaminated with for-
eign material from operators hands.

Wear clean gloves and handle innerlayers by edges only.
(Instruct all personnel to avoid touching innerlayer bond-
ing surfaces when laying up innerlayers and prepreg for
lamination. Visually inspect oxide coating for evidence of
contamination prior to lay-up.)

Individual panels touching each other in the
oxide racks so the total surface is not
exposed to the various solutions.

Use racks with wider spacings or use alternate spaces so
the panels do not touch each other. Consider rack agita-
tion.
13-16
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13.7.2 Blisters/Delamination (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Separation at
prepreg/innerlayer
oxide interface.

Innerlayer copper surface not prepared prop-
erly.

Lightly etch copper surfaces or add and oxide treatment to
copper surfaces. For epoxy multilayers a black oxide treat-
ment may be acceptable. Polyimide multilayer boards
require a red/brown oxide treatment. (See Section 12.2.)

Etching chemical residue not adequately
rinsed off. Residual chemicals, once dried,
may not be visually noticeable.

Check spray rinses for proper operation. Very thorough
rinsing is necessary to remove etchant chemicals.

Photo resist not sufficiently removed. Check resist stripper bath for maintenance.

Inadequate cleaning at the beginning of the
oxide process. This is usually an alkaline
clean to remove greases and oils.

Check bath for contamination. Greases and/or oils on the
copper surface will interfere with the subsequent micro-
etch process.

Inadequate rinsing after alkaline clean. Alka-
line materials are difficult to rinse off.

Use a double tap water rinse (reverse cascade). The water
temperature should be about ambient.

Insufficiently aggressive micro-etch to
roughen the copper surface giving it
adequate surface area for bond enhancement.

Check bath concentration and dwell time.

Too long a dwell in the rinse after micro-
etch, causing the copper to pre-oxidize
which hinders proper oxide formation on the
copper.

Shorten dwell time in water rinse.

Improper oxide chemistry (conventional
black oxides do not give good bonds to
polyimide).

Use brown or bronze oxide for improved results with
polyimide and other high performance systems.

Oxide coating is too thick and fragile. Heavy
oxide fractures during lamination.

Check bath analysis, oxide thickness and weight. Deter-
mine if proper oxide is used. Consult chemical supplier.
(See Section 12.) Reduce dwell times, temperatures or
concentrations to give a light brown or bronze color.
Maintain the bath at the proper make up level by routine
analysis. Contact chemical supplier for information on
oxide reducing/converting chemistries for post dips after
oxide.

Contamination of internal layer surface, or
poor rinsing at oxide treat.

Determine if residues from oxide remain or if surfaces are
contaminated in processing area.

Insufficient rinsing after oxide. The oxide
chemicals, particularly caustics, need to be
thoroughly rinsed off.

Immediate hot water rinse (spray or bath with plenty of
agitation) followed by subsequent cool water and
deionized rinses. Tap water may be too cold to provide
thorough rinsing. Temperatures below 18°C are to be sus-
pect. Check the incoming tap water for alkalinity. Too high
alkalinity will cause inefficient rinsing.

Innerlayers have a high moisture or volatile
content. Moisture absorbed in the laminate
and/or adsorbed onto the nodular structure of
the oxide will contribute to delamination.

After oxide bake innerlayers (oven dry, at 121°C for 90
mins.) to remove volatiles. Do not bake in stacks.
Innerlayers should be baked in racks to allow for air circu-
lation. After baking, store in a dry (less than 10% Rh)
environment until lamination.

Improper drying of internal layers or, after
drying, storing them too long without protec-
tion.

Set time limit between drying and lamination. If internal
layers must be stored, protect from environment with
packaging and desiccant or dry box storage. Desiccate
innerlayers after oven drying. Polyimide, Cyanate Ester
and some multifunctional epoxies should be vacuum dried
for 12 to 16 hours at 98.2 kPa prior to lay-up.
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13.7.2 Blisters/Delamination (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Lighter colored areas
(stains) over the
innerlayer oxide sur-
face that cannot be
distinguished as
delamination without
destructive testing
by cross section
analysis for separa-
tion.

Improper rinsing or post treatment. Improve rinsing. Consult chemical supplier for recom-
mended post treatment.

Innerlayers touching racks during oxide pro-
cess preventing chemicals from reacting with
copper surface.

Evaluate addition of agitation to oxide line. Evaluate loca-
tions of rack bars with respect to panel size and utiliza-
tion.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Delamination of
prepreg and con-
straining cores, such
as Cu-Invar-Cu or
Cu-Mo-Cu.

High stress between material after cooling
below laminating temperature overcomes
bond strength.

Use special bond enhancement treatment on the constrain
ing core material. The preferred treatment is a nodular
plating like that applied to the copper foil on the laminate.
It is often called laminator side or double treat.

13.7.3 Laminate Voids

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Micro-voids in lami-
nated multilayer
boards.

Entrapped moisture in panel. Bake innerlayers prior to lamination of multilayer boards
Keep innerlayers dry in a controlled environment until
lamination.

13.8 PREPREG (B-STAGE) PREPARATION

13.8.1 Blisters/Delamination

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

White areas of air
entrapment in the
prepreg.

High humidity in prepreg storage area. Implement environmental controls to lower relative hum
ity in prepreg storage area.

Prepreg has a high moisture content. Dry prepreg by storing in dry (less than 10% Rh) envir
ment for 48 hours minimum. Use prepreg within 15 min-
utes of removing from the dry environment.

Prepreg stored at high temperature for long
time which advances cure.

Store prepregs in temperature and humidity controlled
environment. Retest all prepreg older than 6 months.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Blisters and
delamination at the
oxide or laminate
interface with the
cured prepreg.

Prepreg has advanced due to age or improper
storage.

Check shelf life, gel time or scale flow and replace
prepreg, if necessary.

Prepreg has too fast of a gel time for press
cycle or flow is inadequate.

Check gel time and resin flow.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Fractures visible
after lamination.

Improper handling of prepreg creating areas
of missing resin.

Instruct operators on proper handling techniques. Review
storage conditions for potential causes of fractures.
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13.8.2 Laminate Voids

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Voids - air or mois-
ture in prepreg
areas.

Uncontrolled storage conditions, moisture
absorbed into material.

Desiccate for 12 hours minimum (monitor bead closely for
reduced flow). Use a special area or enclosure for prepreg
storage. Follow vendor recommendations for temperature
and humidity. If stored below room temperature, allow to
stabilize before use. Keep in moisture proof wrapping until
use.

High solvent content in prepreg. Test material for volatile content. Replace with new
prepreg.

13.8.3 Panel Thickness

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excess bead of flow
around panel edges.
Panel has excessive
taper (thicker in cen-
ter, thinner at
edges).

Moisture absorption by prepreg. Store all prepreg in temperature and humidity controlled
environment.

13.9 COPPER FOIL PREPARATION

13.9.1 Blisters/Delamination

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Localized separation
at copper foil/
prepreg interface.

Contamination of the copper treatment sur-
face.

Wear clean gloves and handle copper foil by edges only.
(Instruct all personnel to avoid touching copper treatment
bonding surfaces when laying up copper foil and prepreg
for lamination. Visually inspect copper treatment for evi-
dence of contamination prior to lay-up.)

13.9.2 Surface Imperfections

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Epoxy present on
surface after lamina-
tion.

Resin dust broken off prepreg and present in
lay-up areas.

Panel prepreg and punch tooling holes in separate area
from lay-up.

13.10 LAY UP

13.10.1 Blisters/Delamination

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

White areas of air
entrapment in the
prepreg.

High humidity in lay up area. Implement environmental controls to lower relative humid
ity in lay up area.

Prepreg left out too long during lay up. Lay up in controlled environment and optimize through-
put.

Contamination of prepreg. Apply mold release to tooling pins or fixture in area sepa
rate from lay-up.
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13.10.2 Bow and Twist (Warped)

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Panel or board is
warped or twisted
after lamination or
final routing.

Prepreg is unbalanced as to lay-up and glass
styles.

Check lay-up sheet. Verify operator is using proper num-
ber of prepreg sheets and not interchanging glass styles to
achieve desired thickness.

13.10.3 Panel Thickness

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Panel overall thick-
ness incorrect.

Wrong number of sheets of prepreg used. Instruct operator as to the correct number of plies. Dou
check ply count during package lay-up.

Wrong type of prepreg used. Check prepreg to verify that correct glass style is being
used. Insure that prepreg is identified with glass style.
Remove any loose prepreg from lay up area.

Incorrect number of prepreg plies in one or
more spacings.

Determine package thickness prior to laminating; check
before loading into press.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Some boards/panels
thick, some thin.

Mixing prepreg lots having widely different
values.

Avoid mixing prepreg with values on opposite extremes of
tolerances. Tighten tolerances of prepreg properties.

13.10.4 Surface Imperfections

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Cured epoxy present
on copper surface
following lamination.

Epoxy dust in lay up areas. Cleanliness at
lay-up and particles of resin from the
prepreg.

Continually vacuum and wipe fixtures and work surfaces.
Buff or sand plates at regular intervals or as needed; pro-
tect plates from possible damage. Minimize handling of
prepreg in lay up area. Isolate copper foil and separator
plates from prepreg storage. Arrange lay up station such
that copper foil and plates are above level that prepreg is
handled such that resin dust will not fall on copper foil or
plates. Lay-up package in clean room with filtered air flow
and having positive air pressure.

Static Charges. Determine appropriate method for elimination.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

After cleaning, black
spots of oxide are
seen on surface. The
oxide is impregnated
with resin. Occurs
when the outer lay-
ers are processed on
the innerlayer cores.
Does not appear
black if foil or single
sided cap construc-
tions are used.

Resin particles from the prepreg contami-
nates the surface of the panel.

Use vacuum cleaning and/or anti-static. Clean the lay-up
area and holding tables, etc. Store the external layers sepa
rately, away from prepreg and remove from storage only
as each one is used. Cleaning such as brushes with abra-
sive will help clean. Vapor honing is a good cleaning
method. Acid soaks will undercut the oxide, but the acid
clean must be performed before drilling or pink ring and
hole delamination will occur.
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13.11 PRESSING

13.11.1 Misregistration

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Circuits moved dur-
ing lamination.

Press platens not parallel. Have platens realigned.

Resin flow too high. Change press cycle to decrease heating rate. (Use lowe
flow resin system.)

Side-by-side placement of fixtures in a press
opening (significant thickness variation
between fixtures).

Press only one package/stack height per opening; use
equivalent tooling.

Non-centered or unsymmetrical placement of
fixtures in press with floating platens.

Load fixtures, one or more, so that the packages are cen-
tered or symmetrical about the center of the platens.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Innerlayer images
smaller or larger
than drilled hole
pattern.

High rate of heat rise may increase dimen-
sional change.

Verify heat rise with thermocouple in lamination package.
Verify with the supplier that the press cycle is optimum
for the prepreg/laminate system.

Lamination pressure too high. Laminate at lowest possible pressure to get good flow,
and achieve proper dielectric thickness. Autoclave or
vacuum assisted hydraulic lamination cycles laminate at
60% or pressure used for full hydraulic lamination.

Laminating pressure causes cores to shift. Check equipment for overshoot in pressure.

Press cycle not optimized for registration. (Polyimide) Step cure in press under pressure. Lamina
90 minutes at 182°C followed by appropriate post cure in
press.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Innerlayers randomly
misregistered in
localized areas or
each layer is differ-
ent in each lami-
nated panel.

High pressure lamination causes localized
stress and high resin flow which causes the
heat softened innerlayer to shift and distort.

Use lower pressures with vacuum lamination.

13.11.2 Blisters/Delamination

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Entrapped air in
between circuit
boards, in low pres-
sure areas.

Uneven copper distribution on innerlayers. Add venting or dams in between circuits boards on pa
to equalize pressure distribution.
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13.11.2 Blisters/Delamination (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Entrapped air or
volatiles following
lamination.

Improper press cycle. Check timers, temperature and pressure per vendor’s re
ommendations.

Heating elements malfunction. Fit all heating elements with ampmeters to monitor func
tion.

Changing pad stock supplier without
rechecking rate of rise.

Verify rate of rise for all pad stock manufacturers.

Changing pad stock thickness or type with-
out rechecking rate of rise.

Verify rate of rise for all pad stock types and thicknesses
to be used.

Reusing pad stock too often. Profile rate of rise with new pad stock and repeat profile
for pad stock that has seen multiple heat cycles. When in
doubt, discard pad stock after 1 use.

Panel stack height changed. Verify rate of rise for all size stack heights.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Blisters and
delamination at the
oxide or laminate
interface with the
cured prepreg.

Poor wet out of the surfaces by the melted
and uncured prepreg during the press cycle.

Determine if press cycle produces a good wetting and
impregnation around the oxide. Too slow of a heat rise
will cause resin to be partially cured during initial heating
and never reach maximum fluidity. Contact material sup-
plier for best heat rise rate. Remove heat lagging to
increase heat rise or start with a higher platen temperature
or increase power in the case of an autoclave. A kiss cycle
should be investigated.

Undercured prepreg on laminated multilayer. Check glass transition temperature (Tg). Check press cycle
for time at temperature. Contact material supplier for cor-
rect cure cycle.

Oxide breakdown, post cure temperature too
high particularly with Polyimides or Cyanate
Ester.

Check for proper platen temperatures in the press.
Check thermocouple calibration.

13.11.3 Bow and Twist (Warped)

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Panel or board
warped or twisted
after lamination or
final rout.

Lamination lay-up may cause a premature
gelling of the prepreg nearest to platens.

Adjust heat lagging so that heat input is as even as pos-
sible.

Cool down cycle is too fast. Slow cool down rate so that both sides of the laminated
panel go through the glass transition temperature at
approximately the same time. Cool down rate should be
slower than the heat rise rate during lamination.
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13.11.3 Bow and Twist (Warped) (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Panel will not lay
flat. Baking of panels
does not remove
warp, indicating
stresses induced
during lamination
cycle.

Uneven cooling. Check cooling rates of press platens and adjust water flo

Improper matching of heat rise to cool down
rate.

Run temperature profiles with a recording thermocouple.
Attempt to match cooling and heating rates. Slow rate of
cool-down as much as possible as temperature approach
and drops past material’s glass transition temperature, us
ally 110 - 135°C for epoxy boards.

Cooling laminated panels without pressure. Keep press closed during cooling cycle.

Fixture removed from press too soon. Allow to remain in press or transfer quickly to cool-dow
press under full pressure. Wait until package can be
handled without gloves (don’t rely on temperature gauges

Excessively slow heat rise rate: warp or twist
found only in top and bottom panels in a
tooling fixture.

Speed up heat input by removing press padding; check
that tooling is not excessively massive and acting as a he
sink.

Heat input differential between top and bot-
tom platen.

Compensate with press pads or correct discrepancy in pla
ens.

13.11.4 Laminate Voids

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Small laminate voids
can be seen from the
surface or when
back lighted.
Microsectioning and
viewing the area
around the hole
often reveals unseen
laminate voids. Can
be defined as the
absence of resin.

Entrapped volatiles or air which are com-
pressed into small spherical or football
shaped voids.

Use vacuum lamination techniques. Check press cycle, to
fast of a heat rise rate can cause gaseous reactions to
occur. Use a ‘‘kiss’’ press cycle and a slow transition, 1 to
2 minutes when changing from low to high pressure.

Heat rise too slow allowing resin to advance
in cure when it should be flowing.

Increase the heat up rate by reducing the heat lag materi
or increasing the platen temperature setting.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incomplete hole fill
of blind vias or heavy
metal planes during
lamination.

Air entrapment. Use vacuum lamination to evacuate air. Fill holes with
liquid resin prior to lamination. Use cast adhesive.

13.11.5 Resin Starvation

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Overall dry appear-
ance to the prepreg,
possibly including
exposed glass
weave.

Pad stock not sufficient. Profile the cycle using various quantities of kraft paper o
top and bottom of stack.
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13.11.6 Panel Thickness

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Panel overall and
dielectric thick-
nesses too thin.
Excessive amount of
cured resin framing
panel.

Incorrect press cycle. Decrease temperature heating rate.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Panel overall thick-
ness too thick or too
thin.

Lamination pressure incorrect. Check that lamination pressure is per specification.
Increase or decrease lamination pressure.

Press cycle allows too much resin to remain
or too much to squeeze out. Check bead and
look for voids, haziness, or edge dryness.

Check press cycle. Fast heat rises often cause the panels
be thinner. Slow heat rises cause the panel to be thicker.
Adjust heat input rate by changing amount of press pad-
ding used.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Panel is thinner on
one edge and thicker
on opposite edge.

Platens are not parallel. Determine parallelism of platens by squeezing lead wire
between surfaces and adjust as necessary. Check that floa
ing platens are not stuck or hanging up on an obstruction.

In multi-platen presses, the laminating pack-
age is not loaded directly above the one
below. Packages (books) are not centered.

Provide operator with either centering gauge or adjust
pushers of automatic presses.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Panel is much thin-
ner on edges than in
the center.

Resin in prepreg at the edge melts first and
because flow is not blocked at the edges it is
squeezed out leaving thinner areas.

Use a press cycle with a ‘‘kiss’’ technique in which the
prepreg resin at the edges has begun to thicken when hig
pressure is applied. The center should be at its lowest me
viscosity so the flow at the edges is restricted.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Panel is thinner in
the center than at
the edges.

Laminating plates have a permanent dishing
due to long term use.

If dishing is not too bad the surfaces of the plates against
the laminate may be reversed periodically. Plates may
have to be replaced.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Some boards/panels
thick, some thin.

Inconsistent pressing techniques. Standardize and document press procedure for optimu
performance; train personnel to avoid variations.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Circuit image trans-
fer (from second
conductor layer to
surface layer in a
package) creating
non-uniform thick-
ness within a panel.

Too much pressure. Carefully reduce pressure; monitor bead to maintain
desired flow.

Too little prepreg cushion. Substitute thinner prepreg with higher resin content; mon
tor flow to avoid thickness variations.

Excessive flow (check for dry or hazy
edges).

Reduce pressure. Shorten flow window (duration of resin
flow) by increasing heat rise rate - use less press padding
Change to prepreg with lower flow and/or shorter gel time.

Lack of separator plates between packages in
a multi-package fixture.

Add 0.8 – 1.6 mm separator plates.
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13.12 POST LAMINATION BAKE

13.12.1 Blisters/Delamination

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Separation of
prepreg to the
innerlayer laminate
or oxide surfaces.

Oxide breakdown due to too high tempera-
ture during post cure, particularly Polyimides
and Cyanate Ester.

Check oven for proper temperature and calibration. Check
for overshoot.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Fractures after lami-
nation.

Incorrect post cure, material is over cured. Follow manufacturer’s recommendations for proper cu
and post cure of material. Check Tg to confirm proper
cure.

13.12.2 Bow and Twist (Warped)

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Panel will not lay
flat.

Improper positioning of panels during post-
cure stress relief. Panels hung or racked
rather than horizontal and weighted.

Warpage can be removed by heating the panel above itsg

in a press and then cooling down to room temperature
under pressure. Establish proper procedure for post curing
panels.

Post cure allows panel to bow. Maintain panels flat and weighted if necessary to keep
until cooled.

Inadequate stress relief. Verify that all panels are subjected to a post lamination
stress relief bake of 157 - 163°C (for FR-4) for a mini-
mum of 1 hour at product temperature, under weight.

13.12.3 Surface Imperfections

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Panels are stained
after post bake.

Excessive heat during post baking. Do not exceed 163°C for FR-4.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dents in the copper
surface after post
bake.

Debris in between panels during post bake.
The material softens during post bake and
will conform to debris.

Bake panels before trim or edge finishing. Wipe panels
with tack cloth after trim or edge finishing to remove
debris.

13.13 SUBSEQUENT PROCESSING

13.13.1 Misregistration

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Holes drilled after
lamination skewed or
rotated to the
innerlayer image.

Drill machine tooling locators and/or holes
are not correct, if they are all the same.

Verify tooling locations on drill machine with locations to
an internal panel. An internal panel may be drilled sepa-
rately to help verify location.

Drill machine tooling locators and/or holes
are differently located for each drill head
position.

Verify that tooling locations on drill machine are the same
for each drill head.

The tooling locators for the punched/drilled
tooling holes is not coordinated with artwork
locators and may differ with each artwork.

Verify that tooling holes, artwork and press fixtures are
dimensionally coordinated. A useful technique called post-
etch-punch punches the tooling holes after etching and
locates them from the etched pattern.
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13.13.1 Misregistration (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Holes do not match
innerlayer circuit
image.

Layer misregistration due to innerlayer insta-
bility.

Establish datum point for drilling reference in center of
board or panel.

13.13.2 Blisters/Delamination

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Drilling, routing, post
curing and fusing or
solder coating
causes delam or
blistering.

Poor adhesion between cured prepreg and
oxided copper.

Not all oxides will withstand the cure temperatures used
for some resin systems; the only acceptable type for most
systems is the red - brown oxide. Check oxide with sup-
plier to insure proper use.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Fractures in the
material after drill.

Drill bit geometry wrong for the material. Check for proper primary and secondary web thickness
and margin relief.

Drill feeds and speeds too aggressive for
polyimide or cyanate ester.

Use 1 mil chipload at 450 sfm as starting point.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Delamination is
present in cross sec-
tions, however visual
examination of
boards shows no
delamination. Boards
pass solder shock.

Microsection techniques may induce
delamination which is not actually present in
the board.

Condition samples at 121 to 149°C to sufficiently remove
moisture. Cut specimens from the panel using router tools
or diamond wafering saws. Do not punch microsection
specimens in polyimide or cyanate ester. Sand using
graduated grits of paper using light pressure to avoid dam
age to specimens.

13.13.3 Bow and Twist (Warped)

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Board bows and
distorts during
reflowing and
baking.

Prepreg undercured during lamination cycle. Check press cycle for time at temperature. Check glas
transition temperature (Tg).

Panels processed at too high a temperature
for resin system.

Check temperatures of processing conditions. Contact
material supplier for recommendations on maximum pro-
cessing temperatures or alternative resin systems.

13.13.4 Voids in Plated Through Holes

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Voids in plated
through holes visible
at microsection.

Under cure can contribute to resin smear. Check Tg to ensure complete cure prior to drilling.

Incomplete plasma cleaning caused by mois-
ture present in the MLB.

Bake MLB at 120°C for 1 hour minimum prior to plasma
treatment.

Residue remaining from the plasma opera-
tion.

Oxygen purge for 4 to 5 minutes following the plasma
treatment. Vapor hone holes after plasma to remove debri

Poor adhesion of electroless copper to the
hole wall.

Micro-etch of the hole wall with a permanganate process
to micro texture the surface. Check for adequate agitation
in the electroless bath.
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14.0 METALLIC PROTECTIVE COATINGS

This section deals with metallic coatings as final finis
that protect and preserve copper surfaces for assembly
cesses and/or to prevent long term corrosion or deter
tion of circuit patterns. Covered here are all aspects of
board solder reflow and leveling, as well as immersion
electroless metal processes. Electroplated final finis
such as tin-nickel or nickel-gold, are covered in Sect
10.0. Non-metallic protective coatings can be found in S
tion 15.0.
s
ro-
a-
re
d

14.1 TIN-LEAD FUSING

Fusing is the process whereby a co-plated deposit of
and lead is melted and amalgamated into solder. Tin-le
when plated should be a dull, light gray, whereas the fus
solder should be bright and shiny.
.)
14.1.1 General

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Little or no edge
coverage after
reflow.

Ammoniacal etch salts left on board after
etching.

Make sure replenisher rinses and water rinses on etcher are
working properly. (See 11.5.)

Exposed edge copper is dirty or oxidized. Adequately clean and activate metal surfaces before fusing.

Tin-lead plating too thin. Increase plated thickness to a minimum 0.008 mm; follow
actions specified in Section 10.3.

Inadequate fluxing prior to reflow. Flux per supplier’s recommendations or customer’s require-
ments.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

White haze or
residue on solder
after reflow, often
as lead or tin
oxide.

Improper neutralization after alkaline etch-
ing.

Review solder brightener and rinsing procedures.

High pH in alkaline etch. Maintain pH of etchant within specification.

Poor rinsing after immersion tin process. Ensure adequate rinsing after immersion tin.

Water or moisture in flux. Replace flux. Panels should be dry prior to fluxing and reflow.

Organic contamination in tin-lead plating
bath.

Carbon treat bath per supplier recommendations. (See 10.3.)

Contaminated flux. Replace flux; investigate source(s) of contamination.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Non-fused tin-
lead; cold spots.

Improper plated alloy composition. Analyze plated alloy composition and check tin-lead plating
bath parameters. (See 10.3.1D.)

Fusing temperature too low. Generally maintain above 232°C.

Plated surface is oxidized. Incorporate a solder conditioning step prior to fusing.

Copper contamination in solder plate. Dummy plate bath per supplier recommendations. (See 10.3

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Blow holes occur
in fused solder.

High concentration of organics in the tin-
lead plating bath leads to co-deposition
with the alloy, and are boiled out from the
alloy during fusing.

Carbon treat tin-lead bath per supplier recommendations. (See
10.3.)
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14.1.1 General (continued)

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dewetted solder
surface after
fusing.

Dirty copper surface under tin-lead plat-
ing.

Ensure clean surface for tin-lead plating; rinsing must be
adequate. (Also see Section 10.3.)

Sulfate drag-in to tin-lead bath. Change pre-dip to eliminate sulfates. If rinse water is contam
nated with sulfates, deionized water should be used.

Lead fluoride on plated surface. Increase boric acid content in tin-lead bath to eliminate. (Se
10.3.2A.)

Metallic contamination of the tin-lead
plate.

Check Cu, Ni, and Fe levels; dummy plate at low current den-
sity to remove.

Chromate on base copper (when tin-lead is
plated over base laminate copper).

Flash copper-plate base copper.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Galvanized finish. High tin in deposit. Adjust tin-to-lead ratio in bath per supplier recommendations.
(See 10.3.1D.) Reduce current density below 20 ASF.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dull finish. High lead in deposit. Adjust tin-to-lead ratio in bath per supplier recommendations.
(See 10.3.1D.)

Plated deposit too thin. Adjust plating thickness to 0.008 mm minimum. (See 10.3.)

Current density too low during plating. Adjust current density to above 12 ASF.

Contaminated surface. Check rinsing after etch and/or solder brightener strength.

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

White residue on
board surface.

Contaminated flux or water in flux. Replace flux.

Improper rinsing before reflow. Check etching/solder brightener procedure.

Improper washing after reflow. Use a warm water rinse after reflow.

Overheated flux/rosin, especially on black
ground planes.

Adjust reflow parameters or replace flux.

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Plugged holes. Heavy tin-lead plate, greater than 0.013
mm.

Maintain plated tin-lead thickness between 0.008 mm and 0.01
mm.

K PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Flat reflow. Thin plating, less than 0.005 mm. Maintain plated tin-lead thickness between 0.008 mm and 0
mm.

Organic contamination in the tin-lead bath
and deposit.

Carbon treat bath per supplier recommendations. (See 10.3.)

L PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Pimpled reflow
‘‘volcanoes’’ or
nodules.

Organic contamination in the tin-lead bath
and deposit.

Carbon treat bath per supplier recommendations. (See 10.3.)

Excessive amounts of replenisher or addi-
tive in tin-lead bath.

Carbon treat bath and reduce additions.

M PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Grittiness after
reflow.

Copper contamination in the tin-lead bath
and deposit.

Dummy-plate the bath at 2-4 ASF.

Surface contamination of deposit. Review rinsing and storage conditions prior to reflow.
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14.1.2 Infra-red Fusing

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incomplete reflow. Improper tin-lead composition. Correct tin-lead bath, anode composition, or current density a
required. (Also see Section 10.3.1D.)

Conveyor too fast. Slow down conveyor until the panel border appears un-reflow
but all of the board circuitry is reflowed.

Non-uniform heating of board. Check lamps. Board design problem; use alternate fusing
method.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dewetting/
puddling.

Contamination on the copper surface under
the solder.

Reflow at low temperature or remove solder and hot air level.
Copper surface must be clean prior to tin-lead plating. (See
10.0.)

Too much lead in solder (wrong composi-
tion). (See 10.3.1D.)

Solder strip, solder dip and hot air level to repair.

Too much solder on the panel. Remove excess by scrubbing. Control tin-lead plating thickn
to 0.008-0.013 mm. (See 10.3.)

Contamination in tin-lead bath, resulting in
contaminated plate.

Carbon treat the bath to remove organic contaminants. Dummy
plate bath at low current density to remove metallic contami-
nants.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Delamination of
multilayer panels.

Preheat too short. Increase dwell by slowing conveyor or obtaining longer prehe
section.

No prebake used. Prebake panels for 1-4 hours at 121-135°C.

Board temperature too high. Match conveyor speed and lamp control voltage. Always run
leader panel (copper clad or similar) through machine first to a
as a heat sink.

Panel not laminated properly. Follow actions detailed in Section 13.0 on Lamination.

14.1.3 Hot Oil Reflow

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Boards not
reflowing. (Also
see 14.1.1C.)

Oil temperature not high enough. Raise oil temperature.

Dwell time not long enough. Increase dwell time in hot oil.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dewet/pull-back
of reflowed
solder. (Also see
14.1.1E.)

Fresh reflow oil. Add flux to the fresh oil to shorten the break-in period, e.g.,
lower the surface tension.

Improper board withdrawal from oil. Tilt board when exiting oil.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Delamination. Preheat pot temperature too low/high, or
dwell time too short (excessive thermal
stress to board).

Match preheat to oil temperature to ensure gradual heat up.

Pre-reflow bake too short, not done, or
dwell too long between bake and reflow.

Re-bake one hour minimum prior to reflow.
14-3
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14.1.4 Vapor Phase Fusing

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Boards not
reflowing. (Also
see 14.1.1C.)

Improper fluid composition/vapor not at
reflow temperature.

Check fluid vapor point and adjust if necessary.

Board mass too great for fluid point in
use.

Follow machine supplier recommendations.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

White haze after
reflow. (Also see
14.1.1B.)

Organics in tin-lead plate. Wipe off haze (haze is normal after vapor phase reflow). Use
solder cleaner (as opposed to solder brightener) prior to reflow.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dewetting after
reflow. (Also see
14.1.1E.)

Surface not clean. Evaluate types of flux used. If no flux is used, confirm that tin
lead surface is very clean.

14.2 SOLDER LEVELING

14.2.1 Hot Air Leveling

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Webbing/balling
of solder.

Board too dry. Apply more flux; check application procedure for deficiencies.

Solder mask not completely cured. Increase cure time, temperature or energy level of solder ma
(Also see 16.1 for more information.)

Flux surface tension incompatibility since
too much solvent evaporation.

Use a more viscous flux. Consult flux supplier.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Plated-through
hole not soldered.

Unstripped tin-lead residues in holes. Extend dwell time in stripper. Replenish or replace stripper
solution. Improve solution agitation and parts agitation during
the stripping operation.

Lead fluoride residues from peroxide-type
tin-lead stripper left in holes.

Use a post-dip bath after stripper that will dissolve the residue
(usually not necessary if a spray conveyorized operation).
Improve solution agitation and parts agitation during the strip-
ping operation to keep the loose residue from redepositing.

Incomplete removal of copper-tin
intermetallic layer during the stripping
operation.

Extend dwell time in second step of tin-lead stripping operation.
Replenish/replace stripping baths if spent.

Photoimageable solder mask developer
residues.

Ensure developer breakpoint is per supplier specification. Deter
mine efficiency of developer rinsing step; improve if necessary.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Lands not com-
pletely soldered.

Solder mask residue on pads. Work with solder-mask supplier to improve solder mask appl
cation process. (Also see Section 16.1.) Use acid precleaner
which produces low micro-etch and will not cause attack on
previously soldered boards.
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14.2.1 Hot Air Leveling (continued)

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor coverage of
surface or holes.

Surface contamination. Review cleaning procedure prior to HAL.

Low flux activation. Change out flux bath or make up with a more active flux.

Flux viscosity incorrect. Consult supplier for a different viscosity flux.

Solder contact time too short. Increase dwell time.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Plugged holes. Low air knife pressure. Increase air pressure.

Low volume of air. Increase size of ballast for air storage.

Clogged air knife. Remove obstruction. Set up a regular maintenance schedule t
keep air knives clean.

Air temperature too low. Check heater operation and temperature gauge.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dewetting of
solder.

Copper surface may be contaminated with
organic residues.

Check operation of preclean process. Use both a cleaner and
micro-etch for optimum surface preparation.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder mask
blisters/poor
adhesion after
leveling.

Undercured solder mask. Consult sections in 16.1 dealing with incomplete solder mask
cure and adhesion failure.

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

High ionic con-
tamination levels/
poor electrical
properties.

Incomplete removal of flux during post-
clean.

Check cleaning equipment for plugged spray nozzles or other
mechanical failures. Use warm water and light brushing for bes
(aqueous) flux removal. Clean immediately after solder opera-
tion (with only a slight cool down) so that flux residues do not
absorb into board. Consider adding a rinse aid to the first warm
water rinse. Consider using a DI final rinse.

Solder mask/flux incompatibility. Consult both solder-mask and flux suppliers for recommenda
tions. Some solder masks are more impervious to flux and hot
air leveling than others.

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder on leveled
panel has a grainy
appearance.

Copper contamination in solder >0.02%. Improve solder ‘‘combing’’ procedure to remove copper (sho
be done at least daily). Consult machine supplier for best proce
dure. If copper contamination is excessive (>0.03%), change o
solder. Raise temperature of solder pot as a temporary ‘‘fix’’
(may affect other things such as board warpage).

K PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder on gold
tabs.

Loose tape. Use heat and pressure when applying solder mask tape.

Air pressure loosens tape. If possible, keep taped area out of solder. Strips of tape sho
run vertically, so that air pressure cannot lift edge.

14.2.2 Machine/Material Problems

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Plugged air
knives.

Leveling flux carbonizes at high tempera-
tures.

Change to a flux that is more stable at high temperature.
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14.2.2 Machine/Material Problems (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Copper contami-
nation builds up
rapidly in solder.

Poor rinsing after preclean. Review rinsing procedure: if too short, copper from the micro
etch will be left on the surface; if too long, a copper tarnish will
form that will dissolve into the flux and solder.

High acid content in flux that dissolves
excess copper.

Switch to low acid flux.

Excessive micro-etch which creates a
rougher, larger copper surface (more area
to dissolve in flux and solder).

Review/adjust micro-etching procedure.

Excessive time between fluxing and actual
leveling process (more time for copper to
dissolve in flux).

Improve process. Reduce excess time or clean panels and
re-flux if time is excessive.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive smoke
generated during
the leveling
operation.

Flux incompatibility. Change type of flux.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Flux density
changes
frequently.

Excess water dragged into flux. Make sure panels are fairly dry before fluxing.

Excessive solvent evaporation. Keep flux container closed as much as possible. Change flu
necessary.
a
su-

.5
d

14.3 IMMERSION COATINGS

Immersion coatings are non-electrolytic and plate by
chemical displacement reaction with the base metal (u
ally copper).

14.3.1 Immersion Tin

Immersion tin coatings are generally thin, between 0.8 - 2
microns. Solderability is good, providing parts are use
before excessive copper-tin intermetallic is formed.
.

t

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor coverage or
skip plating.

Improper cleaning. Check clean line.

Improper rinsing. Improve rinsing.

Base metal activation inadequate. Check base metal activation and cleaning process.

Bath parameters out-of-spec. Analyze and adjust if possible. If not, dump bath and remake

Immersion tin bath is old or past its life. Dump and remake.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Low tin thickness
on part.

Low tin concentration in bath. Add tin salts per supplier specification.

Tin on panel is redissolving in tin bath. Acid concentration in the bath is too high. Analyze and adjus
(dilute if necessary).
14-6
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14.3.1 Immersion Tin (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Unusual low
stannous concen-
tration in bath.

Oxidation of stannous tin to stannic. Remove any source of air to bath, such as too vigorous mix
(do not air agitate). Excessive temperatures can cause oxidati
of tin. Monitor temperature; keep bath stirred to prevent hot
spots.

Too much tin plated out. Log square footage to determine usage rates. Remember to
include thieving area on panel and area on copper racks
(plastisol-coated racks preferred).

Undissolved salts in tank. Stir to dissolve; check temperature.

Poor sample taken for analysis (due to
nonuniform solution concentration).

Stir bath prior to sampling. Make sure sample is representative

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Darkening or
unusual color of
bath.

High temperature. Monitor temperature closely. Keep bath stirred to prevent hot
spots. Check operation of heaters and thermostat.

High iron contamination. Eliminate source of metal. It may be necessary to discard the
bath.

Leaching of photoresist into the bath. This should not harm the bath but may be a sign of under-c
resist.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dark spots on tin. Rinse tank was used for other operations. Rinses for immersion tin must be dedicated to the operatio
(Even spray rinse tanks can have chemicals on the bottom tha
splash up on parts.)

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dark or stained
deposits.

Metallic contamination, especially iron. Dump and remake bath. Eliminate source of metal.

High caustic content in resist stripper after
immersion tin.

Analyze resist stripper for caustic content and adjust if out of
range. Improve rinsing between tin bath and resist strip. (Sulfid
may be too high, possibly caused by poor rinsing after immer-
sion tin and dragging of salts into stripper.) Keep stripping time
to a minimum. Consider alternate, low caustic resist stripper.

Poor rinsing. Rinse parts well after immersion tin and after resist stripping.

Parts exposed to hydrochloric acid vapors. Keep parts away from tanks of HCl.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Chipping, peeling
on non-adherent
deposits.

Poor precleaning. Check clean line; institute micro-etch step to improve cleanin

Copper or iron plated in deposit (high
metallic contamination in bath).

Dump and remake bath.

Wrong type rack (i.e., stainless steel) used,
or pinholes in plastisol coating on rack.

Use only plastisol-coated racks in good repair.

14.3.2 Immersion Gold

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor coverage or
skip plating.

Improper cleaning. Check clean line; institute micro-etch step to improve cleanin

Improper or inadequate rinsing. Improve rinsing; check flow, agitation, water quality.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Slow plating rate. Low gold or electrolyte concentration; pH
or temperature out of range.

Analyze and replenish bath. Check and adjust to operating
range.

Nickel or copper contamination level
exceeded.

Dilute bath to lower contaminant concentration, or dump bath
for reclaim and make up new bath.
14-7
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14.3.3 Immersion Tin-Lead

Immersion tin-lead produces a flat, uniform, solderab
coating on all feature surfaces and edges. Typical thickn
of the fused alloy is 4 to 8 microns; composition of th
alloy is 65 to 75% tin. It is a viable alternative to hot a
solder leveling, electrodeposition/selective stripping,
inhibitor coatings for maintaining solderability of printe
wiring boards.
p

vs.
.

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Thin deposit (less
than 4 microns).

Bath chemistry is low. Replenish bath per supplier specifications.

Pre-dip is contaminated. Change pre-dip/eliminate source of contamination.

Long dwell times in preplate chemistry
and/or rinses.

Operate process according to supplier specifications.

Different copper substrate than usual elec-
trolytic copper.

Check deposit thickness on standard electrolytic copper and
adjust immersion time if different.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Wrong alloy
composition in
deposit.

Bath chemistry out of balance. Adjust bath per supplier recommendations.

Copper substrate not cleaned properly. Review preplate process. Check micro-etch initiation rate
(should begin outgassing within 20 seconds).

Pre-dip is contaminated. Change pre-dip/eliminate source of contamination.

Different types of copper substrates may
plate with different ratios of tin and lead.

Check deposit thickness on standard electrolytic copper and
adjust bath chemistry per supplier specifications.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Deposit will not
fuse.

Wrong alloy composition. See 14.3.3.B.

Deposit too thin. See 14.3.3.A.

Fusing process is out-of-specification. See 14.1.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Loss of deposit
adhesion.

Deposition rate too high. Adjust bath chemistry per specification to control deposition
rate.

Bath out of balance or near end of normal
bath life.

Adjust bath parameters per supplier recommendations, or dum
and re-make.

Underlying copper surface not clean. Ensure that cleaning is adequate by comparing a scrubbed
preplate-treated parts. Adjust pre-plate clean line as necessary

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Non-uniform
thickness of tin-
lead deposit.

Non-uniform cleaning of the underlying
copper surface.

Review/correct cleaning process.

Non-uniform structure/composition of the
copper substrate.

Determine if thickness non-uniformity is acceptable. If not,
resolve copper substrate non-uniformity.

Age of the bath can affect thickness uni-
formity on pads around holes.

Consult supplier for recommendations if the level of non-
uniformity is unacceptable.
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14.4 ELECTROLESS COATINGS

Electroless processes differ from immersion coatings
that they are auto-catalytic. Thickness of deposit is n
limited to the extent of the displacement reaction with cop
per. Instead the electroless metal will continue to plate o
itself. Much thicker deposits are obtainable than wit
immersion coatings.
e

s.

ly

.

14.4.1 Electroless Nickel

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Lack of continu-
ous plating or
skip plating (poor
coverage).

Bath parameters not being followed (pH
and chemical concentrations).

Readjust to supplier’s operational parameters.

Copper surface not clean of oil or inhibit-
ing film.

Reclean copper using chemical cleaners or mechanical
scrubbing.

Resist/solder mask on copper inhibiting
nickel plate.

Strip solder mask/resist if possible.

Bath temperature too low. Raise temperature per supplier specifications.

Bath overstabilized. Work bath to reduce stabilizer content. Raise bath temperatur
to increase activity.

Improper rinsing. Check rinse water quality, temperature, flow rate and rinsing
times.

Metallic contamination. Bath should be dummied or discarded.

Organic contamination. Cool bath, carbon treat and filter per supplier recommendation

Too much air agitation. Reduce air agitation.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Roughness of
plating.

Contaminated make-up water. Water may require filtration and/or carbon treatment. Use on
deionized water for bath make-up.

Excessive solution replenishment. Add replenisher slowly and mix thoroughly.

Localized overheating. Check bath temperature in more than one location in bath.
Improve bath agitation, especially around and under heaters.
Use low-watt-density heaters.

Contaminated filter cartridges or bags. Change filters.

High orthophosphite concentration. Dump bath and re-make.

Particulate contamination in bath. Filter through 5-micron (or less) filter; use continuous filtration

High bath pH which causes the formation
of nickel hydroxide and creates a turgid
solution.

Lower pH and raise complexor level in bath.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Slow plating rate. Low nickel or replenisher. Analyze and adjust solution per supplier specifications.

Recommended level of orthophosphite
exceeded.

Dump bath and re-make.

Low pH. Adjust to within range.

Bath temperature too low. Raise temperature to within recommended range.

Low square-footage loading of bath (with
work to be plated).

Increase loading to recommended level. Use dummy panels if
necessary. If work load is always low, consider ways to perma-
nently reduce solution volume to fit work load (i.e., smaller
tank).
14-9
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14.4.1 Electroless Nickel (continued)

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Nickel plate is
peeling.

Poor cleaning of substrate. Reclean substrate; remove all contaminants.

Brittle deposit. Plating rate is too fast — slow down deposition rate (reduce
temperature and/or concentrations). Solution is too old; dump
and re-make.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Pitting. Heavy metal contamination. Dummy plate or discard solution.

Base metal is pitted. Check base metal for surface defects and address these if ne
sary.

Organic contamination on surface. Cool bath, carbon treat and filter per supplier recommendatio

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Streaked deposit. Gas streaks. Increase bath or work agitation.

Improper cleaning. Improve cleaning and/or rinsing steps prior to plating.

Low surface area (work load in bath). Increase work load in bath - use dummies if necessary.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dull deposit. Organic contamination. Cool bath, carbon-treat and filter per supplier recommendation

Improper or poor cleaning. Improve cleaning cycle.

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Frosted deposits. Metallic contamination. Dummy plate or discard solution.

Low work load. Increase work load in bath - use dummies if necessary.

Too much air agitation. Reduce air agitation.
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14.4.2 Electroless Tin

Electroless tin baths begin plating as immersion but pl
up much thicker. The thickness is sufficient for reflow.
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Thin tin deposit. Low tin concentration. Analyze bath for tin and adjust as necessary.

Low bath temperature. Increase bath temperature.

Plating time too short. Increase plating time.

Poor preclean. Analyze and adjust, or replace precleaner.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor fusing. Fusing temperature too low. Reflow temperature must be at least 260°C to reflow tin.

Thin deposit. Follow actions detailed in 15.4.2.1.

Excessive formation of copper-tin
intermetallic.

Improve inventory conditions (cool, dry, short).

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Bath has
darkened.

Localized overheating. Use agitation with an immersion heater. Do not exceed bath
temperature of 60°C.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Salts crystallizing. Low bath volume. Add deionized water to proper volume.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Skip plating; poor
coverage.

Improper cleaning. Improve cleaning and rinsing steps prior to plating.

Stainless steel rack is creating a galvanic
effect.

Use plastisol-coated racks or titanium.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Slow plating rate. Bath parameters out-of-specification. Analyze and adjust solution per supplier specifications.

Low bath temperature. Increase temperature.

Immersion time too short. Increase immersion time.

Bath is old. Dump and re-make bath.
14-11
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15.0 NON-METALLIC PROTECTIVE COATINGS

15.1 PERMANENT SOLDER RESIST

Permanent polymer coatings (solder resists) are heat re
tant organic coatings applied to a finished printed boa
prior to assembly of components, in order to limit the ar
of solder wetting during the soldering operation. Sold
resists minimize soldering defects, such as bridgi
between lines and lands, and reduce solder consump
and contamination. These masks provide improved vis
background for easier inspection and may protect narr
conductors during handling.

Solder resists have been formulated specifically to rem
on the printed board throughout its useful life, as well
function as resists to molten solder. Ideally, a solder res
should also:

A. Improve, or at least not significantly diminish, electric
properties of the printed board, such as dielect
strength, dielectric constant, moisture resistance, insu
tion resistance, etc.
is-
d

n
l
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t

-

B. Not degrade the UL flammability rating of the board o
assembly.

C. Exhibit hydrolytic stability, fungus resistance, etc.

D. Be compatible with any conformal coating materia
which may be used.

Most of these criteria are met by most commercially ava
able liquid and dry film solder masks, when they a
applied and cured in a manner consistent with the sup
er’s recommendations. The criteria for these solder re
can be found in IPC-SM-840.

15.1.1 Screen Printable Solder Resists (Thermal and
UV Cure)

Screen printable solder resists are created by printing
solder resist through a stenciled screen of very fine me
and fairly highly tensioned. The process is similar to th
for screen printing a primary image prior to plating. (Se
Section 9.4.) The materials are cured by either an ov
bake or by exposure to a UV light source.
d

uipped.

-

ncil.
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Misregistration.
(See Figure 15-1.)

Off location tooling holes or pins, or
wrong size pins.

Re-register screen and tooling pins. Find pins that fit snugly an
reset registration. Tooling holes and pins must match for opti-
mum registration.

Screen tool incorrect (pattern
misregistered, incorrectly stepped, too
large or too small, or optic targets off).

Remake tool correctly. Separate panels with bad targets and
print them at the end of the job. Report condition to make sure
it is not repeated.

Too much off-contact to screen. Reduce off-contact.

Too much squeegee pressure. Reduce pressure. Raise squeegee stop if machine is so eq

Image too large for overall screen/frame
dimension.

Increase screen/frame size to 5-6X larger than image on all
sides or 2X total image area.

Squeegee too soft (thermal cure inks). Use harder squeegee (higher durometer).

Squeegee too hard (UV cure inks). Use lower durometer squeegee.

Screen mesh too large; too much ink lay
down.

Correct screen mesh and percent open area to supplier’s recom
mendations.

Loose or incorrectly tensioned screen. Remake screen and properly tension it prior to applying ste
15-1
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15.1.1 Screen Printable Solder Resists (Thermal and UV Cure) (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incomplete cure
(thermal cure
inks).

Dwell time too short in oven bake. Increase dwell time. Make sure oven is up to temperature be
starting timer.

Temperature too low. Increase temperature to supplier’s recommendations. Confirm
actual temperature using a thermocouple. Check oven calibra-
tion.

Improper mixture of epoxy and hardener. Use supplier’s recommended mixture and mixing procedures
Insure that measuring procedures are correct. Make sure the in
is thoroughly mixed before screening.

Poor oven air circulation. Reorganize oven contents to improve circulation. It may be ne
essary to rack panels further apart. Check blower and exhaust
operation. Check air intake and filters.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incomplete cure
(UV cure inks).

Conveyor speed too fast for solder mask
type or thickness of deposit.

Reduce speed or thickness.

Solder mask color too intense; colorant
absorbing curing energy.

Reduce thickness of applied mask. Contact mask supplier.

Light source too low in intensity. Reduce conveyor speed through curing unit to compensate.
Increase number of lamps. Replace old lamps (check output of
lamps daily using a radiometer). Clean, readjust and focus
reflectors.

Moisture under solder mask. Prebake to remove moisture.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Adhesion failure. Surface of panel contaminated. If applied to plated metal, clean panel with a mechanical scr
Clean panel with mild acid or alkaline wash or degrease (pH of
wash to be specified by solder mask supplier).

Insufficient cure. See Sections 16.1.1.B or 16.1.1.C.

Incompatible solder mask for metal sub-
strate (i.e., copper or solder).

Consult supplier and solder mask data sheet for recommended
uses. Solder mask type must be compatible with metal substrat

Moisture on panel, under mask (especially
along closely spaced conductors).

Prebake panels to remove moisture.
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15.1.1 Screen Printable Solder Resists (Thermal and UV Cure) (continued)

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder resist on
lands or in holes.

Screen tool incorrect (artwork does not
match panel).

Remake tool.

Excessive squeegee pressure and/or off-
contact.

Reduce squeegee - and off-contact pressure.

Squeegee too soft, or dull or rounded. Use higher durometer squeegee. Sharpen squeegee.

Screen mesh too open; too much ink lay
down.

Correct screen mesh and percent open area to supplier’s
recommendations.

Excessive time delay between prints while
in flood mode.

Do not flood screen until ready to print.

Excessive flood pressure. Reduce flood pressure.

Ink on underside of screen. Clean screen. Blot screen more frequently.

Excessive solder mask bleed. Check ink viscosity. Verify original artwork clearance. Cure
soon as possible after application, before ink has a chance to
‘‘flow.’’

Stencil pattern breakdown. Remake screen.

Too much or uneven off-contact to screen. Reduce off-contact.

High temperature and/or humidity in print
area.

Maintain constant room temperature and humidity per supplier
recommendations, so that screen pattern does not expand or
contract. Monitor and record constantly.
Figure 15–1 Misregistered solder mask
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15.1.1 Screen Printable Solder Resists (Thermal and UV Cure) (continued)

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder mask
adhesion failure
after hot air
leveling.

Incorrect application or solder resist selec-
tion for process.

Choose solder resist designed to withstand hot air leveling.
Apply per supplier’s recommendations.

Insufficient cure of solder resist. See Sections 15.1.1.B and 15.1.1.C.

Insufficient prebake of panel prior to hot
air leveling.

Adjust prebake cycle accordingly.

Dwell in molten solder too long (typical
times are 2-4 seconds).

Decrease dwell time.

Temperature too high in molten solder. Decrease temperature.

Overcure of solder mask (may become
brittle).

Reduce cure to supplier’s recommendations. (See Section
15.1.1.G.)

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Overcure of solder
mask.

Temperature too high; time too long in
oven bake (thermal cure masks).

Reduce time and/or temperature per supplier recommendations

Too long in cure unit; light source too
intense (UV cure resists).

Increase conveyor speed; reduce intensity.

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Insufficient
moisture/
insulation
resistance.

Solder resist exposed to organic/inorganic
materials that have destroyed resistance
and attacked resin in solder mask.

Limit exposure of solder resist to cleaning materials determined
to be detrimental to solder mask in use.

Solder resist not properly mixed, screened,
or cured.

Apply and cure ink per supplier’s recommendations. (Also see
15.1.1.A through 15.1.1.G.)

Solder resist design will not meet
moisture/insulation resistance require-
ments.

Evaluate new solder resist that meets IPC-SM-840 specifica-
tions.

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Skipping. Very high plated features. Angle squeegee and adjust pressure to compensate. Try a d
ent durometer squeegee. (Always re-check registration after
adjustments.) (Also see Section 10.0 on plating.)

Incorrect printing direction - printing per-
pendicular to direction of conductors.

Print parallel to conductor length for best fill. If conductors go
in both directions, print on a slight diagonal.

Print stroke too fast or slow. Reset stroke speed.

Old or outdated ink. Remove old ink, clean screen and replace with fresh ink. Che
inventory procedures; mark shelf life on containers.

Uneven or insufficient squeegee pressure. Reset pressure (re-check registration). Check squeegee fo
uneven wear; resharpen or replace if necessary.

Dirt on screen or ink is dried in. Clean screen. Limit amount of time delay in non-flood mode (
wash screen if there is a delay).

Wrong squeegee durometer (too hard). Take out squeegee and check the durometer. Change sque
necessary. Use of a dual durometer will help to provide rigidity
while maintaining correct durometer along print edge.

Room environment too hot or too cold (for
ink viscosity).

Maintain constant room temperature and humidity per supplier
recommendations. Monitor and record constantly.
15-4
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15.1.1 Screen Printable Solder Resists (Thermal and UV Cure) (continued)

K PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Boards sticking to
screen.

Improper off-contact. Adjust off-contact for better snap-off.

Poorly tensioned screen. Remake screen and properly tension it prior to applying ste

Excessive print speed. Slow down print speed until optimum snap-off occurs.

Excessive delay between prints (ink may
begin to dry, making it sticky).

Limit delay time or wash off screen.

Warped panels or old/no tape holding pan-
els in place; poor vacuum.

Change or add tape.

Room temperature too high. Maintain constant room temperature and humidity per suppl
recommendations. Monitor and record constantly.
to
cial
Sec-
15.1.2 Dry Film Solder Resist

The problems identified in this section are applicable
either solvent or aqueous dry film solder resist. For spe
problems related to exposure and development. (See
tion 9.2 on Imaging.)
n

er

-

-
.

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Air entrapment
during lamination.
(See Figure 15–2.)

Board design is too complex for hot roll
lamination.

Use vacuum lamination.

Insufficient vacuum caused by faulty
pump.

Fix pump or replace oil.

Insufficient vacuum caused by clogged
vacuum lines or sticking solenoids.

Clean residues from vacuum lines and solenoids.

Warped boards. Place board with warped bow side up. Refer to Section 4.0 o
Base Materials and Section 13.0 on Lamination to address bow
and twist (warpage) problem.

Platen temperature is too low. Raise platen temperature to increase film flow.

Cycle time is too short. Lengthen cycle time to achieve higher board temperature and
more film flow.

Clearance inside vacuum chamber is too
great.

Use shims to decrease clearance (total clearance inside chamb
should be 40-80 mils).

Circuit traces are too high for the thick-
ness of the mask being used.

See Section 10.2 to address excessive copper thickness on
traces. NOTE: A 3-mil thick mask will typically conform to a
4-mil high circuit line. A 4-mil mask will typically conform to a
5-mil high circuit line.

Vacuum chamber not sealing. Check to see if the edge of the board being laminated is com
pletely inside the chamber. Check vacuum lines to see if one
has collapsed. Check vacuum line clamps. Vacuum valves con
taminated and need to be cleaned. Check for ‘‘O’’ ring damage
Cut diaphragm; replace the cut diaphragm. Diaphragm not cor-
rectly sealed when installed; needs to be resealed. Vacuum
pump has dirty oil and needs to be changed.
15-5
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15.1.2 Dry Film Solder Resist (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Wrinkles in solder
resist after
vacuum lamina-
tion. (See Figure
15-3.)

Panels are warped. Place board with warped bow side up. Refer to Section 4.0 o
Base Materials and Section 13.0 on Lamination to address bow
and twist (warpage) problem.

Panels move as they are being pulled into
vacuum chamber.

Slow down the film advance by reducing air pressure to the
advancing mechanism.

Uneven or too great tension on dry film
solder resist rolls.

Reduce or even out tension on dry film solder resist rolls.

Vacuum laminator not exactly level. Precisely level vacuum laminator.

Dry film solder resist rolls not aligned
exactly parallel, causing dry film solder
resist to feed into vacuum chamber not
exactly straight.

Precisely align rolls of dry film solder resist.

Grippers ‘‘jerk’’ film as it is fed into
vacuum chamber.

Make sure grippers are tight and track is well lubricated. Make
sure top and bottom sheets are exactly aligned so resist does
stick to top or bottom blankets, causing jerkiness.

Excessive heat at lamination. Make sure board exit temperatures are 71°C or less as mea
on the last exiting metal edge within 1 second after completion
of the cycle. Lower heat setting on dial. Remove boards from
the vacuum chamber quickly after lamination.

Free space is too large. Reduce free space to a range of 1.02 to 2.03 mm.

Dirty vacuum chamber. Clean vacuum chamber; typically once per day.

Dirty gripper feet, not releasing the film in
time, causing it to be pushed back toward
the vacuum chamber.

Clean gripper feet.

Poor trimming practice on the part of the
operator.

The operator must not restrict the film and board travel at the
time of vacuum lamination. Wait for the hold down arm to hold
the film prior to the start of trimming.
Figure 15−2 Air entrapment
15-6
Figure 15−3 Wrinkles after vacuum lamination
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15.1.2 Dry Film Solder Resist (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Resist on lands.
(See Figure 15-4.)

Phototool out of registration with land. Make sure correct registration of phototool to board prior to
exposure.

Poor vacuum contact at exposure, allowing
light to undercut the phototool.

Use clean polyester in the vacuum frames with bleeder veins
(exposure should not start until small immovable Newton rings
are present).

Long exposure time. Lower UV intensity of exposure lamps. Intensity should be 6
mw/cm2 through clear artwork.

D-max of diazo artwork too low. Check D-max of artwork, should be >4.0 on absolute scale.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Exposure time too
long.

Faulty exposure system lamps. Replace lamps.

D-min of diazo artwork is too high. Check D-min of artwork and generate new artwork if necessa

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Development time
too long. (See
Figure 15-5.)

Dry film solder resist has partially poly-
merized during lamination step.

Reduce platen temperatures. Reduce cycle time. Check board
exit temperature just out of vacuum chamber (for best results,
should be between 60-65.6°C).

Dry film solder resist is exposed to white
light or sunlight, causing partial polymer-
ization.

Keep boards in yellow light environment or shrouded.

Low spray pressure, typically caused by
plugged filter or cone nozzles rather than
high pressure fan nozzles.

Change filter. Replace cone nozzles with high pressure direct
fan spray nozzles.

During exposure, light has scattered
through transparent laminate, causing par-
tial polymerization (‘‘shoot-thru’’ or
‘‘ghosting’’) in pad area on reverse side.

Reduce exposure time.

Developing solution is spent or too low in
temperature.

Check developer solution; raise temperature, if necessary.
Figure 15−4 Resist on lands
 Figure 15−5 Development time too long
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15.1.2 Dry Film Solder Resist (continued)

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder resist
breakdown during
post soldering
operations. (See
Figure 15-6.)

Dirt, oxides, grease, water on board sur-
face prior to solder mask application.

Make sure boards are clean and dry prior to solder resist appli
cation.

Flux is too aggressive. Use less activated flux.

Preheat of solder temperature is too high. Reduce preheat and/or solder temperature. (Also see Secti
14.0.)

Residual moisture in solder mask prior to
soldering.

Bake boards for 1 hour at 121°C.

Defluxing medium is attacking solder
resist.

Do not use defluxing media containing methylene chloride; also
reduce time in defluxing medium.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

White residues on
solder resist. (See
Figure 16–8.)

Overbaked flux or flux reaction products. Reduce preheat and/or solder temperature.

Time delay between soldering and
defluxing.

Deflux as soon after soldering as possible.

Defluxing time or solution is insufficient to
remove residues.

Use 1,1,1-trichloroethane or fluorocarbons for rosin fluxed; use
warm detergent rinses for water-soluble fluxes. Consult flux sup
plier for recommended chemistry. (Also see Section 14.0.)

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Bleed-through
exposure (also
called ghosting or
shoot-thru), where
ink is exposed by
light from the
other side of the
board, through
the laminate.

Exposure too high. Check Stouffer step for correct exposure. Consult supplier.

Laminate too translucent (this condition
rarely occurs on multilayer boards, but
mainly on double-sided).

Use opaque or UV-blocking laminate. Process panels single-
sided (consult supplier for procedure). Evaluate alternative LPI
inks. When processing single-sided boards, protect the uncoate
side with an opaque material.
Figure 15−6 Solder resist breakdown
15-8
Figure 15−7 White residues on solder resist
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15.1.2 Dry Film Solder Resist (continued)

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Undercutting or
over-development.

Under exposure. Check Stouffer step for correct exposure per supplier recom-
mendations.

Over-development. Check/maintain developer breakpoint per supplier recommen
tion. Reduce developer temperature/time as necessary.

Insufficient hold time after exposure. Follow supplier recommendations.

K PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Residue (scum or
tracking) left on
panel after devel-
opment.

Under development or over exposure. Check operating parameters - break point, temperature, con
tration. (See Section 15.1.3J.)

Ghosting or shoot-thru. See Section 15.1.3K.

Stray UV light. Use in yellow or safe light. Cover panels during hold and trans
portation times.

Incomplete drying of panel after develop-
ment.

Follow supplier’s recommendations.

Inadequate rinsing after development. Check water supply to developing machine. Temperature sh
be above 15.6°C at all times. Check operation of sprays, filters
etc. Use recirculating rinses with caution - make sure the wate
is changed or turned over frequently. Make sure exit rollers
from developing chamber are in place so that excess solution
not dragged into the rinse chambers.

Contaminated exit rollers. Clean rollers. Do not allow machine to run partially develope
boards.

Recirculation of filler. Clean sediment from bottom of sump.

L PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Adhesion failure
at solder leveling
operation.

Insufficient final cure. Review supplier recommendations and all cure parameters. P
file curing oven using thermocouples. Profile UV reactor using
light meter.

Surface contamination prior to coating. Check surface preparation. (See Section 8.0 on Cleaning.) P
els should pass water break test after surface prep.

Solder resist coating area is not clean -
dirt on panels.

Institute better housekeeping and methods to keep panel sur-
faces dirt and dust free. Consider installing clean room.

Panels not completely dry prior to coating
with solder mask.

Improve drying conditions, either at surface preparation step or
immediately prior to coating (a short low temperature oven bak
is acceptable).

Improper solder mask ratio/mixing. Review supplier specifications and shop procedure.

Coating too thin. Check thickness over traces (or other high points on panel).
Generally 0.7 mils is considered a minimum acceptable thick-
ness.

Solder mask too brittle, most likely due to
excessive final cure.

Review supplier recommendations and all cure parameters. Pr
file curing oven using thermocouples. Profile UV reactor using
light meter.

15.1.3 Liquid Photoimageable (LPI) Solder Resist

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Uneven coating
(machine applica-
tion).

Turbulence of air at flash off. Flash off extraction too violent or incorrectly directed.

Board interrupted in flight. Check for protrusions on conveyor system (usually collection
trough incorrectly fastened down).

Wrong panel temperature. Drop or raise temperature as needed.

Poor surface preparation. Check equipment and solutions.

Improper grounding of panel (electrostatic).Check grounding bristles.
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15.1.3 Liquid Photoimageable (LPI) Solder Resist (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Exposed features
(traces, pads) on
board after solder
resist application
(skipping - screen
print operation).

Squeegee pressure too low. Increase squeegee pressure.

Squeegee speed too fast. Slow squeegee speed.

Excessive off-contact. Reduce off-contact to 3.2 mm maximum.

Squeegee stroke perpendicular to trace. Re-orient print snowplow.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Final film thick-
ness too thin.

Screen mesh too high (fine). Decrease mesh count (90 to 110 is typical); use polyester.

Excessive squeegee pressure. Reduce squeegee pressure.

Squeegee speed too fast. Slow squeegee speed.

Resist is not properly filling the screen
mesh pores.

Increase flood pressure. Slow flood bar speed.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Final film thick-
ness too thick.

Screen mesh too coarse. Increase mesh count.

Insufficient screen tension. Check/adjust screen tension to 25N/cm.

Excessive squeegee pressure (causing
squeegee to roll).

Reduce squeegee pressure.

Excessive flood pressure. Reduce flood stroke pressure.

Dull squeegee. Resharpen or replace squeegee.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Pinholes or light
areas in resist
coating.

Percent open area of fabric too low. Increase percent open area.

Excessive squeegee speed. Slow print stroke.

Improper board cleanliness. Check/review surface prep procedures.

Debris on screen or lodged in mesh pores. Clean screen.

Air bubbles in printed resist. Ink may have been mixed too vigorously, entrapping air. Allow
ink to settle before use. Institute a debubble time prior to tack-
dry, if necessary.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Resist is still
tacky after drying
(tack-dry).

Panels still warm. Allow panels to cool to room temperature before testing dry-
ness.

Dry time/temperature insufficient. Run matrix to optimize.

Insufficient air flow in oven. Rack and position panels parallel to air flow, so none are block
ing it. Check blower operation; repair or replace if necessary.
Make sure air intake filter and outflow are clean and allowing
sufficient air flow. Run tests to determine optimum temperature/
time for reduced air flow conditions.

Slow temperature recovery in oven. Increase dry time to accommodate recovery. Check oven do
seals for leaks. Oven elements may be broken; replace as nece
sary.

Cold spots/temperature gradients in oven. Run temperature profile of oven using thermocouple and ad
loading.

Excessive coating thickness. Check screening parameters (see 15.1.4D) and adjust for 0.7
mils deposition.
15-10
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15.1.3 Liquid Photoimageable (LPI) Solder Resist (continued)

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Bubbles or craters
in dried resist film
(usually in thick-
est areas of the
resist).
Bubbles or craters
following the tack
dry are caused by
air entrapment in
the dried resist
film. When they
appear after expo-
sure it is usually
the result of sol-
vents left in the
dried film which
volatilize and
move the film sur-
face when under
vacuum.

Excessive print/flood speed. Reduce print/flood speed.

Poor screen release. Increase off-contact. Check screen tension. Slow squeegee
speed.

Excessive mixing of ink. Slow stirring speed. Reduce mixing time. Allow to sit prior to
screening.

Tack dry cycle too short or temperature
too low.

Increase tack dry time/temperature.

Insufficient air flow in oven. Increase air flow. Test to determine optimum dry cycle for
reduced air flow (can be affected by number of panels, spacing
and direction).

Tack dry temperature too hot (results in
skinning over of mask, causing inefficient
solvent release).

Reduce temperature accordingly.

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Phototool sticks
to panel; solder
resist film mar-
ring.

Excessive heat rise during exposure cycle
(also causes misregistration due to thermal
expansion).

Check internal cooling system for correct operation. Bulbs past
life - replace. Reflectors dust/dull - clean reflectors to a high
mirror finish.

Excessive vacuum. Reduce vacuum.

Resist coating not properly dried. See 15.1.3F.

Panel temperature too high. Allow panels to cool to room temperature before exposing.

Phototools have matte finish. Use gloss/gloss phototools. Use a release compound (e.g.,
Pledge).

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive
sidewall growth.

Over-exposure. Check/control using Stouffer step tablet to supplier’s recomm
dations.

Under-development. See 15.1.3K.

Poor vacuum. Check/adjust vacuum. Inspect quality of phototool and exposu
frame.

Phototool upside down. Expose with emulsion side in contact with resist.
15-11
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15.1.3 Liquid Photoimageable (LPI) Solder Resist (continued)

K PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incomplete devel-
opment.

Developing solution is spent. Analyze and adjust or dump and remake.

Incorrect operating parameters. Check/adjust temperature, concentration and developing tim
(conveyor speed) per supplier specifications.

Clogged nozzles or poor spray pressure. Check filter and nozzles for blockage. Use only fan spray
nozzles.

Over-exposure. Check/control using Stouffer step tablet to supplier’s recomm
dations.

Too long a hold between exposure and
development steps or between coating and
exposure steps.

Review LPI ink requirements with supplier. Improve shop pro-
cess scheduling as necessary to prevent delays.

Resist was exposed to stray UV light. All fluorescent lights should be yellow (preferred) or covered
with UV shields.

Resist was over-baked at the tack dry step. Review tack dry process. (See 15.1.3F.) Remember the fir
sees double dry time.

Bleed-through or shoot-through or
ghosting prevents proper development.

See 15.1.3H.

L PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Bleed-through
exposure (also
called ghosting or
shoot-thru), where
ink is exposed by
light from the
other side of the
board, through
the laminate.

Exposure too high. Check Stouffer step for correct exposure. Consult supplier.

Laminate too translucent (this condition
rarely occurs on multilayer boards, but
mainly on double-sided).

Use opaque or UV-blocking laminate. Process panels single-
sided (consult supplier for procedure). Evaluate alternative LPI
inks. When processing single-sided boards, protect the uncoat
side with an opaque material.

M PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Undercutting or
over-development.

Under exposure. Check Stouffer step for correct exposure per supplier recom-
mendations.

Over-development. Check/maintain developer breakpoint per supplier recommen
tion. Reduce developer temperature/time as necessary.

Insufficient hold time after exposure. Follow supplier recommendations.

N PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Residue (scum or
tracking) left on
panel after devel-
opment.

Under development or over exposure. Check operating parameters - break point, temperature, co
tration. (See Section 15.1.3K.)

Ghosting or shoot-thru. See Section 15.1.3L.

Stray UV light. Use in yellow or safe light. Cover panels during hold and trans
portation times.

Incomplete drying of panel after develop-
ment.

Follow supplier’s recommendations.

Inadequate rinsing after development. Check water supply to developing machine. Temperature s
be above 15.6°C at all times. Check operation of sprays, filters
etc. Use recirculating rinses with caution - make sure the wate
is changed or turned over frequently. Make sure exit rollers
from developing chamber are in place so that excess solution
not dragged into the rinse chambers.

Contaminated exit rollers. Clean rollers. Do not allow machine to run partially develope
boards.

Recirculation of filler. Clean sediment from bottom of sump.
15-12
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15.1.3 Liquid Photoimageable (LPI) Solder Resist (continued)

P PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Film surface mar-
ring. (Also see
Section 15.1.3H.)

Under exposure. Check Stouffer step for correct exposure per supplier recom-
mendations.

Developer and/or temperature too high. Check solution and rinse temperature; follow supplier specifi
tions.

Q PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder resist left
in holes after
development.

Excessive ink in holes. Use dot pattern during screening operation (check to make s
all holes have dot pattern).

Poor registration during screening or expo-
sure operations.

Under development. (See Section 15.1.3K.)

Inadequate spray pressure during
development.

Check/clean nozzles, filter. Review nozzle configuration. Adjust
spray pressure as necessary.

R PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Adhesion failure
at solder leveling
operation.

Insufficient final cure. Review supplier recommendations and all cure parameters. P
file curing oven using thermocouples. Profile UV reactor using
light meter.

Surface contamination prior to coating. Check surface preparation. (See Section 8.0 on Cleaning.) P
els should pass water break test after surface prep.

Solder mask coating area is not clean -
dirt on panels.

Institute better housekeeping and methods to keep panel sur-
faces dirt and dust free. Consider installing clean room.

Panels not completely dry prior to coating
with solder mask.

Improve drying conditions, either at surface preparation step or
immediately prior to coating (a short low temperature oven bak
is acceptable).

Improper solder mask ratio/mixing. Review supplier specifications and shop procedure.

Coating too thin. Check thickness over traces (or other high points on panel).
Generally 0.7 mils is considered a minimum acceptable thick-
ness.

Solder mask too brittle, most likely due to
excessive final cure.

Review supplier recommendations and all cure parameters. Pro
file curing oven using thermocouples. Profile UV reactor using
light meter.

S PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Unsoldered lands
after solder level-
ing operation
resist on lands.

Under development. See Section 15.1.3K.

Resist was over-baked at the tack dry step,
leaving a film of resist that does not
develop off cleanly.

Review tack dry process. (See 15.1.3F.) Remember that the fir
side sees a double dry time.
15-13
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15.2 TEMPORARY PROTECTIVE COATINGS

15.2.1 Inhibitor Coatings

Two types of inhibitors currently in use are benzotriazo
and imidazole; both are organic nitrogen compound
Inhibitor coatings are extremely thin and essentially invi
ible on a copper surface. They protect the copper by bo
ing chemically to it, thus preventing a copper-oxygen rea
tion. The coating is applied by either a dip or spra
generally followed by a rinse. The coating remains only o
the copper surfaces.
h

).

.

.

based
re.

-

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Insufficient anti-
tarnish protection,
as evidenced by
tarnishing or poor
solderability.

Surface not clean prior to application. Clean surface using degrease, mild acid wash, or micro-etc
prior to application. Remove coating in mild acid or alkaline
solution, rinse and reapply coating.

Coating applied is too thin. Increase concentration of material in application tank. Raise
temperature and/or increase immersion time. Change bath (the
material is easily contaminated and may break down over time

Coating type incorrect for application. Contact supplier for specific application requirements.

Coated boards were exposed to high
humidity conditions.

Store coated parts in low humidity, less than 50%.

Excessive storage time. The coating is fragile and tends to break down over time,
depending on the relative humidity and temperature of storage
Best conditions are low RH and room temperature storage.

Coating was mechanically damaged by
scratching, fingerprints or other excessive
handling.

The coating is monomolecular in nature and therefore easily
damaged. Extra care must be taken in handling and packaging

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Difficulty in
removing coating.

Coating applied too thick. Reduce the concentration in application tank.

Incorrect solution used to remove coating. Benzotriazole coatings can be removed in alkaline or acid-
solutions. Contact supplier for recommended removal procedu

Insufficient concentration, temperature or
dwell time in removal solution.

Increase concentration, temperature and/or dwell time per sup
plier’s recommendations.
and
er.
n-
ro-
15.2.2 Rosin-/Resin-Based Coatings (Prefluxes)

Prefluxes are used extensively as a copper protectant
are generally supplied in diluted form in a solvent carri
Application is by brush, spray or roller coating, and is no
selective. The preflux coating provides good oxidation p
tection of the copper by forming a barrier to moisture.
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor solderability. Surface not clean prior to application of
coating.

Check operating parameters of cleaning solution (i.e., micro-
etch) and bring up to specification.

Coating applied too thick on panel. Reset the application rollers. Make sure Baume of material is
correct.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Water spots. Dryer prior to application of coating is not
operating properly.

Repair/modify dryer operation. Check filter for cleanliness and
change if necessary.

Contaminated drying chamber (or chamois
rollers).

Check for clean rinsing. Clean dryer chamber. Chamois rollers
are not recommended for use as they tend to redeposit contami-
nation.
15-14
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15.2.2 Rosin-/Resin-Based Coatings (Prefluxes) (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Spotting or tar-
nishing prior to
drying.

Dirty rinses. Flush and clean rinses.

Low acid content of dragout rinse. Analyze and adjust.

Excessive time between rinsing and dry
steps.

Adjust conveyor speed or reduce hold time as necessary.

Spent cleaning bath. Make up per specification.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive haloing
around lands.

Solder resist bleed on pads. See Section 15.1.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dark deposit of
coating.

Contaminated coating material. Clean out tank or chamber. Change filter.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Skipping of
deposit.

Misadjusted application roller. Readjust roller.
te
n.
nt
15.2.3 Chromate Inhibitor Coatings

These coatings are usually found on bare copper lamina
and are used to protect the copper from severe oxidatio
This coating usually must be removed before subseque
processing, i.e., oxide or plating.
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Insufficient anti-
tarnish protection,
tarnishing solder-
ability poor.

Surface not clean prior to application. Clean surface using degrease, mild acid wash, or micro-etch
prior to application.

Coating applied is too thin. Increase concentration of material in application tank.

Coating type incorrect for application. Contact supplier for specific application requirements.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Difficulty in
removing coating. Coating applied too thick. Reduce the concentration in application tank.

Incorrect solution used to remove coating. Contact supplier for recommended removal procedure.

Insufficient concentration, temperature or
dwell time in removal solution.

Increase concentration, temperature and/or dwell time per sup-
plier’s recommendations.
a
2)
. It
d-
15.2.4 Copper Oxidation (also see Section 12.4)

Copper oxidation prior to solder resist application serves
dual purpose: 1) to improve solder resist adhesion; and
to protect the copper pads until the soldering operation
is removed during the cleaning steps immediately prece
ing hot air leveling.
l

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Non-uniform
appearance after
oxidation process.

Improper surface preparation prior to oxi-
dation.

Improve preclean by the implementation of a scrub or chemica
preclean.

Bath operated outside of recommended
limits.

Adjust temperature and chemical concentration to supplier rec-
ommended limits.

Insufficient dwell time. Increase dwell time to supplier’s recommendations.

Incorrect chemical for the application. Evaluate alternate chemical formulas for uniformity.
15-15
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15.2.4 Copper Oxidation (also see Section 12.2) (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Unacceptable
bonding of solder
resist to oxide
coating.

Crystal structure too long to support
adequate bonding.

Reduce bath temperature, concentration or dwell time.

Poor adhesion, spotty failure due to con-
tamination of surface (typically seen after
hot air leveling). Salt residues left behind
from poor rinsing. Moisture entrapment in
oxide structure.

Improve rinsing (DI water may be required). Bake prior to sol-
der mask application.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Difficulty in
removing copper
oxidation from
areas not required
to be coated.

Acid concentration too low, dwell time too
short, temperature too low to adequately
remove oxidation.

Increase concentration, temperature or dwell time per supplier’s
recommendations.

Resist residues deposited on copper
oxidation.

Improve the developing procedure or evaluate screen printing
technique.

Nonuniform solder deposit in hot air level-
ing due to copper contamination.

Utilize a preclean or mold micro-etch prior to hot air leveling.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Creepage along
conductor traces
where copper
oxide has been
erroneously
removed.

Too long a dwell time in the acid used to
remove copper oxide off of the pads, or
too high a concentration or temperature.

Reduce dwell time, acid concentration, or temperature, as appli
cable.

15.3 TEMPORARY SOLDER RESISTS

15.3.1 Tape

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Tape not adhering
to surface.

Contaminated surface. Mechanical or chemical clean.

Inadequate adhesive strength. Change to tape with better adhesion.

Insufficient application pressure. Increase manual application pressure or employ mechanical
means of application.

Irregular or excessive conductor profile. Use tape with thicker adhesive layer. Increase application pr
sure. Use alternate method for applying the tape, or liquid resis
coating.

Wet surface prior to application. Dry before coating.

Chemical attack of tape. Investigate compatibility with chemistry in use. Consider chan
ing to a more compatible tape.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Adhesive (gum)
squeeze-out.

Excessive application pressure. Increase applicator roll clearance. Reduce application pressu
Employ alternate tape adhesive.

Soft adhesive (gum) layer. Use tape with harder or thinner gum layer.
15-16
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15.3.1 Tape (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Inadequate resi-
due removal.

Excessive heat exposure during
processing.

Reduce/remove high-temperature exposure. Use tape with
improved temperature resistance.

Gum/backing separation. Use tape with gum adhesion to carrier. Use tape with less ad
sion to substrate, if practical.

Aged tape in use. Rotate tape stock. Do not store in high temperature environ-
ment.

Tape on substrate too long. Minimize time between application and removal.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Edges ragged and
not uniform.

No adhesion. Follow actions specified in Section 15.3.1.A.

Tape stretch during application. Use alternate tape with increased dimensional stability. Use
tension when applying tape.

Chemical attack of tape. Use tape that is more compatible with the chemistry being
employed.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Difficult tape
removal. (Also see
15.3.1C.)

Excessive tape adhesion. Increase tape gum/carrier thickness. Employ tape with a ‘‘les
aggressive’’ gum. Fold tape leading edge to create a ‘‘pull tab.’’

15.4 NOMENCLATURE (LEGEND) - NON-METALLIC MATERIALS

15.4.1 Screen-printed

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Ink smearing or
squish.

Squeegee durometer too low. Use 80 durometer squeegee.

Excessive pressure on the squeegee or
floodbar.

Take off all pressure and reset. Recheck register.

Ink viscosity too low. Change to higher viscosity ink. Allow epoxy inks to sit for a
while - viscosity may increase.

Print speed too slow. Speed up print and flood strokes.

Insufficient peel-off (too low), causing
panel to stick to screen.

Increase peel-off; recheck register.

Off-contact too low. Check off-contact; raise if necessary.

Paper flash (may also appear as a double
image).

Clean screen before processing further.

Excessive time delay between prints while
screen is in flood mode.

Train operators to limit time between flood and print.
15-17
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15.4.1 Screen-printed (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Legend skipping. Ink dried in screen, between impressions. Clean screen thoroughly. Increase stroke speed; print faste
possible. Do not leave ink on screen during breaks.

Improper flooding or insufficient ink in
screen.

Add ink; check flood pressure.

Plated conductor pattern is excessively
thick in areas.

Increase squeegee pressure. Try a different durometer squeeg
if necessary. Check registration after any adjustments. Address
plating problems per Section 10.0.

Print stroke too fast. Slow down squeegee stroke speed.

Uneven or insufficient squeegee pressure. Reset squeegee pressure; check registration.

Incorrect squeegee durometer. Try another durometer squeegee (start with 80).

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor or changing
registration.

Wrong size registration pins used, causing
panels to shift.

Change to snug-fitting registration pins and recheck register.

Optic targets off. Separate panels with bad targets from others, and print them
the end of the job using different pinning holes if possible.

Excessive squeegee pressure. Reset squeegee pressure; recheck register.

Poor screen tension, including baggy
screen, loose screws on screen, or a screen
that has been excessively pulled or
released.

Screen must be entirely remade. Return to screen making
department.

Incorrect off-contact. Remeasure off-contact; adjust if necessary.

Insufficient peel-off. Check to see if screen is sticking to panel during print stroke.
Add peel-off if necessary.

Warped panels. Bake panels under heavy weight for 1 hour above Tg. Cool pan-
els under weight also. Source of warping must be investigated
check all areas where panels may be baked at high temperatu
including lamination, solder mask and fusing/leveling.

Old or no tape on screen. Replace tape.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Boards sticking to
screen.

Improper off-contact. Re-measure off-contact; adjust if necessary.

Screen tension too low. If tension is low, screen must be remade (tension cannot be
tightened without distorting screen pattern).

Print speed too fast. Slow down print stroke.

Excessive delay between prints (ink
becomes sticky).

Print faster, if possible.

Warped panels, affecting off-contact. See 15.1.1J.

Room temperature too high. Control room temperature and humidity for optimum registra
tion and best ink performance.
d
ts
ps.
16.4.2 Photoimageable The photoimageable legen
resists behave very similarly to dry film primary resis
during the application, imaging and development ste
Refer to Section 9.0 for more information.
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Section 16
Component Mounting
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16.1 GENERAL

This section deals with the mounting of both leaded a
surface mount components. Sections 16 through 19 add
assembly-related issues.

The following publications are recommended for mo
complete information regarding printed board assem
processes:

IPC-CM-770 Component Mounting Guidelines for Printe
Boards

IPC-S-816 SMT Process Guideline and Checklist

16.1.1 Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) Concerns

The following are ESD concerns: 1) Has process mach
ery been properly grounded? 2) Have work stations a
storage areas been properly grounded? 3) Are other e
ronmental controls (i.e., ionizers, humidifiers, etc.) in pla
to reduce the occurrence of ESD? 4) Have operators and
other employees who may handle components or surf
mount assemblies been properly trained to use ESD p
cautions such as wrist straps or other similar preventat
measures? 5) Have the component packaging and asse

16.2 COMPONENT PREPARATION
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containers been reviewed for potential ESD problems
Have ESD sensitive parts been identified and sufficie
protected?

16.1.2 Component Leads

The following are concerns regarding component lead
Has component lead co-planarity been addressed follo
manual or automatic lead forming operations? 2) Has c
ponent lead solderability concerns in relation to hand
been reviewed and precautions taken where deemed n
sary?

16.1.3 Storage

The following are concerns regarding storage: 1) Have
effects of the storage environment on components, ma
als or assemblies been reviewed within your manufactu
environment? 2) Does your handling system have a me
for monitoring shelf life issues of stored components
assembly materials to prevent unacceptable material
being issued into the manufacturing environment 3) Wo
the use of date codes on assembly materials and co
nents be beneficial in ensuring timely usage?
k or
16.2.1 Pre-Tinning

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Leads do not accept
solder.

Gold plate is too thin. Verify gold thickness to meet specification requirements.

Lead is contaminated. Degrease/clean. Use aggressive flux to pre-tin lead.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Leads do not float. Pins are contaminated inside of connector. Clean connector pins of contamination by solvent; soa
degrease.

16.2.2 Pre-Forming

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Bent IC Leads. Excess Tinning on leads. Clean out track.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Improper lead bend. Not Centered on reel.
Does not holding lead.

Adjust centering.
Adjust die.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Nicked leads. Dull or worn guides. Replace guides.
16-1
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16.2.2 Pre-Forming (continued)

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incorrect stress
relief.

Improper employee training.
Worn equipment.

Re-train employee.
Replace equipment.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Cracked or fractured
meniscus.

Tool too close to body. Re-train/adjust tool.

16.2.3 Pre-Cutting

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Uneven leads. Tracking out of adjustment. Adjust tracking.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Burrs on leads. Dull die.
Dull cutters.

Replace or sharpen die.
Replace or sharpen.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Leads with flanged
ends.

Dull cutters. Replace or sharpen.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Leads too long or too
short.

Operator error, miss-adjusted tool. Retrain operator/ adjust tool.
ay
ur-
the
o-
16.3 BOARD PREPARATION

16.3.1 Pre-Assembly Bake

Epoxy glass boards with gold-plated connector tabs m
turn reddish or purple around and above the gold tabs d
ing prebake wave soldering. Contaminants may attack
board material itself, due to baking, as exhibited by exp
sure of the glass cloth on the board surface.
n

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Discoloration due to
surface contamina-
tion.

Solder stripper solution or vapors wicked up
under the masking above the gold tabs.

Ensure good masking of boards to be selectively stripped
of solder. Keep in solder stripper just long enough to
remove solder. (See Section 10.7.)

Plating solution or vapor wicked under
masking.

Ensure good masking of board area; keep in plating baths
just long enough to plated required thickness. (See Sectio
10.7.)
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16.3.1 Pre-Assembly Bake (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Residue at incoming
inspection. Incoming
residue may be asso-
ciated with either
the manufacture of
the boards and com-
ponents, or their
handling and stor-
age.

Residue on components or boards. Preclean components or boards. Work with supplier to
eliminate residue.

Residue found after storage. Preclean; modify storage conditions.

16.4 COMPONENT INSERTION (THROUGH-HOLE)

16.4.1 Manual/Semi-Automatic

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Terminals and eye-
lets, swaged base
split. (See Figure
16-1.)

Terminal/eyelet material is too hard. Terminals/eyelets must be annealed.

Tooling is incorrect for particular hardware. Check supplier’s literature for correct tooling.

Board is delaminated around plated-through
hole.

Install proper length hardware.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Terminal and eye-
lets, mounts are
cracked.

Hardware torqued too tightly. Torque to allow for heat expansion.
Figure 16-1.

Split terminal.
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16.4.2 Automatic Insertion (Through-Hole)

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Miss-insertion. Plugged PWB holes. Clean holes.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Reversed Part. Reel installed backward. Correct reel.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Part off-center. Part cut off-center. Adjust cutter.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Damaged part. Machine miss-adjusted. Adjust machine.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Miss-insertion. Equipment misaligned. Re-align.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Over crimp. Cut/clinch out of adjustment. Re-adjust.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Under crimp. Formers or cutters dull. Replace/ sharpen.

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Leads too long or too
short .

Software wrong. Check program.

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Inaccurate compo-
nent placement (all
or many components
on a board) .

Poor fiducials on board.

‘‘Sloppy’’ placement because of old belts and
worn parts on placement machine.

Board guide rails out of alignment.

Review with board supplier. Check vision camera opera-
tion.

Institute/maintain an adequate preventive maintenance pro
gram. Stop gap solution is to program ‘‘off-sets’’ to com-
pensate.

Re-adjust alignment.

K PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Inaccurate compo-
nent placement
(occasional compo-
nent on board) .

Leads on component are skewed.
Component has coplanarity problem.

Reforming may be necessary

L PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Inaccurate compo-
nent placement (one
component type
affected).

Turret nozzles out of alignment. Check feeder system.
16-4
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16.4.2 Automatic Insertion (Through-Hole) (continued)

M PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Feeder is not feeding
parts correctly (sen-
sor will stop the
machine).

Component tape threaded incorrectly. Re-thread tape.

N PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Machine stops; com-
ponent not picked
up.

Reel loaded in incorrect feeder location (or
wrong reel).

Fiducials not read because circuit board has
been loaded in wrong orientation. Tape jam.

Check documentation and load corret reel in correct feede
location. Verify correct set-up. Make sure board is oriented
as specified in documentation.

Remove excess tape from jammed feeder. Make sure tape
is threaded properly.
of
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16.5 COMPONENT PLACEMENT SURFACE MOUNT

16.5.1 Adhesive Application

In surface mount technology, the most prevalent use
adhesives is for component retention prior to, and durin
bottom side wave soldering. The most common method
adhesive application is automatic syringe dispensing. Ha
syringe dispensing is also used for lower volumes an
rework/repair operations. Pin transfer is another meth
often used in high volume, low mix operations. Control o
adhesive location and material properties for effective di
pensing are the most common difficulties encountered. Th
section presents a general listing of problems encounte
in the adhesive application process, potential causes, a
suggestions for corrective actions. These solutions may
related to equipment, materials, design, or prior process
16.5.1.1 Dispensing

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Stringing (most fre-
quently related to
both dispenser and
adhesive).

Dispenser pressure too high. Reduce pressure.

Dispensing period too long. Increase nozzle tip size.

Nozzle too far from substrate. Reduce distance of nozzle to substrate.

Nozzle drools. Use vacuum suck back.

Adhesive on soldering surface. Change direction of nozzle travel.

Tip length too long. Shorten tip.

Viscosity of adhesive too high. Lower viscosity. Increase reservoir temperature.

Viscosity of adhesive too low. Reduce reservoir temperature.

Plastic flow of adhesive (dribble). Choose more thixotropic material.

Air in adhesive. Remove air by centrifuging.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Nozzle clogging
(most frequently
related to down time,
curing, and foreign
matter).

Down time too long. Follow adhesive manufacturer’s recommendation.

Reaction with nozzle or tip. Anaerobic action - do not use copper or brass; use
passivated stainless steel or plastic.

Reaction by absorption of moisture (epoxy). Keep nozzle tip closed during down time.

Mixing of two different adhesives. Thoroughly clean system when changing adhesives.
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16.5.1.1 Dispensing (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Skipping and insuffi-
cient adhesive (most
frequently related to
clogged nozzle).

Clogged nozzle, bubbles, and foreign mate-
rial.

Remove cured adhesive, lumps, air.

Worn or bent nozzle tip. Replace tip.

Insufficient height and/or excessive spread. Dispense adhesive on top of original dot (double dis-
pense). Increase viscosity or select a more thixotropic
adhesive. Cool reservoir.

Variation in dot size. Check dispenser output for consistency.

PWB not flat. Obtain flat boards. Check hold down.

Viscosity too high for nozzle tip and pulse
rate.

Reduce viscosity of adhesive. Heat reservoir. Select
another adhesive.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive adhesive
(most frequently
related to thixotropic
properties of adhe-
sive, temperature of
reservoir, and equip-
ment controls).

Low viscosity. Lower reservoir temperature. Increase adhesive viscosity.
Select adhesive with higher thixotropic ratio.

Dispenser pressure too high. Lower pressure.

Tip size too large. Reduce tip size.

Excessive spread. Select another adhesive.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Insufficient cure
(most frequently
related to insuffi-
cient curing energy
leaving soft, gummy,
or tacky adhesive).

Insufficient energy. Adjust cure time/temperature. Check output of UV lamps.

Too much energy which damages compo-
nents.

Reduce temperature. Select another adhesive with differen
cure cycle.

Local heat sinks. Move components on PWB.

Heat sensitive components. Move components to bottom side, IR heat tip side.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Lost components
(most frequently
related to insuffi-
cient cure, poor
bond or adhesive, or
non-wetted compo-
nent).

Insufficient cure. Check time/temperature and energy level of cure cycle.

Adhesive bond. Decrease time between placement and cure.

Adhesive dot too low with insufficient com-
ponent contact.

Print second dot on top of original dot. Increase tip size.
Use high dot profile adhesive and high viscosity for initial
tack.

Fast speed and stop in X-Y movement. Increase initial tackiness of adhesive. Reprogram/reduc
speed of placement.

Poor placement of component. Realign equipment.

Uncured adhesive (UV). Place two dots either side of component.

Adhesive bond/strength. Check PWB and component cleanliness/bondability with
adhesive.

Adhesive shrinkage during cure. Select another adhesive.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Adhesive voids (most
frequently related to
the presence of
moisture in adhesive
or on surfaces).

Moisture in adhesive. Check adhesive for excess moisture. If excessive, cease
use and determine and eliminate source of moisture.

Absorbed moisture on bare PWB. Bake PWB before using adhesive. Check solder mask fo
porosity.

Absorbed moisture on surface of component. Bake components before assembly.
16-6
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16.5.1.2 Pin Dip Transfer

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Stringing (most fre-
quently related to
withdrawal rate and
viscosity).

Rate of pin withdrawal. Correct speed of vertical travel.

X-Y movement during withdrawal. Correct horizontal movement.

Viscosity too high. Reduce viscosity.

Flow properties do not match pin travel. Select adhesive with proper properties.

Viscosity too low. Increase viscosity so adhesive does not drip.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Skipping and insuffi-
cient adhesive (most
frequently related to
amount of adhesive
on pins).

Pin size too small. Increase pin size.

Pin shape incorrect. Select different pin shape.

Pin does not wet. Clean pin and/or change material.

Pin immersion incorrect. Check position and reservoir depth.

Reservoir withdrawal rate incorrect. Check rate of withdrawal.

Withdrawal from PWB incorrect. Reduce speed of withdrawal.

Insufficient adhesive on pin. Adjust viscosity and thixotropy.

Adhesive drops off during transfer. Increase viscosity.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive adhesive
(most frequently
related to flow prop-
erties of adhesive
and variations in
temperature of the
reservoir).

Pin size too large. Reduce pin size.

Too much adhesive on pin. Reduce depth in reservoir.

Adhesive reservoir/pin plate not co-planar. Level adhesive reservoir.

Pins have become rough. Replace pins.

Build up of adhesive on pin. Clean pins.

Decreased distance between pin and PWB. Correct spacing.

Viscosity increased. Adjust viscosity.

Wrong pins used. Replace pins.
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16.5.2 Solder Paste Application

Several solder paste application techniques are use
transfer solder paste to areas being joined. The most c
monly used methods include: stencil printing, screen pr
ing, and syringe dispensing. Less common techniques, s
as direct pin transfer and wheel transfer, are used for s
special applications. With the trend toward use of com
nents having closer and closer lead spacing, error-
application of solder paste is more difficult and the dire
relationship between poor quality application and fin
yield is more apparent. Poor application can cause
common defects: insufficient solder, excess solder, sho
opens, and solder balls. Each of these defects can be
result of one or more of the following symptoms: insuf
cient solder paste deposited, excess solder paste depo
wet-bridging, or misplaced solder paste. Each of th
symptoms can be the result of a variety of causes.
o
-

h
e

16.5.2.1 Stencil Printing

TABLE 16-1.
General Guideline of Stencil Thickness

for Various Applications

STENCIL COMPONENTS

8-20 mils Chip components only

8 mils Leaded with 31 mil pitch

6 mils Leaded with 20-25 mil pitch

<6 mils Finer lead spacing
16-7
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16.5.2.1 Stencil Printing (continued)

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Insufficient solder
paste deposited. In
order for enough sol-
der paste to be
deposited in the area
to be soldered, the
volume of the stencil
opening should be
approximately equal
to the desired
amount of wet solder
paste.

Stencil too thin. Increase stencil thickness. (See Table 16-1 for guidelines
for stencil thickness.)

Stencil opening too small. Increase stencil opening.

Stencil defects. Check quality of stencil.

Squeegee blade too soft. Use higher durometer squeegee. (Soft squeegee blades
pressure deform and scoop solder paste out of the large
stencil holes, particularly when used with high squeegee
pressure. Squeegee blades with a durometer hardness les
than 80 are considered soft.)

Wrong squeegee or the beveled edge is not
as specified. (Either the squeegee tip’s
beveled-angle relative to its central axis is
smaller than spec or the depth of cut is not
large enough to produce a small angle of
attack during print stroke and force paste far
enough into the through-holes.)

Verify that the squeegee is wrong and replace.

High squeegee travel speed. Consult solder paste supplier for recommended speed
given formulation.

Snap-off distance too small. Increase the starting distance between the stencil and c
cuit board, and correspondingly increase the squeegee
pressure to force the stencil to the circuit board and solder
paste through the holes.

Improper squeegee pressure. Decrease pressure until a thin layer of solder paste is l
on the stencil after making a pass. Pressure should then b
increased slowly until all of the paste is cleaned of the
stencil after each pass.

Clogged stencil from paste drying in aperture
holes.

Clean stencil and record wait time since last print.

Paste bead not rolling, which can be caused
by a combination of aging paste and too
high squeegee speed.

Check paste viscosity and replace if needed (slower squee
gee speed makes paste work longer).

Foreign material blocking stencil hole. Check stencil opening for blockage, clean stencil and
locate source of problem.

High solder paste temperature (as tempera-
ture increases, the viscosity of solder paste
will decrease).

Adjust temperature to compensate.

Not enough solder paste on stencil. (If too
little solder paste is used, it is difficult to get
proper roll in front of the squeegee and some
holes may be skipped.)

A round bead of solder paste, approximately 12.7 to 25.4
mm in diameter, is normally recommended.

Too little tackiness. Consult supplier regarding formulation. Try increasing the
flux percent or raising the solder paste temperature.

Too much tackiness. Consult supplier.

Large or irregular solder particles. (Particles
which are too large or irregular may have
difficulty being forced into small stencil
openings.)

Examine solder paste under a 10x to 100x microscope.
Consult supplier.

Viscosity too high. As a temporary solution, lower viscosity by increasing the
solder paste temperature, adding thinner to increase the
flux percent, stirring vigorously, or increasing the squeegee
speed.
16-8
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16.5.2.1 Stencil Printing (continued)

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Viscosity too low. Use a harder squeegee blade. Consult solder paste supp
regarding a permanent change in viscosity.

Low percent metal. (Even though the stencil
opening may be properly designed for print-
ing, solder pastes having too low a percent-
age of metal may not give a sufficiently
large joint after reflow.)

Consult supplier.

Bubbles in solder paste. (Bubbles can pre-
vent the correct quantity of solder paste from
being deposited in the stencil holes by dis-
placing solder paste.)

Consult supplier if bubbles continue to be observed after
several squeegee passes.

Low solder paste temperature. (Solder paste
used at lower than normal operating tem-
peratures will have a higher than published
viscosity. The lower viscosity may cause the
solder paste to slide on the stencil and not be
pushed through the holes.)

Consult solder paste supplier for alternatives if the solder
paste or environment cannot be warmed up.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excess solder paste
deposited. Excess
solder after reflow or
solder shorts caused
by excess solder
paste deposits and
wet bridging.
Although it is very
difficult to create
excessively heavy
fillets by any means
other than deposit-
ing too much solder
paste, there are
many reasons for the
creation of solder
shorts or bridges:
improper reflow pro-
file, excessive com-
ponent placement
pressure, component
movement, improper
solder paste, or
incorrect solder
paste application.
There are many
signs of incorrectly
applied solder paste,
including: large
deposits, wet
bridges, smeared
print, or misplaced
print.

Damaged stencil. Look for damage in the fragile stencil areas between ad
cent holes. Replace stencil if necessary.

Stencil defects. (If the stencil is not properly
imaged or etched, inconsistency will exist
from opening to opening.

Replace stencil.

Inadequate stencil frame size. Use a larger frame size. Decrease the snap-off distanc
(Inconsistent print thickness and wet bridging is possible
when using large snap-off distances.)

Stencil not centered in frame (common when
using fixed rail in-line assembly systems).

Use on-contact print with the corresponding stencil thick-
nesses and print parameters.

Improper tension of screen border. Re-mount stencil.

Squeegee speed too fast. (At high squeegee
speeds, solder paste will shear thin and heat
up, lowering the viscosity. This may deterio-
rate print definition.)

Decrease squeegee speed. If this is not possible, consult
solder paste supplier for further recommendations.

Environment too warm. If the room temperature cannot be controlled, the solder
paste supplier should be consulted. Otherwise, adjust roo
temperature per supplier specifications.

Heat generated by screen printer. (Some
screen printers generate heat after prolonged
use, which affects the solder paste and sten-
cil.)

Consult the equipment manufacturer for recommendations
or the solder paste supplier for a solder paste designed fo
higher operating environments.
16-9
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16.5.2.1 Stencil Printing (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Squeegee pressure too low. (With the stencil
not in contact with the board, excess solder
paste is extruded into an area between the
stencil and the board.)

Increase squeegee pressure.

Squeegee blade angle too small. (With flat
blade squeegees, as the angle of the blade to
stencil plane decreases, the amount of defor-
mation of the blade increases. Excess solder
paste will be deposited if the blade is not
able to push the stencil into contact with the
board or wipe the stencil clean.)

Increase squeegee angle.

Incorrect solder particle size. As the size of the stencil openings decrease, the size of
the solder particles in the paste should also be decreased.
Solder particles having a diameter in the range of 45-75
microns are recommended for most applications where
stencil openings are greater than 14 mils wide. Most sol-
der paste suppliers can provide several particle size range

Viscosity too low (may be difficult to control
the quantity of solder paste deposited and
wet bridging).

Reduce operating temperature or squeegee speed (both of
these both affect viscosity).

Solder paste too tacky. Consult solder paste supplier for material recommenda-
tions.

Board warpage. (Gaps between the stencil
and circuit board may fill up with solder
paste resulting in a smear, wet bridge, or
excess deposit.)

Use vacuum plate to compensate for minor warpage. Off-
contact printing with increased squeegee pressure also
helps compensate for board warpage. Investigate cause of
board warpage.

Inconsistent circuit board surface. Work with board supplier to obtain a more uniform sur-
face.

Circuit board pattern misalignment (does not
normally cause difficulties with 50-mil center
devices, but can cause problems when doing
fine pitch assembly).

Use a vision system to realign the stencil for every print.
Reduce effect by decreasing snap-off distance and squee-
gee pressure.

Lack of solder mask between pads (i.e., sol-
der mask dams are missing).

This makes a clean, consistent print nearly impossible.
Consider redesign; address with board supplier.

Inconsistent solder pad height (on hot air
leveled boards with solder deposit, heights
can vary from 1-3 mils. Inconsistent height
is a problem, because stencil openings are
not normally the same size as the pad and
some part of the stencil usually comes in
contact with the solder deposit, leaving other
areas of the stencil away from the board.
Solder paste is then squeezed under the sten-
cil in the areas that do not meet the board.)

Work with circuit board supplier to address this problem.
Bare copper or thin solderable coatings have more level
surfaces.

Dried out paste. Test viscosity to verify that paste is not within specs.
Replace old paste with fresh. Record length of time paste
was used for future reference. Check container seal and
ensure that it seals properly in future.

Moisture absorption. Paste may have
absorbed moisture from room. (Moisture can
cause paste viscosity problems.)

Check room humidity (should be under 50% R.H.). Check
that water is not condensing on paste inside refrigerator.
Check container seal. Test viscosity to verify that paste is
not within specs.
16-10
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December 1997 IPC-PE-740
16.5.2.1 Stencil Printing (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder paste will not
roll in front of the
squeegee. If the sol-
der paste does not
roll in front of the
squeegee, then it is
more difficult to fill
the holes in the sten-
cil. The solder paste
may skip over the
holes.

Squeegee speed too fast. Check speed and adjust to specification if needed.

Paste not mixed enough. Paste needs to be mixed before use to get good consi
tency. Paste can be much thicker before it is worked, cau
ing bead not to roll.

Too little solder paste on the stencil. A minimum amount is required to allow the solder pas
to come in contact with both the squeegee and board wit
out adhering to one or the other.

Incorrect solder paste tackiness. Consult supplier regarding tackiness. (If tackiness is to
low, then the solder paste will not be able to adhere to th
stencil. If the solder paste cannot adhere to the stencil,
then it will slide over the stencil rather than roll. A solder
paste which is too tacky will adhere too strongly to the
walls of the stencil hole and not transfer cleanly.)

Viscosity too high. Viscosity should be balanced with tackiness to yield sold
paste with the best printing characteristics possible. Con-
sult supplier. As a temporary step, lower viscosity by
increasing solder paste temperature, adding thinner to
increase flux percent, stirring vigorously, or increasing the
squeegee speed.

Solder paste particle size too large. Consult supplier regarding a smaller particle size past
is best to use the largest particle size available which will
still print cleanly.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder paste adheres
to the squeegee at
the end of the
stroke. In order for
either diamond or
flat blade squeegees
to perform in a
bi-directional print
mode they must be
able to lift cleanly
away from the solder
paste at the end of
the stroke. Solder
paste must remain
on the stencil for the
return pass.

Insufficient solder paste on the stencil. A minimum amount is required to allow the solder pas
to come in contact with both the squeegee and board wit
out adhering to one or the other.

Solder paste viscosity too high. Viscosity should be balanced with tackiness to yield so
paste with the best printing characteristics possible. Con-
sult supplier. As a temporary step, lower viscosity by
increasing solder paste temperature, adding thinner to
increase flux percent, stirring vigorously, or increasing the
squeegee speed.

Solder paste is too stringy for application. Consult solder paste supplier.
16-11
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IPC-PE-740 December 1997
16.5.2.1 Stencil Printing (continued)

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder paste hanging
up in the stencil
holes. A balance of
properties: tacki-
ness, viscosity, sten-
cil design, and print
parameters contrib-
ute to the solder
paste’s ability to
release cleanly from
the stencil holes.
Rarely is there only
one cause.

Stencil too thick. (Most solder pastes will
adhere to the walls of the stencil hole.)

Stencil thickness must be decreased as the dimensions of
the stencil hole are decreased.

Snap-off distance too small. Increase snap-off distance (a larger snap-off distance wi
pull the solder paste out of the hole before it has a chance
to set up). Higher viscosity and lower tackiness solder
pastes also print more cleanly.

Solder paste viscosity too high. (Solder paste
with a viscosity too high may have difficulty
being forced to the bottom of the stencil hole
or may set up and have difficulty transfer-
ring.)

Viscosity should be balanced with tackiness to yield solder
paste with the best printing characteristics possible. Con-
sult supplier. As a temporary step, lower viscosity by
increasing solder paste temperature, adding thinner to
increase flux percent, stirring vigorously, or increasing the
squeegee speed.

Too long between prints. Clean stencil. Record length of time since last print and
modify operator stencil cleaning procedures if required.

Foreign material clogging hole. Inspect stencil to find type of material and source (fiber
from cleaning cloth, board debris, etc.). Clean area or
whole stencil as required.

Paste lumps clogging hole. Clean area or stencil as needed. Replace paste if proble
repeats.

Poorly etched stencil with jagged edges. Make new stencil. Determine etching problem.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Lateral deposit
skips. It is very com-
mon to have poor
print quality in only
one section of the
circuit board while
the rest of the circuit
board is printed
cleanly. A number of
factors can contrib-
ute to this.

Improperly made stencil. Make sure that the stencil is not too thick for the width o
the opening being printed. (Also see Section 17.5.2.1A.)

Damaged stencil. Examine the area of the stencil which is having consisten
problems to see if it is bent, buckled or dented (even
slightly). Determine whether to accept the poor quality
print or make a new stencil.

Inconsistent vacuum. If vacuum is inadequate, inconsistent or there is a leak,
then part of the board may not be level. Make sure that no
vacuum holes are in the same location as via holes in the
circuit board.

Squeegee blade not level (as evidenced by
one side of stencil not wiping clean or large
streaks of solder paste remaining on stencil).

Adjust squeegee blade to level. (Some squeegee blade
holders use bolts to hold the blade securely. When tight-
ened, the bolts may put pressure on the soft rubber squee
gee blade causing it to deform.)

Circuit board not planar. (Gaps between the
stencil and circuit board may fill up with
solder paste resulting in a smear, wet bridge,
or excess deposit.)

Use vacuum plate to compensate for minor warpage. Off-
contact printing with increased squeegee pressure also
helps compensate for board warpage. Investigate cause o
board warpage.
16-12
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December 1997 IPC-PE-740
16.5.2.1 Stencil Printing (continued)

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Inconsistent print
when the squeegee
travels in opposite
directions.

Inconsistent squeegee speed. Time speed of squeegee in both directions to make su
the speeds are identical. Adjust if necessary. Consult
equipment manufacturer if speed cannot be easily adjuste

Inconsistent travel distance. Distance the squeegee travels past the stencil pattern
should be identical in both directions. This will reproduce
the amount of stencil peel and solder paste set-up time in
both directions.

Inconsistent squeegee angle. Independent adjustments to squeegee angle can be m
on screen printers having a double flat blade system. Inde
pendent blades are used to print in either direction. In a
screen printer, which has a single-diamond blade squeege
problems may arise when the squeegee is not tight or
some of the fixturing parts have begun to wear. It is not
uncommon to find the angle of the squeegee blade chang
ing slightly when printing in opposite directions as the
print head rocks in a worn or loose fixture.

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Paste strings and
blobs on stencil
and/or board.

Old paste. (Aging paste can be identified by
increased viscosity and loss of creamy tex-
ture. Old paste has a much greater problem
with strings and blobs.)

Verify paste problem by visual or viscosity. Check and
replace paste as needed.

Paste sticking to squeegee on trailing edge. Check squeegee stroke and clean outer edge of sque
blade.

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Uneven marks on
stencil.

Loose squeegee mounting bracket. Tighten bracket and secure so that it cannot loosen.

Loose squeegee lock screws. Tighten lock screws.

Excess squeegee pressure. Check pressure and adjust.

Row of lands across stencil, causing squee-
gee to catch as it wipes over top.

Loosen squeegee head castings and angle them so that
squeegee blades are slightly skewed. Both squeegees mu
be angled same amount (0.200 slant end-to-end is suffi-
cient).

Paste not spread across stencil, causing
squeaky shoe effect where there is no paste.

Spread paste completely across stencil so that squeegee
lubricated for its full width.

K PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Paste misalignment. X, Y, theta have lost home position. Re-home axes.

Vision system cannot read fiducial. Check threshold, histogram and fiducial reflection. Adju
threshold and try to find fiducial with computer. Check for
excess solder.

Panel moving from interference during trans-
port.

Find interference point. Check for board warpage (bow
and twist).

Distortion due to board fabrication. Check panel against stencil for alignment. If any problem
is suspected, check panel fiducial spacings on optical mea
suring system.

Distortion due to stencil fabrication. Measure stencil fiducial spacings using an optical meas
ing system.
16-13
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16.5.2.1 Stencil Printing (continued)

L PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Fringes of solder
balls around lands.

Paste building up around lip of stencil (due
to stencil misregistration, recessed pockets
around lands from solder mask keepout, or
paste inside openings that adheres to some
paste along walls).

Clean bottom of stencil, check for recurrence.

Vacuum sucking through via holes. Close off vacuum ports under via holes.

Excess pressure that pushes paste through
holes and under stencil.

Check squeegee pressure and adjust. Clean bottom of ste
cil.

Thin flux that flows through hole and under
stencil, causing sticky surface that does not
allow stencil to release cleanly.

Check paste viscosity. Clean bottom of stencil.

Stencil movement during print, which smears
paste after printing along underside of sten-
cil.

Check for stencil movement during print cycle. Clean bot-
tom of stencil.

Previous bridging. (Can be found when resi-
due is left on bottom of stencil from previ-
ous bridging problem.)

Clean bottom of stencil and find cause of previous bridg-
ing. (See 16.5.2.1P.)

M PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Paste fringing on
stencil after printing.

Squeegee flatness. Check and adjust flatness.

Squeegee level. Check squeegee level if rigid mounting is used.

Squeegee pressure. Check that drive cylinder is actuating fully and there is
enough lubrication to move smoothly. Check squeegee
pressure and raise if necessary.

Stencil flatness. Check stencil flatness, adjust stencil frame when required

Paste distribution on stencil. (If more paste
is on one side than another, paste can make
squeegee ‘‘hydroplane’’ on one side.)

Redistribute paste so it is evenly spread across width of
squeegee ‘‘hydroplane’’.

Check for tall hot air leveled (HAL) feature
on board.

Check board, have excess solder removed, watch similar
problems with other boards. Address with board supplier if
necessary.

Stencil damage. Verify problem and try to flatten damaged area if possible
Order new stencil if needed.

Board warpage (bow and twist). Verify problem; reject board if bow and twist is too bad.

Squeegee durometer. Use lower durometer squeegee if blade is too hard to c
rect for board, stencil or flatness variations.

Stencil apertures oversized. Measure stencil apertures width. Compare with design
value.

N PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Thin streaks of paste
across stencil.

Worn squeegee with small nicks. Replace squeegee if more than 20% of stencil shows
streaks.

P PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Air bubbles in paste. Paste not releasing from squeegee at
endpoints.

Clean squeegee; try newer blade.

Excess squeegee speed. Check squeegee speed and adjust.

Air mixed in during vigorous stirring. Stir paste again, using slow steady stroke. Do not stir top
to bottom so that air could get trapped and mixed in.
16-14
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16.5.2.1 Stencil Printing (continued)

Q PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Paste bridging. Excess fringing. (When paste fringe prob-
lems go uncorrected, fringes become large
enough to connect adjacent lands.)

Clean bottom of stencil. Clean board. Note how long since
last time stencil backside was cleaned and check pasted
boards more frequently for signs of fringing.

Tall hot air level (HAL) feature. (Bump of
solder left on board from HAL process can
lift stencil and cause paste to fill under-
neath.)

Clean bottom of stencil. Clean board. Check board for tall
bump of solder (check comb patterns, box features, vias,
bridges). Remove excess solder before reusing.

Solder mask void. (If solder mask does not
cover around land, pocket is formed next to
land that can fill with paste and create
bridge.)

Clean bottom of stencil. Clean board. Check board for
solder mask voids and reject if there are any voids
between lands.

Stencil damage. Clean board. Check problem area for stencil damage. If
damage is found, attempt to re-flatten area. Make new
stencil if long-term problems are suspected.

Uneven stencil. Clean bottom of stencil. Clean board. Check flatness of
stencil frame and adjust.

High squeegee pressure. Clean bottom of stencil. Clean board. Readjust squeege
pressure or decrease squeegee speed.

Previous misalignment of stencil presses sol-
der paste between stencil and solder mask
surface, causing solder balls in the paste to
deform.

Clean stencil thoroughly. Use Scotch brite pad if necessary
to remove all solder.

Poor gasketing between stencil and board. Decrease squeegee downstop and go to off contact pr
ing.

R PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Reduction of printed
area.

Stencil clogging. (Also see 16.5.2.1E.) Clean stencil.

S PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Uneven print across
board.

Non-level squeegee. Check squeegee level for fixed squeegee and horizonta
play for floating squeegee.

Uneven squeegee blade. Check squeegee flatness.

Uneven paste distribution. Redistribute paste along full squeegee stroke.

Unlevel board. Check board flatness.

T PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Ridges around top of
paste bricks.

Paste drying in stencil. Check for noticeable paste residue inside stencil opening
Remove and clean stencil.

Bad stencil etch. Check stencil etch profile under microscope. If etch ridge
is noticeable (greater than 1 mil) reject stencil.

Low stencil tension. If mesh tension is less than 30 N/cm, then tension is sus
pect.

High snap-off. Check and adjust snap-off.
16-15
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16.5.2.1 Stencil Printing (continued)

U PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Foreign material in
paste on board.

Small pieces of steel wire broken off frayed
ends of stencil border mesh from scraping
paste.

Cut off frayed part of border mesh and put adhesive over
any ends still exposed.

Board fab debris on panel or eraser shavings
from preprocessing.

Check for debris on board (eraser shavings, board fab).

Wipe fibers caught in stencil holes, probably
from using wrong type of wipe to clean
backside.

Check backside of stencil for stray fibers from cleaning
the stencil. Only cloth should be used, never paper wipes.

V PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excess flux on panel. Separated flux that was not mixed in dis-
penser canisters before they were mounted
on machine is common problem.

Remove paste from stencil and mix flux with rest of paste.
Remaining paste in canister also may have to be squirted
out and mixed to give correct viscosity. Paste in canisters
must be mixed thoroughly.

W PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Paste covering land
but metallization
showing through.

Squeegee pressure too high. Check and adjust squeegee pressure.

Squeegee level not parallel to board (fixed
angle squeegee).

Check and adjust squeegee level.

Squeegee durometer too soft. Check squeegee durometer. Use harder squeegee if ne

Stencil flatness. Check and adjust stencil flatness.

Tall HAL solder on boards. Check height of HAL solder and review with board sup-
plier if out of specification.

X PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Paste slump. Paste viscosity from supplier too low. Consult paste supplier.

Paste thinning from excess working on sten-
cil.

Replace paste and consult with supplier.
16-16
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16.5.2.2 Screen Printing

Screen printing is different from stencil printing. Scree
printing always requires the use of a snap-off and has d
ferent limitations in the type of circuitry which can be
printed. It is difficult to print solder paste onto very larg
land areas with a stencil and, conversely, difficult to pri
small areas with a screen. Softer squeegees are used w
screen printing, because the solder pastes are less visc
more conformance is required, and screens are easily d
aged. Most of the mechanics of screen printing are iden
cal with stencil printing with the exceptions mentione

below.
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A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Insufficient solder
paste deposited.

Insufficient emulsion thickness. Thickness of print should be approximately equal to the
thickness of the emulsion, plus the thickness of the scree
weave. Small increases or decreases in this value can be
achieved by either changing snap-off distance or squeege
pressure. Large changes in print thickness must be done
increasing the amount of emulsion.

Insufficient snap-off distance. Increase snap-off distance so that solder paste will be
pulled out of the screen as soon as the squeegee passes

Wire blocking opening in a very small hole. If the area to be printed is less that two screen opening
wide, the average open area will be constricted. Consider
using a stencil.

Emulsion too thick for application. (If the
thickness of the screen is too great for nar-
row openings, solder paste will hang up in
the openings and not transfer completely.)

Increase snap-off distance (will help somewhat, but may
not be enough). Increase width of opening with respect to
thickness of emulsion. Use thinner emulsion.

Improper screen manufacture. (Openings in
the screen are not complete due to improp-
erly placed emulsion.)

Inspect screen for defects. Repair/remake if necessary.

Damage to screen bent wires, (swollen emul-
sion from solvents in the solder paste or
cleaning material, or large particles of solder
or other material wedged in the screen open-
ings).

Screens are more fragile than stencils and wear more rap
idly with use. Remake screen if necessary.

Solder paste too viscous. (Solder pastes used
in screen printing have a lower viscosity
than those used with stencils.)

Consult supplier for lower viscosity paste. (Thicker solder
pastes have a tendency to set up in the screen weave an
not transfer consistent amounts of material.)

Solder particles too large for the screen used. Solder particles should be no larger than one half the
age diameter of the openings. Consult with supplier if this
is suspected.

Solder paste metal content too low. The most common method of decreasing solder paste
cosity to facilitate screen printing is to decrease the metal
content. In doing this, the volume of solder after reflow is
decreased. This may result in insufficient fillet size.
16-17
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16.5.2.2 Screen Printing (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excess solder paste
deposited. Excess
solder after reflow or
solder shorts caused
by excess solder
paste deposits and
wet bridging. Excess
solder and solder
shorts occur when
too much solder
paste is deposited.

Emulsion too thick. Use thinner emulsion. (The nominal thickness of solder
paste deposited is equal to the screen weave thickness p
the emulsion thickness.)

Excess snap-off or insufficient squeegee pres-
sure. (Excessive snap-off distance will lead
to distortion in the printed pattern and mis-
alignment.)

Alter snap-off distance and squeegee pressure. (By using
high snap-off in combination with a low squeegee pres-
sure, it is possible to extrude the low viscosity solder pas
used in screen printing to a greater thickness than would
normally be expected.)

Improper screen design or manufacture. Inspect screen for areas which should have emulsion
do not. Repair/remake screen.

Damaged screens (scratches, holes, bent
screen, etc.).

Install a new screen.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Misaligned solder
paste deposits.

Screen stretching. (Screens are constantly
being stretched, because they are used in
off-contact mode.)

Decrease snap-off distance and squeegee pressure (this
reduces the amount of friction between squeegee and
screen).

Excess snap-off or insufficient squeegee pres-
sure (will lead to distortion in the printed
pattern).

Reduce snap-off distance and/or increase pressure.
am-
gs
ts.
16.5.2.3 Syringe Dispensing

Syringes are used both in repair operations and progr
mable multipoint dispensing. The most important thin
are continuous dispensing and consistent sized deposi
shot

t

-

it.
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder paste flow
stops.

Dispensing pressure too high. Solder paste responds best to low pressure and longer
times, as opposed to high pressure and short shot times.
The high pressure is more likely to separate the flux from
the solder paste.

Solder paste separation (common when very
small diameter needles must be used).

Shorten length of the needle in order to reduce the amoun
of friction. Investigate dispensing equipment which does
not stress the solder paste as much as direct pressure dis
pensing.

Solder paste stops coming out of the tube
before it is empty.

This means that separation of the flux from the powder
has started to occur. Try increasing the dispensing pres-
sure. It is better to use a preventative method to stop ini-
tial separation.

Incorrect solder paste formulation for dis-
pensing.

The rheological properties of pastes used in stencil print-
ing and syringe dispensing are very different. Check to
make sure the correct paste is being used.

Solder powder particles too large for needle
size.

Use larger needle or smaller powder particles.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dispenser has diffi-
culty delivering con-
sistent amounts with
each shot (a sure
sign is solder paste
strings when the dis-
pensing head moves
from one pad to
another).

Incorrect solder paste formulation or incor-
rect solder paste size.

Consult with solder paste supplier.

Air entrapped in the solder paste. Do not over mix paste in such a way as to draw air into

Solder paste not designed for the dispensing
application.

Consult supplier.
16-18
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16.5.2.3 Syringe Dispensing (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder paste deposit
not rounded enough.

Improper needle tip design. Use a beveled needle, which dispenses solder paste to
side of the needle, not directly under the needle.

Solder formulation not tacky enough and
doesn’t slump.

Use a solder paste which self-rounds or slumps slightly.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder paste deposit
not peaked enough.

Improper needle tip design. Use a flat-tipped needle.

Solder formulation too tacky and slumps. Use a different formulation which is less tacky and doe
slump.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder paste will not
adhere to the pad.

Too high a pressure. Use a lower pressure for dispensing.

Incorrect solder formulation. Use a different formulation that is more tacky.
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16.5.3 Component Placement (Surface Mount)

Surveys have indicated that a major portion of solde
assembly defects result from manufacturing operati
prior to soldering. Component placement has been ide
fied as the most prevalent source of these defects. This
become increasingly evident with the increased use of
pitch technology. This section presents a general listing
problems encountered in the component placement proc
potential causes and suggestions for corrective acti
These solutions may be related to equipment, mater
design or prior processes. Accordingly some of the so
tions cannot be immediately implemented on the sh
floor.
d

16.5.3.1 Component Orientation/Alignment

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Wrong component
orientation.

Placement program problems. Verify correct revisions. Add rotational data to program.
Change rotational data in program.

Different board/program version. Verify correct version.

Components in feeder have wrong orienta-
tion.

Correct orientation of components.

Components have mixed orientations at
pickup location.

Orientate components in feeder.

Board marking incorrect. Verify orientation with both assembly drawing and sche-
matic.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Cocking of passive
chip components.

Improper epoxy placement/amount. Check epoxy dispenser. Examine epoxy mound size an
shape detail.

Board bow and twist. Check board bow and fixture if necessary.

Excessive solder flow on one side. Check solder paste and application method. Reduce
amount of solder deposition.

Board is not setting properly on support
pins.

Check that the support pins are adjusted properly.

Height of component not correct. Check the height value in program.

Part not pushed down in paste or part pushed
down with too much force.

Observe and adjust accordingly.
16-19
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16.5.3.1 Component Orientation/Alignment (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Component
Misalignment.

Placement teach is not accurate. Reteach placement.

Board is misregistered. Verify board loading equipment and tooling.

Incorrect pickup chuck selected. Modify program to use correct chuck for pickup or may
require vision alignment.

Component is rotated. Verify correct rotation data in placement program.

Board revision different than program. Verify program versions.

Equipment needs calibration. Calibrate to manufacturer’s maintenance instructions.
Check pulleys/gears for slippage on shafts.

Incorrect data file used. Load correct data file.

Machine placement tolerance is not adequate
for accurate/acceptable placement.

Equipment cannot be used for the required accuracy or
placement. Acquire equipment with an acceptable place-
ment accuracy.

Vision system is not working. Check electrical connections and fuses: a) Check target
sizes/composition; verify compliance; b) Camera is not
looking at the component heads; software problem. Verify
component within field.

Placement teach is above board surface. Reteach placement.

Board is misregistered. Verify fiducials.

Incorrect footprint on board. Verify with design standards and/or latest parts list and
schematic.

Incorrect component picked up. Verify with parts list and assembly drawing.

Component is rotated. Review component loading process.

Board revision different than program. Verify board version.

Incorrect registration to datum. Check image/datum relationship.

Improper tooling hole size. Re-tool; check procedure to avoid tooling hole damage.

Plating in tooling holes. Plug or tape tooling holes prior to plating.

Assembly equipment out of tolerance. Check equipment and tooling calibration.

Improper component lead form. Check incoming inspection and component handling (lea
forming) procedures.

Part does not match land pattern. Reinspect component.

Improper solder/flux viscosity. Check solder paste characterization.

Improper epoxy cure. Test epoxy cure cycle.
16-20
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16.5.3.2 Component Verification

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Missing component. Vacuum pickup not on. Verify there is vacuum at pickup.

No components at pickup location. Restock feeder.

Component not picked up. Reprogram for correct pickup.

Feeder malfunction from: a) Low/off air
pressure; b) No electricity; c) Waste tape is
clogging; or d) Excessive vibration or low
vibration.

Verify correct pressure/vacuum fat feeder. Verify power is
turned on at feeder and verify feeder is correctly con-
nected. Remove excess tape and re-thread. Remove
jammed component. Adjust vibratory feeder vibration con-
trol.

Incorrect chuck used. Modify program to use correct chuck.

No placement data. Add placement data to program.

Incorrect placement location. Reteach correct placement data.

Component did not release from chuck. Clean chuck and/or check for vacuum release.

Different board/program version. Verify correct board/program version.

Unsecured components. Check thermal profile. Check tweezer grip.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Wrong component
placed.

Wrong pickup callout. Verify/change pickup location.

Incorrect sequence step order. Verify sequence program.

Different board/program version. Verify correct board/program version.

Incorrect placement location. Verify/change placement location.

Component from previous pickup stuck to
chuck.

Clean chuck; vacuum pickup tip.

Incorrect data file used. Verify correct program.

Wrong component put into feeder. Inspect/verify components in feeders.

Wrong components mixed in with correct
parts.

Inspect/verify components numbers.

Parts list is incorrect. Update program with latest parts list.

16.5.3.3 Component Condition After Placement

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Damaged
component.

Pickup/placement head damaged component. Verify pickup and component placement. Z-axis locat
are not impacting components; adjust height of pickup/
placement. Pickup head may not be correct for particular
component; use pickup head designed for that componen
type/style.

Component leads are bent, or missing. Adjust pressure of damaged, or missing ‘‘square off’’ fi
gers. Verify that pickup head is correct for that componen
Fragile leads require vision alignment, not mechanical
alignment. Verify at incoming or missing inspection.
Improve handling procedures. Review excising die. Check
pitch limit in program and set to proper value.

Component was damaged prior to placement. Inspect components prior to placement. Discard dama
components.
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16.5.3.3 Component Condition After Placement (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Metallized termina-
tion of ceramic com-
ponent cracked or
separated from com-
ponent body.

Improper printed board support. Attach stiffeners to printed board or provide support in
fixture to minimize flexing and subsequent tensile fracture
of component body during component insertion or testing

Improper design parameters. Provide balanced metal coverage on two sides of print
board to avoid bowing and subsequent tensile stress on
component termination-component body interface.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Cracked multilayer
ceramic component
with crack(s) origi-
nating under the
metallized termina-
tion.

Thermal shock/excessive heat. Maintain temperature time rate of change greater than
per second or preheat to ~150°C. If manually soldering d
not touch termination with soldering iron.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Cracked multilayer
ceramic component
with crack(s) origi-
nating between the
metallized termina-
tions.

Hard pickup tip/jaws. Replace hard pickup tip and/or jaws with plastic or other
compliant material.

Improperly adjusted tool. Adjust pickup tip to avoid impact with component body.

Improper tool adjustment. Adjust pickup jaws to avoid compressive fracture of com
ponent body.

Improper printed board support. Attach stiffeners to printed board or provide support in
fixture to minimize flexing and subsequent tensile fracture
of component body during component insertion or testing

16.5.3.4 Machine Errors

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Can’t read fiducial(s). Header data not correct. Check shape, size and keep-out distance in header file

Fiducial has bad quality. Try cleaning with eraser.

X/Y location of the fiducial relative to the
primary tooling pin is not correct.

Check that the distance from the primary tooling pin to th
center of the fiducial(s) matches the data in the sequence
file.

X0/Y0 not correct in Proper Value File. Check fiducial operator screen reading by using a know
good board with correct fiducial sequence data.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Mis-pick from tape
feeder.

The tape pocket not in the correct position. Set the tape in the correct relationship to the feeder.

The cover tape is not pulled back. Tighten the cover tape and restart.

The cover tape is torn because the tape is
winding at an angle onto the cover tape reel.

See that the cover tape is winding on the reel in an even
manner.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Tooling pin error. The tooling pins are not going through the
holes on the boards, the pins are not adjusted
properly, or the board has different tooling
pin hole locations.

In order to run the board, adjust the tooling pin location.
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16.5.3.4 Machine Errors (continued)

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Panel stuck on
conveyor.

Conveyor width is not adjusted properly. Adjust the conveyor width.

16.6 CHIP-ON-BOARD (Unpackaged Chip Components)

16.6.1 Wire Bonding

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Low bond strength. Impurities in gold plate, or surface contami-
nation.

Analyze plate for trace metals. Check for correct plating
parameters. Micro-etch surface and re-bond.

Insufficient wire deformation. Check elongation of wire. Use stabilized wire.

Low interface temperature during bonding. Adjust bonding equipment. Confirm correct board pre-h

Wire contamination. Inspect/clean wire.

Gold plate too thin. Increase plating time; specify minimum thickness.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

No bond. Surface defect in gold plate (pit, nodule,
scratch, etc.).

Manually re-bond to another spot on site. Review plating
cycle. (See Section 10.0.)

Surface contamination. Reclean part. Micro-etch gold and re-bond.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Tailing and sagging
of wire (Tailing
occurs when the
wire breaks a few
mils from the bond
rather than at the
bond.)

Improperly stabilized wire used. Use wire with proper elongation.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Have good pull
strength, but fail
after thermal cycle
(Aluminum wire
bonds).

Intermetallics form when sufficient gold and
aluminum are present.

Use thinner gold plate when bonding with aluminum wire.

Thallium in gold plate, that migrates to the
gold surface during thermal cycle.

Convert to thallium-free gold bath. (Also see Section
10.0.)

Metal contamination in gold plate migrates
to the gold surface during thermal cycle.

Replace gold bath. Consult with supplier for possible rem-
edy.

16.6.2 TAB Bonding

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Cracked die
member during
thermocompression
bonding.

Mismatch of the four planes - die bond pad
bumps, bumped or plated leads, contact
pads, and die chuck or die holding fixture.
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16.6.2 TAB Bonding (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor quality bond
when using a reflow
soldering process for
TAB bonding.

Non-uniform solder thickness which may
cause board burning or cold joints. Too thick
solder may also cause bridging; too thin sol-
der may cause poor wetting and difficult
inspection (no fillets).

Adjust solder paste application process. Adjust tin-lead
plating process. (See Section 10.3.)

Purity of solder. Inclusions in plating may cause weak bonds, solder balls
or bridging. Clean up plating bath and plating operation.
(See Section 10.0.)

Substrate is not stable; cannot withstand
bonding temperature cycle or die attach cure
temperature.

Investigate alternate bonding method or different substrate

Board not flat. Consider rework options. Investigate cause of warpage.
Correct process or design of board.

Thermal mass of board may require substrate
heating.

Investigate board design limitations.

Incorrect flux used. Consult with flux supplier.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor pull strength of
gold/tin thermo-
compression bond.

Tin whiskering. See Section 10.0.

Oxidation of the tin surface, caused by long
term exposure to air.

Should not affect bondability or quality of the bond,
although there will be a slight color change in the melted
tin plate. Re-clean surface prior to bonding. Refer to Sec-
tion 10.0.

Formation of copper-tin intermetallic. Not a reversible condition. Prevent by limiting exposure
heat and high humidity. Insufficient tin plating thickness.

Lead breaks, not bond. Lead pull strengths do not reflect bond strength; they on
represent the copper yield strength of the lead.

Contamination of surfaces. Re-clean bonding surfaces. Prevent further contaminatio

Lack of co-planarity. Correct setup and maintenance of the thermode planarity
required.
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Section 17
Soldering
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y

17.1 GENERAL

This section deals with the mounting of both leaded and
surface mount components. Sections 16 through 19 addre
assembly-related issues.

The following publications are recommended for more
complete information regarding printed board assembl
processes:

IPC-CM-770 Component Mounting Guidelines for Printed
Boards

IPC-S-816 SMT Process Guideline and Checklist
la-

e-
17.1.1 General Observed Conditions

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Component loses
marking.

Component not cleaned prior to marking. Degrease with chlorinated/fluorinated solvent.

Ink improperly mixed. Mix ink per supplier’s recommendations.

Ink out-of-date. Check batch code data.

Ink not compatible with base material. Check supplier’s recommendation.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Lead does not
solder.

Lead contaminated with hand soils and/or
grease, or hand cream (silicone base).

Degrease with chlorinated or fluorinated solvents.
Mechanically clean (mild abrasive).

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Defective solder
joints.

Moisture in substrate. Bake prior to soldering.

Poor land pattern design/metallization. Develop test to evaluated design-to-component lead re
tionship.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Rosin solder
connection.

Rosin entrapped in separation between sur-
faces being joined.

Evaluate soldering procedure, rosin type and solder char-
acteristics.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Nonwetting/
dewetting.

Surface contamination. Clean and test for cleanliness.

Plating/coating impurities. Test for solderability and evaluate storage/handling proc
dures. Test copper for iron contamination.

Improper flux activity. Run test program to evaluate flux activity.

Protective coating not removed. Check storage and incoming inspection procedures.

17.2 SOLDERING MATERIALS

17.2.1 Adhesives (See Section 16.5.1, Adhesive Application)
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17.2.2 Solder Paste (Also see Section 16.5.2, Solder Paste Application)

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Flux on top of paste. Formulation problem. (If flux collects on top
of paste, it means that flux is liquid enough
to allow powder to settle to bottom.)

Mix paste well, if still in jar (make sure that there is no
crust on top). If paste is in dispensers, it can be squeeze
into a jar and mixed, otherwise, a stir rod can be placed i
nozzle end to mix paste inside canister. Work with paste
supplier to correct problem. Separation can be slowed by
storing paste in refrigerator.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Crust on top of
paste.

Packaging problem. Paste can develop crust
on surface if caps are not screwed tightly.

Make sure that all paste containers are tightly sealed and
all jars contain plastic plungers to reduce possible air con
tact area.

Exposure of paste to high temperatures dur-
ing shipping/storage.

Have paste shipped overnight from supplier, to minimize
exposure. Control storage conditions.

Improper storage after paste has been used. Use plunger to keep air contact to a minimum. Keep
sides in jar clean of paste.

Poor paste flux formula. Monitor paste amount with crusting problems. If crusting
is significant problem, notify supplier.

17.2.3 Flux (See Section 17.4, Wave Soldering)

17.2.4 Solder (See Section 17.4, Wave Soldering)

17.3 MANUAL (HAND) SOLDERING

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Terminal does not
accept solder.

Terminal/eyelet is improperly plated. Must be plated with acid tin or tin-lead to be solderable
(See Section 10.0.)

Terminal/eyelet surface is oxidized and will
not activate with (RMA, RA) flux.

Part must be pre-tinned, using adequate strength flux.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Connection surface
will not accept
solder.

Surface contaminated with soils. Degrease.

Tin/tin-lead plate too thin. Hand solder surface using appropriate flux.
17-2
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17.4 WAVE SOLDERING

Wave soldering of surface mount assemblies is easy to
providing that the boards and all components have so
able metallic surfaces; the board design meets rec
mended guidelines for land layout geometry; the com
nents have been properly placed using a proper adhe
which is correctly cured; and the wave soldering mach
is under correct process control. This means using g
flux at the correct specific gravity and solder with verifi
purity, selecting preheat settings, and matching the t
perature of the solder wave with a conveyor speed so
this relationship provides sufficient heat for the correct ti
duration to perform acceptable solder joints. Verifying t
all of these are under proper process control is the
overall requirement or guideline for mass production w
soldering of surface mount assemblies and for provid
acceptable quality solder joints.
17.4.1 Equipment Related Problems

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder skips. A sol-
der skip occurs
where a solder joint
did not form. Solder
skips are usually
observed in random
locations and may be
caused by the wave
soldering equipment,
the materials, or
poor process control.

Turbulent wave OFF. Turn Turbulent wave ON.

Vibratory device in second wave OFF. Turn ON vibratory wave device.

Turbulent wave too low. Increase height of turbulent wave.

Turbulent nozzle clogged. Clean flux or dross in nozzle.

Carrier bent or damaged. Send carrier/fixture to repair.

Conveyor fingers bent. Replace bent fingers.

Rails not level or parallel over nozzles. Reset rails level/parallel.

Waves/nozzles not level. Reset pot and nozzles level.

First wave height lower in spots. Pull pump and nozzles. Clean out pot.

Conveyor width too tight. Adjust conveyor width.

Conveyor speed too fast for flux volatiles. Reduce conveyor speed.

Board not run best direction (orientation). Turn SMA 90, 180 or 270 degrees.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder bridges. Wave height/exit conditions incorrectly set. Set exit flow wave dynamics properly.

Slow conveyor speed washes off too much
flux.

Increase speed so waves leave flux on.

Conveyor too fast or insufficient preheat. Decrease speed - better solder drainage.

Carrier bent or damaged. Send carrier/fixture to repair.

Conveyor fingers bent. Replace bent fingers.

Rails not level or parallel over nozzles. Reset rails level/parallel.

Waves/nozzles not level. Reset pot and nozzles level.

Board not run best direction (orientation, i.e.,
conductors perpendicular to conveyor travel).

Turn SMA 90, 180 or 270 degrees.

Dross recirculating from pot to wave onto
SMA.

Pull pump and nozzles and clean out pot.

Hot air knife after wave set incorrectly. Reset air knife.

Insufficient flux applied. Increase flux application.
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17.4.1 Equipment Related Problems (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Unfilled via holes. Non-uniform fluxing across bottom of board. Check foam specific gravity bubbles, crest uniform.

Conveyor too fast or insufficient preheat. Decrease speed for more heat in holes.

Vibratory device in second wave OFF. Turn ON vibratory wave.

Set-point for vibratory device too low. Increase power.

Carrier bent or damaged. Send carrier/fixture to repair.

Conveyor fingers bent. Replace bent fingers.

Rails not level or parallel over nozzles. Reset rails level/parallel.

Waves/nozzles not level. Reset pot and nozzles level.

Insufficient flux applied. Increase flux application.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder wave over-
flooding board.

Board too large or assembly too heavy. Install stiffeners.

Pallet, carrier or fingers adjusted too tight. Readjust for board expansion.

Wave height set too high or conveyor too
low.

Adjust wave (lower) or conveyor (raise).

Conveyor speed too slow. Optimize conveyor speed.

Preheat settings too high. Optimize preheat.

Pallet not equipped with center support
device.

Redesign pallet.

Center support device not adjusted correctly. Readjust.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Grainy or disturbed
joints.

Vibration or jerky action in conveyor. Clean and lubricate in conveyor chains.

Removing assembly from conveyor too
early.

Allow assembly to travel conveyor to conveyor end to
permit solidification of all joints.

Excessive solder temperature/slow cooling
rate.

Reduce temperature; increase cooling.

Too much liquid flux in holes. Provide more preheat to volatilize flux thinners.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Cold joints. Preheat temperature too low. Check and adjust.

Conveyor speed too high. Check and adjust.

Low flux activity. Use more aggressive fluxes.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder balls on
assembly. (Solder
balls may be found
on either the top-
side or the bottom-
side of the assembly.
Solder balls on the
assembly are more
common when a low
solids flux or a
preparations fluid is
used.)

Solder splash into pot rebounding onto
board.

Adjust anti-splash gates.

Insufficient Activator. Increase conveyor speed. Increase flux activator/solids
content. Increase quantity of flux applied. Reduce air knife
pressure.

Vibratory device in second wave set too
high.

Reduce energy level to vibrator.
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17.4.1 Equipment Related Problems (continued)

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Cracked chip compo-
nents or plastic-
bodied leaded
components.

Pre-heat profile too steep. Reduce ramp rate by adding more pre-heaters, reducing
conveyor speed, or decreasing solder temperature.

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder projections. Improper cooling. Check conveyor speed.

K PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive or insuffi-
cient solder.

Improper conveyor speed, wave shape con-
figuration, and/or machine angle (when wave
soldering).

Check and evaluate equipment.

L PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Overheated solder
connection.

Too much heat applied. Reduce heat/change soldering temperature/preheating.

17.4.2 Material/Prior Process Related Problems

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder skips. (Also
see 17.4.1A.)

Flux solids too high. Change to low solids flux.

Flux specific gravity gone too high. Add thinner to correct specific gravity.

Solder purity exceeds contamination limits. Refresh and maintain the pot.

Analysis period exceeded. Send solder sample for analysis.

Oil contaminated (on waves needing oil). Drain and replace oil, if used.

Warped boards. Do not use warped boards.

Adhesives on SMD pads. See Section 16.5.1.

Too much adhesive. See Section 16.5.1.

Solder mask smear on pads. Improve incoming acceptance procedure.

Lands not solderable. Don’t use unsolderable boards. Consult with board sup-
plier.

Component lead/terminations not solderable. Use only solderable parts.

Component(s) too large for pad. Use correct parts as specified.

Components misaligned. See Section 16.0.

Parts placed or skewed too close together, or
placed off the lands.

Correct placement machine problem. (See Section 16.0.)
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17.4.2 Material/Prior Process Related Problems (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder bridges. Flux - some low solids fluxes cause bridge. Try a different flux.

Oil contaminated (on waves needing oil). Drain and replace oil, if used.

Flux thinned out too much. Specify gravity or titrate.

Warped boards can cause poor exit flow. Do not use warped boards.

Pads not solderable. Don’t use unsolderable boards.

Component leads/terminations not solderable. Use only solderable parts.

Component(s) too large for pad. Use correct parts as specified.

Components misaligned. See Section 16.0.

Parts placed or skewed too close together, or
placed off the pads.

Correct placement machine problem. (See Section 16.0.)

Solder mask deficiencies. Check incoming inspection. Re-evaluate solder mask
selection/application criteria.

Solder contaminated. Check for trace metals in the solder, e.g., copper, alumi-
num.

Improper laminate/solder mask cure. Properly cure laminate and solder mask prior to solderi

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Unfilled via holes. Flux specific gravity gone too high. Add thinner to correct specific gravity.

Solder purity exceeds contamination limits. Refresh and maintain the pot.

Analysis period exceeded. Send solder sample for analysis.

Oil contaminated (on waves needing oil). Drain and replace oil, if used.

Warped boards - causes assembly to lift off
wave.

Do not use warped boards. Consult board supplier.

Solder mask smeared on pads around holes. Verify incoming acceptance report; consult board supp
to correct.

Holes not solderable or ‘‘weak knee’’ condi-
tion.

Do not use unsolderable boards.

Poor plating (not continuous) in barrel of
holes.

Use good boards that pass solder float test.

Solder mask or other contamination in holes. Use good boards that pass solder float test. Consult w
board supplier to remedy situation.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder wave over-
flooding board.

Boards warped. Stiffen or fixture board.

Heavy parts designed in center of board. Redesign heavy parts to edges.

Multilayer ground/power planes not bal-
anced.

Redesign boards to balance, or relieve ground/power
planes.

Holes or cutouts in board. Mask these areas.

Board dimensions not optimized. Change length-width ratio. Use stiffeners.
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17.4.2 Material/Prior Process Related Problems (continued)

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Grainy or disturbed
joints.

Solder alloy contaminated. Analyze and correct solder composition.

Water or contamination in fluxer air supply. Check and clean air filter on inlet air line.

High lead in board solder coat. Check board solder coating. Consult with board supplie

High gold content. Follow gold removal process per ANSI/J-STD-001.

Moisture in board material causing
outgassing.

Bake boards prior to wave soldering.

Chip terminations contaminated. Do not use contaminated parts.

Contamination on some component leads. Do not use contaminated parts. Pre-tin.

Off-spec solder on bare board. Analyze and correct.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Cold joints. Contaminated or unsolderable leads/pads. Verify solderability per J-STD-002 or J-STD-003.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder balls on
assembly. (Also see
17.4.1G.)

Flux solids content too low. Correct specific gravity. Change flux type.

Flux contaminated. Drain fluxer and refill with fresh flux.

Solder resist not cured correctly. Check at incoming and correct with supplier.

Solder resist not compatible with flux. Change solder mask or flux.

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Cracked chip compo-
nents or plastic-
bodied leaded
components.

Moisture entrapment. Pre-bake parts per IPC-SM-786.

Inadequate multilayer chip construction. Refer to supplier, or change supplier.

Pick and place machine impacting parts. Review and adjust tweezer pressure and Z-axis speed
stop position.

Warped boards. Use boards within flatness specification.

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder projections. Incorrect solder mixture. Re-evaluate solder selection criteria. Evaluate tin-lead
ratio; adjust accordingly.

Solder contamination. Evaluate solder for trace metals, e.g., copper, aluminum
and adjust appropriately.

K PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Lead does not
accept solder.

Inadequate solder/tin plate (too thin), or flux
does not activate surface.

Pre-tin lead using flux adequate for activating base mate-
rial.

Flux activity has been degraded. Replace flux with fresh material.

17.4.3 Design Related Problems

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder skips. (Also
see 17.4.1A.)

Lands/parts laid out too close. Lay parts/pads farther apart.

Design recommendations not followed. Redesign where possible per specification. (See IPC-S
782.)

Pads too small or lands too far under part. Extend lands out further.

Larger part shadowing smaller one. Alter layout.

Body of part too high. Specify lower profile part or redesign difficult parts onto
top side for reflow.

Solder mask too thick. Specify thinner solder mask.

Solder mask too close around land. Re-dimension more land clearance.
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17.4.3 Design Related Problems (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder bridges. Lands/parts laid out too close. Lay parts/lands further apart.

Design alignment not followed. Redesign where possible per specification. (See IPC-SM
782.)

Bridge only across last two leads of SOIC. Add dummy pads for drainage.

Bridge only on last two quad pack leads. Turn part 45 degrees and add dummy land.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Unfilled via holes. Solder mask too thick. Specify thinner solder mask.

Solder mask too close around pad. Re-dimension more hole clearance.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder projections. Poor land pattern/component relationship. Check incoming inspection. Re-evaluate land pattern f
tures.
. It
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17.5 VAPOR PHASE SOLDERING

The vapor phase process has some unique characteristics
has a fixed upper temperature determined by the boilin
point of the fluid used. It is a rapid heating method and
quite tolerant of large mass differentials on a given circui
board or assembly. It is a very uniform method of heating
as the vapor surrounds the components, heating from
sides. As with most mass soldering techniques, it has be
found that preheat is an essential part of the process a
typically this is provided with an infrared pre-heater. The
accepted standard for preheat is a 2 to 3°C per second te
perature rise to within 100°C of the reflow temperature
followed by a short stabilization and equalization period
prior to reflow. To aid cooling of the assembly through liq-
uidus, and to improve solder grain density and shorten liq
uidus time, many machines have a convection cool dow
system integral to the equipment.
.

17.5.1 Equipment/Process Related Problems

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

No reflow of paste or
preforms.

Inadequate reflow power. Increase power setting. Verify that all heaters are working

Inadequate reflow time. Reduce conveyor speed. Increase dwell.

Boiling temperature too low. Check for correct fluid temperature for application.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dull, graying, crystal-
lized solder.

Excessive time in preheat causing solder oxi-
dation.

Reduce preheat time.

Excessive time in reflow causing excessive
leaching.

Reduce reflow time.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Opens (most fre-
quently caused by
lead coplanarity or
solder wicking).

Wicking of solder to fine leads pulling solder
away from joint.

Increase preheat temperature and/or time from joint (125°
to 150°C). Vertical batch use 2% silver or special slow
melt solder to slow solder melt.
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17.5.1 Equipment/Process Related Problems (continued)

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Tombstoning (most
frequently caused by
unequal melt or sol-
der paste quantity).

One side of component melting before the
other.

Increase preheat and/or time at preheat.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder balls (most
frequently caused by
outdated paste or
insufficient preheat).

Solder flux spattering in reflow. Increase preheat temperature and/or increase preheat tim

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Component align-
ment (most fre-
quently caused by
pad design or place-
ment error).

Component float to one pad. Increase preheat time and/or temperature.

Conveyor vibration. Clean conveyor rails. Check conveyor tension.

Tunnel curtains (brush components). Shorten curtains.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Capacitor cracking
(most frequently
caused by thermal
shock or placement
handling).

Possible thermal shock. Make sure preheat rate is 2 to 3°C per second to within
100°C of reflow. Use preheat on vertical batch units
(oven).

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Plastic package
cracking (most fre-
quently caused by
water entrapped in
plastic).

Excessive reflow temperature. Be sure fluid used is 215°C or below.

No preheat. Set preheat to achieve 2 to 3°C per second rise to within
100°C of reflow.

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Low surface insula-
tion resistance (most
frequently caused by
flux entrapped under
component).

Contaminated vapor phase soldering fluid. Run plain substrate and retest. Replace or reclaim fluid
resistance too low.

K PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Insufficient solder
fillets (most fre-
quently caused by
insufficient solder
paste).

Solder wicking up leads. Increase preheat time and/or temperature.

L PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Non-soldering (elec-
trical open).

Missing/insufficient solder paste. Check stencil for clogging.

Faulty flux. Check flux.

Incorrect land/stencil design. Check design and component.
17-9
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17.5.2 Material/Prior-Process Related Problems

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

No reflow of paste or
preforms.

Solder melting point too high. Check solder paste composition for correct melt tempera
ture.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dull, graying, crystal-
lized solder.

Excessive leaching of passive component
terminations.

Select components with nickel barrier.

Gold not removed from active components. Solder coat components.

Board plating too far from eutectic. Check board plating composition. (See Section 10.3.) C
sult with board supplier.

Oxidized component terminations. Reject components.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Opens. (Also see
17.5.1C.)

Solder wicking to adjacent pad or down feed
through hole.

Correct design deficiencies.

Poor lead coplanarity. Reject or reform components.

Misregistered solder paste. Correct application registration.

Insufficient solder paste. Check for plugged screen or stencil.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Tombstoning. (Also
see 17.5.1D.)

Unequal pad geometries cause unequal melt
times.

Correct design.

Solder resist under part causing teeter-totter
effect.

Correct design.

Unequal pad heating caused by leads or
ground plane.

Correct design.

Pads extend beyond component too far so
component can pull off one end.

Correct design.

Too much solder causes high tipping forces. Reduce stencil thickness or solder mask too thick.

Misregistration of solder paste - no paste on
pad.

Check registration and cleanliness of screen.

Misregistration of component - not on paste. Check component location at pick-and-place.

Solder resist on land (smear). Reject fabricated board.

Displaced components. Check operator or transport handling systems.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Bridges (most fre-
quently caused by
solder application
registration toler-
ance).

Misregistered solder paste print. Correct application registration.

Too much solder. Check solder application.

Solder slumping. Check solder paste.

Inadequate land separation. Correct design.

Improper placement. Check placement process.

Board bow or twist. Check rack support or adjacent wave height.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder Balls. (Also
see 17.5.1E.)

Oxidized solder paste. Use fresh solder paste.

Misregistration of solder paste. Check application registration.

Improperly cured solder resist. Correct condition at board fabrication. Contact board su
plier.
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17.5.2 Material/Prior-Process Related Problems (continued)

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Component align-
ment. (Also see
17.5.1F.)

Components float on pads. Correct pad design.

Components misplaced. Correct pick-and-place alignment.

Unequal solder melt. Correct pad connection design.

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Capacitor cracking.
(Also see 17.5.1G.)

Poor capacitor construction. Test capacitors for thermal shock.

Capacitors cracking in placement. Check centering jaws and placement pressure.

Post handling cracking. Do not bend boards after reflow.

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Plastic package
cracking. (Also see
17.5.1H.)

Excessive water vapor pressure. Bake components or purchase pre-baked components.
IPC-SM-786.)

K PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Low surface insula-
tion resistance. (Also
see 17.5.1J.)

Flux entrapped under component. Improve cleaning process. Reform leads to increase cle
ance.

Board contamination prior to reflow. Check incoming boards for contamination.

Wrong flux specified for product type. Check flux and cleaning method for particular application

L PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Insufficient solder
fillets. (Also see
17.1.K.)

Too little solder paste. Increase size of stencil openings. Increase stencil thick-
ness. Check solder application.

Solder wicking away from joint on board. Correct design location of feed-throughs. Correct design
trace to pad connections. Use solder mask if not now
using.

M PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Non-soldering (elec-
trical open).

Damaged component leads. Check component lead integrity, especially lead
coplanarity and lead skew.

Component lead solderability. Check solderability.

Faulty PWB. Check PWB land surface; consult board supplier.

Board warp or twist. Adjust wave height or rack support.
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17.6 INFRARED/CONVECTION
REFLOW SOLDERING

This process is generally carried out with in-line conve
orized equipment incorporating multiple heating zon
with individual temperature controls. Heat sources us
include short wavelength tubes, medium-to-longer wa
length panel secondary emitters, and/or heated air/nitro
in the convection reflow systems. As with any mass sold
ing process, defects detected in the soldered assemblie
often related to prior process and material variables. T
defects that relate to prior process or material are gener
much larger in number and can be very difficult to class
after the fact. For example, once the assembly is solde
it is hard to determine whether a component was out
position before reflow, or whether the solder paste dep
was properly registered. This section presents a gen
listing of problems encountered in the infrared/convecti
reflow soldering process. The causes and actions
divided into Equipment/process related and Material/pri
process related.
all

al

-

17.6.1 Equipment/Process Related Problems

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

No reflow of solder
paste/cold solder
joints, nonwetting.

Reflow profile incorrect. Increase/change reflow temperature.

Thermal load too great. Decrease product loading for machine capacity rate.

Reflow temperature not high enough. Adjust profile. Increase time above liquidus. Verify that
heaters are working.

Machine being thermally overloaded. Reduce rate of product input to match equipment therm
capacity and recovery capability.

Board layout causing shadowing. Re-orientation of board on conveyor. Change reflow pro
file. Select alternate reflow process.

Heat sinking from board/parts. Change reflow profile. Select alternate reflow process.
Increase preheating stage.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

No solders:
dewetting.

Excess time above reflow temperature. Change profile to reduce time above reflow.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Uneven reflow. Incorrect profile for assembly. Check profile, customize for each assembly.

Poor heat transfer. Check positioning of board to insure even heat transfer.

Uneven heat transfer across oven. Increase convective air across oven flow in oven.

Thermal capacity and recovery capability. Repair or replace oven.
17-12
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17.6.1 Equipment/Process Related Problems (continued)

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder balls (often
due to excessive
outgassing of the
paste or boards dur-
ing reflow, or an
excess of oxide on
the paste particles,
components, or
boards).

Incomplete paste cure. Pre-cure paste or change preheat portion of reflow profi
for cure.

Conveyor speed too high. Reduce conveyor speed.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Charring of board/
components (thermal
damage to the
boards or compo-
nents during reflow
can be due to oven
temperature or
uneven thermal
transfer during
reflow).

Oven temperature too high. Reduce temperature setpoints. Shield affected areas fro
direct radiation. Increase conveyor speed.

Loading rate too low for oven settings. Check/change rate.

Uneven/incorrect positioning of assemblies
in reflow.

Check positioning to insure heat transfer.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Damaged
components.

Temperatures too high. Change profile. Keep temperatures below limit for comp
nents.

Components being damaged in pick and
place operation.

Adjust pick and place equipment.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Cracked joints.
Physical damage to
the solder joints can
occur if the assem-
blies are moved
while the solder
joints are still liquid,
or if the assemblies
are handled in such
a way as to damage
the cooled solder
joints.

Insufficient cool down after reflow. Change thermal profile.

Too rapid a cool down after reflow, e.g.,
immediate transfer to cleaner.

Change thermal profile.

Dropping of board after oven. Change handling procedures.

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Voids (result of
entrapment of flux or
other volatiles in the
solder joints during
reflow).

Insufficient paste cure. Modify cure or reflow profile. Change paste.

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Opens. (Also see
17.6.2N.)

No reflow of solder. See 17.6.1A and 17.6.2C.
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17.6.1 Equipment/Process Related Problems (continued)

K PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Spatter (related to
solder balling; see
17.6.1D and 17.6.2F).

Smearing during printing. Adjust printing process.

Printing of paste on non-solderable surface. Check for alignment of printing.

Paste not cured. Check cure and/or change reflow profile.

L PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Tombstoning (the
raising up of one end
of a chip component
during reflow).

Excess movement in reflow operation. Reduce board motion during reflow.

17.6.2 Material/Prior-Process Related Problems

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

No reflow of solder
paste/cold solder
joints.

Incorrect solder alloy. Use solder alloy specified.

Board layout causing shadowing. Change component selection and placement.

Heat sinking from board/parts. Re-orientation of board on conveyor. Change reflow pro
file. Select alternate reflow process.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

No solder - solder
not present.

Clogged stencil/dispenser. Clean stencil/dispenser.

Print process out of control. Adjust squeegee pressure or durometer. Change print
speed. Check stencil alignment. Check dispenser accurac

Paste drying out. Change process to reduce time paste remains on stenci
Increase humidity and reduce drafts in the screen printing
area. Do not reuse old paste.

Solder paste viscosity too high. Obtain lower viscosity paste (consult paste supplier).

Paste not ‘‘wetting’’ the stencil. Change paste.

Solder clogging stencil/dispenser. Use different particle size paste. Check paste for uneve
ness of texture. Use different viscosity paste. Use paste
with slower drying time.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Nonwetting. Lead not wetting. Check part solderability. (See J-STD-002.) More active
paste may be helpful.

Board not wetting. Check board solderability. (See J-STD-003.) More active
paste may be helpful.

Part may not be in contact with paste. Check print accuracy. Check part placement. Check le
planarity/skew. Check board warp.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dewetting. Board has excess intermetallics. Increase solder thickness on board. Reduce storage tim
Improve storage condition.

Chip termination has poor leach resistance. Use parts that have barrier layers. (See J-STD-002.)

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Uneven reflow. Board layout causing shadowing. Design change required.

Heat sinking from board/parts. Design change required.
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17.6.2 Material/Prior-Process Related Problems (continued)

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Solder balls. (Also
see 17.6.1D.)

Incomplete paste cure. Change paste.

Moisture in boards. Pre-bake boards.

Entrapped solvents in boards. Pre-bake boards.

Oxidized paste. Refer to J-STD-005 for incoming paste controls.

Solder mask/paste interaction. Change in paste or mask needed.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Charring of board/
components. (Also
see 17.6.1F.)

Components incompatible with IR reflow. Change components for compatibility.

Moisture in packages: cracking. Observe handling procedures in IPC-SM-786.

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Cracked joints. (Also
see 17.6.1G.)

Attempts to straighten warped board. Change handling procedures.

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Insufficient solder.
(Also see 17.6.2B.)

Solder wicking away from solder joint. Adjust design for lead/land ratio or land design. Change
paste/flux activation (lower). Move via hole.

K PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Bridging. Paste deposition process causing bridges. Check process.

Bent or misaligned leads. Eliminate out-of-tolerance components.

Paste slump. See Section 16.5.2.1 and J-STD-005.

Component misplacement. See Section 16.0.

Design spacing. Review layout for possible change.

L PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Voids. (Also see
17.6.1H.)

Paste solvent entrapment. Change paste for different volatility.

M PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Opens, electrical. No or insufficient paste deposition. Adjust paste deposition process. (Also see 17.6.2B and
17.6.2D.)

Inaccurate parts placement. Adjust placement. (See Section 16.0.)

Poor board/part solderability. Check/control solderability of boards and parts. (See
J-STD-002 and J-STD-003.)

Parts with lead skew or planarity problems. Use only ‘‘in-tolerance’’ parts. Review component place
ment (Section 16.0).

N PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Spatter. (Also see
17.6.1K.)

Moisture in paste. Store paste only in dry conditions.

Moisture/solvents trapped in board. Pre-bake board.

P PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Tombstoning. Inaccurate placement of parts. Adjust placement.

Uneven solderability on pads or leads. Check for solderability variations.

Land design incorrect. Redesign as required. (See IPC-SM-782.)
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Cleaning of Printed Board Assemblies
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18.1 CLEANING

Common industry approaches address electronic assem
cleaning with two processes, i.e., solder flux removal (po
solder cleaning process) and pre-encapsulation (conform
coating, varnishing, potting) cleaning. The latter is
employed as a finish cleaning step and other critical enca
sulation, or as a general cleaning step for less sensiti
magnetics parts.

The following publications are recommended for more
complete information regarding printed board assemb
cleaning:

IPC-SC-60 Post Solder Solvent Cleaning Handbook

IPC-SA-61 Post Solder Semiaqueous Cleaning Handboo

IPC-AC-62 Post Solder Aqueous Cleaning Handbook
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18.1.1 Solder Flux Removal

PWBA’s are cleaned after soldering to remove solder fl
and flux reaction products. In some process scenar
screened temporary masks, disintegratable tapes (‘‘so
stops’’), soluble component stabilizers (for in-line lead cu
ting) and solder shield fluids, as well as handling soils
also expected to be removed by this process. Remova
soils left from substrate or component fabrication may
accomplished, but cannot be assured. Hence, soils f
these processes must be prevented by contamination
trol. The flux removal process chosen must be compat
with solder flux used and must not harm the materials
construction (laminate with metal conductors, electric
and mechanical components). Selection of cleaning me
and techniques used must also consider health and safe
operating personnel and impact on the environment. Cle
ing media can be selected from four basic groups, depe
ing on the type of flux used. Rosin and resin-based flu
can be removed by organic solvents or with semi-aque
(organic solvent with water rinse) or with aqueous me
containing additives (detergents). Water soluble fluxes
removed with plain water or water containing surfactan
dispersants and neutralizers. Techniques used may
manual, batch, or in-line processing with an array of equ
ment available on the market, and may use immersion
liquid or vapor, or spraying and use of centrifugal forces
ultrasonic energy. Adequate drying of parts after cleanin
an important part of the flux removal process. The prim
purpose of this process is to remove flux and flux react
products and other ionizable residues or hygroscopic m
ter to avoid formation of electrolytes and/or water surfa
films on assemblies during their performance under fi
conditions. Secondary objectives are improvement of pr
uct appearance (‘‘aesthetics’’). Common process proble
that can be encountered originate in lack of process s
chronization, lack of compatibility of the materials an
components with the cleaning medium/technique used,
process maintenance and controls employed to keep im
tant process parameters within a pre-established opt
window.
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18.1.1 Solder Flux Removal (continued)

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Flux residue
(aqueous).

Detergent solution temperature too low
(detergent not fully activated).

Check heater/temperature controller for correct setting.
Check heater function. Increase wash section temperature
to detergent vendor’s recommended temperature range.

Detergent solution temperature too high
(active ingredients vaporized/lost).

Decrease wash section temperature to detergent vendor’s
recommended temperature range. Check heating/cooling
function.

Soldering temperature too high (flux
polymerized/carbonized).

Decrease solder pot or iron temperature. Decrease expo-
sure time at soldering temperature.

Wash section spray nozzles or plenum
obstructed.

Remove and clean nozzles or plenum.

Wash section spray nozzles misaligned. Realign nozzles with fan spray perpendicular to assem
travel.

Spray pressure too low. Adjust spray manifold or plenum pressure. Check and
clean or replace filters.

Conveyor speed too fast or batch wash cycle
too short.

Reduce conveyor speed or increase batch cycle time.

Wash section pressurized spray pump inop-
erative.

Check pump operation.

Air knives inoperative or obstructed. Repair or clean air knives.

Final rinse (tap or D.I.) water contaminated. Check final rinse water quality. Clean obstructed drain
ports.

Detergent concentration too low. Increase detergent concentration level. Check automatic
water and soap replenishing system for correct operation i
available.

Incompatibility of flux and saponifier (deter-
gent).

Change detergent.

Extended time between fluxing/soldering and
cleaning.

Clean fluxed assemblies immediately after soldering, not
to exceed 1 hour.
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18.1.1 Solder Flux Removal (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Flux residue
(solvent).

Soldering temperature too high (flux
polymerized/carbonized).

Decrease solder pot or iron temperature. Decrease expo-
sure time at soldering temperature.

Solvent spray nozzles obstructed. Remove and clean nozzles.

Solvent nozzles misaligned. Realign nozzles with fan spray perpendicular to assemb
travel.

Pressurized solvent spray pumps inoperative. Check pump operation.

Conveyor speed too fast or batch condensa-
tion spray cycle too short.

Reduce conveyor speed or increase batch condensation/
spray cycle time.

Distillate spray inoperative. Check distillate sump solvent level. Check distillate pres
sure spray pump operation.

Still inoperative; clean distillate not avail-
able.

Check still operation. Verify distillate not mixing with
boiling solvent in sump.

Solvent temperature too low. Check solvent temperature/controller. Check solvent he
ers for continuity.

Low solvent spray volume. Adjust pressure valve to spray manifold. Check filters fo
contamination.

Filters depleted/plugged. Check/replace filters as required.

Extended time between fluxing/soldering and
cleaning.

Clean fluxed assemblies immediately after soldering, not
to exceed 1 hour.

Assemblies too hot to allow vapor condensa-
tion.

Allow soldered assemblies to cool below solvent boiling
temperature before vapor degreasing.

Board design doesn’t allow solvent to flow
under components.

Redesign board/component mounting. Change to solvent
with a lower surface tension.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

White residue
(aqueous).

Detergent or saponification residues. Check operation of air knives between wash and rinse
tions. Check orientation of air knife curtain angles. Check
operation of water (tap and D.I.) rinse sections. Decrease
conveyor speed to increase rinse time.

Polymerized flux (soldering temperature too
high or too long at soldering temperature).

Decrease solder pot or iron temperature. Decrease expo-
sure time at soldering temperature. Reflux prior to clean-
ing.

Detergent attack on improperly cured lami-
nate.

Check laminate properties. Check detergent concentration

Assembly cleaned after conformal coat
primer application.

Eliminate potential of cleaning after priming.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

White residue
(solvent).

Non-solvent soluble flux constituents/
activators.

Evaluate different solvents. Reflux prior to cleaning. Con-
sult flux vendor.

Non-solvent soluble solder mask residue. Evaluate different solder mask/solvent. Evaluate differe
solvents. Consult solder mask and/or flux vendor.
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18.1.1 Solder Flux Removal (continued)

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

High solvent extract
resistivity (aqueous).

Resistivity test equipment malfunctioning or
out of calibration.

Verify equipment function/calibration.

Flux residue after cleaning. Follow actions outlined in 18.1.1.A.

Final water rinse spray (tap or D.I.) contami-
nated.

Check final rinse water resistivity. Verify air knife function
or orientation of air curtain. Check drain valves to ensure
that contaminated water doesn’t back flow into final rinse
stage.

Board orientation incorrect. Orient board components perpendicularly to conveyor
movement.

Scale build-up in system. Clean wash and rinse section thoroughly.

Assemblies not cleaned prior to testing. Alter product flow through shop.

Assemblies contaminated in storage between
cleaning and resistivity testing.

Isolate cleaned assemblies to prevent handling, packaging
contamination.

Resistivity test equipment improperly oper-
ated.

Institute adequate training.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

High solvent extract
resistivity (solvent).

Flux residue after cleaning. Follow actions outlined in 18.1.1.B.

Contaminated/depleted solvent. Check stabilizer for acid level. Change solvents/filters.

Solvent constituents out of balance. Check specific gravity and add required constituent.

Degreaser solvent inadequate for removing
ionic contaminants.

Change to a different cleaning solvent (blends).

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Component/PWB
degradation
(aqueous).

Ingestion of detergent into non-sealed com-
ponents (breathing).

Heat all wash and rinse section solutions to the same tem-
perature, or increase temperature. Mask prior to cleaning.
Use sealed, non-alkaline sensitive components.

Conveyor speed too slow. Increase conveyor speed.

Excessive pressure breaking components. Decrease spray pressure. Decrease air knife flow rate/
pressure.

Components lodging in conveyor chain. Use protective cages/baskets.

Excessive heat deforming component bodies
(plastic).

Decrease dryer temperature setting. Increase conveyor
speed.

Detergent attack on improperly cured lami-
nate.

Check laminate properties. Check detergent concentration.

Required process temperatures deforming
component bodies.

Use components with higher temperature ratings.

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Component/PWB
degradation
(solvent).

Ingestion of detergent into non-sealed com-
ponents (breathing).

Mask prior cleaning. Increase conveyor speed. Use sealed
solvent-resistant components.

Excessive spray pressure breaking compo-
nents.

Decrease spray pressure.

Components lodging in conveyor chain. Use protective cages/baskets.

Excessive heat deforming component bodies
(plastic).

Change to lower boiling cleaning solvent. Increase con-
veyor speed.

Solvent has ‘‘gone acid’’ (corrosive). Test acid acceptance level. Check water separator functio
Replace/regenerate dryer desiccant/molecular sieves. Clea
degreaser.
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18.1.1 Solder Flux Removal (continued)

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive cleaner
loss (aqueous).

Automatic water/detergent addition system
malfunction (excessive overflow to drain).

Check system function and correct.

Conveyor speed too fast (excessive dragout). Reduce conveyor speed.

Solution transfer plumbing leaks. Check all unions and pump seals.

Post wash air knife incapable of removing
gross detergent solution prior to water (tap
or D.I.) rinse.

Check air knife function. Check air knife/air curtain angle.
Reduce conveyor speed.

Air dryer section inoperative. Check blower operation. Check air heater continuity.

K PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive cleaner
loss (solvent).

Refrigerant compressor inoperative (vapor
loss).

Check compressor function.

Conveyor speed too fast (assemblies wet). Reduce conveyor speed.

Freeboard height inadequate. Modify (increase) freeboard height. Evaluate new equi
ment.

Solvent transfer plumbing leaks. Check all unions and pump seals. Check chilled water
inlet/outlet temperature delta.

L PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Detergent foaming
(aqueous).

Detergent concentration too high. Reduce concentration to vendor’s recommended level.
Check operation of automatic detergent addition system, i
applicable.

Surfactant depleted. Add more surfactant. Drain and recharge wash section.
Check operation of automatic water addition system, if
applicable.

18.1.2 Legend Ink Removal

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Inadequate removal
(aqueous).

Conveyor speed too slow or batch wash
cycle too long.

Increase conveyor speed or reduce batch wash cycle time

Component or board legend ink susceptible
to alkaline detergent solution (aluminum
filled).

Mask legend prior to cleaning. Increase conveyor speed o
reduce batch wash cycle time. Change to compatible ink.

Detergent concentration too high. Reduce detergent concentration. Change detergents.

Component or board legend ink improperly
cured.

Increase cure temperature and/or time (consult vendor).
Reapply legend.

Legend ink improperly mixed. Reapply legend. (See Section 15.4.)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Inadequate removal
(solvent).

Component or board legend ink susceptible
to organic solvents (e.g., acrylic inks).

Increase conveyor speed or reduce batch wash cycle time
Change to a different cleaning solvent (blend). Change to
compatible ink.

Component or board legend ink improperly
cured.

Increase cure temperature and/or time (consult vendor).
Mask legend prior to cleaning. Reapply legend.

Legend ink improperly mixed. Reapply legend. (See Section 15.4.)
18-5
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18.1.3 Pre-encapsulation Cleaning

This process is employed for fine cleaning of assembl
prior to conformal coating of PWBA’s. For surface prepa
ration prior to coating, emphasis is placed on removal
water soluble residues. Hence strong polar solvents, s
as purified water, purified water with surfactants, or alc
hols are used for this purpose. For cleaning prior to va
nishing or potting of magnetic parts or assemblies, alcoh
and other organic solvents are used instead of water to p
clude rusting and entrapment of chemical reactants in f
romagnetic parts. Cleaning concepts, techniques and eq
ment employed are the same as used for the flux remo
process. The cleaning operation is followed by adequ
drying at elevated temperatures with or without vacuu
The objectives of this process are to reduce the amount
surface residues to minimal values, and also remove n
polar soils to assure adequate bonding. Process probl
that can be encountered are similar to the ones mentio
for the flux removal process and are associated with pa
material compatibility and process maintenance and co
trols within established windows and, especially, contam
nation control exercised between cleaning and polym
application. Process synchronization is an important par
achieve acceptable cleanliness, i.e., process and hand
soils (from precleaning operations) that cannot be remov
by this process, must either be prevented or removed
previous cleaning (part fabrication, assembly and sold
ing).
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Post Soldering Processes
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19.0 POST SOLDERING PROCESSES

19.1 CONFORMAL COATING

Printed Wiring Assemblies that are sensitive to environ
mental effects are commonly coated with wet applied poly
meric materials. These include acrylics, fluoropolymers
epoxies, polyurethanes, silicone and vacuum deposited pa
axylylenes. They may be cured/dried by reaction with
atmospheric moisture, reaction with air, by thermal cure, o
by radiation cure, or by polymerization of a monomer in a
vacuum.

Conformal coatings protect the printed wiring assembly
from dirt, foreign material and liquid water. They are not a
moisture vapor barrier but only serve to slow the moistur
transmission rate down. Some conformal coatings may b
used strictly for cosmetic reasons. At times, the improve
ment of the dielectric properties is also a purpose of a con
formal coating. More details on conformal coatings are to
be found in IPC-CC-830, which covers the following
types:

Type Generic Description

AR Acrylic Resin

ER Epoxy Resin

FC Fluorocarbon Resin

SR Silicone Resin

UR Polyurethane Resin

XY Paraxylylene

All of these polymeric films behave as semi-permeabl
membranes and are very sensitive to water soluble res
dues, which produce - via osmotic effects - mealing in the
coating film. Residues that impair surface wetting and/o
bond formation between the surfaces of the PWBA and th
coating material, also degrade the quality of the coatin
film. Hence, when the flux removal process does not yiel
the high degree of surface cleanliness required for hig
quality protective coatings, or when additional contamina
tion occurs between the flux removal process and com
mencement of coating, a final cleaning step must b
employed before coating.
r-

e

-

i-

Inspection for Contaminant Since most coatings are now
supplied with a fluorescent dye, problems such as pinhol
bubbles, ‘‘fish eyes’’ and soil particles are readily see
under ultraviolet light. Characteristically, these proble
areas show up as follows:

Pinhole Small dark spot, usually with fluorescent ring
indicating slightly heavier buildup around hole.

Bubble Bright fluorescent ring with light center.

‘‘Fish eye’’ (dry spot) Bright fluorescent ring with dark
center indicating dry area.

Soil particle Dark spot; if particle is oily or greasy, pulla-
way will occur.

Precoating Cleaning Options Each manufacturer should
work out his own particular cleaning procedures to arriv
at the one which works best. Those indicated in Table 19
will serve as a guide.

Common problems with coating arise from inadequa
cleaning, part incompatibility, poor masking, human erro
lack of contamination control, and lack of process contro
to maintain a pre-established operations window. Mo
coating problems are directly or indirectly associated wi
surface cleanliness.

Solvent extract resistivity tests cannot be relied upon
predict adequate surface cleanliness and performance of
coating film, as some of the potentially encountered co
taminants are non-ionic.

Most conformal coating problems are due to contamin
tion. Thus, to ensure a trouble free operation, a good cle
ing cycle prior to conformal coating is mandatory, as we
as a clean coating/curing operation.

This section is divided into general problems, then tho
specific to different types of coatings.
19-1
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Table 19−1 Contamination of Conformal Coatings

CONTAMINANT TYPICAL EFFECTS POSSIBLE CLEANING METHODS

Fingerprints. Increase in leakage current.

Corrosion.

Blistering of coating during humidity cycling.

Lifting of coating.

Arcing under high voltage.

Dewetting.

Very difficult to remove; better to avoid with nylon,
lint-free gloves. Change gloves frequently. Can use
alkaline detergent, followed by DI rinse; follow
with fluorinated solvent rinse; dry in oven (120°C).

Solder flux. Corrosion of conductors and discoloration.

Bubbling, blistering and lifting of coating.

Poor adhesion.

Increase in leakage current.

Ionization of residue (with activated flux).

Arcing.

Vapor degrease with chlorinated solvents.

Ultrasonic cleaners.

Vapor degrease and soak with fluorinated solvent.

Aqueous detergents in water for water-soluble
fluxes.

Moisture. Poor adhesion.

Lifting of coating during humidity cycle.

Increase in leakage current.

Tacky surface after cure.

Generalized bubbling throughout coating.

Discoloration during humidity cycle.

Dry in air or mild heat prior to coating.

Solvent entrapment. Generalized bubbling and pinholing due to
volatalization of solvent during cure and
temperature cycling.

Craters.

Blisters.

Air dry prior to heat application.

Use thinner coating thickness per coat/cure cycle.

Oil and grease. Poor adhesion.

Pullaway from edges of board.

Dry spots or ‘‘fish eye.’’

‘‘Orange peel’’ effect.

Moisture entrapment during humidity cycling.

Alkaline detergent.

Vapor degrease.

Dust or dirt particles. Apparent pinhole usually with pullaway.

Observable under UV as small dark spot.

Rough or ‘‘gritty’’ appearance.

Brush well with alkaline detergents, followed by
clean DI water rinse.
19-2
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19.1.1 General Problems

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dewetting and/or
adhesion loss.

Hydrophobic contaminants in general. Clean with polar medium. Identify and eliminate source

Fluids or greases of silicone or fluorocarbon
nature.

Identify and eliminate source. Tighten contamination con-
trol.

Mold release. Change to compatible mold release that can be removed
by the cleaning method applied.

Fingerprints. Clean with bipolar medium or with detergent. Control per
sonal cosmetics used (lotions, soaps). Improve handling
procedures (finger cots, gloves).

Lack of compatibility between conformal
coating and solder resist.

Initiate compatibility testing. Change to compatible sys-
tem. Etch non-bondable surfaces or change material to
bondable types (some materials may require primers).

Wash sump contamination. Initiate new make-up. Establish optimal interval for new
make-up.

Primer contamination. Use fresh primer. Establish optimal interval for changing
primer.

Absorbed/adsorbed moisture. Remove hygroscopic residues. Optimize drying time/
temperature. Prevent re-absorption/adsorption (dry atmo-
sphere).

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Mealing. Water soluble residues. Clean with polar media. Coordinate compatibility of boa
process with assembly process. Review and improve han-
dling (eliminate fingerprints). Improve overall contamina-
tion control.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Bubbling Note:
Build-up of wet coat-
ing around compo-
nents is unavoidable
and bubbles from sol-
vent entrapment may
be encountered.

Wet coating film is too thick. Add thinner. Adjust spray gun and spray technique (spra
ing). Reduce withdrawal speed (dipping).

Cure/drying is too fast. Employ a room temperature solvent ‘‘flash off’’ prior to
elevated temperature curing/drying. Reduce cure/drying
temperature; increase time. Apply two thin coats rather
than one heavy coat.

Inadequate drying before coating. Increase drying temperature and time. Apply coating an
curing of TDI reacted urethanes in dry (<30% RH) envi-
ronment. Avoid moisture readsorption before coating.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Cob webbing. Vapor pressure of thinner is too high. Change to thinner with less vapor pressure. Add more
thinner.

Spraying technique. Reduce spray distance. Adjust spray nozzle.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Coating penetration
under mask.

Maskant is not compliant to contour. Change to pliable and conforming tape. Train personne

Adhesive of tape is attacked by thinner of
coating.

Evaluate tape compatibility and change to compatible type

Maskant inadequate for sealing. Change to sealed components. Add components after
ing. Change to liquid applied sealants and train personnel

Contamination under maskant. Apply maskant to clean surfaces. Avoid recontamination
from handling and atmospheric fall-out between cleaning
and mask application.
19-3
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19.1.1 General Problems (continued)

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Inconsistent coating
thickness.

Spray technique. Train personnel. Note: Spray coating is more an art than
science and ‘‘stands or falls’’ with operator skills.

Inconsistent withdrawal rate. Establish optimal viscosity and withdrawal rate. Exercise
controls to remain within the established parameters.

Vacuum deposition (parylenes only) is too
fast.

Slow down deposition rate.

Inadequate amount of dimer (parylenes
only).

Calculate correct amount.

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Milky appearance of
coating film.

Presence of moisture. Increase drying time/temperature prior to coating. Keep
assemblies dry until coating is performed.

Contaminated coating material. Use fresh material. Employ age control.

Air leak in deposition chamber (parylene
only).

Find and seal leak. Service vacuum pump and trap. Main-
tain vacuum specified by equipment manufacturer.

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incomplete cure. Aged coating material. Replace with fresh material. Exercise age control.

Contaminated coating material. Replace with fresh material.

Inadequate time/temperature. Consult with material supplier for optimal cure schedule.

Inadequate power density for radiation cure. Optimize distance and power density of UV source.

Areas shielded from irradiation. Change to UV curable coating with shadow cure.

Cure inhibition by incompatible materials. Review material call-out on drawing with regard to com-
patibility with coating material. Buffer coat incompatible
materials or replace with compatible material.

19.1.2 Polyurethane Conformal Coatings

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Coating has runs or
sags.

Excess material. Lower viscosity of material by thinning prior to applica-
tion.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Coating does not wet
some areas of some
components on the
PWB assembly.

Foreign material on board. Improve cleaning process prior to conformal coating.

Material incompatibility (some electrical
components are made with silicone resin.
Urethane conformal coatings may not wet
these components well).

Change components to one which is not made with sili-
cone resin, if possible.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

‘‘Fish eyes’’ in
coating.

Foreign material on PWB assembly prior to
conformal coating.

Implement improved cleaning process.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Bubbles in coating. Moisture or solvent entrapment. Slow down cure by lowering temperature and increasing
time.
Apply coatings in thin layers, allowing time for moisture
and solvent to evaporate between coatings.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor adhesion. Surface contamination. Implement improved cleaning process.
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19.1.3 Silicone Conformal Coatings

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Coating takes exces-
sive amount of time
to fully cure.

Insufficient moisture content in surrounding
air.

Place coated assemblies in higher humidity environment.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Silicone coated PWB
assembly attracts
foreign particles
which cannot be
removed by normal
cleaning process.

Silicone conformal coatings have high tack
and inherently attract foreign material.

Isolate PWB assemblies in clean environment after confor
mal coating.

19.1.4 Paraxylylene Conformal Coating

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Coating is on areas
which do not require
coating.

Paraxylylene coats all exposed areas during
the application process.

Mask off areas that do not require coating with RTV sili-
cone or tape. Remove after coating process.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Coating exhibits poor
adhesion to PWB
assembly which had
been previously
coated with
paraxylylene.

Coating does not adhere well to itself. For paraxylylene coatings, one thick application is pre-
ferred over several thin applications.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Coating chamber
does not seal
adequately.

Buildup of paraxylylene inside chamber
affecting o-ring seal.

Remove buildup.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

High pressure in
paraxylylene
chamber.

Volatiles in part to be coated. Remove volatiles prior to insertion in chamber or contin
to pump down until volatiles are removed.
19-5
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19.2 VARNISHING

Coils, torroids, transformers and similar magnetics devi
used for power conversion, are often coated by dipp
with and without vacuum and with and without pressu
with a variety of polymeric coatings containing organ
solvents as vehicles (varnishes) or 100% solids (solve
less) formulations to protect them against mechanical ab
and against environmental effects (corrosion, effects
moisture on electrical signals). These materials may
transparent, translucent or opaque (with pigments). Surf
cleanliness is not as critical (except for high volta
devices) as need for conformal coatings. Typical proc
problems arise from lack of materials control (pot lif
shelf life), contamination introduced into the dip tanks
masking materials, and materials compatibility. In cas
where vacuum/pressure impregnation is employed, lack
process controls also will cause process problems.

19.3 POTTING AND CASTING

Some sub-assemblies/modules are totally encased by p
meric materials. This is referred to as potting when t
module container becomes part of the potted assembly
as casting when the potting container (mold) is remov
after hardening of the encapsulants. In most cases, ex
for high voltage circuits, cleanliness of the encased s
faces is not important. Adhesion at the case/potting w
however, is important to preclude moisture permeati
Excessive voids in the encapsulants also will prom
moisture permeation. Hence common problems arise fr
materials compatibility with regard to adhesion an
impregnation characteristics achieved with the techniq
employed. In high voltage applications, loss of adhes
yields laminar voids while incomplete volatile removal wi
yield bubbles that contain air and can be cause for pre
ture failure from corona effects.
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Inspection and Test
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20.0 INSPECTION AND TEST

There are times when evaluation or tests indicate the p
uct tested is defective. This section addresses the va
ways that improperly performed tests and inspections
indicate acceptable product as defective (false alarms
defective product being accepted (misses). Included in
section are visual inspections, microsection prepara
examination of microsections, automatic optical inspec
(AOI), and electrical, thermal, chemical and mechan
testing.

This section does not attempt to delineate the many de
that are the result of previous processing operatio
defects that are found during inspection and test are
ered in detail in the appropriate processing sections of
Handbook.

20.1 METHODS OF INSPECTION AND TEST

In the past, most inspection was performed by inspec
personnel visually examining the printed board or inter
layers for defects. Magnifications of up to 40x were u
for visual inspection and microsections were exami
optically at magnifications from 100x to 1000x. Electric
testing was largely limited to hand probing and, due to
labor involved, it was often limited to testing associa
coupons rather than the entire circuit.

It has been recognized that visual inspection and ma
electrical testing was not only inefficient, but was prone
error and missed defects. Today, except for boards
non-complex circuitry and short runs, almost all visu
inspection and electrical testing is performed by autom
equipment which can repetitively, tirelessly and accura
inspect and test finished boards, internal layers and o
in-process product.

Microsection examination still remains a manual ta
assigned to personnel with microscopes; general agree
has standardized magnification at 100x, with 200x for
eree evaluations.
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20.1.1 Equipment

Equipment used for printed board inspection and test h
become very complex. Considerable knowledge and s
are required to operate it correctly. Many techniques a
used to insure the equipment is operating properly; ho
ever, it is most desirable to have known standards and ot
instruments available to verify results. Calibration shou
be performed on a periodic schedule with records ma
tained as to calibration status; some equipment requi
calibration with each lot or each new set-up.

20.1.2 Personnel

The inspectors, testers, laboratory technicians and ope
tors who are inspecting and testing the printed boards
associated coupons should be well schooled in print
board processing and the inspection task. Valid inspect
results and the correct naming of defects greatly enhan
the trouble-shooting and corrective action efforts.

20.2 CLEANLINESS

20.2.1 Ionic Contamination

Most testing for ionic contamination is performed on auto
matic equipment designed for that purpose, although
manual method may also be used. Consistent, accurate
repetitive results require considerable practice when t
test is performed manually. The method using the au
mated equipment has a standardization technique wh
makes errors less likely. (Also see IPC-TM-650, Te
Method 2.3.25.)
20.2.1 Ionic Contamination

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Results indicate
excessive contami-
nation or wide varia-
tions in readings
among test parts
within the same lot.

Resistivity test equipment malfunctioning/
out-of-calibration.

Verify equipment operation and calibration.

Boards contaminated during storage or from
handling prior to resistivity test.

Improve handling and storage techniques.
20-1
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20.2.1 Ionic Contamination (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Machine keeps run-
ning and does not
reach an endpoint,
and/or readings are
inconsistent.

DI water and alcohol not high enough in
resistivity.

Test resistivity prior to running test. Change water/alcohol
if necessary. If high readings persist, resin may need to b
changed.

Glassware, probes, etc., not sufficiently
clean.

Test resistivity of water/alcohol after being in contact with
glassware and probes for several minutes. Review cleani
procedures.

Lack of operator skill causes inconsistent
results.

Have operator do several practice runs on known clean
and contaminated product. Standardize with values from
equipment or pre-standardized product.

Resistivity test equipment improperly oper-
ated.

Institute adequate training.
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20.2.2 Organic Contamination

The test for organic contamination is required only in som
specifications. Generally, considerable equipment is nec
sary to identify the contaminant and to determine if it is
harmful contaminant, such as fluxes, or whether it is
component of the laminate. (See IPC-TM-650, Test Me
ods 2.3.38 and 2.3.39.)

20.3 ELECTRICAL TESTING

Electrical testing consists of testing coupons for moistu
and insulation resistance, insulation resistance as recei
dielectric withstanding voltage, and the printed boards f
isolation and continuity. Low resistance shorts (lack of is
lation) are generally caused by defects in the area of im
ing, etching, drilling or misregistration. High resistanc
shorts are most often the result of contamination or po
cleaning of printed boards or internal layers during pr
cessing. Dielectric withstand failures are seen when diel
tric spacing is reduced by imaging, laminate or prepr
thickness or laminate voids. Refer to those sections
actions after reviewing probable cause.
20-2
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20.3.1 Moisture and Insulation Resistance

Failure of this test is generally associated with cleanline
of the test coupon. Provided the printed board processi
was adequate, the test coupon is often contaminated
handling, soldering of the electrical connections, or b
moisture in the test chamber dripping on the coupon a
causing high resistance shorts between the conducto
(Also see IPC-TM-650, Test Method 2.6.3.)
-

-

-

.

20.3.1 Moisture and Insulation Resistance

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Resistance readings
too low or below the
requirement.

Excessive handling, such as fingerprints,
smearing of solder between conductors, and
external contamination.

Train operators and testers to handle parts on the edges
with clean gloves. Keep parts separated in a clean environ
ment when storing or transporting.

Incomplete flux removal. Check for flux residue. Clean several times using fresh
flux remover and rinse with clean alcohol.

Water dripping on coupon in the chamber. Use a drip shield in the chamber to protect the test cou
pons.

Incorrect test parameters and/or procedures. Verify correct operation of test; calibrate all test param
eters.

Heavy scrubbing caused damage to the sur-
face of the laminate.

Monitor scrubbing operations.

Contamination under solder resist. Test panels prior to solder resist for ionic contamination
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20.3.2 Insulation Resistance As Received

Failure is mainly associated with contamination which
occur during handling, provided the printed board an
internal layers were properly processed during fabrica
(See IPC-6012, Paragraph 3.9.4.)

20.3.2A

Resistance reading too low, below requirement or el
cally shorted. (See Section 20.3.1A for Causes and C
tive Actions.)
a
-

n
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20.3.3 Dielectric Withstand

A decrease in dielectric spacing or voids between condu
tors are the major causes of failure; refer to those areas
this Handbook after reviewing failure. (Also see IPC-TM
650, Test Method 2.5.7.)
20.3.3 Dielectric Withstand

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Coupons/circuits arc
or short at test volt-
age.

Metallic bridges of tin-lead or other metal
between test points on the surface.

Keep test coupons separated and place on a non-
conductive surface for testing.
b

is
a

20.3.4 Surface Insulation Resistance

The SIR of a printed board is measured on one of the com
patterns on the IPC-B-25 test board (or similar) while in
humidity chamber, under conditions described in IPC-TM
650, Test Method 2.6.3. The surface insulation resistance
an indication of the cleanliness of the board surface and
function of the hygroscopic properties of the residues o
the surface of the board.
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Resistance readings
too low. (Also see
Section 20.3.1A.)

Organic contamination from fusing fluids
degrades high humidity SIR on test board.

Investigate alternate fusing fluids (consult suppliers for
recommendations).
20.3.5 Electrical Continuity

Continuity failures within the printed board can be caused
by nearly any of the operations performed during fabrica-
tion. Determination of whether failure is repetitive or ran-
dom is helpful in deciding actions. Location of failure most
often requires microsectioning or X-ray examinations. Cor-
rective actions as indicated in the other sections of this
Handbook are usually obvious after failure is located. Test-
ing equipment, fixturing and using the wrong revision of
HTE engineering are often a source of false reports. All
failures should be verified by hand probing. (See IPC-
6012.)
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Test shows failures
that cannot be veri-
fied.

Fixture does not align test pins with lands. Use overlays and visual aids to determine misalignment
and correct fixtures. Check tooling holes in board for cor-
rect location.

Test pins bent, damaged or will not provide
sufficient contact.

Check fixtures periodically or before each run to determine
damage and replace faulty pins.

Incorrect test program or different revision of
printed board being tested.

Check revision letters; check master board for correctness.

Test equipment malfunction. Always use a known good board to verify that the test
equipment is properly functioning before testing the
printed boards.
20-3
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20.3.5 Electrical Continuity (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Opens on surface
that cannot be
verified.

Dirty test fixture. Clean pins; check connections.

Surface contamination (nonionic). Reclean boards to be tested.

Solder mask smear or bleed across surface
mount lands or in holes.

Remove solder mask in affected area and retest. Review
solder mask application procedure. (See Section 16.0.)
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20.3.6 Isolation (Shorts)

As with Continuity, shorts can be caused by a great m
fabrication operations. After reviewing the type of shor
high resistance (above 1000 ohms) or low resista
(below 100 ohms) - a determination can be made as
whether the short is metallic or a weak electrical carr
such as ionic contamination. Physical evidence most o
leads to the corrective actions as indicated in this Ha
book. Equipment, fixturing and incorrect revisions cau
many false failure reports. See the previous section on c
tinuity. (Also see IPC-6012, Paragraph 3.9.2.2.)
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Internal shorts on
multilayer board.

Innerlayers with undetected shorts were used
to fabricate multilayers.

Evaluate innerlayer inspection procedures to determine
how faulty innerlayers were judged good. Visually exam-
ine innerlayers at a minimum magnification of 3 diopters
(1-3/4 X). Use automatic optical inspection technique and
equipment and/or electrically test 100%. Implement
innerlayer inspection prior to lamination using positive
film to detect shorts and negative film to detect opens.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Shorts on surface. Surface contamination (ionic). Re-clean boards to be tested.

Grossly misaligned test pin(s). Inspect and realign.

Test pins or handling has smeared solder
between conductors.

Check loading method of board onto test head, handle
boards separately and do not place on hard surfaces.

20.4 VISUAL AND AUTOMATIC OPTICAL INSPECTION
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20.4.1 Visual Inspection

Visual inspection is the only method that will detect many
of surface and subsurface defects, such as laminate voi
delaminations, resin starvation, foreign materials, sold
wetting of conductors, solder resist coverage, platin
anomalies, and many dimensional requirements. Visu
inspection of plating integrity in the holes is becoming very
difficult as the boards become thicker and holes smalle
Microsectioning and electrical testing are required to dete
plating problems in the smaller holes. Line width and spac
ing may also be sample checked by visual inspection; how
ever, total conductor inspection for small voids and
etchouts are better performed by automatic equipmen
After evaluating any defect, refer to the sections of thi
Handbook for Cause/Action information.
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20.4.1 Visual Inspection (continued)

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Surface scratches
and/or residues.

Handling has scratched conductor and or
surface of board. Residues smeared across
board.

Maintain a clean work station and provide easy access
from containers to work station. Provide clean, renewable
pads on which to place boards for inspection. Provide
racks or separators.

Foreign object such as inspection markers or
tape residues produce a ‘‘foreign material’’
defect internally in the board.

Instruct operators on how to remove and clean inspection
markers that may be left on acceptable product. Instruct
lamination lay-up operators to visually check each layer
(front and back) during lay-up.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Incorrect line width
(or similar measure-
ment).

Incorrect usage of side lighting creates a
shadow that makes the conductor line seem
wider.

Use proper lighting.

Wrong magnification for measurement
device.

Confirm correct power; have microscope professionally
calibrated. Quick-verify by measuring something of pre-
cisely known width.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Voids in plated-
through-holes.

Rough holes, such that dark shadows are
cast that look like voids.

Microsection, or use a mirror or prism to see in the hole
more effectively.

Copper oxidation. Confirm by microsection or backlighting techniques. (Dark
spots that appear to be voids may be oxidation.) Institute
use of an anti-tarnish after plating, prior to visual inspec-
tion. (Anti-tarnish compounds used should be compatible
with long term storage and later soldering and conformal
coating operations if the compounds are to be left on the
board.)

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Small surface imper-
fections (nodules or
surface pits).

Extremely small surface imperfections may
be difficult to identify.

They can be readily distinguished by using a small mirror
or side light. The nature of the shadow will show the dif-
ference.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Bow and twist of
double-sided board.

Rough handling. See Introductory Section 1.4 on Handling.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Error in measure-
ment of plated-
through-hole
diameter after using
the tapered pin
gauge.

Tapered gauge pin picked up the reflowed
closure in the center of the plated-through-
hole, producing error in measurement.

Correct measurement technique to reflect the use of pin
gauges.
20-5
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20.4.2 Automated Optical Inspection (AOI)

This equipment is capable of detecting defects in cond
tor width and spacing, annular ring, conductor voids, pi
holes, and design rule deviations. These machines use
ferent detectors, light sources, etc., to make inspection
finished boards and internal layers possible. Sometimes
conductors on both sides of thin internal layers will b
detected from one side, causing errors. Ensure that sou
and detector are compatible with your laminate/produ
(Also see IPC-AI-642.)
e,

n-
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A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Excessive violations. Incorrect inspection parameters entered. Check the actual parameters by measuring the pad siz
conductor and spacing widths on the board. Enter the cor-
rect value(s) as necessary.

Contamination on the panel. Re-strip, micro-etch or scrub the panel to remove the co
taminants.

Panel misregistration. Check the pinning on the table or try to relearn the panel

Incorrect signal setting. Recalibrate the signal.

Incorrect inspection area(s). Check all inspect and do not inspect areas. Change as n
essary.

Inspection equipment viewing conductors on
both sides of internal layer simultaneously.

Check with equipment supplier for best source and detec-
tor. Laminate can be furnished with blocking dyes that
will accommodate most equipment.

Equipment sees minor pits and depressions
as pinholes on copper surfaces and buried
via internal layers.

Check with equipment supplier; some adjustments and
source/detectors can decrease error. Surface treat with
oxide or a light surface etch. Review Section 10.0 deter-
mine cause of the pits, etc.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Violations missed. Misregistration. Check the pinning/orientation of the panel on the table.
Try relearning the panel.

Contamination on the panel. Re-strip, micro-etch or scrub the panel to remove the co
taminates.

Incorrect inspection area(s). Check all inspect and don’t inspect areas.

Signal incorrectly set. Reset the signal.

Beyond the operating resolution. Check your AOI system specifications. Change to a high
resolution.

Incorrect parameter set up. Check the current parameters and change them to meet
your needs. Then re-scan the panel.

Defect was found but not verified. Re-scan to verify that the defect can be found, then chec
verification equipment.

Power supply problem. Check all power supplies.

System logic problem. Reset the system and scan again. Run a test panel to
verify that the system is finding defects.

Misplaced pseudo defect. Check pseudo defects. Reclassify as necessary.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Shorts missed. The short may have been learned. Relearn the panel with a new ‘‘Golden Panel.’’
20-6
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20.4.2 Automated Optical Inspection (AOI) (continued)

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Missing power and
ground defects.

Defective learned panel. Relearn the panel with a new ‘‘Golden Panel.’’

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Marking unit
problems.

Pen/ink unit is dry. Replace pen/ink.

Pen/ink unit not calibrated. Recalibrate the marking unit. Reboot the AOI system.

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Verification
problems.

AOI equipment failure. Check AOI system. Run a test panel to ensure the syste
is functioning properly. Re-scan the panel(s).

Marking Unit failure. Check marking unit. Change pen/ink as necessary.

Incorrect parameter set up. Check the parameter set up on the AOI system. Make
essary changes. Re-scan the panel.

Verifier error. Check verification procedure. Re-scan the panel on the
AOI to ensure that the defect(s) can be found. If the defe
cannot be found, see Section 21.4.2B regarding missing
violations.

Verification equipment. Check that the verification equipment is properly cali-
brated and functioning correctly. Use a high power micro-
scope to view the panel defect areas.
the
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20.5 THERMAL STRESS (Solder Float)

20.5.1 Coupon Conditioning and Thermal Stress

The thermal stress procedure is mainly used to test
integrity of the through-holes in the test coupon after floa
ing it on molten solder. It also tests resistance to delamin
tion and measling, and solderability of the holes. Failur
may result from insufficient or improper conditioning in
which the moisture absorbed by the coupon may not
adequately removed. (See IPC-TM-650, Test Meth
2.6.8.)
is

mine
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Blistering or
measling of the lami-
nate observed after
thermal stress.

Insufficient moisture removal prior to test. Dry boards at 135-149°C for 6 hours minimum to remove
moisture. Moisture may be absorbed into the laminate and it
important to store coupons in a desiccator to prevent possible
blistering or measling from reabsorption of moisture prior to
floating.

Fractures along edge of sample caused by
shearing.

Sand the edges of samples or exclude from inspection area.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor solderability on
the lands and in the
holes.

Extended drying at temperature. Test solderability after several drying increments and deter
the optimum drying cycle for your product.
20-7
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20.5.1 Coupon Conditioning and Thermal Stress (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Missing power and
ground effects.

Temperature too high or time too long. Check solder pot before the start of each test group wit
secondary temperature measuring instrument. Use a timer
that is set and actuated by the operator performing the sol
der float test.

Bake not sufficient. Bake of 6 hours may not be sufficient for thicker boards o
older boards or multilayers with ground or power planes.
Try baking for longer times.
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20.6 MICROSECTIONING

The coupon is microsectioned and evaluated at the ce
of the plated through holes. Coupons which have been t
mally stressed and those which have not been therm
stressed are often both viewed. Improper microsect
preparation techniques may produce defects which are
actually present in the printed board or coupons. Ot
variations in technique can produce effects which m
defects in the plated through hole. (See IPC-TM-650, T
Method 2.1.1, and IPC-MS-810.)
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20.6.1 Microsection Preparation

Mount preparation is of primary importance. Care must
taken not to induce stresses in the coupons from cutting
coupon or using excessive pressure during the mount
process. The mounting, grinding and polishing steps m
be performed on multiple mounts using automatic metall
graphic equipment made for this purpose. The head pr
sure, rotation rate and the grinding/polishing abrasive s
all have a major influence on microsection quality. Initia
setups and evaluations for the best microsection must
made before committing the product coupons to microse
tion evaluation.
-

en-
20.6.1 Microsection Preparation

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Hole walls and inter-
nal foils distorted.

Poor quality coupon punch, or the initial cut
is too close to holes.

Coupons are best routed or diamond-sawed. If punched,
make sure punch is sharp and has a relief so that it does
not contact lands. Allow sufficient space between coupon
cut-out and holes. Do not punch any coupon thicker than
60 mils.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Voids in potting com-
pound in the holes of
mounted coupon,
causing poor edge
retention of hole
walls. (See Figures
20-1 and 20-2.)

Voids in potting compound from not enough
flow of compound through holes.

Increase flow of potting compound by using a vacuum or
pressure encapsulation. Investigate alternate types of com
pound. Consult metallographic equipment supplier for
assistance. Pour compound from one side and let flow
through holes. If using two coupons in mount, pour com-
pound between them.

Incorrect epoxy resin/hardener ratio. Carefully mix potting compound per supplier’s recomm
dations.
Figure 20-1.

Potting compound
void.
Figure 20-2.

Plating torn away
during microsection
preparation because
of potting compound
void in hole.
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20.6.1 Microsection Preparation (continued)

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Mounted coupon
ground past the cen-
ter of the hole. (See
Figure 20-3.)

Grinding operation too abrasive and/or too
long.

Use care during grinding operation and measure frequent
to avoid passing the center of the hole. (Larger plating
thickness measurements are obtained on specimens not
ground to the center of the hole.) If using automatic grind-
ing equipment, follow manufacturer’s recommendations to
shorten grinding time. Check grinding grit in use.
Figure 20-3.
Coupon
ground past
center of hole.
Figure 20-4.
Scratches on
mount
surface.
t,
D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Scratches on surface
of mount that won’t
polish out. (See Fig-
ure 20-4.)

Grinding too heavy with coarse grit paper. Use successively finer grit paper as the centers of the
holes are approached.

Polishing cloth is contaminated (scratches
appear during the polishing steps).

Clean or replace polishing cloth. Prevent contamination
from previous steps by cleaning thoroughly between
sequential grinding/polishing operations. Always rinse the
mount thoroughly and dry between each grinding/polishing
step.

Improper handling or storage of prepared
mount.

Ensure proper storage and handling that avoids scratching
the polished mount.

Unfiltered water being used on polishing
steps, contaminating the polishing cloth.

Use filtered or DI water during polishing steps.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Polished mount
shows coupon with
triangular-shaped
holes.

Uneven (hand) pressure applied during
grinding operation.

Train operator in proper grinding technique. Turn coupon
1/4 turn every few seconds during grinding. Apply only
light pressure.

Coupon is not perpendicular (it is tilted) in
mount.

Review coupon mounting procedure. (See 20.6.1F.)

F PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Tilted coupon; cou-
pon is not upright or
perpendicular in
mount.

Tooling holes not drilled the same as the
plated holes.

Drill all holes in coupon at same drill machine setup if
possible.

During mounting operation, coupons were
not kept upright or perpendicular to bottom
of mount cup.

Use clips or equivalent to ensure coupons are kept uprigh
especially during the pouring of the potting compound.
20-9
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20.6.1 Microsection Preparation (continued)

G PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Rounded edges and
high metal areas
with either hand or
machine polishing.

Too much pressure applied during the polish-
ing steps.

Decrease pressure. Only enough pressure should be
applied as is needed to keep the coupon in place.

Too much polishing. Shorten polishing time.

H PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Metal smeared at the
interconnect.

Too much pressure during grinding and pol-
ishing operations.

Decrease pressure. A light chemical etch will remove light
metal smearing. It may be necessary to repeat some grind-
ing and polishing steps to remove the smear.

J PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Poor edge retention. Mounting compound has shrunk and left
hole walls unsupported.

Check for correct mixture of compound. Low shrinkage
mounting compound are available from metallographic
suppliers.

Voids in the potting compound. See 20.6.1B.
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20.6.2 Microsection Etching

Etching is a manual operation and requires considera
practice and skill by the technician. Over-etching or und
etching may cause the microsection to be incapable
being evaluated. The most commonly used etchant
printed board microsectioning is the ammonia/hydrog
peroxide solution. (See IPC-TM-650, Test Method 2.1.
Etch time depends on the dwell time and the age of
solution. The swab that holds the etchant should only
used to agitate the solution on the surface and not to
the copper or mount surface.
n-
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Etchant appears
uncontrollable,
either too slow or
too fast.

Inconsistent make-up procedures. Make new etchant every four hours and let sit a few mi
utes before use. Check make-up chemistry in use; hydro-
gen peroxide and ammonia are supplied in several
different strengths. Make certain ammonia and peroxide
are fresh. After applying etchant to mount, rinse off thor-
oughly.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dark line between
plating and foil at
electroless deposit
line.

Surface has been over-etched. Use a very short etch time and it may be necessary to
evaluate twice. (See 20.6.2A.) Generally, microsections
should be evaluated before and after etch.

Electroless copper etches much faster than
electroplated copper or foil.

Some types of electroless deposits are better etched with a
mixture of chromic acid and sulfuric or hydrochloric acid.
See metallographic handbooks or contact electroless cop-
per supplier for recommendations.
20-10
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20.6.3 Microsection Evaluation

The most important equipment for evaluation is the micr
scope. The better metallographic microscopes elimin
much of the viewer error and prevent ‘‘wrong calls.’’ Mos
evaluations are performed at 100X magnification, howe
referee and other resolutions may require higher magnifi
tions. Special features such as polarizing lenses and d
field are very useful and often aid the evaluator. Since p
ing thickness, dielectric thickness and laminate voids
measured during the evaluations, measuring attachm
are required; calibration scales must be available to
technician. Refer to IPC-A-600 for photomicrographs
acceptable (and unacceptable) microsections. (Also
IPC-TM-650, Test Method 2.6.8, regarding microsectio
evaluation.)
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Cracks in copper
plating after thermal
stress test. (See Fig-
ure 20-5.)

Insufficient polishing of mount; scratches or
smeared tin-lead.

Re-polish mount.

Solder temperature too high during test, or
excessive float time.

Review thermal stress test procedure. (See IPC-TM-650,
Test Method 2.6.8.)
Figure 20-5.

Corner crack
in copper
plating.
Figure 20-6.
Innerlayer
pull-away
from barrel.
ld
B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Innerlayer pull-away
from barrel after
thermal stress test.
(See Figure 20-6.)

Copper smeared or pulled during grinding of
microsection.

Grind mounts with even, steady pressure; do not use
excessive force.

Coupons not baked prior to thermal stress
test.

Coupons should be baked to remove moisture. (See IPC-
TM-650, Test Method 2.6.8.)

Incorrect solder temperature during thermal
stress.

Confirm solder temperature with high-temperature ther-
mometer (do not use alcohol thermometer).

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Plating measurement
greater than
expected; plating
thickness out-of-
spec.

Section not ground to center of hole. (See
Figure 20-3.)

Measure hole diameter and compare with the drilled hole
diameter specified. Adjustments may be necessary on
grinding/polishing equipment.

Microscope magnification incorrect. Follow actions detailed in Section 20.4.1B.

Plating is smeared from grinding operation. Re-polish mount. In the case of soft metals such as go
or tin-lead, an overplate of copper or nickel before mount-
ing the section will help prevent smear. Voids or bubbles
in the mounting compound can result in insufficient ‘‘sup-
port’’ of the plated metal during grinding. Follow actions
detailed in Section 20.6.1B.
20-11
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20.6.3 Microsection Evaluation (continued)

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Resin smear shows
in cross-section on a
board that passed
in-process check.

Over-etching of coupon mount, resulting in
excessive etch of electroless copper.

Re-polish specimen and lightly etch. (See 20.6.2.)

In-process check not totally reliable because
porous smear allows penetration of sulfide or
silver decoration solutions to copper
innerlayers, giving false conclusions.

Consider microsectioning as in-process check; review Sec-
tion 6.2.

Non-uniform smear removal across panel,
causing inconsistent results.

Check smear removal process for uniformity of removal.
Follow actions detailed in Sections 6.2 and 6.3.

The defect may not be resin smear but may
be an interconnect defect attributable to
some other cause.

Re-examine microsection and determine exact type of
defect; many interconnect defects are wrongly classified as
resin smear.

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Laminate voids. Coupon not properly baked before thermal
stress test.

Ensure proper bake of coupons before thermal stress. (See
IPC-TM-650, Test Method 2.6.8.)
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20.7 OTHER TEST METHODS

20.7.1 Thermal Shock

This is a test in which the change in electrical resistance
measured after 100 temperature cycles. (See IPC-TM-6
Test Method 2.6.7.2.) A change in resistance greater th
10% is specified as a failure. The instrumentation us
must be of the proper type and sufficient accuracy to me
sure the change. With four-point connections and the si
of circuitry in the coupons tested, readings are in the m
liohm range. Slight variations in test conditions can cau
variations in readings that could indicate failure when th
sample tested is compliant.
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Resistance increases
greater than 10%.

Instrumentation not reporting change accu-
rately.

Always use the same instrument for before and after readings.
Calibrate the instrument with the same standard for the first
and last cycle readings. Make sure that the stabilization time is
the same. Hold the chamber temperature so that the tempera-
ture is not only within the 5°C tolerance, but temperature for
the first reading and the last reading should be nearly the same
as is possible.
20-12
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20.7.1 Thermal Shock (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Microsection exhibits
defects.

Temperature excursions outside the limits for
the material and/or product being tested.

The temperature to which the coupon is subjected may
cause expansions with strains due to thermal expansion
that may cause failure even if the temperature during mea-
surement is correct. Exceeding the glass transition tem-
perature (Tg) at any time during the test may greatly
increase the likelihood of failure. Make sure that the test
temperature is the one to be used for the specific laminate
being tested.

Coupon tests open. Connection wires have broken. Re-solder connections an
bring coupon to test temperature or repeat test with new
coupon.
y
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20.7.2 Tensile Strength and Elongation

This is a test for the quality of the copper plating and ma
relate to the ability of the plated hole wall to withstand th
expansion that will occur during thermal stress and therm
shock. (See IPC-TM-650, Test Method 2.4.18, for test pr
cedure.) The coupon must be free of inclusions, pits, nick
scratches or other defects that will act as initiation poin
for premature failure.
e

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Tensile strength and
elongation lower
than required (or
early failure on test
equipment).

Test material (plated copper) not thick
enough.

The thickness of the sample does not change the actual
properties of the material; however, since very small
defects will cause premature failure, plate the material to
be tested to 0.025 minimum to 0.076 mm thickness.

Crosshead speed not correctly set. A fast rate of straining may produce early failure. Mak
sure that the crosshead speed is 0.61 meters/minute.

Clamping places uneven strain on one side
of test coupon.

The clamps should be supported so that they are free to
rotate and distribute the strain evenly across the coupon
during test.

Sample cutter or etching causes nicks in the
edge.

Inspect each coupon before testing for any edge defects
that may cause failure.
is
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20.7.3 Bond Strength of Surface Mount Lands

The integrity of the bond strength of the surface foil
tested to insure that the surface mount lands have adeq
bond strength after processing. (See IPC-TM-650, T
Method 2.4.21.1.)
use
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Land exhibits low
bond strength.

The test pins are not soldered near the center
of the land or the shaft of the pin is not per-
pendicular with the board surface, which
causes the pull on the land to be placed in
the peel mode, which has a lower strength.

Center the pins near the center of the land and maintain
perpendicularity with the board surface.

Soldering degrades the bond strength. Maintain soldering temperature per requirements and
as short of a time as possible with most of the heat being
applied at the junction of the pin head and shaft.
20-13
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20.7.4 Rework Simulation

This test simulates the solder-in and removal of a comp
nent five times. Operator skill is needed to prevent a fa
ure of the test when the printed boards are made with a l
glass transition temperature material such as difunctio
epoxy. Solder operators must be trained in the specific s
dering techniques used in this test. (See IPC-TM-650, T
Method 2.4.36.)
;

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Lifted lands and
internal defects in
the hole.

Using standard soldering iron tip tempera-
tures or holding the iron on the land.

Check tip temperature with a secondary measuring device
do not depend on the dial setting on the iron. Apply the
heat mainly to the wire and do not hold the soldering iron
tip on the land. Provide the operators with practice pieces
and training before allowing them to perform the test.
20.7.5 Gold Porosity Testing

There are two well-known methods for checking gold
porosity. The nitric acid test, where samples are suspended
over the acid, is generally considered a destructive test.
The electrographic test, involving current and indicating
solutions, can be a non-destructive test.
nt

k
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A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Evidence of pores or
basis metal along the
edge of finger or
conductor.

No gold along vertical edge of finger. Unless gold is ‘‘conformal,’’ that is, plated on after final
copper etch, there will be exposed basis metal along the
edge.

Test too severe. Electrographic: check rectifier and current. Excess curre
will increase rate of ion migration. Nitric acid: check test
method for correct exposure times.

Final fabrication operations (i.e., punching or
blanking) have loosened plating edge so that
test solutions can get to basis metal (espe-
cially with tabs or fingers).

Inspect/sharpen dies or other fabrication equipment. Chec
severity of test method.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

‘‘Pores’’ follow a
regular pattern on
surface.

Sample part is defective. Inspect parts closely for scratches, nicks, dents before
ing.

Surface contamination or poor cleaning. Reclean parts to be tested.
-
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20.7.6 Copper Hole Wall Thickness Using Caviderm
Type Resistance Measurements

A constant current is applied through the hole under evalu
ation, and the voltage drop is measured. This voltage drop
corresponds to the thickness of the plating in the hole. Only
the average thickness of the lowest-resistance metal i
given.
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Thickness reading
goes off scale.

Inadequate contact of probe to hole pad sur-
face.

Reposition board and take new reading.
20-14
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20.7.6 Copper Hole Wall Thickness Using Caviderm Type Resistance Measurements (continued)

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Measured plating
thickness out-of-
specification.

Wrong hole diameter or board thickness
entered.

Ensure proper board thickness and hole diameter used.
a-
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20.7.7 Plating Thickness (Beta Backscatter)

This method for measuring plating thickness involves irr
diating the area of interest with beta rays and measur
the amount of radiation backscattered. The intensity of
backscattered radiation is proportional to the thickness
the plating.
d

rd
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Improper plating
thickness.

Measuring probe is not centered properly on
the plated surface.

Move probe so that its measuring area is entirely on plate
surface. If the area being measured is too small, a low
reading will result.

Machine not calibrated. Calibrate equipment. Be sure to use the correct standa
that is for the plating range to be measured.

Rough, excessive, or uneven plating or
scratches. (Tends to ‘‘lift’’ probe off surface,
resulting in an incorrect reading.)

Move probe to smoother area.

Readings taken in ‘‘thief’’ area of board. Plating thickness in the copper border area is usually
thicker than in the circuit area of the board.
-
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20.7.8 Plating Thickness (X-Ray Fluorescence)

A beam of X-rays is directed at the plating area to be mea
sured, causing the sample to give off fluorescent X-rays a
wavelengths characteristic of the metal present. The inten
sity of the fluorescent X-rays is proportional to the amoun
of the metal present. This method can measure a small
area than the backscatter method and is more accura
Multiple layers of metal thicknesses can be measured a
once, such as nickel and gold or copper and tin-lead. Tin
lead ratio can also be determined using X-ray fluorescenc
A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

X-ray measured cop-
per thickness thicker
than microsection
shows on boards
with nickel plating.

Filter not used when making copper thick-
ness measurement.

Use correct filters for metals to be measured.
20-15
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21.0 MODIFICATION, REWORK AND REPAIR

This section deals with those defects created by the rewo
repair, or modification procedures. Complete and detail
guidelines for modification, rework and repair can be foun
in IPC-7711 & 7721.

21.1 TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Terms and Definitions

The revision of the functional capability of a product in
order to satisfy new acceptance criteria.

21.1.2 Rework

The act of reprocessing non complying articles, through t
use of original or equivalent processing, in a manner th
assures full compliance of the article with applicable draw
ings or specifications.
,

21.1.3 Repair

The act of restoring the functional capability of a defecti
article in a manner that precludes compliance of the art
with applicable drawings or specifications.

21.2 COMPONENT REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT

Selecting the optimum method for rework/repair depen
on a variety of factors. These include: type and size
component; type of substrate; component mounting s
whether installing or removing the component; whether
component is being salvaged; applicable workmans
specifications; and EOS/ESD control requirements.

Every rework/repair method and its attendant equipm
has advantages and disadvantages in each particular in
lation or removal situation. These can be evaluated in te
of their ability to achieve the process goals and guidelin
when used by a properly trained operator.
s
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21.2.1 General Problems

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Insufficient solder
reflow to effect com-
ponent removal.

High thermal mass condition. Use pre-auxiliary heating.

Insufficient heat from primary heating
device.

Use more efficient heating method or device, or increase
idle tip temperature.

Insufficient heating time. Increase heating time.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Component not
removable after
solder reflow or
lifted lands upon
attempted removal.

Solder resolidifying before removal can be
effected.

Use method in which removal can be effected immediately
upon complete reflow of all joints.

Adhesive holding component. Shear bond after heating to free component (i.e., theta
movement).

Not all joints have been reflowed. Use alternate method, which provides rapid simultaneou
reflow of all joints, followed by immediate removal to
keep process time to a minimum. Assure that heated tip o
air properly contacts and reflows all joints equally.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Lands being lifted or
damaged during
removal of old
solder.

Lands being overheated. Use lower temperature or alternate method which does
overheat lands.

Lands subject to mechanical force while
being heated.

Use alternate method or minimize mechanical force to
which lands are subjected.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Insufficient or poor
adhesion of solder
on lands during
pretinning operation.

Lands oxidized or contaminated. Clean lands using appropriate method.

Idle tip temperature of soldering iron too
high.

Lower idle tip temperature.

Improper size or shape of soldering tip. Use appropriate size and shape tip.
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21.2.1 General Problems (continued)

E PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dispersion or
solderballing of
solder paste during
reflow.

Air temperature too hot. Lower air temperature.

No predrying of solder paste. Predry solder using convective method.

Old or defective solder paste. Use fresh, accepted solder.

21.2.2 Conductive Heating Methods

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Insufficient solder
reflow to effect
removal.

Insufficient thermal linkage between heating
tip and work.

Improve thermal linkage with solder and/or select tip
which provides more contact area.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Misalignment of
component to land
pattern during SMD
installation.

Some leads are not tacked or the component
is not being held in place.

Tack some leads or hold component in place during
reflow, or use convective method.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dispersion or
solderballing of
solder paste during
reflow.

Soldering tip too hot. Use convective method or lower tip temperature.

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Blistering or
measling of sub-
strate, or lifted lands
during installation or
removal.

Preheat temperature too high. Lower preheat temperature.

Tip temperature too high. Reduce tip temperature.

Too much pressure applied. Reduce pressure on tip and improve thermal linkage wi
solder joint(s).

Poor contact with solder joints. Assure good thermal contact with solder joint(s).

21.2.3 Convective Heating Methods

A PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Insufficient solder
reflow to effect SMD
removal.

Insufficient air temperature. Use more efficient heating method or increase air tempe
ture.

Insufficient air flow. Increase air flow.

Air nozzle too far from work. Bring air nozzle closer to work.

B PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Misalignment of
component to land
pattern during SMD
installation.

Air velocity too high. Lower air flow rate.

C PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Dispersion or
solderballing of
solder paste during
reflow.

Air velocity too high. Lower air flow rate.
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21.2.3 Convective Heating Methods (continued)

D PROBLEM CAUSE ACTION

Blistering or
measling of sub-
strate, or lifted lands
during installation
or removal of
component.

Preheat temperature too high. Lower preheat temperature.

Air temperature too high. Reduce air temperature.

Air volume or velocity too high. Reduce air volume or velocity or use more focused con-
vective heating method.
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Excessive Adhesive 16.5.1.1, 16.5.1.2
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Hole Catalyzation 7.2
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Housekeeping 1.8, 1.8.5, 15.1.2, 15.1.3

Hydrochloric Acid 6.2.4, 6.2.6, 11.2.2, 11.5.1, 11.5.
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Image Density 3.1.1, 3.1.2, 3.1.3, 3.1.4

Image Distortion 3.1.2, 3.3.3

Immersion Coatings 14.3, 14.4

Immersion Gold 14.3.2

Immersion Tin 12.4, 14.1.1, 14.3.1

Immersion Tin-Lead 14.3.3

Improper Loading 1.5.1.3

Inclusions 4.4.4, 10.0, 16.6.2, 20.7.2

Incomplete Reflow 14.1.2

Incomplete Stripping 9.2.2, 9.2.3, 10.7.2

Incorrect Registration 3.2.1, 16.5.3.1

Infra-Red Fusing 14.1.2

Innerlayer Fabrication 1.1, 12.0

Innerlayer Pull-away 20.6.3

Innerlayers Bowed 12.1.2

Innerlayers Damaged 12.1.2

Insufficient Fillets 2.6.1, 17.5.1, 17.5.2

Insufficient Solder Paste 16.5.2.1, 16.5.2.2, 17.5.1
17.5.2

Laminate 1.3.2.1, 1.4.2, 1.5, 1.5.1.2, 1.5.1.3, 1.5.2, 1.5
1.5.4, 2.0, 2.6.2, 2.7.1, 2.9.1.1, 3.1.2, 3.4.4, 4.3, 4.
4.4.3, 4.4.4, 4.4.5, 4.4.6, 4.4.7, 5.1.2, 5.7, 6.2.1, 6.
7.1.1, 7.3.2, 7.3.3, 7.7, 8.0, 8.1.1, 8.2.1, 10.2.2, 12
12.1.2, 12.2.1, 12.4, 13.0, 13.1.1, 13.1.2, 13.1.3, 13.
13.1.6, 13.1.7, 13.2, 13.2.2, 13.2.3, 13.3.1, 13.3.2, 13.
13.4.1, 13.4.2, 13.4.3, 13.4.4, 13.4.6, 13.6.1, 13.6.3, 13
13.7.2, 13.7.3, 13.8.1, 13.8.2, 13.11.1, 13.11.2, 13.1
13.11.4, 13.11.6, 13.12.1, 14.1.1, 14.1.2, 15.1.2, 15.
15.2.3, 17.4.2, 18.1.1, 20.2.2, 20.3, 20.3.1, 20.4.1, 20.
20.5.1, 20.6.3, 20.7.1

Laminate Label 4.41

Laminate Voids 4.4.6, 13.1.1, 13.1.4, 13.2.3, 13.3.
13.3.3, 13.4.4, 13.6.4, 13.7.3, 13.8.2, 13.11.4, 20.3, 20
20.6.3

Laser Drilling 5.7

Laser Imaging 9.6

Layout Problems 2.2

Legend Defects 3.2.2

Legend Ink 18.1.2
Index-iii
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Lifted Lands 20.7.4, 21.2.1, 21.2.2, 21.2.3

Line Edge Quality 3.1.3, 3.1.4

Line Width 1.2.3, 3.1.1, 3.1.2, 3.1.3, 3.1.4, 3.2.4, 4.4
9.2.1, 9.2.2, 9.3.1, 11.4.2, 20.4.1

Liquid Photoresist 9.1, 9.3, 9.3.1

Lost Components 16.5.1.1

Maintenance 1.2.1, 1.2.5.7, 1.2.6, 1.6.7, 1.8, 1.8.1, 1.8
1.8.3, 1.8.4, 1.8.5, 2.2, 3.2.4, 4.4.4, 5.1.1, 5.2.2, 5.8, 7.
9.2.1, 9.2.2, 9.3.1, 9.4.1, 10.3.1, 11.4.1, 13.7.2, 14.
16.5.3.1, 16.6.2, 18.1.1, 18.1.3

Manual Soldering (Hand) 16.5, 3.3, 17.3

Mealing 19.1, 19.1.1

Measles 1.5.4, 4.4.6

Metal Adhesion Failure 10.1

Micro-voids 13.6.4, 13.7.3

Microsectioning 1.4, 13.11.4, 20.3.5, 20.4.1, 20.6
20.6.2, 20.6.3

Misregistration 3.2, 3.2.1, 3.4.2, 3.4.4, 5.1.1, 13.
13.1.1, 13.2.1, 13.3.1, 13.4.1, 13.5, 13.5.1, 13.5.2, 13.
13.7.1, 13.11.1, 13.13.1, 15.1, 15.1.3, 16.5.2.1, 17.
20.3, 20.4.2

Missing Features 3.2.1

Missing Holes 5.2, 5.2.1

Moisture Removal 1.5.1.4, 1.5.4, 20.5.1

Mousebites 10.1

Nailheading 5.1.2

Nicked Leads 16.2.2

Nickel 4.1.3, 7.7, 10.2.2, 10.3.3, 10.5, 10.5.1, 10.5
10.5.3, 10.6.1, 10.6.2, 10.6.3, 10.6.4, 10.7, 10.7.2, 10.
10.8.1, 10.8.3, 10.8.4, 14.0, 14.3.2, 14.4.1, 17.5.2, 20.
20.7.8

Nickel Baths 10.5.2, 10.5.3

Nodular Copper 10.2.1, 10.2.2, 10.2.3, 10.2.4

Non-fused Tin-Lead 14.1.1

Non-Uniform Etch 11.1.1

Nonwetting 17.1.1, 17.6.1, 17.6.2

Nozzle Clogging 16.5.1.1

Open Circuits 7.6.2

Open Conductor 2.7.1

Optimization 1.2.5.5, 2.9.1.3, 9.2.2, 10.2.2

Overetching 7.6.1, 7.6.2, 11.0, 11.1.1, 11.2.2, 11.3
11.5.2, 20.6.2, 20.6.3
Index-iv
,
,

,
,

,
,
,

Oxide Coating 1.5.4, 12.4.2, 12.4.3, 12.4.4, 12.4.5
12.4.6, 13.7.2, 15.2.4

Packaging 1.7, 2.3, 4.4.6, 13.7.2, 15.2.1, 16.1.1, 17.2.
18.1.1

Palladium 7.1.1, 7.1.3, 7.2.1, 7.3.1, 7.3.3, 7.5, 7.5.
10.8.2

Palladium Nickel 10.8.4

Panel Thickness 13.1.1, 13.4.6, 13.6.6, 13.8.3, 13.10.
13.11.6

Paste Bridging 16.5, 2.1

Peroxide-Sulfuric Etchants 11.4

Pimpled Reflow 14.1.1

Pinholes 3.1.2, 3.1.3, 3.1.4, 3.1.5, 3.2.2, 3.2.4, 3.3.
12.3.3, 14.3.1, 15.1.3, 19.1, 20.4.2

Pinholing 9.4.1, 19.1

Pink Ring 5.1, 6.2.6, 10.2.2, 12.4.4, 13.10.4

Pits and Dents 4.4.5

Pitted Copper 10.2.1, 10.2.2, 10.2.3

Pitting 10.2.2, 10.4.2, 10.5.2, 10.5.3, 10.6.3, 10.6.
10.7.3, 14.4.1

Plasma 6.0, 6.2, 6.3, 6.2.4, 6.2.5, 6.3.1, 6.3.2, 7.3.
13.13.4

Plating Separation 4.4.6

Plating Thickness 3.3.4, 10.0, 10.1, 12.3.2, 14.1.1
14.1.2, 16.6.2, 20.6.1, 20.6.3, 20.7.6, 20.7.7, 20.7.8

Plugged Holes 14.1.1, 14.2.1

Poor Bond (Quality) 16.5.1.1, 16.6.2

Poor Pull Strength 16.6.2

Porous Gold 10.6.4

Potting 18.1, 18.1.3, 19.3, 20.6.1

Prepreg 1.4.4, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4.2, 4.4.4, 4.4.5, 4.4.6, 4.4.
6.2.1, 12.4.4, 13.1.1, 13.1.2, 13.1.4, 13.1.5, 13.2.2, 13.2
13.3.1, 13.3.2, 13.4, 13.4.2, 13.4.3, 13.4.4, 13.4.5, 13.4
13.6.1, 13.6.3, 13.6.5, 13.6.6, 13.7.2, 13.8, 13.8.1, 13.8
13.8.3, 13.9.1, 13.9.2, 13.10.1, 13.10.2, 13.10.3, 13.10
13.11.1, 13.11.2, 13.11.3, 13.11.5, 13.11.6, 13.12
13.13.2, 13.13.3, 20.3

Preventive Maintenance 1.2.6, 1.8.2, 4.4.4, 9.4.1, 16.4.2

Printed Board 1.0, 1.1, 1.3.1, 1.4.3, 1.4.4, 1.5.2, 1.5.
1.6, 2.0, 2.1, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.7, 2.8, 2.9.1, 2.9.1.1, 2.9.1
2.9.2, 2.10, 2.11, 3.2.4, 3.3.4, 6.2, 8.2, 10.5.1, 10.6.1, 13
15.1, 16.1, 16.5.3.3, 17.1, 18.1, 20.1, 20.1.1, 20.1.2, 20
20.3.1, 20.3.2, 20.3.4, 20.3.5, 20.6, 20.6.2, 20.7.4

Process Audit 1.2.5.3, 1.2.6
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Process Maintenance 1.8.1, 18.1.1, 18.1.3

Production Master 3.2.1, 3.2.5, 3.3, 3.3.4, 3.3.5, 3.4, 9

Protective Coatings 1.1, 2.4, 2.9.1.1, 3.4.4, 14.0, 15
15.2, 19.1

PTFE 1.5.4, 4.1.1, 6.2.7

Punching 5.2, 5.2.1, 5.2.2, 9.2.1, 13.1.1, 13.5.1, 13.
20.7.5

Reduction 3.2.2, 3.3.1, 6.2.1, 6.2.4, 7.3.1, 9.2.1, 9.2
9.3.1, 10.2.2, 13.0, 16.5.2.1

Reflow 2.6.1, 4.4.3, 4.4.6, 10.3.1, 10.3.3, 10.4.1, 10.
10.7.1, 10.7.2, 13.1.2, 13.1.4, 13.13.3, 14.0, 14.1.1, 14
14.1.3, 14.1.4, 14.4.2, 16.5.2.1, 16.5.2.2, 16.6.2, 17
17.5, 17.5.1, 17.5.2, 17.6, 17.6.1, 17.6.2, 20.4.1, 21
21.2.2, 21.2.3

Reinforcement Removal 6.2, 6.2.4, 6.2.5, 6.2.6

Reinforcements 4.1.2, 4.3

Resin Curing 1.5.2, 2.6.3, 2.9.1.1

Resin Removal 6.2, 6.2.1, 6.2.2, 6.2.3, 6.2.4, 6.2
6.2.7, 6.3.1

Resin Smear 4.4.6, 5.1.1, 5.1.2, 6.2, 7.3.1, 7.5.2, 7
13.13.4, 20.6.3

Resin Starvation 13.1.1, 13.1.5, 13.4.5, 13.6.5, 13.11
20.4.1

Resist Breakdown 8.3.1, 9.2.1, 9.2.2, 9.3.1, 15.1.2

Resist Scum 3.2.2, 9.2.1, 9.2.4, 11.0, 11.1.1

Rhodium 10.5.1, 10.8.1

Rinse Techniques 1.6.7

Rinse Water 1.6.2, 1.6.3, 1.6.5, 1.6.7, 6.2.4, 7.2.2, 7.5
8.2.3, 8.3.1, 9.2.1, 9.2.4, 10.1, 10.2.2, 11.4.1, 12
14.1.1, 14.4.1, 18.1.1

Rinsing 1.4, 1.6, 1.6.2, 1.6.3, 1.6.4, 1.6.5, 1.6.6, 1.
6.2.1, 6.2.3, 6.2.4, 6.2.5, 6.2.7, 7.0, 7.1.1, 7.1.3, 7
7.2.2, 7.3.2, 7.3.3, 7.5.2, 7.6.1, 7.6.2, 8.0, 8.1.1, 8
8.2.2, 8.3.1, 9.2.1, 9.2.2, 9.2.3, 9.3.1, 10.1, 10.2.2, 10
10.3.2, 10.3.3, 10.4.2, 10.5.2, 10.5.3, 10.6.2, 10.8.1, 12
12.4.2, 12.4.4, 12.4.5, 12.4.6, 13.7.2, 14.1.1, 14.2.1, 14
14.3.1, 14.3.2, 14.4.1, 14.4.2, 15.1.2, 15.1.3, 15.2.2, 1

Routing 2.3, 4.1.1, 5.3, 5.3.2, 5.3.3, 13.1.2, 13.4
13.6.3, 13.10.2, 13.13.2

Sanding 6.1.1

Schematic 2.2, 16.5.3.1

Scratches 1.4.1, 3.3.5, 3.4.3, 4.4.5, 5.2, 5.2.2, 5.6, 9.
9.3.1, 12.3.3, 13.2.4, 13.4.7, 16.5.2.2, 20.4.1, 20
20.6.3, 20.7.2, 20.7.5, 20.7.7

Screen Printed Resist 9.4, 9.4.1
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Screen Printing 9.4.1, 15.1.1, 15.2.4, 16.5.2, 16.5.2.2
17.6.2

Scum 3.2.2, 7.1.3, 9.2.1, 9.2.4, 11.0, 11.1.1, 12.4.
15.1.2, 15.1.3

Semi-Aqueous Resist 9.2.3, 10.6.3, 10.6.4

Semi-Conductive Coatings 7.5, 7.5.1, 7.7

Shadows 9.4.1, 20.4.1

Shearing 5.4, 5.4.1, 20.5.1

Shifted Lands 13.1.1

Shorts 1.4.1, 2.5, 3.2.2, 7.6.2, 8.1.3, 13.1.4, 13.1.
16.5.2, 16.5.2.1, 16.5.2.2, 20.3, 20.3.1, 20.3.6, 20.4.2

Silver Halide 3.1.3, 3.1.4, 3.2.4

Slow Etching 11.2.1

Sludge Formation 6.2.2

Solder 1.1, 1.5, 1.5.4, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6.1, 2.6.3, 2.9.1.
2.9.1.3, 4.4.6, 5.3.2, 8.2.2, 8.2.3, 10.3.1, 10.4.1, 11.4
13.1.2, 13.1.3, 13.1.4, 13.13.2, 14.0, 14.1, 14.1.1, 14.1
14.1.4, 14.2, 14.2.1, 14.2.2, 14.3.3, 14.4.1, 15.1, 15.1
15.1.2, 15.1.3, 15.2.2, 15.2.4, 15.3, 15.4.1, 16.2.1, 16.3
16.5.1, 16.5.1.1, 16.5.2, 16.5.2.1, 16.5.2.2, 16.5.2.3, 16.5
16.5.3.1, 16.5.3.3, 16.6.2, 17.1.1, 17.2.2, 17.3, 17.4, 17.4
17.4.2, 17.4.3, 17.5, 17.5.1, 17.5.2, 17.6, 17.6.1, 17.6
18.1, 18.1.1, 18.1.3, 19.0, 19.1, 19.1.1, 20.3.1, 20.3
20.3.6, 20.4.1, 20.5, 20.5.1, 20.6.3, 20.7.1, 20.7.3, 20.7
21.2.1, 21.2.2, 21.2.3

Solder Balls 16.5.2, 16.5.2.1, 16.6.2, 17.4.1, 17.4.2
17.5.1, 17.5.2, 17.6.1, 17.6.2

Solder Bridges 17.4.1, 17.4.2, 17.4.3

Solder Joint 2.6.1, 2.6.3, 17.1.1, 17.4, 17.4.1, 17.6.1
17.6.2, 21.2.2

Solder Leveling 1.5.4, 4.4.6, 14.2, 14.3.3, 15.1.2, 15.1.

Solder Paste 2.6.3, 2.9.1.3, 16.5.2, 16.5.2.1, 16.5.2.2
16.5.2.3, 16.5.3.1, 16.6.2, 17.2.2, 17.5.1, 17.5.2, 17
17.6.1, 17.6.2, 21.2.1, 21.2.3

Solder Paste Application 16.5.2, 16.5.2.1, 16.6.2, 17.2.2

Solder Paste Deposition 2.6.3

Solder Skips 17.4.1, 17.4.2, 17.4.3

Solder Volume 2.6.3

Solderability 1.7, 2.4, 10.2.2, 10.3.1, 10.4.1, 10.4.2
10.8.4, 14.3.1, 14.3.3, 15.2.1, 15.2.2, 15.2.3, 16.1.2, 17.1
17.4.2, 17.5.2, 17.6.2, 20.5.1

Solution Foaming 10.1

Solvent Resist 9.2.1, 9.2.4

Spatter 17.5.1, 17.6.1
Index-v
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Specks 3.1.2, 3.1.4

Squeeze-out 15.3.1

Stencil Printing 16.5.2, 16.5.2.1, 16.5.2.2, 16.5.2.3

Step-And-Repeat 3.1.3, 3.3.3, 3.3.4

Storage 1.4, 1.4.4, 3.1.2, 3.2.1, 4.2, 6.2.7, 7.1.2, 7.3
7.3.2, 8.2.3, 9.2.1, 10.7.1, 13.1.1, 13.7.2, 13.8.1, 13.8
13.10.4, 14.1.1, 14.2.1, 15.2.1, 16.1.1, 16.1.3, 16.3
17.1.1, 17.2.2, 17.6.2, 18.1.1, 20.2.1, 20.4.1, 20.6.1

Stress Relief 1.5.3, 2.6.1, 2.9.2, 4.4.2, 12.1.2, 13.12.
16.2.2

Stringing 16.5.1.1, 16.5.1.2

Stripping 5.2, 5.2.2, 7.1.1, 7.1.3, 7.4, 9.2.1, 9.2.2, 9.2
9.3, 9.3.1, 9.4.1, 9.6, 10.7.1, 10.7.2, 10.7.3, 10.7.4, 11
11.1.1, 12.2.2, 14.2.1, 14.3.1, 14.3.3

Sulfuric Acid 1.6.5, 6.2, 6.2.3, 6.2.4, 7.1.3, 7.3.2, 8.1.
9.2.1, 9.3.1, 10.1, 10.2.2, 10.4.2, 10.5.3

Surface Dents 5.2.2

Surface Imperfections 13.1.1, 13.1.7, 13.2.4, 13.4.7
13.5.3, 13.9.2, 13.10.4, 13.12.3, 20.4.1

Surface Insulation 17.5.1, 17.5.2, 20.3.4

Surface Voids 7.6.1, 7.6.2

Syringe Dispensing 10.5.1, 10.5.2, 10.5.2.3

Tab Bonding 16.6.2

Temporary Solder Resists 15.3

Tenting 9.2.1

Thermal Shock 7.6.1, 16.5.3.3, 17.5.1, 17.5.2, 20.7.
20.7.2

Thin Plating 10.1, 14.1.1

Throwing Power 10.2.2, 10.2.4, 10.3.2, 10.3.3, 10.4.
10.5.2, 10.6.3, 10.6.4

Tin 2.9.1.1, 4.1.3, 7.3.3, 10.3.1, 10.3.2, 10.3.3, 10
10.4.1, 10.4.2, 10.8.3, 12.4, 14.1, 14.1.1, 14.3.1, 14.3
14.4.2, 16.6.2, 17.3

Tin-Lead 8.1.2, 10.3, 10.3.1, 10.3.2, 10.3.3, 10.3.
10.3.5, 10.4.1, 10.7, 10.7.1, 10.7.2, 10.7.3, 10.7.4, 11.
14.1, 14.1.1, 14.1.2, 14.1.4, 14.2.1, 14.3.3, 16.6.2, 17
17.4.2, 20.3.3, 20.6.3, 20.7.8

Tin-Lead Fusing 14.1

Tin-Nickel 10.8.3, 14.0

Tombstoning 17.5.1, 17.5.2, 17.6.1, 17.6.2

Treatment Transfer 4.4.4

Undercut (Over-etching) 11.1, 13.10.4

Underetch 11.3.2
Index-vi
,
,

,

Underetching 7.6.1, 7.6.2, 11.0, 11.2.2, 11.3.2, 11.5.2

Unfilled Via Holes 17.4.1, 17.4.2, 17.4.3

Vapor Hone 6.1.2, 7.1.1, 13.10.4, 13.13.4

Vapor Phase Fusing 14.1.4

Vapor Phase Soldering 17.5, 17.5.1

Varnishing 18.1, 18.1.3, 19.2

Voids 3.1.2, 3.1.5, 4.4.6, 5.1.2, 6.2.4, 7.0, 7.1.2, 7.2.2
7.3.1, 7.3.2, 7.5.1, 7.5.2, 7.6.2, 8.1.1, 8.1.2, 9.4.1, 10.
10.2.1, 10.3.1, 12.3.2, 13.0, 13.1.1, 13.1.4, 13.2.3, 13.3
13.3.3, 13.4.4, 13.4.5, 13.6.4, 13.6.6, 13.7.3, 13.8.
13.11.4, 13.11.6, 13.13.4, 16.5.1.1, 16.5.2.1, 17.6.1, 17.6
19.3, 20.3, 20.3.3, 20.4.1, 20.4.2, 20.6.1, 20.6.3

Warpage 5.6, 6.3.2, 13.12.2, 14.2.1, 15.1.2, 16.5.2.1
16.6.2

Water Jet Cutting 5.8

Wave Soldering 2.5, 2.6.3, 16.3.1, 16.5.1, 17.2.3, 17.2.4
17.4, 17.4.1, 17.4.2

Weave Exposure 4.4.6

Webbing 14.2.1, 19.1.1

Wedge Voids 7.3.2, 7.5.2

White Haze 14.1.1, 14.1.4

White Residue 8.2.3, 14.1.1, 15.1.2, 18.1.1

White Smut 10.7.2

Wrinkles 4.4.5, 15.1.2

Yellow Spots 3.1.2
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Technical Questions
The IPC staff will research your technical question and attempt to find an appropriate specification interpretation or
technical response. Please send your technical query to the technical department via:

tel 847/509-9700 fax 847/509-9798 
http://www.ipc.org e-mail: answers@ipc.org

IPC Technical Forums
IPC technical forums are opportunities to network on the Internet. It’s the best way to get the help you need today!
Over 2,500 people are already taking advantage of the excellent peer networking available through e-mail forums
provided by IPC. Members use them to get timely, relevant answers to their technical questions.

TechNet@ipc.org
TechNet forum is for discussion of technical help, comments or questions on IPC specifications, or other technical
inquiries. IPC also uses TechNet to announce meetings, important technical issues, surveys, etc.

ChipNet@ipc.org
ChipNet forum is for discussion of flip chip and related chip scale semiconductor packaging technologies. It is
cosponsored by the National Electronics Manufacturing Initiative (NEMI).

ComplianceNet@ipc.org
ComplianceNet forum covers environmental, safety and related regulations or issues.

DesignerCouncil@ipc.org
Designers Council  forum covers information on upcoming IPC Designers Council activities as well as information,
comment, and feedback on current design issues,local chapter meetings, new chapters forming, and other design
topics.

Roadmap@ipc.org
The IPC Roadmap forum is the communication vehicle used by members of the Technical Working Groups (TWGs)
who develop the IPC National Technology Roadmap for Electronic Interconnections.

IPCsm840@ipc.org
This peer networking forum is specific to solder mask qualification and use.

ADMINISTERING YOUR SUBSCRIPTION STATUS:
All commands (such as subscribe and signoff) must be sent to listserv@ipc.org. Please DO NOT send any command to
the mail list address, (i.e.<mail list> @ipc.org), as it would be distributed to all the subscribers.

Example for subscribing: Example for signing off:
To: LISTSERV@IPC.ORG To: LISTSERV@IPC.ORG
Subject: Subject:
Message: subscribe TechNet Joseph H. Smith Message: sign off DesignerCouncil

Please note you must send messages to the mail list address ONLY from the e-mail address
to which you want to apply changes. In other words,if you want to sign off the mail list, you must send the signoff
command from the address that you want removed from the mail list. Many participants find it helpful to signoff a list
when travelling or on vacation and to resubscribe when back in the office.

How to post to a forum:
To send a message to all the people currently subscribed to the list, just send to <mail list>@ipc.org  Please note, use
the mail list address that you want to reach in place of the <mail list> string in the above instructions.

Example:
To: TechNet@IPC.ORG
Subject: <your subject>
Message: <your message>

The associated e-mail message text will be distributed to everyone on the list, including the sender. Further
information on how to access previous messages sent to the forums will be provided upon subscribing.

For more information, contact Dmitriy Sklyar
tel 847/509-9700 x311 fax 847/509-9798
e-mail: sklydm@ipc.org http://www.ipc.org/html/forum.htm



IPC World Wide Web Page  http://www.ipc.org
Our home page provides access to information about upcoming events, publications and videos, membership, and
industry activities and services. Visit soon and often.

Education and Training
IPC conducts local educational workshops and national conferences to help you better understand emerging
technologies. National conferences have covered Ball Grid Array and Flip Chip/Chip Scale Packaging. Some workshop
topics include:

Printed Wiring Board Fundamentals High Speed Design
Troubleshooting the PWB Manufacturing Process Design for Manufacturability
Choosing the Right Base Material Laminate Design for Assembly
Acceptability of Printed Boards Designers Certification Preparation
New Design Standards

IPC video tapes and CD-ROMs can increase your industry know-how and on the job effectiveness.

For more information on programs, contact John Riley
tel 847/509-9700 ext. 308 fax 847/509-9798
e-mail: rilejo@ipc.org http://www.ipc.org

For more information on IPC Video/CD Training, contact Mark Pritchard
tel 505/758-7937 ext. 202 fax 505/758-7938
e-mail: markp@taos.newmex.com
http://www.ipc.org

Training and Certification
IPC-A-610 Training and Certification Program
“The Acceptability of Electronic Assemblies” (ANSI/IPC-A-610) is the most widely used specification for the PWB
assembly industry. An industry consensus Training and Certification program based on the IPC-A-610 is available to
your company.

For more information, contact John Riley
tel 847/509-9700 ext. 308 fax 847/509-9798
e-mail: rilejo@ipc.org http://www.ipc.org/html/610.htm

IPC Printed Circuits Expo
IPC Printed Circuits Expo is the largest trade exhibition in North America devoted to the PWB industry. Over 90
technical presentations make up this superior technical conference.

For more information, contact Kim Behr
tel 847/509-9700 ext. 319 fax 847/509-9798
e-mail: behrki@ipc.org http://www.ipc.org

How to Get Involved
The first step is to join IPC. An application for membership can be found on page 74.
Once you become a member, the opportunities to enhance your competitiveness are vast. Join a technical committee
and
learn from our industry’s best while you help develop the standards for our industry. Participate in market research
programs which forecast the future of our industry. Participate in Capitol Hill Day and lobby your Congressmen and
Senators for better industry support. Pick from a wide variety of educational opportunities: workshops, tutorials, and
conferences. More up-to-date details on IPC opportunities can be found on our web page: http:/www.ipc.org.

For information on how to get involved, contact:
Jeanette Ferdman, Membership Manager
tel 847/509-9700 ext. 309 fax 847/509-9798
e-mail: JeanetteFerdman@ipc.org        http://www.ipc.org

March 16-18, 1999
Long Beach, California

April 28-30, 1998
Long Beach, California
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Our facility purchases, uses and/or manufactures printed wiring boards or other electronic interconnection products for our own
use in a final product. Also known as original equipment manufacturers (OEM).

We are representatives of a government agency, university, college, technical institute who are directly concerned with design,
research, and utilization of electronic interconnection devices. (Must be a non-profit or not-for-profit organization.)

n One-sided and two-sided rigid printed
boards

n Multilayer printed boards

n Flexible printed boards
n Flat cable
n Hybrid circuits

n Discrete wiring devices
n Other interconnections

IS YOUR INTEREST IN:

n purchasing/manufacture of printed circuit boards

n purchasing/manufacturing printed circuit assemblies

What is your company’s main product line? __________________________________________________________________

WHAT PRODUCTS DO YOU

MAKE FOR SALE?

n Turnkey
n SMT
n Chip Scale Technology

n Through-hole
n Mixed Technology

n Consignment
n BGA

Our facility assembles printed wiring boards on a contract basis and/or offers other electronic interconnection products for sale. 

Our facility supplies raw materials, machinery, equipment or services used in the manufacture or assembly of electronic inter-
connection products.

Thank you for your decision to join IPC members on the “Intelligent Path to Competitiveness”! IPC Membership is
site specific, which means that IPC member benefits are available to all individuals employed at the site designat-
ed on the other side of this application.

To help IPC serve your member site in the most efficient manner possible, please tell us what your facility does by
choosing the most appropriate member category.  

Our facility manufactures and sells to other companies, printed wiring boards or other electronic interconnection products on
the merchant market.

Name of Chief Executive Officer/President___________________________________________________________________

Name of Chief Executive Officer/President ________________________                      _  

What products do you supply?_____________________________________________________________________________

Please be sure both sides of this application are correctly completed

PLEASE CHECK

APPROPRIATE

CATEGORY

■

INDEPENDENT
PRINTED BOARD
MANUFACTURERS

■

INDEPENDENT

PRINTED BOARD
ASSEMBLERS

EMSI COMPANIES

■

OEM –
MANUFACTURERS
OF ANY END
PRODUCT
USING
PCB/PCAS
OR CAPTIVE
MANUFACTURERS
OF PCBS/PCAS

■

INDUSTRY
SUPPLIERS

■

GOVERNMENT

AGENCIES/
ACADEMIC

TECHNICAL

LIAISONS
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PLEASE ATTACH BUSINESS CARD

OF OFFICIAL REPRESENTATIVE HERE

Please check one:

❏ $1,000.00 Annual dues for Primary Site Membership (Twelve months of IPC membership begins from the time the application
and payment are received)

❏ $800.00 Annual dues for Additional Facility Membership: Additional membership for a site within an organization where
another site is considered to be the primary IPC member.

❏ $600.00** Annual dues for an independent PCB/PWA fabricator or independent EMSI provider with annual sales of less than
$1,000,000.00. **Please provide proof of annual sales.

❏ $250.00 Annual dues for Government Agency/University/not-for-profit organization

TMRC Membership ❏ Please send me information on Membership in the Technology Marketing Research Council (TMRC)

AMRC Membership ❏ Please send me information for Membership in the Assembly Marketing Research Council (AMRC)

Mail application with 
check or money order to:

IPC
Dept. 77-3491
Chicago, IL 60678-3491

Fax/Mail application with 
credit card payment to:

IPC
2215 Sanders Road
Northbrook, IL 60062-6135
Tel:  847 509.9700
Fax: 847 509.9798

Payment Information  

Enclosed is our check for $

Please bill my credit card: (circle one)  MC  AMEX  VISA DINERS

Card No. Exp date ____________________

Authorized Signature 

Site Information:

Company Name

Street Address

City State Zip Country

Main Phone No. Fax 

Primary Contact Name

Title Mail Stop

Phone Fax e-mail

Alternate Contact Name

Title Mail Stop

Phone Fax e-mail

A P P L I C A T I O N F O R S I T E M E M B E R S H I P



2215 Sanders Road
Northbrook, Illinois
60062-6135
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Fax
URL:

847 509.9700
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http://www.ipc.org
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